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Abstract 
 
A large proportion of today’s software development is unsuccessful.  One reason for 
this is thought to be lack of attention to the user.  Maintaining a user-centred focus 
during software production is regarded as a major problem.  Introducing an HCI 
designer role into the software team (they usually function as external advisors) is 
thought to be a means of addressing this problem. 
 
Issues surrounding the introduction of an HCI designer role into software teams were 
explored by a qualitative investigation. Participant-observation studies were carried out 
on two year-long software projects, with the researcher performing the role of HCI 
designer within the software teams.  Aspects of comprehension within the team were 
found to be fundamental to successful collaboration. Prototypes were found to be an 
effective means of facilitating team members' comprehension of HCI design intent, and 
of maintaining conceptual integrity.  However, this use of prototypes was flawed 
because they introduced the potential for ambiguity and they were inaccessible. 
 
Focusing on the collaboration of the HCI designer and programmers, requirements for a 
prototype-centred explanation tool were specified to exploit the potential of prototyping 
to facilitate comprehension, by addressing the flaws discovered. Such a tool, called 
‘ProtoTour’, was designed and implemented, based on the requirements specified. 
 
An experiment was conducted with 22 commercial programmers to ascertain whether a 
ProtoTour representation of an existing, commercially developed prototype, facilitated 
comprehension more effectively and was more accessible than a conventional 
prototype.  Results of the experiment found that programmers using ProtoTour gained a 
significantly better understanding of HCI design intent, than programmers using a 
conventional prototype. Those using ProtoTour also asked the HCI designer 
significantly fewer questions about the HCI design intent.  Results suggest that 
prototype-centred explanation tools have the potential to improve programmers’ 
comprehension of HCI design intent. 
 
Introducing an HCI designer into a software team was found to be an effective way of 
improving the user-centred focus of software during production.  A prototype-centred 
explanation tool appears to have potential as a means of helping programmers 
comprehend HCI design intent. 
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Chapter 1 Literature Review Relating to Software 
Production 
1.1 Introduction 
 
Research into software production covers a vast range of topics and a diversity of 
software production contexts. From the accompanying literature, it is not always clear 
what the software production context is for the research topic. Many researchers make 
general claims from their findings in a particular software production context. This is 
not always appropriate as there are several clearly distinguishable types of software 
production context. Grudin (1996) is careful to classify research findings into four broad 
categories of software production contexts: off-the-shelf product development, in-house 
development, competitively bid contract development (large formal contracts), and 
customised software development (smaller less formal contracts). In a study of the 
design process representative of the UK environment, Harker (1991) considered the 
main distinction to be between off-the-shelf products and bespoke software. 
 
Unfortunately, not enough researchers are clear about the software production context 
to which their work applies. Consequently, distinguishing between research applicable 
to one context or another could be seen as a research project on its own. Whilst it is not 
the purpose of this literature review to categorise all previous research on software 
production, it is deliberately focussed on the context of the research area of bespoke 
software. 
 
 
Scope of Literature Review 
 
The literature encompasses material that pertains to the business of producing software 
in the commercial world. Diverse sources have been utilised in this research but the 
coverage of this review has been designed to provide insight into software production 
specifically.  
 
It is important to note that this research is in the interdisciplinary field of Human-
Computer Interaction. This explains both the diversity of sources included and the 
reason for not focussing on literature relating to only one of the particular disciplines 
(e.g. psychology). 
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1.2 The End Product 
 
One way to begin investigating current software production is to examine the end 
product of this process. Section 1.2.1 describes some aspects of the failure of software 
technology to either reach the marketplace or be accepted by users. This is followed by 
an overview of researchers’ views on the current state of user interfaces.  
 
1.2.1 The Failure of Software Technology 
 
Many researchers have shown concern about the lack of success of a large proportion of 
software ventures. Browne (1994) claimed that over the last 30 years computers have 
failed to improve productivity even on the most generous productivity measures. A 
study cited by Land, Le Quesne and Wijegunaratne (1991) showed that only 1% of 
large systems (defined as those having more than 50,000 lines of code) met users’ needs 
and were finished on time within budget. Land et al. stated that the average large system 
is a year late and costs twice the original estimate. A study of new products evaluated 
their likelihood of failure to be between 66 and 90% (Business Week, 1992). Gladden 
(1982) cited a study which quoted 75% of software development was never completed 
or was not used if completed;  Grudin (1993) referred to frequent product failure and 
dissatisfaction. A more recent study by Grudin (1996) suggests that reliable figures are 
hard to find, which is probably the reality of the situation. He cited an informal poll of 
several experienced development managers from a number of companies, which 
estimated completion rates between 10 and 50%. Some experienced developers reported 
to never having seen a project through to completion, he stated. 
 
Grudin (1996) assessed the likelihood of failure of the different broad categories of 
software production contexts. He found that completion rates were better for systems 
built under contract than under other production contexts, as both the client and the 
provider had most to lose in this context. In his opinion, the high completion rate of 
contract developments explained the absence of project mortality considerations in the 
literature. He found that small projects developed under contract for specific customers 
in a particular market can be even more likely to succeed, because the software 
producer is more likely to continue working with the client after implementation. 
However, Grudin’s beliefs are not universal. Martin (1988) reported that competitive 
bid contract systems are often unusable on delivery without further work. 
 
In HCI and Human Factors literature the attribution of blame for these failures is 
unsurprising. Gould (1988) cited a study of 12 major business failures, all of which 
were contributed to by a lack of understanding of the “business”, “application” or “user 
set”. Kearney (1990) believed the key failure reason to be the neglect of human and 
organisational factors. Similarly, Baeker and Buxton (1987a) similarly suggested that 
the user interface is often the single most important factor in determining the success or 
failure of a system. Wasserman (1987) concurred that the user interface is often the 
principle determinant of a system’s success. 
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Other reasons for the failure of software technology include to aspects of software 
project management, such as poor estimating and monitoring plus a lack of 
understanding of software project’s nature. Other researchers have attributed the 
problem to inadequate tools and methods for system design and construction (Land et 
al., 1991). 
 
1.2.2 The User Interface 
 
The goal of HCI and Human Factors practitioners is to empower the user (Laurel, 
1990). Many researchers believe that this goal is not being reached. Norman (1990) 
illustrates this viewpoint: 
 
“What is the good news about computers and their interface?  Alan Kay is reported to 
have said that “the Macintosh has the first interface good enough to be criticised.”  
That is supposed to be the good news?  Sorry folks, things are seriously wrong in 
interface land...” (p. 209) 
 
A similar view was expressed by Nelson (1990): 
 
“I am dismayed at the dreariness of the interactive software that people today think is 
liberating and forward-looking. Compared to what it should and will be, today’s 
interactive software is wooden, obtuse, clumsy, and confused. The pervasive lack of 
imagination and good design is appalling.” (p. 235) 
 
These are not up to the minute views, but since their publication nothing has 
revolutionised user interfaces. More recently, Norman (1996) has stated that he believes 
‘machines’ have become too complex. Norman has recently reaffirmed his attribution of 
this complexity to the “accident” which he described in 1990 as the adaption of general 
purpose technology using very general tools for very specialised tasks.  
 
Like Norman and Nelson, Grudin (1993) has also stated the view that the usability and 
utility of software could be markedly improved. Other researchers provide a reminder 
that historically the user interface and usability were considered an afterthought 
(Wasserman, 1987; Whiteside, Bennett and Holtzblatt, 1988). Although a proportion of 
developers today have broken away from this attitude, it should be remembered that 
many current software developers began their careers when the user interface was 
strictly an afterthought. 
 
One indisputable fact is that the user interface has now become a more significant part 
of software development. In a survey of 74 developers (attending a human factors 
conference, hence the positively weighted results), it was found that an average of 48% 
of code was devoted to the interface (Myers and Rosson, 1992). They further found that 
45% of time in the design phase was devoted to the user interface, 50% during the 
implementation phase and 37% during the maintenance phase. Baeker and Buxton 
(1987a) cited several studies, which demonstrated that between 30 and 59% of the 
operational code supported the user interface, making it one of the most expensive 
elements of the code. Heckel (1991) cited a study which showed that the quality of the 
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interface is three times as important as structured programming to the success of a 
software project. 
 
Part of the reason for user interfaces taking on more significance is thought to be an 
increase in complexity, particularly due to the dominance of windows-based Graphical 
User Interfaces (GUIs). This complexity is evidenced by the following views. Myers 
and Rosson (1992) highlighted the fact that this complexity makes the programming 
task more difficult and adds further complexity through necessitating iterative design. 
According to Carey, McKerlie, Bubie and Wilson (1991), the evolution of user 
interfaces has increased design complexity by increasing the available design options. 
Mantei and Teorey (1988) described user interface design as “a nightmare of detailed 
decisions”. Erickson (1990) believed user interface design to be complex for three 
reasons: firstly, it is hard to come up with solutions; secondly, designing the user 
interface is a compromise of competing “desiderata”; and thirdly, user interface design 
is interdisciplinary and political. Grudin (1993) suggested that further complications 
occur when division of labour divides the responsibility for the user interface. Gould, 
Boies, Levy, Richards, and Schoonard (1990) held a similar view and suggested that 
only one person should be responsible for the user interface. 
 
Some researchers think that there is too much emphasis on the ‘user interface’ when 
research should focus on how people can best be supported in their work (Bannon and 
Bødker, 1991; Norman, 1990). Maxwell (1996) showed concern that the term ‘user 
interface’ reinforces a model which treats the system purely as the functional and 
interactive software and the user as a separate entity. Whilst these views clearly have 
merit, they are difficult to reconcile with attitudes prevalent in modern day software 
development. 
 
Baeker and Buxton (1987a) believed the user interface to be one of the most poorly 
understood aspects of any system, with its success or failure determined by a complex 
range of poorly comprehended and subtly interrelated issues. Although there are good 
reasons why user interface design will always be an aspect of the system which is 
complex and difficult to understand, it is interesting to note when eminent software 
engineers began to recognise its importance. Brooks (1975) eloquently described user 
interface design in ‘The Mythical-Man Month’: 
 
“By the architecture of a system, I mean the complete and detailed specification of the 
user interface…The architect of a system, like the architect of a building, is the user’s 
agent. It is his job to bring professional and technical knowledge to bear in the 
unalloyed interest of the user, as opposed to the interests of the salesman, the 
fabricator, etc.” (Brooks, 1975; p. 45) 
 
It is perhaps surprising that the software engineering community failed to take Brooks’ 
view seriously, and research emphasis on the user interface failed to gain ground until 
many years later. 
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1.2.3 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
It is possible that failure figures are distorted as researchers strive to justify their work 
or add weight to its importance. Whether the failure statistics for software technology 
paint an accurate picture or not, it is clear that much new software technology does 
suffer from problems during production and acceptance. Despite this, software 
production is at the core of a thriving industry. Grudin’s assessment appears the most 
credible. He expressed the view that project failure is determined by the type of 
software being produced, and viewed software developed under contract with external 
suppliers to have the best chance of survival. One source of blame for software failure is 
the neglect of people and organisational factors. The complexity of dealing with such 
issues during software production gives cause to take such a view seriously. 
 
Critics believe that judging by existing user interfaces there is still a long way to go to 
improve user interface design. It does not take a user interface expert to realise that a 
large proportion of software products1 reaching the desktop suffer from bad design to 
various degrees. However, it is a fact that the user interface now requires a large 
proportion of production effort and code to produce. This increase in the dominance of 
the user interface probably has more to do with the inherent complexity of programming 
GUIs and windowing software, than greater emphasis on user and task considerations. 
Although the user interface is less an afterthought now, this is partly due to its technical 
complexity and dominance rather than a change in emphasis towards user and task 
considerations. Many people involved in software production spent their formative 
years programming software where the user interface was an afterthought – some of 
these old ideas linger on. This may well be a fundamental reason why some researchers 
now object to the term ‘user interface’, claiming that the focus is wrong. These 
researchers would instead prefer to focus efforts on giving more consideration to the 
user and their job. A final observation of this section is that the importance of user 
interface design was identified as early as 1975 by an eminent member of the software 
engineering community, Brooks, but failed to become a serious issue in software 
engineering until many years later. 
 
                                                 
1This criticism also applies to many products of modern design such as video recorders, washing 
machines, microwave ovens, etc. (see Norman’s (1988) ‘The Psychology of Everyday Things’ for 
more examples) 
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1.3 The Software Production Process 
 
This section describes the dominant waterfall lifecycle, which underlies the majority of 
software development processes. The main alternative software production philosophy 
is iterative development so this is considered next. Other alternative approaches are 
discussed briefly. 
 
1.3.1 The Waterfall Lifecycle 
 
The waterfall lifecycle is a linear software production process where the deliverables 
from one phase of the process feed into the next (without overlap). For example, when 
the requirements phase is completed it is usual for this to feed forward to the design 
phase in the form of a written specification document. The waterfall lifecycle has been 
around for many years (Brooks (1995) has recently suggested that some of the chapters 
in his 1975 ‘Mythical Man-Month’ were “tainted” by it). Usually credited to have come 
about from US defence and government contract projects, the waterfall lifecycle 
corresponds to what many people regard as the traditional view of software engineering 
(Benyon, 1995). 
 
Boehm (1988) described the waterfall lifecycle as “dominant”. The waterfall cycle was 
cited by Harker (1991) as the underlying philosophy of large scale bespoke 
development. Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) suggested it was the most “common 
approach” to development and Gordon and Bieman (1994) claimed that it “remains the 
dominant paradigm”. Articles criticising the waterfall lifecycle have been published by 
respected researchers for many years, a recent example of which is Stephens (1996). 
Although probably not commonly followed in its pure form, the underlying 
philosophy of the waterfall lifecycle is still prevalent in software development. 
 
A tide of opinion argues that the waterfall lifecycle does not work (e.g., Boehm, 1988; 
Stephens, 1996). Some of the reasons cited for this failure are that: 
 
• it does not facilitate iterative design or development (Cockton, 1991; Grudin, 1991); 
 
• it assumes that specifications can be complete and correct first time (see section 
1.6); 
 
• it emphasises written specifications and contracts (Grudin, 1991) which imposes 
demands on representations that available techniques cannot meet (Benyon, 1995); 
 
• it fails to manage inevitable changes in requirements (McCracken and Jackson, 
1981); 
 
• it does not support user involvement in software production (McCracken and 
Jackson, 1981); in fact, Grudin (1991) states that it presents a “formidable barrier” 
to user involvement; 
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• it bears little resemblance to how designers go about their work (Benyon, 1995); 
 
• it fails to treat software as a problem solving process (Curtis, Krasner, Shen and 
Iscoe, 1987); 
 
• it fails to acknowledge the “vast communication” that is required for team members 
to share understanding (Curtis et al., 1987). 
 
Of all the cited reasons for its failure, the waterfall’s inability to facilitate iteration and 
change is the major one. The waterfall seems to be founded on a basic misunderstanding 
of the nature of software production. 
 
If the waterfall is so bad, it is germane to ask why it survives. The main is that it 
presents a realistic face to the business world. It is a natural fit to contract developments 
(Grudin, 1991). Fixed price contracts are an accepted way of doing business in 
software, even software produced in-house is likely to be subject to a contract in the 
form of a fixed budget. Although largely unrealistic, the waterfall lifecycle at least 
provides some way of estimating the resources required, duration and cost of a proposed 
software development. The reality of software production is that because of the large 
number of unknowns, it is often completely unrealistic to estimate how long 
development will take. Unfortunately the reality of the situation does not conform to the 
commercial context in which software projects are carried out. Although there are 
advocates of project managers sticking to their guns and, as suggested by McCarthy 
(1995), rather than giving a “bogus date” having the courage to say “we don’t know 
when the software will be done”, few project managers would be in a strong enough 
position to take this more realistic stand (McCarthy works for Microsoft who recently 
launched Windows 95 in 1996).  
 
Another major reason why the waterfall survives is that it is manageable and helpful in 
controlling large software projects (Benyon, 1995; Curtis et al., 1987). Curtis et al. 
suggested that the waterfall serves the need for management accountability. It clearly 
does take steps in this direction with an emphasis on the achievement of milestones. 
These facilitate project management and monitoring, providing an indication of 
progress to management and clients. 
 
Norman (1996) suggests that the way industry is structured does not lend itself to the 
process of design. Moving away from the waterfall philosophy would require 
restructuring the way that software procurement is carried out. The major element of 
this restructuring would be the negotiation of flexible contracts (see later notes on RAD 
- section 1.3.2), examples of which are beginning to emerge. The following statement 
from Grudin (1993) about obstacles to participatory design in large product 
development organisations also sums up the general situation quite well: 
 
“Eventually organisational change may be required to overcome the constraints and 
forces confronting developers. In the meantime, those working with such organisations 
[large product development organisations] must be aware of the problems and seek 
constructive paths around them.” (Grudin, 1993; p. 99) 
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Several researchers have now tacitly acknowledged the continuing dominance of the 
waterfall lifecycle and have packaged their work in a format which readily links with it 
(see section 1.8.4). 
 
1.3.2 An Alternative to the Waterfall Lifecycle: Iterative Development 
 
The major alternative to the waterfall lifecycle is iterative development (sometimes 
called incremental build, an empirical approach, evolutionary development or 
evolutionary prototyping). The underlying philosophy of iterative development is to 
produce and deliver the software in a number of stages of increasing functionality. The 
aim is to provide the user with software that they can actually use very early on in the 
development process. As each new installment of software is delivered, various forms 
of testing can be carried out and requirements for future installments confirmed. This 
type of approach clearly has some implicit user-centred advantages when compared 
with the waterfall approach which assumes that requirements can all be captured 
and accurately specified during the early stages of the project and the software 
delivered in one large installment at the very end of the project. 
 
A large number of researchers have suggested that an iterative approach is necessary for 
software production (e.g., Stephen 1996, Benyon, 1995). It was suggested by Brooks 
(1977) that the empirical approach is the only way to build reliable computer systems. 
Later (1986), he suggested that we need to grow software organically. Whiteside et al. 
(1988) concurred with these views. Gabriel (1994) also believed that the waterfall’s 
goal of total design before manufacture was the wrong approach to software production 
and incremental development would be right. Olson, Buxton, Ehrich, Kasik, Rhyne and 
Sibert (1990) specifically suggested that the user interface development process is, of 
necessity, an iterative process. Cockton (1991) argued that  current methodologies 
incorporating iteration are increasing their potential compatibility with best HCI design 
and evaluation practice. This is quite likely because, as Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) 
stated,  any approach which makes you think of the user is likely to provide insight, and 
many iterative process do involve the user implicitly. 
 
In many respects iterative development is better matched with the realities of software 
projects with its high levels of uncertainty and complexity, which is impossible to 
foresee when writing specifications early in a waterfall process (see section 1.6). 
However, the use of iterative software production processes has not become as 
widespread as would be expected given the amount of research claiming the waterfall 
does not work and that which claims iterative development does work. 
 
In a somewhat biased survey of 40 software projects (biased because many of the 74 
respondents were approached through human factors journals), Myers and Rosson 
(1992) found that: 
 
“Many (42%) indicated that the work had been very evolutionary in nature, with design 
and implementation of the user interface proceeding in parallel (intertwined).”(p. 7) 
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This figure appears to be too high, this is obviously partly because of the sample bias 
but is perhaps also to do with the definition of ‘evolutionary in nature’ which Myers and 
Rosson used. It would not be uncommon for many projects ostensibly following a 
waterfall lifecycle to have elements of design and implementation proceeding in 
parallel, this would not make the underlying process ‘evolutionary in nature’. 
Furthermore, if iterative development has really taken off, why is there still so much 
discussion of it (e.g., Stephens, 1996). However, even though figures reported by Myers 
and Rosson seem to overstate the position, other evidence suggests that iterative 
development is gaining ground in certain situations. 
 
As Stephens (1996) and McCarthy (1995) have stated, Microsoft uses an iterative 
development process. Microsoft’s beta testing is now almost legendary. It is unlikely, 
however, that many software development companies would be able to arrange such 
extensive testing with such a willing user base. It is Microsoft’s unique position in the 
industry which allows it to iteratively develop and consequently be vague about product 
delivery dates. 
 
An iterative development approach called Rapid Application Development (RAD) has 
gained some ground recently in certain development contexts in the UK. Although RAD 
is not a new idea (some 20 years old), software development technologies which 
facilitate the approach have gained acceptance over the last few years. Leaders among 
these technologies include Microsoft’s Visual Basic and Borland’s Delphi, both of 
which provide a far more accessible way of programming the complexities of modern 
GUIs than were previously available. RAD advocates are careful to point out that it is 
only suitable for certain types of projects and teams, and situations where there is a 
close supplier-client relationship (Stapleton, 1996). One broad category of suitable 
projects is therefore in-house software development. RAD also demands a flexible 
approach to contracts which are usually renegotiated every time a new software 
increment is delivered. At this point the client is able to re-assess whether the next 
software increment is worth paying for. 
 
Opponents of the RAD approach suggest that it encourages ‘hacking’ (a colloquial 
expression for producing software in an ill-structured way without prior design). 
Stapleton (1996) strongly denied this and claimed that code produced by RAD is of 
higher quality than that produced by traditional processes (i.e. the waterfall). She cited a 
study at IBM which found RAD projects have lower maintenance costs than 
traditionally developed software. Stapleton claimed that lower maintenance costs show 
that RAD code is of higher than average quality. However, this is a very weak 
argument. RAD projects actively demand user involvement whereas traditional 
processes do not. It is far more likely that the reduced maintenance costs found in RAD 
projects are due to user involvement, which was largely absent from the traditionally 
developed software. This involvement enabled the RAD projects to achieve a better 
understanding of the real requirements. If requirements are right then maintenance will 
not be necessary and the quality of the RAD produced code will not even be apparent. 
 
The fundamental barrier to iterative development is fixed contracts, which according to 
Grønbæk, Grudin, Bødker, and Bannon (1993) hinder iterative design regardless of the 
type of project considered. They stated that customers prefer the security of having a 
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fixed price/fixed time contract, but the reality is that such contracts often “live in 
fiction”. At the software procurement stage, popular business practice requires a price 
and delivery date and is often far less receptive to a piecemeal development approach. 
The end result of software developed to a fixed price/fixed time contract may well 
betray the fact that such contracts are fiction, but this occurs a long time after contracts 
are signed. This commercial reality illustrates the frustration which is felt by researchers 
in this area. For example, Grudin (1993) believed that many successful systems in 
existence are the result of an undesirably long evolutionary process and recognised that 
the difficulty of developing such software is substantial. 
 
1.3.3 Other Alternatives to the Waterfall Lifecycle 
 
Many alternative development lifecycles have been created, although the indicates that 
few have caught on. This may be partially due to the fact that some major companies 
invest in developing their own lifecycle which they keep a closely guarded secret.  
 
Some researchers (e.g. Grudin 1993) believe that Boehm’s (1988) Spiral Model is a 
credible alternative to the waterfall lifecycle. This model uses an expanding spiral to 
illustrate project progress and cumulative cost incurred. On each spiral revolution 
several project activities are revisited, for example, prototypes are constructed (which 
may evolve through the spiral into the final implementation) and a thorough risk 
assessment is carried out. The Spiral Model is designed to facilitate a flexible and 
evolutionary approach, combined with manageability aspects equal to the waterfall 
lifecycle. However, as Grudin (1993) stated, it is not widely used.  
 
Benyon (1995) cited the Star lifecycle as a convincing model of the design process, but 
claimed that it does not facilitate project management. This would appear to be an 
accurate view of the Star lifecycle which was developed following detailed analysis of 
design practice (Preece, Rogers, Sharp, Benyon, Holland, and Carey, 1994). The Star 
model represents design activities (e.g. prototyping and implementation) as nodes on a 
star with evaluation as a central activity linked to all nodes. The model is not 
prescriptive about the order that tasks are carried out in. This may map the way 
designers actually work, but it makes it difficult to manage. 
 
Some researchers (e.g., Agresti, 1986) suggest that prototyping is an alternative to the 
waterfall lifecycle, but this would seem to be both an overstatement of what prototyping 
is and an understatement of what is required of a production process. 
 
Grudin’s (1993) suggestion that an innovative process is less likely to be as 
acceptable to management as a written specification summarises the situation well 
(written specifications being a fundamental part of the waterfall lifecycle). 
 
1.3.4 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
The waterfall lifecycle is widely believed to be inappropriate to the realities of the 
software production iteratively. However, key assumptions of the waterfall lifecycle 
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allow projects to be planned and costed during their early stages. These approximate 
plans and costings are acceptable to business as they provide a means to procure 
software at a fixed cost/time. Unfortunately the nature of software production, normally 
involving a large number of unknowns, often means that plans and costings produced 
early in the project are inaccurate. The reality of the situation is that many current 
development processes retain waterfall lifecycle underpinning, because it facilitates cost 
estimation and effort (however inaccurate). Other approaches, such as iterative 
development, are widely believed to be far more appropriate, but they have an honest 
underpinning which acknowledges the unknowns and resists making fallible cost and 
effort estimates. The technical credibility of iterative development is overall outweighed 
by its lack of commercial credibility in a contract led industry. Alternative development 
processes are only succeeding in projects which meet a certain set of conditions. 
Therefore, particularly for software produced under contract, the waterfall lifecycle 
lives on, and as Grudin (1993) concluded,  
 
“This strongly phased process is the reality to be addressed.”(p. 103) 
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1.4 A Pragmatic View of Software Production 
 
Theoretical processes for producing software deviate widely from what actually 
happens in practice. This section aims to provide an insight into what it is really like to 
produce software. The nature of the design process is described (see 1.4.1 & 2 which 
covers aspects of change affecting software production). The degree of user 
involvement in commercial software projects,  practical issues surrounding the 
organisation of a software project, and  several other important aspects of commercial 
software practice are described.  
 
1.4.1 The Nature of Design Process 
 
The design process has been described as eclectic and chaotic (Craig, 1991), inherently 
opportunistic (Carey et al., 1991; Guindon, 1990) and ill-structured (Guindon, 1990). 
Rubenstein and Hersh (1987) believed that because design is an art as well as a science, 
it would never be a completely rational process. Rittel and Weber (1973) considered 
design to be a “wicked problem”, that is, a problem whose formulation is necessarily 
vague and whose optimal solution cannot be practically found or measured. User 
interface design is often described as “ad  hoc” (e.g., Due, Jorgensen and Nielsen, 1991; 
Stewart, 1991). Due et al. (1991) found that user interface design takes place in a 
“highly turbulent” organisational context with an extremely fragmented working 
situation. In a similar vein, Bødker, Grønbæk and Kyng (1993) outlined the political 
and conflict causing nature of the design process. 
 
Harker (1991) discovered considerable diversity in activities across the design processes 
studied, which is consistent with the findings of Wilson, Bekker, Johnson, and Johnson 
(1996). They noted variations in design practice concerning user activities. 
 
Clearly, design is not as straightforward an activity design process and methodology 
literature might indicate. 
 
1.4.2 Change 
 
One factor frequently ignored by software related literature is that software production 
is highly susceptible to change, some believe that such change is inherent in software 
projects (Beladay and Lehman, 1979; Brooks, 1986; Miller-Jacobs, 1991). Part of the 
reason for such change is that it is almost impossible to specify all requirements for the 
software at the outset of the project (see section 1.6). As people involved with the 
software production (users, clients, managers, user interface designers, programmers, 
project managers, etc) gain greater insight or visibility of the software, they will often 
modify their view of precisely what it should do. Curtis et al. (1987) described change 
arising from internal and external factors as “requirements volatility”. The level of 
disturbance to the software production process that changing requirements causes 
depends on a multitude of factors. These range from how early on in the process the 
change was identified to the flexibility of the development team. Brooks (1986) 
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believed that some of the pressure for change comes from the fact that it is inherently 
easy to change. Whilst this may account for some changes, difficulty visualising a 
proposed computer software and interpretation of abstractly expressed requirements are 
just two examples of equally likely causes. 
 
1.4.3 User Involvement in Software Production 
 
There is a variety of levels and styles of user involvement in software production 
reported in the literature. This seems likely to be linked with the broad characteristics of 
the software production itself. For example, Harker (1991) found there to be a clearer 
commitment to users in bespoke software development. 
 
General surveys have been conducted into user involvement which do not distinguish 
between types of projects. Wilson et al. (1996) found that 60% of the 25 projects 
studied involved users and the study of 40 projects reported by Myers and Rosson 
(1992) showed that only 43% of software was tested with users. This leaves a 
disconcertingly large proportion of software being developed without user involvement. 
Of further concern is the fact that even on the projects with user involvement, Wilson et 
al. regarded the extent of access designers had to users and their workplace, to be 
seriously inadequate. The Myers and Rosson study also found that the most commonly 
cited problem by respondents was finding appropriate test subjects. 
 
In software production it is very common for software requirements to come from either 
the management of the client organisation (Benyon, 1995; Bødker et al., 1993; Grudin, 
1993) or the marketing department of the supplier organisation (Harker, 1991; Curtis et 
al., 1987). Preliminary software requirements rarely come from users. In product 
development contexts, Grudin (1993) found that users are not truly identified until 
development is complete and the product is marketed. Other development contexts are 
not so far removed from this condition. Grudin found that current practice precludes 
user involvement. 
 
Another frustrating aspect of the reality of user involvement is highlighted by Karat 
(1996) who sarcastically described, “Enlightened organisations who have to have proof 
that you need to talk to the users”. Such companies, both client and software producing 
organisations, are not rare. For example, Grudin (1993) suggested that product 
development companies are not aware of the virtues of participatory design (i.e. full and 
explicit involvement of users in the software design process). This is a view echoed by 
designers in the 1996 Wilson et al. study. They reported obstacles arising from 
management viewing user involvement as an additional, optional activity, and 
marketing staff who thought they knew what the users wanted and consequently saw no 
need to involve the users. 
 
One of the potentially most damaging elements of user involvement, which perpetuates 
bad design and prevents designers learning from their mistakes, is not widely 
recognised in the literature. Following the installation of completed software, the design 
team is often disbanded or moves on to another project. Field service teams are then 
used to support the users of the new software, which in effect shields developers from 
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user feedback (Grudin, 1993). Grudin pointed out that developers are rarely aware of 
users’ pain. This isolates developers, therefore they do not learn whether their design 
intuition is good or bad, or what future improvements are necessary. 
 
1.4.4 Project Organisation 
 
Brooks (1975) was probably one of the first to question what implementers should do 
whilst architects (user interface designers) were writing the specifications. This begins 
to illustrate what Newman (1991) later cited as a problem. Requirements analysis is 
usually performed in isolation from design by requirements analysts. The analysts make 
assumptions about the design, which the design team must understand in order to make 
sensible use of the requirements. If, as Button (1994) suggested, the determination of 
the requirements is purely a practical matter because the search for requirements is 
never ending, Newman’s observation would lead to the situation where design teams 
cannot possibly obtain all relevant information from the requirements analysts. 
 
The separation of development costs from maintenance costs (which can be 
considerable, between 60-90% of total project cost is cited by Grudin (1996)) removes 
accountability for maintenance from designers and developers. Grudin (1993) cited the 
general neglect of on-line help as an example of such divided responsibilities. He 
argued that a good help system can save a company a substantial sum in maintenance 
calls but the saving would probably be in the budget of a customer service department, 
while the effort and expense would have to come from the development budget. Hakiel 
(1995) cited a similarly illustrative anecdote of a project manager who was pleased to 
note that none of the recent service calls received were attributable to errors in the code, 
failing to appreciate the irony that he still had appreciable service organisation 
overheads. Thus, the project manager had not even conceived that the design of the 
software was probably instrumental in causing the maintenance costs. 
 
1.4.5 Other Implementation Issues 
 
There are potentially hundreds of other implementation issues which arise during the 
practice of software development, this section covers a few of the more common ones. 
 
Tyldesley (1990) claimed that there will always be problems that effect usability which 
only arise during implementation. This comment was made in the context of 
development of office software which is clearly not at the highest end of the 
interactional complexity scale. Similarly, Brooks (1975) commented that no matter how 
precise the specification, as implementation proceeds, countless questions of 
architectural interpretation arise (Brooks defines architecture as external software 
appearance, i.e. user interface). 
 
Harker (1991) believed that the tendency to underestimate the demands on development 
effort is endemic to all software development processes. If taken at face, this would 
suggest that  tight deadlines are also endemic to all software development processes as 
personnel struggle to meet their ambitious estimates. This goes some way to explaining 
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why some practitioners complain that usability is sacrificed to tight deadlines (Button, 
1994; Trennor, 1995). Furthermore, tight deadlines pressurise activity towards the end 
of the project, such as testing. So while waterfall based lifecycles provide little enough 
scope for testing and feedback in theory, in a practical situation, even that testing may 
be thinned down. Grudin (1993) pointed out the irony of the situation when discussing 
the lack of late user involvement because the underlying code is frozen so that 
documentation can be completed. Concern that designers cannot “do all the tweaking 
and testing they advocate” when the program is not working a week before it is 
delivered has been expressed by Erickson (1990). Heckel (1991) concurred that 
software is unfriendly is that it is not tested in actual use. 
 
 
1.4.6 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
The software design process is chaotic in nature. User interface design is still often done 
in an ad  hoc way. Because of the difficulties of fully grasping a complex problem and 
an abstract software solution, change is inherent in software projects. User involvement 
in software production practice is still alarming low. A study published in 1996 (Wilson 
et al.) stated that 40% of projects did not involve the user, while a 1992 publication 
quoted 57%. Whilst this is an improvement, 40% still represents a large proportion of 
software development lacking user involvement. The type of software is also thought to 
determine the likelihood of user involvement. It has been suggested that bespoke 
software developments often demonstrate a clearer commitment to users. It is still quite 
common for software requirements to emanate from management, rather than users. 
Furthermore, some organisations are seen to require some form of proof of the need to 
talk to users. 
 
Because of the way software production is organised, when software is delivered, field 
service teams often support the users. Developers move on to other projects and are 
often never aware of the inadequacies of their software. Furthermore, the usual practice 
of separating the development from the maintenance budgets also serves to remove 
accountability from designers and developers.  
 
Other difficult aspects of software development in practice include the likelihood that a 
number of problems affecting usability will not crop up until implementation. Finally, 
the tendency of software projects to be underestimated in terms of resources required is 
an indication of the tension which usually exists within a project. This also explains 
why there is often little time left at the end of a project to make changes following user 
trials. 
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1.5 Tools and Technology to Support Software Production 
 
The use of tools and technology to support software production stems from the early 
days of software development when a bright programmer might develop a new 
debugger for other programmers to use. The evolution of tools has served programmers 
well, but the natural extension of useful individual desktop applications to Integrated 
Project Support Environments (IPSEs) for the whole team has not been so successful. 
Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools are one step down from IPSEs 
and usually focus more on facilitating and controlling the software design process 
(internal design). Less ambitious individual tools for specification and design have also 
emerged. It is pertinent to investigate why so many of these tools fail. 
 
1.5.1 The Failure of Tools 
 
One major cause of failure is that the tools do not take account of the realities of the 
software production process and instead align themselves with the idealistic 
methodologies of software production. The nature of the software design process is 
chaotic and opportunistic (see section 1.4.1); tools failing to address this reality will be 
rejected. 
 
Of all existing tools to support software production, IPSEs attempt to take the most 
control of the production process and the work of individuals. The structured techniques 
for software development that IPSEs support impose particular ways of working on the 
software team. They have to proceed with the work in a specific manner, plus they have 
to conform to methods of representing data and processes (Land et al., 1991). It is 
therefore not surprising that the implementation of an IPSE in the project described by 
Land et al. was a failure. Other proponents of IPSEs concede that IPSE failure can be 
attributable to the administration burden, which it causes, being unacceptable to 
individuals in the team (Le Quesne, 1988). 
 
CASE tools suffer from similar drawbacks to IPSEs. Harker (1991) surmised that the 
promise of CASE tools has not been realised. However, Hardy, Stobart, Thompson and 
Edwards (1995) reported surveys carried out in 1990 and 1994 which showed that 
CASE tools had become more widespread over this period. 
 
A year-long assessment of design and specification tools was carried out by Curtis et al. 
(1987). They concluded that, although such tools have promise, they are generally far 
from “industrial strength”, actual applications of them were sparse and methods of using 
them, as yet undefined. They further expressed the concern that it was difficult to see 
how the use of such tools would scale up for use on large scale software projects. 
 
Makers of tools to support the software production process often fail to recognise that it 
is a people-orientated process. Curtis et al. (1987) contended that if a process model 
does not represent the factors that control the largest share of the variability (i.e. people) 
in software production, it will not boost productivity and quality. The same could be 
said of software tools which fail to address this problem. 
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In the context of Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW), Grudin (1988) 
cautioned that one chronic cause of failure in group work situations occurs when one 
group incurs more work, which benefits another. With respect to the development of 
tools, Grudin (1996) advised that these should be aimed at their use situations in the 
context of software development. 
 
1.5.2 Absence of Tools 
 
Some researchers cite the absence of tools as a means of justifying new tools. For 
example, Land et al. (1991) credit the evolution of IPSEs to inadequate design and 
construction tools. However, in some areas there does appear to be a genuine lack of 
tools. Primarily, those claiming to lack tools are people from other disciplines where an 
ability to program was lacking - thus they could not readily produce software tools for 
themselves. Damodaran (1991) cited the absence of tools to assist in user-centred deign 
to be a major obstacle to the progress of human factors in software production. As an 
interface designer at Apple, Wagner (1990) described her current tools as felt-tipped 
pens and drawing pads. She then described the tools she would require for her “perfect 
world” to carry out interface design more effectively. Tool requirements suggested 
revolve around the use of a flexible prototyping medium which is accessible to non-
programmers. 
 
1.5.3 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
If prototyping is considered a tool, over the last decade it has probably had more 
influence on commercial software development practice than IPSEs, CASE, design, 
specification or any other tools. Prototyping is not covered here (see section 1.7). 
 
Tools which attempt to structure have failed because they do not address the chaotic 
nature and people orientated nature of the software production process. The use of tools 
in software design and development does have promise if the tool makers become more 
realistic and begin to treat the software production process as more of a complex people 
problem. There are clearly still requirements for tools and many such requirements are 
from the non-programming community. The tradition of programmers using their 
intuition to develop tools for other programmers has to change. 
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1.6 Software Specification 
 
Software specifications are a fundamental feature of the waterfall lifecycle which is 
believed to continue to dominate the software development industry (see section 1.3.1). 
Although different types of specifications can be distinguished, the basic purpose of a 
specification is to describe in detail, in written form, exactly what the proposed software 
should do. Such specifications are often written following a requirements phase of the 
development process where requirements analysts have thoroughly investigated the 
client requirements, described them and proposed a software solution. The specification 
is often regarded as those parts of the requirements phase that are deliverable and it 
usually signifies some changes to the software team (Browne, 1994; Vertelney and 
Booker, 1990). Often, requirements analysts move on to other projects and software 
designers and programmers are brought in to the team to begin designing and 
implementing the software. It is therefore clear that the specification carries an 
important communication burden within the changing software team. 
 
Another important role of the specification is to act as a contract between software 
supplier and client. The specification usually defines the functionality of the software, 
which the project manager is obliged to deliver. Grudin (1991) believed that this 
reliance on specifications puts a wall between developers and users. Grønbæk et al. 
(1993) regarded competitive bid contracts based on early specifications to be 
unrealistic, believing in fact that fixed price and fixed time contracts often “live in 
fiction”. 
 
Although the specification is a very important and real aspect of today’s software 
production, there is a large body of research which concludes that fully specifying 
software in advance of the development phase is wrong (Brooks, 1986; Gould, 1988; 
Miller-Jacobs, 1991; Swartout and Balzar, 1982). Brooks (1986) believed that 
conceptual structures are too complicated to be accurately specified in advance and too 
complex to be built faultlessly. Similarly, Curtis et al. (1987) found that important 
decisions made late in the development are not foreseen in the specification. Brooks 
(1975) also believed that countless questions arise during the implementation phase no 
matter how precise the specification. 
 
From the perspective of user needs analysis, other researchers have suggested that fully 
specifying software in advance is not viable. Bødker (1991) and Ehn (1988) have found 
the assumption, that user needs can be completely analysed during the early project 
phases, leads to the production of software which is rejected by users. In the same vein, 
Bannon and Bødker (1991) claimed that it is never possible to get a full description of 
tasks or predict future users behaviour. Benyon (1995) similarly believed that it is 
impossible to express or understand user requirements until a fair amount of design 
work has been done. 
 
Specification of the user interface and human factors requirements presents another 
difficulty to specifiers. If the specification sets out criteria for usability and learnability 
that are too stringent, these can prove too difficult and costly to meet (Mantei and 
Teorey, 1988). Other researchers have found that usability requirements in contracts are 
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vague (Grudin, 1991; Grundry, 1988). In many cases, they are specified by people that 
do not have an appreciation of human factors and are not specified in a way that 
designers can take seriously (Stewart, 1991). Grudin (1991) believed that specifications 
often concentrate on software function and stop short of user involvement. Similarly, 
Harker (1991) found specifications to be inadequate for the gathering of user feedback.  
 
Perhaps more fundamental is the fact that the specification of the user interface requires 
definitions of how the software performs in a large number of different low level 
situations. The difficulty of this task means that the specifier cannot address all aspects 
of the user interface (Newman, 1991). Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) suggested that 
coherent specifications are not produced because of the sheer amount of information to 
be specified and the difficulty of describing this in an unambiguous way. They also 
suggested that a poor specification can cause problems for the designer, either in terms 
of too many constraints or not enough guidance.  
 
Another factor affecting specification documents is the level of change inherent in 
software projects (see section 1.4.2). Tyldesley (1990) reported the need to continuously 
modify the specification of the user interface. The need to change specifications 
throughout the software production process adds a further responsibility of 
communication for the specification writers. When a team member has sifted through a 
volumous specification once, they will be loath to re-read it each time it is changed and 
re-issued. The administrative task of keeping specifications up-to-date and team 
members informed of changes is not a straightforward matter. 
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1.7 Prototypes 
 
This section begins by outlining the different broad classes of prototype which exist. 
The current usage of prototypes in software production is then described. The potential 
which prototypes offer HCI and human factors is then examined. The benefits and 
problems of using prototypes in software production are then covered. 
 
1.7.1 Classes of Prototype 
 
There are broadly two approaches to using prototypes within software development: 
revolutionary and evolutionary (Overmyer, 1991). Revolutionary (or throw-away) 
prototypes present an interactive simulation of the software under production, which is 
usually iteratively refined until it represents a close likeness of the required software. 
When the likeness is achieved, the revolutionary prototype is thrown-away and the 
software is constructed from scratch. With evolutionary prototypes, the software 
product is constructed by building prototypes with ever increasing functionality which 
evolve into the end product. 
 
Within this broad definition of prototyping approaches are a great number of alternative 
definitions of prototyping (e.g., Harker, 1991; Overmyer, 1991). Some of these 
definitions relate to techniques used to prototype rather than approaches to software 
production. Harker (1991) classified prototypes as either “static”, meaning prototypes 
which can be demonstrated but not used directly, and “dynamic”, meaning prototypes 
which can be tried out ‘hands-on’. These classifications of prototypes are a little 
misleading because those prototypes classified “static” often demonstrate highly 
interactive software in an animated way; it is hard to see how such cartoons could be 
called “static”. However, the distinction between prototypes which can be tried ‘hands-
on’ and those which cannot is important. 
 
Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) made similar distinctions to Harker. They suggested that 
there are three classes of prototyping techniques differing in completeness and 
testability: storyboard/sketching and slide show techniques;  Wizard of Oz techniques; 
and animated and testable simulations. The classification of non-software techniques 
such as storyboarding and sketching as prototypes was also considered an appropriate 
facet of the definition of prototyping by Myhill, Cocker and Brooks (1994). 
 
Key definitions of prototyping therefore describe whether a revolutionary or 
evolutionary approach is adopted and whether the user will be able to interact ‘hands-
on’ with the prototype or not. 
 
1.7.2 Current Usage of Prototypes 
 
Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) suggested that despite its advantages, prototyping was 
seldom used. Since then, the introduction of Microsoft’s Visual Basic and other 4gls 
(Fourth Generation Languages), which are well suited to prototyping (Coggman and 
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Cohen, 1995; Lansdale and Ormerod, 1994), have apparently reversed this trend (Myers 
and Rosson, 1992). Visual Basic supports both revolutionary and evolutionary 
prototyping of Microsoft Windows applications. In a survey of 40 projects, Myers and 
Rosson (1992) found that prototyping was the most common process (46%) for the 
development of the user interface. 
 
Harker (1991) found that 19 out of 30 projects studied included some form of 
prototyping, that comprised all in-house projects studied and 56% of bespoke 
developments. More surprising is Harker’s discovery that only half of the prototypes 
produced were used with end-users. 
 
Overmyer (1991) believed there to be evidence that the evolutionary approach was 
gaining popularity and felt that this trend was premature. In most cases of rapid 
prototyping examined, Gordon and Bieman (1994) found that an evolutionary approach 
was employed. Overmyer (1991) suggested that successful evolutionary prototyping,  
had been achieved by following a disciplined approach. However, he found that 
products so built are rated high on ease of use and learning but low on robustness and 
functionality. Overmyer also found that prototyping produced worse (internal) designs 
than an approach based on specification. The recently re-introduced RAD method 
(Stapleton, 1996), which is essentially an evolutionary prototyping approach to software 
production, has been criticised for lack of robustness and poor design of the final 
product.  
 
In a large number of cases, the prototyping approach has apparently become a dominant 
force in the software production. In a survey into the acceptance of prototyping in 
software development, Kinmond (1995) reported that 52% of respondents were not 
using a standard methodology and 20% produced no documentation relating to the 
prototype. Harker (1991) reported that in some cases studied the prototype actually 
formed the design process and in others, it was ill matched to one. Kinmond’s (1995) 
survey also reported that 37% of prototypes evolved into the final product, 11% were 
thrown away and the remainder were used for a variety of purposes including re-using 
code, demonstrations, documentation and training. 
 
Mantei and Teorey (1988) suggested that the advent of prototyping had led to a major 
upheaval in the traditional lifecycle. Previously, Agresti (1986) had proposed the 
prototyping approach as an alternative to the waterfall lifecycle. Wilson and Rosenburg 
(1988), however, suggested that prototyping does not replace the traditional lifecycle 
methods, rather it complements them. Although this view is perhaps the most balanced 
and pragmatic, it is apparently not often followed by researchers or in practice. As well 
as some of the findings already reported, such as developments with no underlying 
methodology, a further example is given by Mantei and Teorey (1988) who suggested 
that prototypes can replace diagram designs for the design phase. Unlike others, Wilson 
and Rosenberg (1988) regard prototyping simply as a tool and not a panacea. Harker 
(1991) also took a pragmatic view of prototypes, suggesting that a design process needs 
to have certain characteristics to facilitate prototyping, in particular, it should be 
iterative to enable changes to be made. 
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Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) believed that there is some empirical evidence showing 
advantages of the prototyping approach. Overmyer (1991) similarly found that both 
evolutionary and revolutionary prototyping can improve software productivity 
compared with the traditional (waterfall lifecycle) approach to software development. 
 
1.7.3 The HCI and Human Factors Potential of Prototypes 
 
Rudd and Isensee (1994) claimed that prototypes give human factors professionals the 
opportunity to take the lead in software development for the first time. Iterative 
prototyping has been described by Coggman and Cohen (1995) as a practical means of 
achieving improvements in usability, where other proven usability methods could not be 
applied. The benefits of prototyping are widely accepted as desirable by the human 
factors community (Harker, 1991). 
 
Overmyer (1991) pointed out that some researchers had been critical of rapid 
prototyping as in many cases it was used instead of human factors expertise. Examples 
of this lack in the current use of prototypes are not hard to find. Proponents of RAD do 
not recognise a human factors element in the evolutionary prototyping approach 
(Stapleton, 1996). Only half of the prototypes used in projects studied by Harker 
(1991) involved users and none of the prototypes were produced by an interface 
specialist. Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) also pointed out that programmers and 
designers are not formally trained in prototyping techniques. 
 
The lack of uptake of the human factors opportunity afforded by prototyping in current 
practice has several possible causes. Firstly, human factors involvement in software 
development is still in its early stages and is not widespread (see section 1.8). Secondly, 
where human factors personnel are involved with a software project, it is usually as 
specialists acting externally to the software team (see section 1.8.1). Thirdly, human 
factors specialists often do not have the skills to develop software prototypes (Mantei 
and Teorey, 1988; Wagner, 1990). Rudd and Isensee (1994) have suggested that human 
factors specialists should not delegate prototyping to programmers because it breaks the 
feedback loop: getting an idea, implementing it, showing it to customers, and cycling 
through again. Mantei and Teorey (1988) also warned of the communication burden 
incurred when human factors specialists have to work with those producing the 
prototype. Similarly, Overmyer (1991) suggested that prototyping tools must allow HCI 
specialists to prototype for themselves. 
 
1.7.4 The Benefits of Prototyping 
 
Recognised benefits of prototyping are described in this section. 
 
1.7.4.1 Requirements Capture and Definition 
 
Two of the main reasons for prototyping is to facilitate requirements capture and 
improve the requirements definition of a proposed software product. Using prototypes 
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for getting software requirements right is widely reported (e.g., Brooks, 1986; Luff, 
Heath and Greatbatch, 1994; Overmyer, 1991). Overmyer suggests that revolutionary 
prototyping is better for identifying and simulating user requirements, because issues 
surrounding software evolution can be ignored. 
 
The main reason that prototypes can be used to improve the requirements definition for 
a software product is that they facilitate communication between software 
developers and users (Acosta, Burns, Rzepka and Sidoran, 1994; Harker, 1991; 
Kinmond, 1995; Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988). In particular, the prototype provides a 
common frame of reference for developers and users (and others) (Miller-Jacobs, 
1991; Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988). Prototypes can also be used by developers to help 
users understand IT proposals (Damodaran, 1991). 
 
The particular value of prototypes is that they place users in a better position to 
contribute to the software under production (Harker, 1991; Lansdale and Ormerod, 
1994) by providing them with a means of understanding the proposed software 
(Wasserman and Shewmake, 1990).  
 
1.7.4.2 Increased Chance of Software Acceptance 
 
Prototyping is widely accredited with increasing the chances that a software product 
will be accepted by users and the client (e.g., Mantei and Teorey , 1988; Mason and 
Carey, 1983). Similarly, Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) believed that prototyping 
increases the chances that the system will work as expected. Wasserman and Shewmake 
(1990) also believed that it reduces the likelihood of project failure. This increased 
chance of software acceptance and success possibly stems from bringing software 
developers and users closer together and the improvements in the understanding of 
requirements which this generates. 
 
1.7.4.3 Prototypes as Catalysts for Design Change 
 
Prototypes can prove to be catalysts for design changes even if not shown to users 
(which studies show many are not). Mantei and Teorey (1988) suggested that prototypes 
can yield design changes earlier in the development process, with or without user 
testing. They believe that the number of changes will depend on the complexity of the 
interface, but that a prototype should always be used on a complex project. This view 
suggests that constructing a prototype also provides developers with a better 
understanding of the software they are producing, enabling them to critique and modify 
the design at an early stage. 
 
1.7.4.4 Flexible Way to Build Software 
 
Some researchers regard prototyping (evolutionary) as a flexible way to build software 
which copes with vague and changing requirements (e.g., Luff et al., 1994). Both 
Brooks (1986) and Overmyer (1991) have suggested the use of revolutionary prototypes 
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to establish requirements followed by evolutionary prototyping to develop the software. 
Although not widely explored in the literature, this approach would seem to represent 
the best of both revolutionary and evolutionary approaches to prototypes. 
 
1.7.4.5 Reducing Software Development Costs 
 
It has been suggested that prototypes are a means of substantially reducing the cost of a 
software development (Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988), although such savings are likely 
to vary according to the type of project. Wilson and Rosenberg believed savings from 
the use of revolutionary prototyping to be around 3:1. Similarly, Mantei and Teorey 
(1988) found that cost savings due to making early changes to the software are apparent. 
They found that fixing things at the prototype stage costs a quarter of what it would 
when the software has been released. Mantei and Teorey (1988) also pointed out that 
part of the cost of a prototype should be accounted for as design time, a very valid point 
which is often neglected. They conclude that prototypes should be constructed when 
their cost is less than a quarter of the project costs, as design changes later would be 
likely to cost at least this much.  
 
1.7.5 Problems with Using Prototypes 
 
Recognised problems of prototyping are covered in this section. 
 
1.7.5.1 The Creation of Unrealistic Expectations 
 
One of the main disadvantages of using prototypes in commercial software practice is 
that they have a tendency to create unrealistic expectations (Kinmond, 1995; Miller-
Jacobs, 1991; Overmyer, 1991; Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988). Demonstrating a 
software prototype in short timescales can lead users, clients and even managers of the 
software developers, to believe that the software is nearly finished (Miller-Jacobs, 
1991). In addition, they may believe that adding new functionality is trivial or that the 
proposed system will be even better in all respects than the prototype. Adding new 
functionality to a proposed system may, or may not, be straightforward, but this is not 
conveyed by a rapidly produced prototype. Furthermore, expectations created by 
apparent fast response times in a prototype may hide the fact that the proposed software 
needs to query large databases and will unavoidably have slow response times. 
Problems arising from the creation of unrealistic expectations can be significant and 
may include software acceptance failures and dissatisfied users. 
 
Despite the practical problems of changing expectations, Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) 
were positive about this effect. They regarded the knock-on effect of changing 
expectations to be changes to product requirements, which they claimed, is a natural 
effect of prototyping. 
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1.7.5.2 The Difficulty of Producing ‘Hands-On’ Prototypes 
 
Producing a prototype which is robust enough to be tried out by users ‘hands-on’ is not 
trivial. It is also very time consuming and therefore expensive. Wagner (1990) found 
such prototypes to be the most complex to create. Although Wagner was able to use 
Apple HyperCard for interactive prototyping, it was found to be insufficiently robust for 
substantial user testing. Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) concluded that such prototypes 
are rarely produced, because they are time consuming and are superfluous. However, 
the type of feedback which is gained from a user when showing them a prototype to 
illustrate the software concept, is different from the detailed usability testing which 
could be done with a ‘hands-on’ prototype 
 
1.7.5.3 Constraints and Limitations 
 
Constraints and limitations that apply to the real software product can be ignored when 
constructing prototypes (Glushko, 1992; Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988), which can 
obviously led to the creation of unrealistic expectations. Conversely, the real software 
product can suffer because of constraints and limitations that apply to the prototype 
development language (Glushko, 1992; Overmyer, 1991). 
 
Luff et al. (1994) put forward the view that evolutionary prototyping still relies on some 
formulation of the scope and functionality of the final system (even if it is preliminary) 
and that this shapes subsequent iterations in the design. 
 
1.7.5.4 Controlling and Managing a Prototyping Process 
 
Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) suggested that a prototyping process may be difficult to 
control and manage. Overmyer (1991) agreed, believing this to be due in part to the 
high visibility of prototyping. Overmyer also suggested that a particular problem of 
revolutionary prototyping is knowing when you have a complete enough model of the 
proposed software, making it hard to avoid over-engineering. Controlling the number of 
iterations of the prototype that are carried out was also a concern of Lansdale and 
Ormerod (1994). Mantei and Teorey (1988) also highlighted the need for carefully 
controlling the process as the prototype can lead the designer to add “bells and 
whistles”.  
 
1.7.5.5 Integration with Software Engineering 
 
Prototypes usually exhibit disparity between stated methodology and engineering 
practice (Overmyer, 1991). Miller-Jacobs (1991) also described problems caused by 
prototypes infringing on the design process that is supposed to follow specification. The 
practice of using prototypes is further at odds with the context of software development, 
because the current form of contracts cannot deal with prototypes (Miller-Jacobs, 1991). 
However, in some situations a more flexible approach to contracts and evolutionary 
software production has proved to be possible (Stapleton, 1996). 
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1.7.5.6 Dealing with Changes Deemed Necessary from Using Prototypes 
 
Using prototypes to shape a software product will generate changes to the software 
under production. As Grudin (1993) pointed out, prototyping has little point if design 
cannot be changed. However, reluctance to make changes can be apparent if prototypes 
are run late (Harker, 1991). Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) concurred that late design 
change is a problem. Overmyer (1991) was also concerned that it is the nature of 
evolutionary prototyping to freeze the design too early which leads to developers’ 
reluctance to make changes. 
 
1.7.6 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
Both evolutionary and revolutionary prototypes are used in commercial software 
development. Other classifications of prototype also exist, the most important of these is 
whether or not the user can interact with the prototype ‘hands-on’.  
 
The introduction of Microsoft Visual Basic and other 4GLs, which allow rapid and 
accessible development of Windows applications, has boosted the use of prototyping, 
both evolutionary (e.g. the re-emergence of RAD) and revolutionary.  
 
A study published in 1991 found 19 out of 30 projects analysed to involve prototyping, 
but only half of these had user involvement. A survey published in 1992 found that 
prototyping was the most common process for developing user interfaces. Clearly, 
prototyping is in widespread use in software production. However, in many cases the 
prototype is the development process, and in others, the technique is ill-matched to one. 
 
Evolutionary prototyping is often criticised, because it is seen as replacing the need for 
HCI or human factors involvement in a software project. Furthermore, software 
products so constructed are rated high on ease of use and learning but low on robustness 
and internal design. 
 
Prototyping is believed to be a means of HCI and human factors specialists taking a 
more dominant role in software production. However, the support role such personnel 
often perform does not usually allow them to realise the full potential of the technique. 
The benefits of the technique are widely recognised by the human factors community. 
 
There are many widely recognised benefits of prototyping. One of the most important is 
that prototyping has probably become the best way of generating, capturing and 
understanding requirements for a software product. The main reason for this is that 
prototypes provide a common representational currency for developers and users. The 
use of prototypes in requirements analysis is strongly believed to improve the chances 
of software acceptance. Whether or not utilised with users, prototypes generate design 
changes earlier in the production process. This is likely to be because by making 
abstract software concepts concrete, prototypes help members of the software team to 
visualise and gain a deeper understanding of the software under production than they 
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would get otherwise. Prototypes are also seen as a means of reducing development 
costs, primarily by getting requirements right and discovering necessary design changes 
early. A final benefit of evolutionary prototyping is that this is a flexible way to build 
software which copes well with the nature of software production. 
 
The disadvantages of prototyping identified in the literature are of considerably less 
significance than the reported advantages. However, some disadvantages are serious 
and these include the creation of unrealistic expectations. Rapidly prototyping complex 
software can lead to people (user, clients, software managers, etc.) believing that the 
software is nearly finished, that modifications are trivial and that software response 
times will be fast. The illusion presented by some software mock-ups can create 
expectations which are not achievable and can be damaging if not managed extremely 
carefully. In order to properly evaluate a user interface, it is necessary for the users to 
operate it ‘hands-on’. Constructing such prototypes requires a significantly greater 
investment than prototypes constructed to demonstrate concepts. It is therefore believed 
that such prototypes are rare. A further problem with prototyping is that constraints and 
limitations of the prototype language may influence the design, or constraints and 
limitations of the implementation language may be ignored by the prototype. The 
management of a prototyping process is considered to be difficult — another problem 
with the technique. Furthermore, prototyping does not fit well within software 
engineering processes, such as those imposed by the underlying waterfall lifecycle, or 
the prevalent contract and specification centred software procurement. Finally, dealing 
with the software changes, which the use of prototyping has highlighted, can present 
problems within a traditional software process, or even in an evolutionary development 
when time is running out. 
 
Prototyping is thought to be a major advance in software development, primarily 
because it helps to get the software requirements established correctly by providing 
users, clients and developers with a means to communicate and understand each other. 
Some disadvantages of prototyping are identified and these must be attended to, but 
ultimately, these are believed to be heavily outweighed by the advantages. 
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1.8 Current Commercial HCI Practice 
 
This section examines which HCI techniques are currently in use and the difficulties 
encountered implementing these techniques (cf. section 1.9 which describes HCI theory 
and its level of application to current HCI practice).  
 
Branscomb (1983) stated that although it was realised that the fundamental architecture2 
of software has a profound influence on user friendliness, next to nothing was known 
about how to make architectural decisions differently, in the interest of good human 
factors. Current commercial HCI practice is only now beginning to find ways of 
influencing such architectural decisions. Karat (1996) has recently claimed that more 
companies are subscribing to the concept of User-Centred Design, making it more 
explicit and integrating it within the development process. Norman (1996) has also 
recently expressed the belief that more companies are embracing “what we do”, even 
though they may not understand it yet. Thus, some companies are apparently beginning 
to take HCI and human factors more seriously. Exactly what this means will be 
explored below. 
 
1.8.1 The Mode and Context of HCI Practice 
 
HCI designers and human factors personnel are usually employed as specialists, not as 
part of the core software production team, acting in a support role (see section 1.10.1). 
This support role dictates the kind of involvement that such specialists usually play in a 
software team and the context of that involvement. Whilst there are signs that HCI 
designers are beginning to be incorporated into core production teams, this is rare and 
references to such roles are at best only hinted at in the US literature. Some researchers 
even believe that there would not be enough human factors people to go around if this 
approach was taken (e.g., Eason and Harker, 1991). 
 
Karat (1996) believed that skills in applying HCI within this practical context are 
currently more “in the heads of practitioners” than they are in the HCI literature. 
 
1.8.2 Perceived Lack of Value of HCI 
 
Many researchers have cited a lack of uptake of HCI in industry (e.g., Browne, 1994). 
Craig (1991) suggested that the idea that design is not an afterthought took a long time 
to establish. This would imply that design is now universally accepted as not being an 
afterthought, but this is not the case. As Grudin (1993) pointed out, there persists a 
belief that the interface can be ignored or tidied up at the end, a fact which causes 
practitioners to often complain about late involvement in the production process. There 
remains a widespread lack of understanding of HCI, human factors and the need for 
                                                 
2In this context ‘architecture’ is taken as meaning the internal structures of the software, Brooks (1975) 
uses the word ‘architecture’ to mean the user interface.  
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user involvement. Stewart (1991) agreed that there is still a misunderstanding of what 
human factors is and why it is important. Insufficient appreciation of the contribution of 
human factors engineering (and its benefits) is cited by Hakiel (1995) as just one 
inhibitor to a more widespread uptake of human factors and an integrated approach to 
product engineering. Hakiel suggested that in practice, usability is considered to be a 
testing activity rather than a product design activity. This is indicative of the mode and 
context of HCI practice and the usually external (or ‘outsider’) positioning of the HCI 
designer or human factors specialist, which is in agreement with the usual situation 
described by Carey et al. (1991). 
 
Carey et al. (1991) believed that demand for HCI expertise from an in-house central 
resource can soon exceed supply. This level of demand is not apparent across the 
industry, where, in comparison to programming jobs, HCI design jobs are almost 
impossible to find. The job market is perhaps the clearest indication there is, of a lack of 
perceived value and uptake of HCI and human factors in industry. 
 
1.8.3 User Interface Design in Practice 
 
Browne (1994) suggested that, as has historically been the case, user interface design is 
often left to the whims of various parties guided by project deadlines and ease of 
implementation. He further suggested that even where HCI techniques are used they are 
not used as intended. For example, prototypes are created but not shown to users. There 
is some evidence that Browne is right. Advocates of RAD (e.g., Stapleton 1996) talk of 
the need for user involvement and iterative design, but treat HCI and human factors as 
completely foreign. 
 
Gould and Lewis (1987) claim that some designers intend to follow guidelines and 
focus on the user but do not, or they think they are, when they are not. It is apparent that 
the ‘designers’ referred to by Gould and Lewis are IT designers, more akin to 
programmers than HCI designers. A further finding of Gould’s (1988) work was the 
discovery that principles of behavioural design (which he considered trivially simple to 
follow) were not common sense to designers and were difficult for managers to deal 
with. 
 
The work of Gould and Lewis (1987) and Gould (1988) makes it clear that the user 
interface designers they studied were actually IT designers charged with some user 
interface responsibility. Hence the reason why behavioural design principles were so 
foreign to them. It is likely that such designers (untrained in interaction design) make 
generalisations about users and tasks. Stewart (1991) described such designers as 
having naive views of users and tasks and their overuse of the words ‘user’ and ‘task’. 
Shackel (1991) suggested that the term ‘end users’ betrays an attitude (viewing the user 
as a ‘peripheral’ of the system) which causes bad design and usability failures. Norman 
(reported in Rheingold, 1990) also believed that software design tends to be done by 
people who have, “off-the-top-of-their-heads ideas and beliefs about imaginary beasts 
called ‘the users’” (p. 5). 
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Some researchers and practitioners believe that there is currently little HCI practice 
(Earthy, 1992). Cockton (1991) believed that HCI design and evaluation are not widely 
used within structured development. This may be partly due to the fact that the linear 
sequence of events in the waterfall lifecycle precludes effective evaluation. Grudin 
(1991) also found that HCI practice is particularly lacking in software produced under 
contract (such software usually being produced by a waterfall type lifecycle) where 
there are formidable barriers to user involvement. 
 
Coggman and Cohen (1995) found that time and resource constraints limit human 
factors involvement and prevent proven usability techniques being applied in practice. It 
is the level of difficulties in the practical application of HCI that led Nielsen (1993) to 
develop ‘discount usability’ techniques. These provide a means of prioritising and 
optimising HCI involvement on a software project, to cope with severely limited time 
and resources. An example of such a technique is heuristic evaluation of the user 
interface by HCI specialists. The practicality of this technique means that it probably 
has a stronger foothold in current HCI practice than is apparent from the literature. Levi 
and Conrad (1996) reported adoption of the technique, because it enabled a quick and 
cheap evaluation. However, this is founded on their belief that the skills required to 
carry out an heuristic evaluation could be taught in a day, which is a gross over-
simplification. They cited research which found that 40-60% of usability problems 
which would be found using an empirical approach can be found using a heuristic 
evaluation. This would be a surprising result if heuristic evaluators had only received 
one day’s training. Nielsen (1992) had previously acknowledged the fact that some 
heuristic evaluators are better than others, with his definition of a “double-specialist” as 
a user interface expert with experience of the application domain. Nielsen found that 
two such specialists should be able to identify 80% of the usability problems which 
exist in an interface. 
 
A further description of the activities of today’s HCI designers can be found in section 
1.10.1. 
 
1.8.4 The integration of HCI into Software Production  
 
Bell and Spencer (1995) believed that current software engineering methodologies fail 
to meet user requirements and support the design of GUIs. The revived RAD approach 
to software production addresses both of these issues without reference to HCI or 
human factors. Sutcliff (1992) suggested that HCI is not seen as part of systems 
engineering, while Hakiel (1995) believed that an integrated approach to the design of 
human-computer systems, explicitly recognised by the discipline of human factors 
engineering, is not yet routine in the software industry. 
 
Some researchers in HCI and human factors have begun to package their work in a 
manner which they believe will be more acceptable to the software engineering 
community (e.g. Lim and Long, 1994a; Lim and Long, 1994b). The ultimate aim of 
such efforts is to integrate HCI and human factors with software production. The MUSE 
method, described by Bell and Spencer (1995), supports the integration of human 
factors and software engineering activities by specifying “handshaking” (i.e. cross-
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checking) between the two activities. However, this form of integration both 
acknowledges and perpetuates the role of the HCI or human factors specialists as 
separate from the main production process. This leaves open the possibility for the user 
to still be considered as a peripheral to the system rather than the centre of it. 
 
Some researchers acknowledge the fact that, in practice, an element of iteration is 
inevitable within the linear waterfall lifecycle. Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) believed 
that to accommodate some of the difficulties associated with developing software using 
the waterfall lifecycle (see section 1.3.1), it is common that a project will involve some 
degree of iteration between stages. Myhill, Cocker and Brooks (1994) also 
acknowledged the constraints imposed on commercial software development practice 
by the waterfall lifecycle and proposed a software production process which encouraged 
iteration (and the use of prototypes) within each of the waterfall phases. The packaging 
of human factors efforts as deliverables within the software production process is 
proposed by Hakiel (1995), partly because such an approach would be viable regardless 
of the software production process adopted. 
 
1.8.5 Lack of Resources for Practical HCI 
 
Resources to support HCI in practice are rare. Baeker and Buxton (1987a) claimed that 
there is a lack of appropriate textbooks. This is further illustrated by the fact that journal 
articles are not written in a tutorial or procedural way Gould (1988). This issue is taken 
up in more detail in the section on HCI theory (see section 1.9). 
 
1.8.6 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
Evidence suggests that companies are beginning to take HCI and human factors more 
seriously. However, HCI and human factors specialists usually function in a support 
role and are rarely employed as part of the software team. Evidence also exists to 
suggest that industry still does not understand the value of HCI and human factors. This 
can partly seen by the lack of jobs advertised in these fields in the software press 
compared with the vast number of programming jobs. It appears that a large proportion 
of interface design work is carried out by software engineers. In order to gain 
acceptance into software production, some researchers have developed HCI and human 
factors techniques which are specifically designed to fit into the commercial software 
production context that exits. Finally, resources available to the HCI practitioner are 
scarce. 
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1.9 HCI Theory 
 
Researchers tend to agree that HCI theory is rarely used in practice. Some believe one 
reason for this to be that some of it has no application in commercial software 
development practice. Others consider the reason to be that HCI theory is not accessible 
to HCI practitioners and not taught to students. Many researchers agree that HCI 
research has shown that a gap exists between HCI theory and practice. 
 
1.9.1 HCI Theory is Not Applicable in Practice 
 
Bannon and Bødker (1991) summarised their view of the HCI research contribution to 
date. As they saw it, the contribution criticised current design practice for not paying 
enough attention to users, offered general and not very usable guidelines and speculated 
on alternative ways of doing things without much practical grounding. This view 
suggests that HCI theory was not considered useful in practice. Carroll, Thomas and 
Malhotra (1980) had previously found that solving unstructured problems (like design) 
could not be explained with existing theory.  
 
Researchers have also considered the application of psychology theories to aspects of 
software production. Sheil (1987) found psychology theory to “lack the robustness and 
precision” necessary to predict behaviour as complex as programming. More recently, 
Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) suggested that it is the context sensitivity of user 
interface design which makes the application of psychological theories very difficult.  
 
Some researchers argue that there is no ‘theory of HCI’ (Dowell and Long, 1989), as 
they believe that HCI practice is a craft discipline (see section 1.10.1.1 for further 
discussion of this). 
 
1.9.2 HCI Theory is Not Applied in Practice 
 
It is also apparent from the literature that some researchers have concentrated more on 
the fact that HCI theory has not been applied in practice. Bellotti’s (1988) survey into 
the use of HCI methods in design showed that, although designers (mostly non-HCI 
specialists) recognised the need to consider the user, there was little evidence that they 
used any modelling, analysis or evaluation approaches from HCI theory and research. 
Firstly, she suggested two reasons why theoretical approaches are not being taken up by 
designers (1993); secondly, she claimed that such theory is too narrow in scope and that 
it is unclear how theories relate to one another or to design problem solving. Bellotti 
(1993) described a credible new “semi-formal notation” for recording design rationale, 
which attempts to bridge a gap across the various disciplines involved in software 
production. However, her ultimate conclusion was that further work remains to be done 
in improving the process of bridging. 
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Green, Davies and Gilmore (1996) described the failure of cognitive psychology to 
make significant contributions to the study of HCI in general or contribute greatly to the 
design of interactive artifacts. 
 
1.9.3 HCI Theory is Not Accessible in Practice 
 
Brooks (1990) believed that research papers are not written in a way which is accessible 
to practitioners, partly because the papers tend to present an innovation in as abstract 
and general form as possible. Brooks strongly advocated the use of case studies 
describing the organisational context as well as research as a means of propagating 
innovation among practitioners. It is precisely because the application of theory is 
context dependent that Bødker et al. (1993) recommended the use of example driven 
presentations as more appropriate than stating general guidelines and methods. 
 
Karat (1996) believed the contribution of human factors people to producing usable 
software to have come a long way. However, he believed that exactly what this 
contribution consists of is currently more “in the heads of practitioners” than in the HCI 
literature or academic training. This is perhaps further support for the fact that the skills 
of human factors people and HCI designers have a craft-based element to them (see 
section 1.10.1.1). 
 
1.9.4 The HCI Theory-Practice Gap 
 
One development in HCI research observed by Bannon and Bødker (1991) was the 
search for theoretical frameworks and the subsequent realisation of the existence of a 
gap between theory and actual use situations. Mantei and Teorey (1988) aimed to, “fill 
the current gap that exists between the human-computer interaction research papers and 
the pragmatic needs of the software developer.” (p. 438). Their paper aimed to present 
systems analysts and project managers within the costs and benefits of applying human 
factors to software development.  
 
Two of the three main objectives of work by MacLean, Young, Bellotti and Moran 
(1991) were the bridging of gaps. One gap was that between HCI theory and the 
practicalities of designing software artifacts. The second was a conceptual gap between 
behavioural and computing disciplines. Buckingham-Shum and Hammond (1994) 
suggested that the HCI theory-practice gap (which they refer to as a ‘gulf’) comes from 
the fundamental difference between science and design. They expressed the view that 
HCI researchers and practitioners have different goals and different languages, which 
causes them to make use of different conceptual tools. 
 
Human factors researchers have been accused of not considering and not understanding 
their users, the designers. Stewart (1991) reported that designers’ complaints about 
human factors literature included: it is incomprehensible; it is pseudo-scientific and full 
or jargon; it is difficult to apply to their own problems; and is difficult to find in the first 
place. HCI and human factors researchers have been criticised for not appreciating the 
realities of HCI practice. For example, methods which have been used by outstanding 
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researchers to improve designs have not fared so well in trials with less brilliant users 
(Fischer, Grudin, Lemke, McCall, Ostwald, Reeves, and Shipman, 1992). Such 
criticisms could be considered harsh in the current context of HCI and human factors 
involvement in software practice. Often interface design is not carried out by HCI or 
human factors specialists (see section 1.8.3 for a description of current user interface 
design practice) so the designers criticising human factors and HCI theory could well 
have no prior experience of these disciplines. Even when HCI or human factors 
specialists do have a role in software practice, it is usually so limited (see section 1.10.1 
for a description of the usual role of HCI designers and human factors specialists) that 
making use of even the most basic theories is difficult. It is therefore likely that the 
theory-practice gap exists for a number of reasons, one of which may be theorists’ lack 
of appreciation of commercial practice, and another is likely to be the current limited 
context of commercial HCI practice. 
 
The image of HCI theorists purporting ways to improve the communicability of 
software may also damage the perceived credibility of their work. As in many fields, 
HCI academics are diverse, and some are not adverse to ignoring basic design 
guidelines, e.g. using inappropriately designed presentation material. In a 
communication discipline, practitioners may not readily accept such obvious oversights 
from those claiming to be authorities in the field. 
 
1.9.5 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
Some researchers believe that HCI theories have no applicability to the practice of 
software design. Others even suggest that there is no theory of HCI because it is craft 
based. The majority of researchers believe in the existence and applicability of HCI 
theory but realise that it is not being applied very much in practice. Some think that one 
reason for this lack of application is the inaccessibility of HCI theory to practitioners. 
Concern has been expressed that a gap exists between HCI theory and practice. 
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1.10 People in Software Production 
 
For a considerable number of years, many researchers have believed that the key to 
producing good software lies with the people in the software production team. 
Development processes, techniques and methods are all of considerably less importance 
than the people in the team. As the title from Bach’s (1995) paper illustrates, “Enough 
About Process: What We Need Are Heroes”. 
 
This section covers HCI designers and human factors personnel and includes a 
pragmatic view of their role. Computer programmers (including IT designers) are 
discussed as well as the evident individual differences which exist among them. Aspects 
of software teams are also examined. Finally, calls for a new type of specialist to work 
in software teams are identified. 
 
1.10.1 HCI Designers (and Human Factors Engineers) 
 
There is considerable evidence in the literature to suggest that HCI designers and human 
factors engineers usually function as specialists and advisors outside the software 
production team (examples include, Carey et al., 1991; Coggman and Cohen, 1995; 
Lansdale and Ormerod, 1994; Stewart, 1991). Further evidence indicates that it is 
common for these advisors to function from central support groups (Bannon and 
Bødker, 1991; Carey et al., 1991; Eason and Harker, 1991; Grønbæk et al., 1993). 
Bannon and Bødker (1991) described this traditional role as limited; others found that 
HCI designers are often brought in too late (Grønbæk et al., 1993; Landsdale and 
Ormerod, 1994); Grudin (1993) claimed that user interface specialists rarely have the 
big picture. Given their position as outsiders to the team and their late involvement in 
the software production, this is hardly surprising. As Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) 
suggested, what is needed is their input at the concept stage. 
 
The work of some researchers implies that they consider an HCI or human factors role 
to be part of the software team. Erickson (1990) described a team member with 
responsibility for “taking the user’s point of view”. Similarly, the ‘architect’ (a 
description effectively meaning a user interface designer) defined by Brooks (1975), 
was said to be the users’ agent representing their interests in the inevitable trade-offs 
that occur in implementation. Brooks believed this role to be a full-time job. The 
literature contains few references to the involvement of HCI or human factors personnel 
as full-time team members. 
 
Many researchers have found that the volume of enquiries to an internal HCI or human 
factors consultancy group rapidly outstrips the available resources of the group (Carey 
et al., 1991; Eason and Harker, 1991; Stewart, 1991). This finding may suggest that the 
value of HCI and human factors involvement becomes clear when a group is 
established, but companies without such departments are ignorant about what they are 
missing out on (as illustrated by the comparative lack of such jobs in the software 
industry). One solution to this problem would be to assign an individual with an HCI or 
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human factors role to the software team for the duration of the software production, 
from initial requirements analysis though to installation and training. 
 
The nature of the usual HCI involvement leads some researchers to believe that the role 
of an HCI designer is almost complete when the specifications are written (Browne, 
1994). This view is largely unrealistic and probably stems from the ‘outsider’ situation 
of most HCI designers. The reality of the situation is that no product is ever predictable 
and there are always issues concerning usability that arise only during implementation 
(Brooks, 1975; Tyldesley, 1990). Therefore, involvement of the HCI designer is 
required throughout the implementation process to ensure that usability issues are 
resolved in the interests of the user rather than the technology. 
 
Perhaps the most forward looking HCI role has been established by Norman (1996) at 
Apple Computer. Norman described the group where he works as the “User Interface 
Architects Office” and its role, as making high-level structure and functionality 
considerations. However, the function of this new group still appears to be external to 
the core software production team. 
 
Brooks (1995) believed that the architect (user interface designer) is like the manager 
and director  of a motion picture and suggested that having a system architect (user 
interface designer / architect) is the most important single step toward achieving 
conceptual integrity. Nelson (1990) also viewed the skills required for user interface 
design to be like those required for movie production, i.e. not technical but rather, to do 
with conceptualisation. The movie analogy to software design is not uncommon (see 
also Heckel, 1991) and extending it to describe the current role of interface designers 
may produce the following analogy. If a movie producer (Brooks’ term, ‘director’ may 
be better) performed a role analogous to the majority of modern day user interface 
designers, their role on the production of a film would be over when the script is 
complete. They would perhaps get an invite to the preview, but by then, it would be a 
little late to make any changes. 
 
1.10.1.1 A Pragmatic View of the HCI Role 
 
One practicality of the HCI role is that commonly, HCI or human factors people have 
no authority to decide on the inclusion or exclusion of functionality (e.g., Coggman and 
Cohen, 1995). Furthermore, Stewart (1991) suggested that because much design is ad  
hoc and decisions are made fast, the reality of the situation is that the human factors 
specialist (acting externally to the team) may not be around when the decisions are 
made and subsequently it may be too late to change them. Stewart also suggested that 
sometimes the team may wait until the human factors specialist is not around to make 
some key decisions; in the competing priorities that exist, it is hard to put usability over 
functionality. 
 
One reality of the current context of HCI design in practice is that it is often not done by 
HCI specialists. Harker (1991) analysed 30 software projects and found that 19 did 
some form of user prototyping. However, she also discovered that none of the 
prototypes were produced by interface specialists. 
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Mantei and Teorey (1988) pointed out that human factors people do not necessarily 
understand software very well. Similar problems involving graphic design specialists to 
the development process were found by Grønbæk et al. (1993). A full year was required 
to integrate them into the team. Tyldesley (1990), coming from a User Interface Group 
at Digital, believed that user interface personnel should be prepared to do some code 
level work themselves and must attend design team meetings. Clearly, he believes that 
human factors people should increase their effectiveness by gaining technical skills. 
 
Bannon and Bødker (1991) described the limited scope of current HCI involvement 
coming from centrally placed human factors personnel, comprising task analysis and 
possibly later, display and layout considerations. 
 
Coggman and Cohen (1995) expressed the view that the human factors role needs 
support from management. The need for such support is clearly essential to enable the 
human factors voice to be heard. 
 
Brooks (1975) expressed concern about separating the responsibility for writing the 
specification (i.e. by the architect, meaning user interface designer) from building a fast 
cheap product. In such situations, he asked, “what discipline bounds the architect’s 
inventive enthusiasm?”. The separation of HCI and human factors from the core 
software team effort undoubtedly incurs such difficulties.  
 
Many researchers believe that modern HCI practice and software design involves an 
element of craft skill (Baeker and Buxton, 1987a; Dowell and Long, 1989; Heckel, 
1991; Rubenstein and Hersh, 1987; Wroblewski, 1991) and others cite programming as 
a craft (e.g., Brooks, 1975). Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) suggested that in the design 
of a user interface the rapid prototyping is the equivalent of the sculptor’s clay. If the 
HCI designer can be regarded as a craftsperson, it is one of the few crafts where the 
craftsperson must communicate the workpiece to others who would construct it 
(perhaps the architect of a building is similar). The hands-off (the actual 
implementation) nature of the HCI designer’s craft is revealing of the frustrations which 
are ever present in the role.  
 
‘Intuition’ is not irrelevant in current user interface design practices. Historically, 
because computer users were very like software developers, their intuitions were good 
(Grudin, 1993). Although such intuition is less relevant today, developers still base their 
understanding of users on it (Grudin, 1993). However, intuition is not to be too easily 
dismissed and is likely to be more prevalent in user interface design than is readily 
admitted. The design of the Apple Mac involved various intuitive design decisions 
(Levy, 1995). Gould and Boies (1987) report that they had an “intuitive belief” that 
designing a principle support office system was possible. 
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1.10.2 Programmers 
 
This section is entitled ‘programmers’ but is intended to encompass roles described in 
the literature as software engineer, software developer, programmer and IT designer 
(such designers are often senior or experienced programmers). 
 
Although huge individual differences among commercial programmers are apparent 
(see section 1.10.2.1), generalisations about programmers in the literature and research 
are the norm. Whilst such generalisations are of questionable validity, a selection of 
these does provide an illustration of commercial programmers: 
 
• “Developers tend to be young, rationalistic,  idealistic, and the products of relatively 
homogeneous academic environments.” (Grudin, 1993, p. 107); 
 
• programmers were found to have higher needs for personal growth and development 
than any other job category previously measured, and had lower needs for social 
interaction than those in most other jobs (Couger and Zawacki, 1980); 
 
• until their program works, programmers feel obsessed, they are unlikely to go home 
when their program has just crashed (Kim, 1990); 
 
• a programmer will not trust you unless you have written a program and experienced 
the basic drama of so doing (Kim, 1990); 
 
• division of labour separates programmers from the outside world (Gabriel, 1994; 
Grudin, 1993); 
 
• the status of a programmer in a team is usually strongly influenced by their abilities 
as perceived by others (Weinberg, 1971), which can lead to defensive behaviour and 
blame attribution activities; 
 
• developers are sometimes uncomfortable about criticisms (Levi and Conrad, 1996) 
and are often proud of their user interface designs, regarding the adoption of 
standards as a threat to both their creativity and potential monetary rewards 
(Billingsley, 1988); 
 
• some developers do not see the user interface as their responsibility and prefer to 
concentrate on gaining more marketable technical skills (Perlman, 1988); 
 
• “programmers are notoriously bad at estimating time scales” (Stephens, 1996) 
supporting Brooks’ (1975) view that programmers estimate based on the type of 
programs that they program and run themselves (this view is partly misleading as 
programming involves making estimates within the context of the existence of many 
unknowns); 
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• programmers are unlikely to be good at interface design as they are too influenced 
by their underlying knowledge of engineering models (Browne, 1994); programmers 
tend to think more about internal structure, simplicity of internal design and 
therefore become functionality focused (Heckel, 1991); the concept of what ‘works’ 
in the user interface has a purely logical emphasis to a programmer (Heckel, 1991); 
 
• programmers have been known to code to an incorrect specification to achieve 
compliance with it (Grudin, 1991); 
 
• software engineers may lack empathy or sympathy for inexperienced or non-
technical computer users (Grudin, 1993); 
 
• the different values, work styles and even languages of developers and users can 
hinder communication between them (Grudin, 1993); 
 
• “...most software designers are both poor writers and poor designers of friendly 
software. I don’t think this is a coincidence: both are forms of communication. The 
average software designer has the logical skills of a software engineer but not the 
visual thinking skills of a communicator.” (Heckel, 1991, p. 127). 
 
The views of some researchers and practitioners in HCI towards the technical core of 
people that actually write software clearly illustrates the bad attitude and lack of respect 
which can dominate  the interaction between these disciplines: 
 
“Historical accident has kept programmers in control of a field in which most of them 
have no aptitude: the artistic integration of the mechanisms they work with. It is nice 
that engineers have found a new form of creativity in which to find a sense of personal 
fulfilment. It is just unfortunate that they have to inflict the results on users. Learning to 
program has no more to do with designing interactive software than learning to touch-
type has to do with writing poetry... ...what we need in software is what people are 
taught in film school.” (Nelson, 1990, p. 243) 
 
Norman (1990) counselled that we should, “Keep the technologists busy... But make 
them keep their hands off product design.” (p. 217) 
 
This section has tried to provide an illustration of commercial computer programmers. 
Many of the statements made about programmers by the research community involve 
generalisations, which are not in keeping with the findings in individual differences 
research. However, most practitioners working in software would probably recognise 
many of the generalisations cited as well as the attitude and frustrations which drives 
comments like those from Nelson and Norman. It should also be noted that the 
dominance of GUIs has made the programming task more difficult (Myers and Rosson, 
1992). 
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1.10.2.1 Individual Differences 
 
In a cost estimating study of a commercial software development spanning several 
years, Boehm (1981) found that differences in personnel and team capability were the 
most significant factors affecting programming productivity. Gabriel (1994) highlighted 
this productivity differential by describing the Borland software team that produced 
Quattro Pro for Windows (QPW). Gabriel explains that the QPW programmers were 
very highly skilled and each produced around 1000 lines of production code a week. He 
claimed that the average US programmer produces 1000-2000 lines of production code 
a year. Although measuring programmer productivity in lines of code is a very coarse 
measure (a good programmer can often write more compact code), it at least gives an 
indication that potentially large differences in productivity do exist. 
 
Curtis has been involved in a considerable amount of research associated with 
programmer performance (examples include, Curtis, 1981; Curtis, 1986; Curtis et al. 
1987; Curtis, 1988). His early work described a study where performance differences 
between programmers over various tasks was found to be of the order of 22:1 (Curtis, 
1981). Removing outliers, Curtis found that differences of 13:1 remained. Thus, Curtis 
believed he had substantiated the fact that large performance differences were evident 
among commercial programmers as had been suggested by Sackman (1970). McGarry 
(1982) also found differences of the order of 23:1 among NASA programmers. 
Weinberg (1971) also believed individual differences in strengths and weaknesses of 
programmers to exist. Similarly, Curtis (1988) concluded that it is “strikingly apparent” 
that programmers are different from each other in large ways. In one study he found that 
half of the variance in comprehension performance came from individual differences. 
Sheil (1987) similarly reported to being particularly struck by the existence of 
participants whose scores on some measures were far outside the range for the group 
they belonged to (outliers). 
 
Although it is believed that these individual differences come from motivation, 
experience, intelligence, etc. (Curtis, 1981), the individual differences paradigm has 
failed to show why the differences exist or how to reduce them other than through 
selection (Curtis, 1988). 
 
A further dimension of the individual differences found includes “tremendous 
variability” in how tasks are carried out by programmers (Curtis et al., 1987). This is a 
factor often lacking in the analysis of differences between programmers’ performance. 
The programming role is rarely just about purely technical performance of the computer 
programming task. Brooks (1975) realised that a lot of problems experienced in 
software development had to do with communication. Looking at the whole of the 
programmer’s role does not usually form part of individual difference studies. There is 
clearly far more scope for variability among programmers than is apparent from many 
studies. For example, informal roles which programmers play in a team because of these 
differences have been highlighted (Myhill, 1993). 
 
One consequence of the individual differences result and the finding of outliers is that 
some computer programmers are superb compared with their contemporaries. There is 
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evidence in the literature to support this supposition. Curtis (1988) suggests that the 
success of the ‘Chief Programmer Team’ (see section 1.10.3) depends on the 
availability of a “superb technician” to be the ‘Chief Programmer’. The ‘Super-
Conceptualiser’ is a term introduced by Curtis et al. (1987) to describe exceptional 
individuals in some software teams with rare expertise allowing them become the 
“keeper of the project vision”. However, such strong conceptualisation ability was 
apparently not linked with strong programming ability as Curtis et al. reported that 
super-conceptualisers admitted that they were not good programmers themselves. 
Brooks (1986) highlighted the need to identify the “great conceptual designers of the 
rising generation”, such designers probably being senior programmers (or at least very 
experienced programmers). Brooks (1995) reaffirmed his belief that the most 
important action of a software development is “commissioning one mind to be the 
product’s architect, who is responsible for the conceptual integrity of all aspects of 
the product perceivable by the user.” (p. 256).  
 
The existence of outliers at the lower end of the performance scales shows that some 
commercial programmers are very poor performers compared with their 
contemporaries. Even without outliers, the variability of 13:1 reported by Curtis (1981) 
indicates a wide distribution of ability among computer programmers. The fact that 
selection of programmers is extremely difficult is apparent from the existence of such 
differences among commercial programmers. The consequence of the existence of 
individual differences among commercial programmers is rarely alluded to in the 
literature. The reality that software production must contend with is, therefore, mixed 
ability teams. 
 
1.10.3 Software Teams 
 
Curtis (1988) suggested that there had been too little research on software teams 
compared with their impact on software productivity. Given the importance of software 
teams this probably still holds true. An organisational obstacle to User-Centred Design 
reported by Karat (1996) is being able to create and maintain teams of people with the 
range of expertise necessary to solve complex design problems. Curtis et al. (1987) 
believed that crucial aspects to the success of a software team are personnel selection, 
assignment, education and communication. However, in practice, personnel selection is 
clearly difficult as is evident by the huge differences in performance of commercial 
programmers which exist (see section 1.10.2.1) and assignment is often driven by 
availability of resources - hand-picked teams are rare. 
 
Many of the most significant software products produced in the history of software have 
been produced by individuals or very small teams (two or three people). Such software 
includes, the C programming language, Zortech C++, Lotus 123, and dBase (Thielen, 
1991). Although the complexities of programming GUIs and Windows software make 
this apparently less feasible, examples of big feats from small teams are still in 
evidence. For example, Quattro Pro for Windows (QPW) was developed by a core team 
of four programmers (Gabriel, 1994). It is unclear whether the average size of a 
software team today is any different than it was 20 years ago. Karat and Bennett (1991) 
suggested that most software development involves a fairly large group of people. 
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Following on from this, it has been suggested by Whiteside et al. (1988) that 
commercial software developed then, with complex development processes, could 
involve hundreds or even thousands of people. Stephens (1996) described the changing 
nature of software development from small numbers of “hackers in backrooms” to 
teams of 20-50. However, Brooks (1975) described the development of the OS/360 
operating system software which at its peak had over 1000 people working on it, and 
went on to propose that 10 people would be a sensible maximum size for a software 
team. In support of this, Scott and Simmons (1975) found that team productivity 
levelled off at 9-12 people. Throughout the history of software, there have usually 
existed examples of software projects with both small and large numbers of people 
working on them. The comments of Karat and Bennett are perhaps the most accurate, 
because in software terms, 10 people is a lot to co-ordinate and to collaborate 
effectively. Harker (1991) believed that the major advantage of small development 
teams is ease of communication and reduced potential for ambiguity and 
misunderstanding in relation to the specification. In order to extend the benefits of small 
teams to slightly larger teams, two key team structures have evolved. 
 
The ‘Chief Programmer Team’ is a particular team structure, which places central 
responsibility for programming and technical communication with a chief programmer, 
with the rest of the team members organised as a support team (Baker, 1972; Mills, 
1971). Brooks (1975) used an operating theatre analogy and referred to such a team as a 
‘Surgical Team’. Another team structure which arose is the ‘Egoless Team’ in which 
responsibility for the software is shared among the team members such that no 
individual feels private ownership of any particular piece of the program (Weinberg, 
1971). These team structures were found to be suited to different types of software 
development situations, a summary of which may be found in Curtis (1988). Both team 
structures were also believed to be most efficient operating with 12 or less people. 
There is evidence that Microsoft currently adopts an approach to software development 
based on the egoless team. McCarthy (1995) (a director of Microsoft’s C++ Product 
Unit) advocated design such that nobody owns the specification, as well as a team mix 
of six developers, three quality assurers, one program manager and two writers. Wider 
issues surrounding the organisation of software development teams also appear to be 
relatively unchanged. 
 
Curtis et al. (1987) found that it is common for the early stages of a software project to 
be dominated by a few individuals but found that this reliance on a few people is less 
troublesome in practice than would be expected. In certain situations, Grudin (1991) 
noted, it is common for the design and development to be carried out by completely 
different teams, once the project definition is established one team moves on and 
another begins its work. This approach clearly creates considerable communication 
difficulties during the life of the project. The kinds of difficulties this creates are similar 
to those when individual team members change during the design or development 
phases. Harker (1991) described the effect this can cause as “design drift” as the new 
team members introduce new ideas and assumptions. Similarly, Grudin (1996) 
suggested that new arrivals in a team can be a problem as they challenge the existing 
design and introduce new ideas. He further pointed out that such new arrivals also waste 
team members’ time as they have to have various aspects of the software explained. 
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For some time there have been a considerable number of claims that software needs to 
be produced by multi-disciplinary teams (Axtell, Clegg, and Waterson, 1996; Baeker 
and Buxton, 1987a; Barnard, 1991; Curtis, Soloway, Brooks, Black, Ehrlich, and 
Ramsey, 1986; Maxwell, 1996; Norman, 1996). Baeker and Buxton believed that the 
reason for this is that more skills are required in software production than one person 
can have, and Norman agreed that the team needs to be comprised of people with 
extremely different talents. A number of difficulties experienced with multi-disciplinary 
teams are cited in the literature, examples include: 
 
• at Apple Computer, the merging of industrial design and behavioural design has 
brought with it the realisation that the people talk a different language (Norman, 
1996); 
 
• efforts to involve a graphic designer in a development team took over a year, part of 
this was due to the need to educate the graphic designer and part was due to the need 
to break down resistance from developers who had become attached to their designs 
(Grønbæk et al., 1993); 
 
• now that software is a multi-disciplinary activity, new alliances have formed and 
misunderstandings naturally arise (Kim, 1990); 
 
• Karat (1996) suggested that the “difficult necessity of multidisciplinary 
communication in design” should be given some consideration in usability 
engineering; 
 
• each discipline has its own perspectives and priorities (Erickson, 1990; Kim, 1990) 
and this can introduce problems of a political nature (Erickson, 1990); 
 
• what one person in a multi-disciplinary team finds valuable, others do not notice, 
and they do not notice that they have not noticed (Kim, 1990). 
 
Despite the emphasis on multi-disciplinary teams in the literature, there is reason to 
doubt the widespread existence of such teams in current practice. One reason to doubt 
the current widespread existence of multi-disciplinary teams is the type of role that HCI 
and human factors specialists currently play  (see section 1.10.1). Practitioners in these 
disciplines commonly function externally to the team as consultants and advisors. 
Whilst this mode of working has its own myriad of problems, it could hardly be 
considered that it represents multi-disciplinary teamworking. When multi-disciplinary 
teamworking takes hold of software production, it is likely that HCI and human factors 
would be the first disciplines to be introduced into a software production team. It 
therefore seems likely that software production teams are generally still dominated by 
the technical disciplines of programming and IT design. 
 
1.10.4 A New Kind of Specialist Required 
 
A number of researchers have suggested that a new kind of specialist is required in 
software production. Baeker and Buxton (1987a) believed that this specialist should be 
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trained to understand and improve the ways in which humans interact with computers. 
Similarly, Norman (reported in, Rheingold, 1990) believed there should be a profession 
of interface designers, trained in design, cognitive science and programming. Heckel 
(1991) suggested that as programmers are generally poor communicators, people from 
outside the field will have to be brought in to software production. Already people with 
qualifications in the technical and human disciplines are emerging, who can play a full 
role in design and bring the human factors knowledge into a software team, claim Eason 
and Harker (1991). A new kind of project manager who would be the team’s 
information architect was foreseen by Eason and Harker (1991). Kim (1990) believed a 
new profession of “interdisciplinary connectors” would emerge who are skilled at 
explaining any discipline to any other. Their primary purpose would be to help members 
of a multi-disciplinary team to communicate with each other. 
 
1.10.5 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
It is evident from the literature that common practices in commercial software 
development involve HCI designers and human factors personnel functioning in a 
support role, outside the software team. This often leads practitioners to complain that 
their involvement in the project is too late. Alternatively, the nature of HCI support 
groups leads some researchers to believe that the HCI designer’s role is complete when 
the specifications are written, failing to acknowledge the reality of the usability issues 
which arise only during implementation. 
 
Internal HCI or human factors groups often find the volume of enquiries they receive 
surpasses their available resources. One way to address this problem would be to assign 
an HCI specialist to each software team. Some researchers believe that this approach 
would soon outstrip the supply of such personnel. However, the job market indicates 
that demand for such people in software development is far lower than for 
programmers.  
 
Some researchers describe the HCI designers role as like the manager and director of a 
motion picture, an important aspect of whose role is to maintain conceptual integrity of 
what is being produced. However, there is evidence to suggest that HCI and human 
factors people rarely have authority to decide on functionality and are often left out of 
key decisions. There is also evidence to suggest that often user interface design is not 
carried out by HCI or human factors specialists. 
 
Many researchers believe that HCI practice and software design involves an element of 
craft skill, and intuition also seems to be evident in practice. 
 
Although individual differences among programmers have been shown fairly 
conclusively, the literature contains a large number of generalisations about them. Such 
generalisations have some use in illustrating the kinds of behaviour and characteristics 
which can be found in commercial programmers. The views and frustrations of some 
members of the HCI and human factors community serves to demonstrate the friction 
which exists between the roles. Despite the widespread acknowledgement of the 
existence of individual differences among commercial programmers, the consequence 
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of this finding are rarely reported. Because  differences exists among commercial 
programmers, this implies that programmer selection is difficult. This further leads to 
the conclusion that software teams are usually of mixed ability. 
 
Some of the most significant software ever produced was constructed by teams of two 
or three people. Some researchers believe that today’s software teams are therefore 
much larger, by comparison with these special cases. This view is felt to be misguided 
as there have always been examples of both very large and very small software teams. 
The continued existence of software team structures developed in the early 1970’s 
partly demonstrates this. Perhaps what the research community is trying to say is that 
we still do not have a good solution to the problem of making a large software team 
work. Even though sensible team structures have existed for over 20 years, they are 
claimed to be effective for teams of no more than around 12 people. 
 
Practical experiences of software developments have shown that it is not unusual for at 
least the early stages of a software development to be dominated by a small number of 
individuals in the team, and that this not usually a problem. A more serious concern 
from current practice is that it is not uncommon for design and implementation to be 
done by separate teams, communicating only via a written specification. 
 
Although the need for multi-disciplinary teams in software production is well 
established, their widespread existence in commercial software development is doubted. 
One reason for this doubt is that HCI and human factors specialists currently have a role 
outside the development team. As these most obvious disciplines for integration within 
software teams have yet to appear in the majority of teams, it seems unlikely that other 
disciplines are represented. 
 
A number of researchers have described a new kind of specialist which is required in 
software teams. The descriptions of these specialists corresponds with the kind of role a 
HCI or human factors person could perform within a software team. 
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1.11 Communication and Comprehension within the Software Team 
 
This section begins with an overview of communication, comprehension and 
collaboration within a software team. The importance of conceptual integrity is 
described and the existing means of facilitating comprehension and maintaining 
conceptual integrity are investigated. Finally, tools to facilitate communication, 
comprehension and shared mutual understanding within the team are explored. 
 
1.11.1 An Overview of Communication, Comprehension and Collaboration 
 
Technical communication within a software production team is vital to project success. 
Curtis et al. (1987) suggested that processes of technical communication and 
negotiation are crucial but are not adequately acknowledged by existing software 
process models. They believed that constant technical communication is required in 
software production and this should be addressed by the process model. Similarly, 
Erickson (1996) believed that effective communication among members of the software 
design team is necessary, primarily because design is a distributed social process. Karat 
(1996) has emphasised the need for HCI research to progress from just focusing 
attention on user involvement to consideration of, “... the difficult necessity of multi-
disciplinary communication in design”. Even though multidisciplinary teams are 
thought to be relatively uncommon (see section 1.10.3), the problem of communication 
in software has long been known about and almost equally applies to teams comprised 
of software engineers. One of the main points made by Brooks (1975) is that people and 
months are not interchangeable, because of communication. Brooks argued that if 
people are added to a project which is running late, it actually makes the project even 
later, because of the communication burden this creates on the existing team members. 
 
Issues of comprehension in software teams are less well represented in the literature. 
Boehm-Davis (1988) suggested that not much research had been carried out into the 
comprehension and comprehensibility of computer programs. However, in software 
team term, comprehension of the conceptual constructs underlying the software being 
developed is more important. All team members must share a closely aligned 
understanding of exactly what they are creating; in other words, comprehension 
primarily relates to achieving conceptual integrity (see section 1.11.2). Other aspects of 
comprehension are also important; for example, the designer’s own understanding of the 
problem. 
 
In studies assessing the comprehension of computer programs, Curtis (1988) discovered 
that half of the variance in comprehension performance was accounted for by individual 
differences among the programmers studied. Perhaps a more relevant comprehension 
test is reported by Mayes, Draper, McGregor, and Oatly (1990), who found that regular 
users of Mac Write could only remember around 50% of the gross details of the 
application that were measured. However, when they were asked to recall details of a 
particular procedure, they were a lot more effective. Norman’s (1987) observations on 
mental models provide some support for these findings. Norman suggested that people’s 
abilities to “run” their models are severely limited and suggested that mental models are 
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unstable, i.e. people forget details of the system they are using. These findings could 
well be highly relevant to the methods used to support comprehension in a software 
team. From the findings of Mayer et al., participants were unable to recall even basic 
functionality when they conceptualised the software in a static way. However, when 
they mentally ran the software, they could recall a lot more information about it. 
Therefore, it seems likely that the best way for software team members to 
remember all the relevant details of an application they are constructing would be 
to imagine the proposed software in operation. Both prototypes (see section 1.11.3.3) 
and scenarios (see section 1.11.3.1) are believed to be especially effective at facilitating 
comprehension and communication within a software team; perhaps the findings of 
Mayer et al. (1990) provide some understanding for this. 
 
Further empirical evidence relevant to comprehension was generated by Wasserman 
(1987), who discovered that the understandability of IT design notations was enhanced 
by the use of sample screens. This provides some confirmation for Brooks’ (1975) 
belief that the external design of the software under construction is vitally important for 
facilitating team members’ comprehension of the conceptualisation of the software. 
 
Further research into mediums of communication was called for by Curtis et al. (1986). 
Krasner (1986) believed that better co-ordination tools were required to improve 
communication and information flow in a project. Similarly, Mountfield (1990) said 
that better ways to facilitate collaboration must be found. Erickson (1995) asked how 
can communication be facilitated among the audiences of a design?  The continuing 
call for answers in this area suggests that solutions have not yet been found. Muller 
(1993) believed concrete visualisation to be an essential tool for interpersonal 
communication about design but found this category of communication to be poorly 
understood. 
 
Maintaining shared understanding and conceptual integrity with teams involving HCI or 
human factors specialists and programmers is a particular problem. In fact, because 
multi-disciplinary teams are only just beginning to evolve (as discussed in section 
1.10.3), it is likely that such problems will begin to dominate as such teams become 
more widespread. As early as 1975 Brooks foresaw a team member whose role it was to 
specify the external appearance of the software and to then share this with the rest of the 
team. HCI designers and human factors specialists are now poised to take on this role. 
Communication and comprehension issues between the role Brooks’ foresaw and 
programmers were also described in 1975. Brooks’ questioned how one could ensure 
that every little detail of an interface design is communicated to the programmers,  
properly understood by them and incorporated into the end product. He also highlighted 
the fact that countless questions about the user interface will come up during the 
implementation and that puzzled implementers should be encouraged to ask the user 
interface designer rather than making guesses. Thus, in 1975 Brooks had a clear view of 
the kinds of issues that would arise when a role such as an HCI designer was introduced 
into a software team.  
 
Specific collaboration problems between HCI designers and programmers were also 
cited by Mantei and Teorey (1988) and more recently by Browne (1994). Perhaps 
further evidence for the lack of widespread multi-disciplinary teams (discussed in more 
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detail in section 1.10.3) is that this particular collaboration has not received more 
attention in the literature. 
 
1.11.2 Conceptual Integrity 
 
Conceptual integrity is perhaps best described in Brooks’ words: 
 
“Any product that is sufficiently big or urgent to require the effort of many minds thus 
encounters a peculiar difficulty: the result must be conceptually coherent to the single 
mind of the user and at the same time designed by many minds. How does one organise 
design efforts so as to achieve such conceptual integrity?  This is the central question 
addressed by Mythical Man-Month.” (Brooks, 1995, p. 256) 
 
Brooks is not the only researcher to have the view that software team members need to 
maintain a coherent vision and understanding of the product they are developing (e.g., 
Basili and Reiter, 1981, Curtis et al., 1987, Flor and Hutchinson, 1991, Heckel, 1991, 
and McCarthy, 1995). However, this factor was ignored (or perhaps a simplification 
made deliberately) by Norman’s (1986) definitions of the various models which are 
relevant to software design. Norman defined the conceptualisation of the system held by 
the designer as the ‘Design Model’, the conceptual model constructed by the user as the 
‘User’s Model’ and the image resulting from the physical structure that has been built as 
the ‘System Image’. Thus, Norman believes that the designer’s primary task is to 
construct an appropriate ‘System Image’. The designer should want the ‘User’s Model’ 
to be compatible with the underlying conceptual model, the ‘Design Model’. Whilst 
Norman’s model is informative and provides a good illustration of the various 
conceptualisations which designers and users make and how these fit together, it does 
not acknowledge that the ‘Design Model’ needs to be understood by all members of the 
software team. In commercial software development, in order to construct a coherent 
‘System Image’, all members of the software team must share a coherent vision and 
understanding of the software under production, or the ‘Design Model’. 
 
Although Norman’s (1986) views were simplified, they did emphasise the importance 
of conceptualisation within software production. Brooks (1986) believed the essence of 
software engineering to be the crafting of conceptual constructs. Because of this he 
expressed the following view: 
 
“There is no single development, in either technology or management technique, which 
by itself promises even one order-of-magnitude improvement within a decade in 
productivity, in reliability, in simplicity.” (Brooks, 1986, p. 179). 
 
Brooks (1995) has more recently suggested that crafting the conceptual constructs now 
constitutes more than half of the total effort of producing a software product. 
 
Curtis et al. (1987) suggested that the reality of software development is that one or two 
team members become the primary conceptualisers for the whole team. They also 
identified individuals particularly gifted in conceptualisation ability as “Super-
Conceptualisers” (further discussed in section 1.10.2.1). Brooks (1986) also emphasised 
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the importance of discovering individuals with such talent and later (1995) reaffirmed 
that such people should be responsible for the user interface (further explained in 
section 1.10.2.1). He believed that if software is to have conceptual integrity then 
someone needs to control the concepts. Other references to the importance of 
conceptualisation ability have also been made, for example, likening the skills required 
to design software to those required for making films (this analogy is described in 
section 1.10.1). 
 
From Brooks’ (1995) view, it is apparently suggested that the user interface designer 
should be the keeper of the project vision and be responsible for ensuring that the rest of 
the team share this vision, “The architect [user interface designer] forms and owns the 
public mental model of the product...”. Whiteside et al. (1988) also believed in the 
importance of negotiating a shared vision for usability and suggested that usability 
specifications put common meaning into a project by providing an objective and 
published vision of what the team is trying to achieve. It has also been suggested by 
Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) that the interface designer should provide a coherent 
vision of the interface, containing both the elements of the interface and the glue that 
holds these elements together. 
 
In order to achieve conceptual integrity during software production, Curtis et al. (1987) 
suggested that a vast amount of communication is required to share understanding. This 
view is also held by Flor and Hutchinson (1991). However, as Curtis et al. (1987) 
pointed out, the waterfall lifecycle models miss the fact that this vast communication is 
required. 
 
Not only does the dominant commercial lifecycle neglect the need for significant 
communication during software production, but the advent of multi-disciplinary teams 
is  beginning to make the communication problem more difficult. Sharing an 
understanding between similarly skilled software engineers has in the past proved to be 
a fairly significant problem due to their vast differences in ability. Adding new 
disciplines which must communicate well and share a vision of what they are all 
working towards clearly compounds the problem. 
 
Both Brooks (1995) and Curtis et al. (1987) believed that maintaining conceptual 
integrity is of vital importance to software production and resulting software quality. 
The consequences of failing to share a mutual understanding or conceptualisation of a 
complex software product can be serious. McCarthy (1995) suggested that such a failure 
means that “you end up with junk”. Software projects are infamous in many respects, 
going over budget, being late, failing acceptance, and being scrapped. Failure of a team 
to share an understanding and a tight vision of what they are producing is likely to be a 
very strong factor in such failures. 
 
1.11.3 Existing Mediums of Communication and Means of Facilitating 
Comprehension and Maintenance of Conceptual Integrity 
 
This section describes existing mediums of communication and means of facilitating 
comprehension and maintaining conceptual integrity within a software team. 
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Representations and notations, and specifications are conventional means of facilitating 
comprehension. The use of prototypes in this role is a more recent idea thought to have 
considerable potential, but little research has concentrated on this specific use of 
prototypes. Using design rationale to facilitate comprehension is another relatively 
recent idea which has yet to used much in practice. 
 
1.11.3.1 Representations and Notations 
 
Many forms of technical representations used within software design (IT design rather 
than user interface design) do not provide a particularly useful medium for 
communication with users. Mantei and Teorey (1988) suggested that representations 
such as flowcharts and Data-Flow Diagrams (DFDs) do not adequately convey the 
workings of the system to users. A formal and executable notation called USE transition 
diagrams was described by Wasserman and Shewmake (1990). They believed this to be 
an excellent way to describe the intended behaviour of an interactive system to users. 
They ultimately acknowledged that while the approach seemed successful, the users 
apparently did not really get a true sense of how the system would work in practice. 
Their appraisal of the success of the notation is perhaps too harsh, because they reached 
their conclusions based on the fact that users initially claimed to understand the 
representation and the design but then asked for changes in what they had approved 
after the system was built. Often it is not until software is in use that people can really 
see its potential and fully understand their requirements (see section 1.4.2). It is 
therefore harsh to blame requests for changes solely on the design notation used. 
However, it is thought that formal definitions lack comprehensibility (Brooks, 1975). 
 
There is a need to ensure that elements of a design are understandable by users and 
therefore representations for better communication are an area of potential future 
research (Wilson et al., 1996). One type of representation which is already widely cited 
as useful for facilitating communication between designer and user is prototypes (see 
section 1.7.4.1). 
 
From the perspective of the software team, representations have a number of uses 
centred around facilitating comprehension, communication and visualisation of various 
aspects of the software design; this includes aiding the designer to better comprehend 
and visualise the design themselves. Brooks (1995) believed that there is a need for 
multiple representations of software structure, each covering a distinct aspect, and even 
then it should be noted that some aspects do not diagram well at all. Curtis (1988) 
suggested that different  representations highlight different forms of information. It is 
therefore apparent that no single multi-purpose representation will be found.  
Many people express the view that better representations are needed and for various 
reasons. Several pertinent examples include: 
 
• radical improvements in design quality will not be made until stronger models and 
representations are produced (Newman, 1991); 
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• there are no convenient notations for describing the appearance of screen objects 
and such a weakness in interface representation makes it hard to specify the 
interface (Newman, 1991); 
 
• Hawkins and Reising (1983) discovered that visual representations can cause 
interpretation difficulties for the viewer, in other words, a picture paints a thousand 
words and that’s the problem; 
 
• software design can lead to situations where human cognitive limits in working 
memory, mental calculation, etc. are exceeded and can also overload the 
representational ability of an unaided decision maker, and this can lead to sub-
optimal decisions being made. Complex situations like these would benefit from the 
use of representation aids which help the decision maker to represent and reason 
about the decision problem (Zachary, 1988); 
 
• Flor and Hutchinson (1991) believed that an individual’s effectiveness at solving a 
problem depends as much on good external representation as good internal 
representation; 
 
• Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) believed that one aspect of interface notation is 
whether the user has to undertake particularly hard mental operations (like 
translating complex grammatical expressions) in order to comprehend the notation 
itself. 
 
The abstract and complex nature of software necessitates continued interest in 
improving representation both to assist the thought processes of the designer and the 
subsequent communication of their design. 
 
Many researchers have suggested requirements for improvements to representations 
used in software design. Some examples include: 
 
• a notation which can be understood by designers (both the HCI and IT variety), 
implementers and managers (Bell and Spencer, 1995). Lim and Long (1994a) 
similarly shared the view that a common notation has potential benefits which could 
be exploited; 
 
• a human factors notation should satisfy the requirement of communicability, 
between designers and users, and among designers (Lim and Long, 1994a); 
 
• a human factors notation should satisfy the requirement of maintainability to 
facilitate specification and records of design, and is therefore amenable to computer 
support (Lim and Long, 1994a); 
 
• example driven techniques are better than general guidelines and methods (Bødker 
et al., 1993); 
 
• Fitter and Green (1979) believed that useful notations should contain not only 
symbolic information but also perceptual cues. They suggested that a good notation 
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should exhibit the following characteristics: relevance - highlighting useful 
information to the user; redundant recoding - using perceptual and symbolic 
characteristics to highlight information; revelation - perceptually mimicking the 
solution structure. 
 
Some of the more difficult requirements proposed have begun to be addressed. Stories 
(Erickson, 1996) and Scenarios (Carey et al., 1991; Carroll and Rosson, 1990) have 
been found to be good design representations by virtue of their communicative, easily 
comprehensible and common currency representation. This satisfies some of the 
common currency requirements (Bell and Spencer, 1995; Lim and Long, 1994a) and are 
by definition, example-driven, fulfilling the requirement suggested by Bødker et al. 
(1993).  
 
Further benefits of scenarios and stories that have been discovered or suggested include: 
 
• scenarios are advocated as a key discount usability technique as a cheap form of 
prototype enabling the designer to get quick and frequent feedback from the user 
(Nielsen, 1993); 
 
• in the continuing search for technology to provide formal support, Karat and 
Bennett (1991) found that simple scenarios have proved most successful for 
maintaining a user-centred perspective; 
 
• scenarios are good for conveying ideas in design meetings (Carey, et al., 1991) and 
stories are similarly regarded as powerful tools for discussion and persuasion, even 
“communication catalysts” (Erickson, 1996); 
 
• a collection of stories is a body of knowledge that can be questioned by all 
(Erickson, 1996); 
 
• stories are particularly useful for communication because they are memorable and 
have an informality that is well suited to the uncertainty that characterises much 
design related knowledge (Erickson, 1996);  
 
• with the recognition that scenarios aid communication, Carroll and Rosson (1990) 
suggested that their use be stepped up to using them as a representation of design. 
 
It should be noted that there is a distinction between what Erickson describes as 
‘Stories’ and scenarios of use described by others. For the purposes of consideration as 
a form of representation this distinction is less important as the emphasis is on the 
simple informal basis which they share. The use of scenarios (and stories) as a 
representation has clearly gained the support of some key researchers and practitioners. 
Some purely practical factors are likely to influence the use of scenarios in commercial 
software production. Firstly, as the inclusion of scenarios in Nielsen’s (1993) key 
discount usability methods demonstrates, scenarios are cheap, practical, simple, 
powerful and communicative. Secondly, once the approach has been learned, it is 
completely portable and can be adopted spontaneously on demand. It may be that it is 
Erickson’s mastery of the scenario technique that has led to its extension to the ‘Stories’ 
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described. Thirdly, scenarios provide a common representational currency which 
can be understood by all parties involved in the software production. 
 
In summary, traditional forms of technical representations of IT designs do not provide 
a good medium for communication with users. Prototypes are now believed to be a 
better means of communicating with users. However, multiple forms of representations 
are thought to be needed to describe the various distinct aspects of software structure. 
Some conventional representations require hard mental operations just to understand the 
notation. Problems with using pictorial representations have also been found, as such 
representations can be misinterpreted. 
 
Some researchers believe that representations need to provide a common 
representational currency between the parties involved in the software production. 
Scenarios are believed to be such a technique. They are cheap, effective for conveying 
ideas, and work well in practice. 
 
1.11.3.2 Software Specifications 
 
From the point of view of the software team, the main purpose of a specification is to 
communicate software requirements and preliminary designs to all team members in a 
way which facilitates their unambiguous comprehension. 
 
Miller-Jacobs (1991) suggested that the process of conveying information from writer to 
specification reader is difficult at best and pointed out that software is built to conform 
to the reader’s interpretation of the specification. Therefore, he believed things get lost 
in translation between specification and product. Grudin (1993) concurred that the 
product might not be what the specification writer had in mind. Also of the view that 
paper specifications are open to interpretation by each individual reader were Wilson 
and Rosenberg (1988). 
 
Muller (1993) suggested that requirements documents are notoriously unsuccessful at 
guiding implementers’ design decisions. Brooks (1975) believed formal definitions to 
lack comprehensibility; Grudin (1993) similarly claimed that the written specification is 
not enough to communicate a product idea in the field of interactive software. It was 
suggested by  Curtis et al. (1987) that artifacts produced by specifiers are insufficient to 
convey all information required by software developers to implement the software. 
They believed in a need for constant technical communication between the various 
parties involved with the specification, design and implementation of the software. 
Curtis (1988) later suggested that bridging the gap between the statement of 
requirements and preliminary design is a necessary future advance. Other future 
research areas identified by Curtis et al. included ensuring the completeness of the 
requirements statement and co-ordinating the work of project team members. 
 
It has been suggested that prototypes could be used to support software specification. 
Gomaa (1983) believed that prototypes can often complement the functional 
requirements document. Similarly, Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) believed that using 
prototypes in this way can reduce some of the ambiguity associated with the written 
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word. Heckel (1991) agreed that a prototype can lessen the scope for misinterpretation 
of such documents. Although Verteleney and Booker (1990) did not specifically cite 
prototyping, they claimed that a form of visual specification can be especially useful if 
there is a large group of people involved in the specification process. It has also been 
suggested that prototypes could be a way to facilitate the iterative specification of 
requirements (Brooks, 1986). 
 
Olson et al. (1990) suggested other means to support software specification. They found 
that notations to specify the user interface can be awkward and difficult for non-
programmers and instead suggested specification by example which removes the 
problem of encoding into a notational form. Further they suggested specification by 
“composition” which involves constructing a specification by re-using aspects of old 
specifications stored in libraries, and also using generic or template specifications which 
are tailored to suit the current need. Olson et al. proposed that a tool to support 
specification expressing information wherever possible, in terms of its external 
appearance (hence the emphasis on specification by example). They also proposed that 
such a tool should also actively support the design of good user interfaces. 
 
In summary, as a document which defines the work of the software team, the primary 
purpose of a specification is to communicate software requirements and preliminary 
designs to all team members in a way which facilitates their unambiguous 
comprehension. However, in practice, conveying requirements from writer to 
specification reader is difficult and software is usually constructed conforming to the 
reader’s interpretation of the specification. Things commonly get lost in translation 
between the specification and the product so the resulting software is often not what the 
specifier had in mind. Written specifications are therefore considered to be insufficient 
to communicate a product idea in the field of interactive software. There is a need for 
constant technical communication between the various parties involved in the 
specification, design and implementation of the software. 
 
Prototypes have been suggested as a means of supporting software specifications by 
visually and interactively illustrating their content. This is believed to reduce some of 
the ambiguity and misinterpretation which results from the sole use of written 
specification documents.  
 
1.11.3.3 Prototypes 
 
Many researchers strongly believe in the potential of prototyping within software 
production. Cohill (1991) described it as a “critical tool” and Curtis et al. (1987), as a 
“powerful” approach. Prototyping is described by Brooks (1986) as one of the most 
promising of current technological efforts, as the approach directly addresses the 
conceptual essence of software production. 
 
This section suggests that “Chauffeured Prototyping” is in widespread use. It then 
examines evidence for the use of prototypes as a medium for communication, and as a 
means of facilitating comprehension within the software team. 
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1.11.3.3.1 Chauffeured Prototyping 
 
Preece et al. (1994) coined the expression, “Chauffeured Prototyping”, to describe 
prototypes where the user watches while another person ‘drives’ the prototype. Preece 
et al. suggested that this is a way to test whether the interface meets the user’s needs 
without having to examine low level interaction. This form of prototyping technique is 
described by Anderson and Olson (1987) as “façading” and as a simulation of the 
external appearance of the software’s interface. 
 
Chauffeured prototyping is not widely reported in the literature, but it is considered to 
form the basis of techniques which are common in commercial software practice. 
Evidence supporting this assertion includes the following points: 
 
• “Our evidence suggests that most design teams that are building prototypes are not, 
at present, using them to evaluate usability. When they are shown to users they are 
usually used for demonstration purposes.” (Eason and Harker, 1991, p. 86); 
 
• Wagner (1990) suggested that visualisations (including prototypes) are useful for 
demonstrating a concept even if the user cannot interact with them; 
 
• Wagner also described prototypes which are “hard-wired” and exhibit minimal 
branching and scripting to make the interface seem realistic; 
 
• “... a scenario depicting the user interface requirements through a sequence of events 
is devised. The scenario should reflect how the end users would utilise the system 
since the scenario drives the execution of the user interface prototype and is the 
mechanism through which the analyst communicates with end users.” (Acosta et al., 
1994, p. 68); 
 
• “In the mock-up techniques, the developers help the users to envision the system by 
providing constructed concretizations of the technology.” (Muller, 1993, p. 227); 
 
• Mantei and Teorey (1988) believed that the reaction of future users to a “mock-up” 
(a term which does not imply interactivity) will generate information as to whether 
the software currently envisioned will be acceptable; 
 
• Baeker and Buxton (1987b) also employed the term “mock-ups”. 
 
The term “mock-up” is considered to imply prototypes which are demonstrated rather 
than interacted with. Similarly, many researchers describe users being ‘shown’ a 
prototype, such descriptions also imply that prototypes were demonstrated rather than 
interacted with by the user. Examples of such descriptions include: 
 
• “... the important element [of rapid prototyping] is the visual representation of the 
system, that is, the user interface... By actually seeing the user interface the 
functionality of the system becomes much clearer.” (Miller-Jacobs, 1991, p. 277) 
(emphasis added); 
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• “Once the users saw the user interface “strawman” implemented [in the prototype] 
and understood the capabilities of REE’s rapid prototyping facilities, they 
immediately had additional suggestions for improvements to meet their complex 
needs.”  (Acosta et al., 1994, p. 72) (emphasis added); 
 
• “...showing users prototypes does not, of itself, guarantee a usability.” (Trennor, 
1995, p. 5/1) (emphasis added). 
 
• Miller-Jacobs (1991) also acknowledged a difference between an interactive 
prototype and a simulation, apparent from a description of a prototype which was 
constructed, consisting of interactive and simulation aspects. 
 
Although the evidence of the widespread use of chauffeured prototyping is not explicit, 
the way that prototypes have been described by many researchers does suggest that such 
prototypes are common. 
 
1.11.3.3.2 Prototypes as a Medium of Software Team Communication 
 
There is some suggestion in the literature that prototypes have a use as a medium for 
communication within the software team. However, this appears to have only been 
superficially explored by researchers. Evidence to support these claims includes:  
 
• prototypes can help to facilitate communication in the software team (Preece et al., 
1994); 
 
• a fully functional user interface prototype can serve as a dynamic communication 
tool (Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988); 
 
• Miller-Jacobs (1991) believed that the visualisation of system requirements afforded 
by prototyping conveys far more information (than written documentation) to the 
system developer; 
 
• Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) suggested that prototypes provide a common 
reference point for all members of the design team (as well as users and marketing); 
 
• prototypes and simulations provide a medium for conveying the user specification to 
IT designers (Damodaran, 1991);  
 
• “ [the prototype enables the team] ... to get straight to the heart of concerns, as 
everyone has a clear concept of what the team is attempting to do. With easy access 
to the history of visualisations and interactive prototypes, controversial areas are 
resolved more quickly and to everyone’s satisfaction.” (Wagner, 1990, p. 82); 
 
• the use of prototypes can reduce dependence on verbal communication (Glushko, 
1992). 
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Some researchers have taken the claims that prototypes can facilitate communication 
within the software team, one step further. They have begun to suggest that prototypes 
can be used as a way of capturing project knowledge and answering questions about the 
proposed software. Examples of such comments include: 
 
• a prototype provides a common database for those involved in the project (Heckel, 
1991); 
 
• a prototype provides a means of testing product specific questions (Wilson and 
Rosenberg, 1988); 
 
• an important benefit of prototyping is the speed with which new team members can 
be integrated as a result of the history portrayed by the visualisations (Wagner, 
1990). 
 
Of particular interest is the view of Carey et al. (1991), who suggested enquiries that 
software engineers make of human factors specialists about a specific system are best 
supported by context sensitive access from the exemplar system or from a mock-up. The 
use of prototypes to support communication between human factors specialists 
(including HCI designers) and software engineers has otherwise not been explored in 
the literature. 
 
If prototypes are to be used as a communication medium, Wagner (1990) suggests that 
they should be easily distributable (i.e. accessible) and contain comments windows to 
allow for feedback. 
 
The current lack of appreciation for the use of prototypes for facilitating communication 
and comprehension within the software team is perhaps best illustrated by Kinmond’s 
(1995) survey into the use of prototyping which apparently contained no consideration 
of these benefits. Specifically, participants were asked to rank a given list of benefits of 
prototyping which did not feature items relating to communication or comprehension. 
 
1.11.3.3.3 Prototypes as a Means of Facilitating Comprehension 
 
As well as facilitating communication within a software team, prototyping is also 
considered to facilitate various aspects of comprehension. Aspects of comprehension 
which prototyping is thought to facilitate include: 
 
• helping the HCI designer to better visualise, comprehend and reflect on their own 
user interface design; 
 
• facilitating the sharing of understanding of the proposed software by members of the 
software team, i.e. maintaining conceptual integrity (Myhill and Brooks, 1996); 
 
• facilitating the retention of understanding of the proposed software as the team 
composition fluctuates over the life of the software production. 
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As with the literature relating to the use of prototypes as a medium of communication, 
there has been no particular focus on the use of prototypes to facilitate comprehension. 
However, some researchers clearly believe that prototypes also have potential in this 
area, and examples include the following:  
 
• “[prototyping] provides a common frame of references for developers... One of the 
most difficult parts of any development program is to ensure that accurate 
information is conveyed between the system specifiers and the developers. Even 
among developers there may be misunderstanding, as each has a different discipline 
and frame of reference.” (Miller-Jacobs, 1991, p. 279) (emphasis added); 
 
• prototyping enables the designer to make explicit the differences in understanding 
that exist within a design team and it enables the designer to resolve these in a 
communicative context (Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988) (emphasis added); 
 
• a project proposal is more open to interpretation than a prototype (Heckel, 1991) 
(emphasis); 
 
• Gladden (1982) believed that a physical object (like a prototype or mock-up) 
conveys more information than a written specification, and suggested that “a picture 
paints a thousand words”; 
 
• Rudd and Isensee (1994) concurred, suggesting that, “A picture may paint a 
thousand words but a prototype is worth a thousand pictures”, in the context of 
using the prototype as a specification for developers to code to. 
 
Thus, the prototype can become a tool to assist the articulation of the designers’ mental 
conceptualisation to the rest of the team as a means of maintaining conceptual integrity. 
A stronger indication of the recognition that prototypes support people’s understanding 
of proposed software comes from the body of research suggesting that prototypes have a 
role in specifying software.  
 
Some researchers have claimed that a prototype can be used in place of a specification 
(e.g. Rudd and Isensee, 1994; Wagner, 1990; Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988). 
 
Wagner (1990) and Wilson and Rosenberg (1988), however, have also suggested using 
prototypes to complement a written specification. This more moderate view has 
received support from Brooks (1986) and Gomaa (1983). A similar view has been 
expressed by Ehn (1993), who believes that many aspects of a prototype or mock-up 
cannot be explicitly described in a formal language. Wilson and Rosenberg also claimed 
that using a prototype in this way can reduce some of the ambiguity associated with the 
written word. 
 
Wilson and Rosenberg (1988) also believed that prototypes could improve the quality 
and completeness of a specification and suggested that when novel software is being 
developed, the prototype may even help to generate the specification. Overmyer (1991) 
also believed revolutionary prototyping to lead to better a specification than occurs by 
usual means (i.e. via the waterfall lifecycle). Similarly, Gomaa (1983) suggested that the 
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use of a prototype may lengthen the requirements document as it would be more 
complete. 
 
The acknowledgement of researchers who believe that prototyping can complement 
specification also implies that they believe that prototypes can be used to facilitate 
comprehension within the team. 
 
One further concern with using prototypes to facilitate comprehension is the naivety 
with which the approach has on occasion been advocated. For example, with respect to 
prototypes and mock-ups, Gladden (1982) suggested that a picture paints a thousand 
words. Rudd and Isensee (1994) added that a prototype is worth a thousand pictures. 
What these views fail to acknowledge is that if the prototype is conveying so much 
meaning, there is implicit scope for misinterpretation. This is illustrated by the study 
reported by Hawkins and Reising (1983) (see section 1.11.3.1), which concluded that a 
picture paints a thousand words, and that is the problem. As Rudd and Isensee 
suggested, prototypes are richer in meaning than single pictures. In other words, a 
picture may paint a thousand words, which can be a problem but a prototype paints a 
thousand pictures, and that can be a serious problem. The negative aspect of 
misinterpretation when prototypes are used to facilitate comprehension has not been 
reported in the literature. 
 
1.11.3.3.4 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
Although chauffeured prototyping is not widely reported in the literature, it is believed 
to form the basis of techniques which are common in commercial software practice. 
Primary evidence for this belief are descriptions of the prototypes in the literature, 
including prototypes developed to demonstrate concepts, the term mock-up and the 
description of users being “shown” prototypes. Such descriptions imply that the user is 
not interacting with the prototype and it is being demonstrated by a “chauffeur”. 
Although there are some suggestions in the literature that prototypes have a use as a 
medium for communication within the software team, this has only been superficially 
explored by researchers. There is even less literature on the subject of using prototypes 
to facilitate comprehension within a software team and using it to maintain conceptual 
integrity, although some researchers appear to recognise this potential. Furthermore, 
some researchers appear to take a naive view of prototypes suggesting that “a picture 
paints a thousand words”. Such researchers fail to realise that a thousand words not 
written down leaves considerable scope for misinterpretation. 
 
1.11.3.4 Design Rationale 
 
Design rationale is already routinely captured in the memories of developers, minutes of 
meetings, memos, specifications, etc. (Conklin and Burgess-Yakemovic, 1996). Grudin 
(1996) concurred and suggested that the weakness of this approach is the incomplete, 
unstructured and distributed nature of such stores of design rationale. Further, he 
suggested that such records are hard to retrieve and interpret at a later date and can be 
inaccessible to third parties. Furthermore, artifacts produced by some design process 
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(for example, prototypes) do not indicate the reasoning (i.e. the motivations, 
requirements, constraints, negotiations, etc.) underlying its design (Moran and Carroll, 
1996). Thus, although thought to be useful, design rationale is often lost and only the 
resultant artifacts remain. 
 
Researchers have attempted to provide more formal means for the capture of design 
rationale. However, they have been little used in practice (McKerlie and MacLean, 
1993). Grudin (1996) has recently stated that convincing examples of the successful use 
of design rationale in practice are required to prove that its capture is worthwhile and to 
allay fears that capturing it will create too much work and slow projects down. Concern 
has also been expressed by Buckingham-Shum (1996) that representing design rationale 
may prove to be too much work during the design process as creating formalisms for 
design rationale inevitably creates work for designers. 
 
A number of techniques for recording design rationale have been proposed. Probably 
the most well known of these is QOC (see MacLean, Young and Bellotti, 1996), a semi-
formal representation, which stands for ‘Questions, Options and Criteria’. Design 
rationale is expressed by first considering the design question, then the available design 
options and finally the criteria which the design should meet. Quite complex design 
rationales can be constructed using this fundamentally simple idea by interlinking 
design questions, their options and criteria. In practice, it is easy to apply, because the 
underlying philosophy of the technique is conveyed in its name. Furthermore, QOC 
facilitates the consideration of design options and criteria from all disciplines 
represented in the design team, on an equal basis. Another reason to think that QOC has 
potential are the beliefs expressed by Carey et al. (1991) that design rationales are best 
expressed as questions. Carey et al. used an adapted form of QOC in a software tool 
they developed called DRaHFT, which stands for ‘Design Rationales and Human 
Factors Transfer’. The objective of this tool was to provide software engineers with an 
understanding of human factors through the use of design rationales and scenarios. 
Carey et al. (1991) believed that enquiries made by software engineers are best 
supported by direct access to an exemplar system or a mock-up. They described a 
prototype of DRaHFT where screen mock-ups are presented with hypertext links to the 
design rationale information which they illustrate, and suggest that in a real DRaHFT 
tool, the exemplar system could be linked directly to the information in DRaHFT. The 
basic idea also encompassed the concept of keeping a library of user interface 
exemplars (which could also store information about subsequent evaluations of the 
designs), which could help software engineers in the selection of appropriate widgets 
for a user interface (Carey, Ellis, and Rusli, 1993). 
 
Other means for recording design rationale have also been explored. Scenarios are 
thought to have some utility in this regard (Carey et al., 1991). Muller (1993) described 
a project where a video diary of design meetings was kept as a means of communicating 
design rationale with implementers. 
 
One of the main reasons for capturing design rationale is that it is considered to be a 
good way for communicating within the software team (Carey et al., 1991; Harker, 
1991; McKerlie and MacLean, 1993). Grudin (1996) suggested that design rationale 
could generate major productivity gains by assisting in the education of new arrivals to 
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a software team and freeing up existing team members to continue their work. He 
claimed that design rationale could become a means of retaining project memory. 
 
In addition to its potential use in communication within the software team, design 
rationale is thought to be a way to facilitate comprehension of design decisions made. 
Carey et al. (1991) believed that design rationale provides a means for making human 
factors decisions understandable to software engineers which could help them to 
understand the contribution of HCI. The QOC design rationale representation is partly 
designed to clarify the contribution of parties from different disciplines to the design 
decisions (Bellotti, 1993). Lewis, Rieman and Bell (1996) believed that abstracting to 
general design rationale representations would be too distracting for software 
developers. This view was apparently shared by Carey et al. (1991), who suggested that 
in order to be understood, design rationale needs to be considered in context, that is, the 
context of the designed artifact it applies to. Carey et al. advocated linking design 
rationale to an exemplar system, because they believed that software engineers need to 
interact with the system, at the same time as considering design rationale, in order to 
understand it. 
 
Another advantage of formalising the recording of design rationale is that this leads to 
more intensive scrutinisation of the design by the designers themselves (Buckingham-
Shum 1996; Carey et al., 1991; MacLean, Young and Bellotti, 1996), enabling them to 
critique and improve their designs. 
 
Overall the research community appears to be uncertain of the practical utility of 
capturing design rationale. Some are concerned about the time it would take designers 
to formalise design rationale (Buckingham-Shum, 1996; Grudin, 1996). Grudin 
expressed further concern that design rationale could become a record of failure and 
believed that such failures are more productively forgotten than over-analysed. Carey et 
al. (1991) state that the premise that software engineers can understand, and work with 
design rationale, also needs to be tested. 
 
Therefore, although design rationale is already routinely captured during software 
projects, it usually exists in the heads of designers and in project documentation. 
Formally recording design rationale is rarely undertaken, although the research 
community have come up with some potentially useful ways of representing it. Records 
of design rationale are considered to be a means of facilitating communication and 
comprehension within a multi-disciplinary software team. Such design rationales are 
believed to make more sense (by being less abstract) when they stand alongside an 
exemplar or mock-up of the system they relate to. Further benefits result from the close 
scrutiny of the design, required to record design rationale, which can lead the designer 
to make improvements to the design. The research community is apparently undecided 
as to whether the efforts required to record design rationale will be worthwhile. 
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1.11.3.5 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
Traditional forms of representation and notation do not provide good mediums of 
communication. However, the use of scenarios as representations have been found to be 
a cheap, practical and effective communication medium. 
 
From the perspective of the software team, the primary purpose of specifications is to 
communicate software requirements and preliminary designs to all team members in a 
way which facilitates their unambiguous comprehension. They have been found to be 
insufficient in fulfilling this role. Because of misinterpretation and ambiguity, software 
is often produced which was not what the specifier had in mind. There is a need for 
constant technical communication between parties involved in the specification, design 
and implementation of the software. Prototypes have been suggested as a means of 
supporting this communication.  
 
Chauffeured prototyping is believed to be widespread in commercial software practices. 
Some researchers have begun to suggest that prototypes can provide a medium of 
communication within the software team, but this has not been explored in any depth. 
Similarly, using prototypes to facilitate comprehension and maintenance of conceptual 
integrity of the product within the software team is hinted at in the literature but is not 
explored. Some researchers have a naive view of prototypes used to facilitate software 
team collaboration, suggesting that they must be useful because, after all, “a picture 
paints a thousand words”.  
 
Design rationale is already routinely captured during software projects usually in the 
heads of designers and in project documentation. However, formally recording design 
rationale is rare. Researchers believe that such records would be a useful means of 
facilitating communication and comprehension within a multidisciplinary software 
team. Design rationale is thought to have greater potential when it is used alongside an 
exemplar or a mock-up as this makes the design reasoning represented less abstract. 
Researchers are still undecided whether the utility of design rationale in commercial 
software development is worth the price of formally recording it. 
 
1.11.4 Tools to Facilitate Communication, Comprehension and Shared Mutual 
Understanding in Software Teams 
 
Long before the widespread adoption of computers, Engelbart (1963) surmised that the 
accumulated knowledge of humanity has exceeded our ability to handle it. He suggested 
that only by “augmenting man’s intellect” (with the use of computers) could we address 
the situation. His paper strongly emphasises the use of computers to aid comprehension, 
he said, 
 
“By “augmenting man’s intellect” we mean increasing the capability of a man to 
approach a complex problem situation, gain comprehension to suit his particular needs, 
and derive solutions to problems. Increased capability in this respect is taken to mean a 
mixture of the following: the comprehension can be gained more quickly; that better 
comprehension can be gained; that a useful degree of comprehension can be gained 
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where previously the situation was too complex.... We do not speak of isolated clever 
tricks that help particular situations. We refer to a way of life in an integrated domain 
where hunches, cut-and-try, intangibles, and the human “feel for a situation” usefully 
coexist with powerful concepts, streamlined terminology and notation, sophisticated 
methods, and highly-powered electronic aids...” (Engelbart, 1963; p. 1) 
 
This section will investigate the tools that have been applied to the complex domain of 
software production to facilitate communication, comprehension and shared mutual 
understanding within software teams. 
 
1.11.4.1 Tools to Facilitate Visualisation, Conceptualisation and Comprehension 
 
Aside from prototyping, tools to help software designers and developers visualise or 
conceptualise are scarce. However, the need for tools to help designers visualise is 
recognised by some. Mountfield (1990) advocated that user interface designers should 
think about how to create tools to better build on their knowledge and make it reusable 
to others. In her view, the best contribution that user interface designers could make to 
understanding the communication interface, was to create and build better tools to do 
their own jobs. 
 
Supporting designers’ “conceptualisation power”, particularly their ability to visualise, 
was felt  by Woods and Roth (1990) to be the best help that designers could be given 
when facing ill-defined problems. Woods and Roth believed that the most important 
contribution of Artificial Intelligence to decision support may in the long run turn out to 
be in the form of “...cognitive tools that amplify human powers of conceptualisation” 
(Woods and Roth, 1990; p.25). 
1.11.4.2 Tools to Facilitate Communication and Shared Understanding 
 
Engelbart (1982) recognised the need for a coherent community of augmented 
individuals to form into augmented teams. Engelbart believed that collaborative 
communication capabilities were required to realise this, in his words,  
 
“...the synergistic effect of integrating many augmented individuals into one coherent 
community makes each element more valuable than if it were applied just  to support 
one individual - this is derived from the collaborative communication capabilities....to 
integrate the augmented capabilities of individuals into augmented teams and 
communities.” 
 
Other than the use of prototyping in this mode, tools to facilitate communication and 
shared understanding in the software product domain are scarce. Waern (1988) 
suggested that one purpose of using Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software in 
engineering is to communicate the results of the design work. CASE tools do not 
facilitate the communication or shared understanding of the products of software 
engineering in a form, which is as palatable and easy to understand to a diverse range of 
individuals, as the end results of a CAD project. Visualisations afforded by prototypes 
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have much more in common with the end results of a CAD project than other forms of 
representation in the software production domain. 
 
Although tools to facilitate communication and shared understanding are rare, their need 
does have some limited recognition. Krasner (1986) suggested that augmenting the 
information communication network with better co-ordination tools would improve 
flow in a software project. Perhaps such tools are beginning to emerge in the form of 
electronic mail and intranet, but it is difficult to conceive how even this technology can 
begin to convey an understanding of the details of a complex software venture 
sufficiently well to enable diverse individuals in software teams to share an 
understanding of what they are producing. Such new technology is still predominantly 
text-based and is therefore subject to similar problems associated with written 
specifications and other text-based representations used in the software process. One 
key advantage with intranet and electronic communication is that it is immediate, so 
team members can be kept up-to-date with events and changes to the software under 
production much more effectively than with voluminous paper-based documents. 
 
1.11.4.3 The Potential of Hypermedia Tools 
 
Researchers believe that multimedia offers an excellent and efficient means of 
improving the quality, delivery and presentation of educational and informational 
material (Scuprowicz, 1990). Hypermedia is similarly claimed to integrate the best 
characteristics of a wide variety of approaches to learning, thus the presentation of 
information in this way suits a wide variety of learning styles (Perzylo, 1993). Elkerton 
(1988) claimed that if online help is designed with cross-references and indexes, it can 
enhance users’ capability to retrieve information quickly. He also claimed that diagrams 
and animation may help users understand the user interface structure. Harland (1989) 
suggested that hypertext documents can support effective exploration of a problem 
space described therein. 
 
One key advantage of hypermedia in the domain of software production is that team 
members using the media are not disadvantaged by their lack of knowledge when 
consulting colleagues. This benefit of hypermedia is recognised by Perzylo (1993). 
Eberts and Brock (1988) claimed similar benefits exist in Computer-Aided Instruction 
(CAI) software, where students are able to succeed or fail in private. 
 
Clear disadvantages also exist when hypermedia is used for communication and 
learning. One is that modes of communication between the user and the computer are 
limited (Hartley, 1980). This leads to another difficulty, which is that CAI (and 
hypermedia) requires careful and skillful authoring to anticipate the responses and 
requirements of the student/reader (Eberts and Brock, 1988). 
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1.11.4.4 Summary and Final Commentary on Tools to Facilitate Communication, 
Comprehension and Shared Mutual Understanding 
 
Although the need to facilitate comprehension was foreseen as long ago as 1963, few 
tools exist to help members of software teams to visualise and comprehend the software 
they are producing. Tools to facilitate the sharing of understanding (or vision) within a 
software team of the software being produced are not available. A small number or 
researchers and practitioners believe that prototyping has a role to play both in helping 
the individual to visualise and helping a team to share an understanding of the software 
they are producing. There is no research into this specific usage of prototypes in 
software production. Other than prototypes, it would appear that hypermedia tools may 
have advantages for communication and comprehension within software teams. The 
most important of which is the recognition that hypermedia users need not feel 
threatened by the perceived triviality of information they require from the software, as 
they might feel threatened when asking similar questions of colleagues. A benefit such 
as this recognises and works with the people-oriented nature of software production. 
 
1.11.5 Summary and Final Commentary on Communication and 
Comprehension within the Software Team 
 
The importance of communication within software teams is well recognised in the 
literature. There has been less emphasis on issues surrounding aspects of comprehension 
within the software team. However, a number of eminent researchers have emphasised 
the fundamental importance of maintaining conceptual integrity of the design within the 
software team, which is considered to be one key aspect of team comprehension. 
Conceptual integrity has not received the level of attention in the literature consistent 
with the fundamental importance which eminent researchers believe it to have. 
 
The utility of contemporary forms of representation and notation and specification and 
prototyping as mediums of communication, and as means of facilitating comprehension 
and maintenance of conceptual integrity within the team have been explored. Scenarios 
are believed to have some potential as a medium of communication. Written software 
specifications are not considered to be a useful communication medium, although they 
are commonly used as such. Some researchers have suggested that chauffeured 
prototypes are an effective medium of communication within the software team. 
However, this has not been explored in the literature in any depth. Producing records of 
design rationale has been considered as a means to improve collaboration within 
software teams, but researchers are apparently undecided as to whether such records 
would produce a net benefit. 
 
Tools to facilitate communication, comprehension and shared mutual understanding 
within a software team are not available. Prototyping appears to have the most promise 
in this regard. 
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1.12 Summary of Findings from the Literature 
 
This summary highlights the current conditions in software production and positive 
future directions, some of which have yet to be thoroughly researched. 
 
1.12.1 Current Software Production Conditions 
 
A number of aspects of the literature review describe the current conditions of software 
production. The first point to notice from the review is that there is clearly something 
wrong with the way that software is produced. A large proportion of software 
development projects fail through problems in production and during acceptance. 
 
The continuing dominance of the waterfall lifecycle is believed to be a fundamental part 
of the problem in software production. The process has long been regarded as a poor 
facilitator of software production. Doubt has been cast on many of the assumptions that 
the waterfall lifecycle depends upon. For example, a key milestone, which is widely 
believed to be unrealistic, is the production of a specification document early in the 
production process (before any implementation has taken place). This particular 
milestone often forms part of the contract between software supplier and client which 
builds an inherent problem into the remainder of the software project. It is argued in this 
review that the waterfall lifecycle survives because it provides answers, although they 
are often ill-founded. The mistaken assumption that it is possible to write a 
comprehensive specification at the outset of a software project, at least provides 
something on which to base a contract or tender. An early specification allows resource, 
time and cost estimates for a project to be produced. Although the basis for this 
estimation is highly questionable, the waterfall lifecycle provides some means to 
generate such figures. Other lifecycles, recognised as more appropriate to software 
production, are less geared to producing such figures, because they acknowledge that to 
do so would be unrealistic and misleading. Alternative lifecycles often require a 
different way of working and a different way of procuring software.  
 
The legacy of the waterfall process is a specification document written for a multitude 
of discrete purposes, e.g. both as a contract and a description of the software for the 
team to work to, which does not acknowledge the nature of software production. Such 
written specifications are considered to be a poor medium of communication within a 
software team, as are many other contemporary software engineering representations 
and notations. 
 
Some software production problems come about by the nature of the various activities 
and people involved in the process. Software design and development is considered 
chaotic and highly susceptible to changes; software teams also contribute to the nature 
of software production. Significant individual differences in the performance of 
commercial programmers is well documented, but the implication that programmer 
selection is difficult and therefore mixed ability teams are the norm, is not reported. 
Informal roles occurring in software teams also contribute to the nature of software 
production. Practical experiences report that it is not uncommon for the early stages of a 
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software project to be dominated by a few individuals, and that this is not a problem. 
However, the inherent nature of commercial software production does conspire to 
prevent software developers learning from the products of their labours. Developers 
often come to a project as the programming phase begins and leave when it ends; they 
may never be made aware of inadequacies in their software, because they have moved 
on the next project when the support calls start to arrive. Therefore, it is believed that 
the inherent nature of software development shapes the reality of software production. 
Logistics are also beginning to worsen this situation, as it is now not uncommon for 
design and implementation to be carried out by separate teams (sometimes in different 
countries).  
 
The foothold that HCI has attained in commercial software production is still poor. User 
interface design is often ad  hoc and carried out by programmers. The level of user 
involvement in the design of user interfaces is alarmingly low, in fact, commonly non-
existent. It is apparent that industry still does not understand the value of HCI and 
human factors. This fact can be quite clearly seen by the lack of HCI jobs in software 
projects compared with programming jobs. Researchers concur with this view, 
commonly expressing the belief that there is a theory of HCI (against the view that HCI 
design is a craft-based discipline) but that it is rarely applied in practice. Furthermore, 
although the need for multi-disciplinary software production teams is well recognised, 
the usual consultancy style involvement of HCI designers and human factors 
engineers (on the side lines) in software teams provides a clear indication that 
integrated multi-disciplinary teams are not yet a reality.  
 
One reality of the current software production conditions is the advent of Graphical 
User Interfaces (GUIs) and the fact that these user interfaces require a larger proportion 
of the total development effort to produce – even without HCI design consideration. 
This inherent increase in effort necessary to produce GUIs has not led to a similar 
improvement in the quality of user interfaces; many are still widely considered to be 
poor. 
 
1.12.2 Positive Directions 
 
A number of positive directions in software production have come to light through the 
literature review. Some of these have received little research to date. 
 
Iterative software design and development is believed to be a better method of 
facilitating software production and is widely thought to have great potential, 
particularly because it acknowledges the nature of software. However, its use is clearly 
not widespread. In this literature review, it is argued that this is due to a lack of 
commercial credibility, hence the continued dominance of the inappropriate waterfall 
lifecycle. Some iterative development processes have recently been revived, notably 
Rapid Application Development (RAD). Even its greatest proponents recognise it as 
having limited applicability, for example, requiring very special client-supplier 
relationships and flexible contract arrangements. 
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The major reason for the re-emergence of RAD is the latest breed of software tools that 
readily facilitate an iterative prototypical approach, for example, Microsoft’s Visual 
Basic. However, the prototyping activity itself has generated some research and 
commercial interest, divorced from its role as a vehicle for evolutionary software 
development. Prototyping is reported to bring about changes to software design earlier 
in the production process (even when not shown to users) – possibly because the 
approach helps software development team members to better visualise the proposed 
software. It is also recognised as a good way to capture user requirements, because it 
provides a common representational currency between the developer and the user. For 
these and other reasons, prototyping is believed to be a means by which HCI specialists 
could take on a more dominant role in software production. One particular form of 
prototyping that is believed to be in common use in software production is ‘chauffeured 
prototyping’. The use of such prototypes is often implied in literature but rarely 
stated or explored in any depth. It has been suggested that such prototypes could 
provide a medium of communication within the software team, but this aspect of 
their use has not previously been explored. Few downsides of using prototypes are 
reported in the literature. Those that have been include the creation of unrealistic 
expectations within prototype audiences and problems associated with managing the 
prototype development process. This lack of reported negative effects is likely to 
indicate a general lack of research in prototyping rather than a genuine lack of negative 
effects. 
 
The importance of communication within the software team has been well recognised in 
the literature, but there has been less emphasis surrounding aspects of comprehension 
within the team. A number of eminent researchers have emphasized the fundamental 
importance of maintaining conceptual integrity of the design within the software team. 
This sharing of a vision of the software being produced is possibly the central aspect of 
comprehension within the team. However, some researchers have expressed surprise 
that conceptual integrity has not received the level of attention in the literature 
consistent with the fundamental importance it is believed to have. One means of 
improving collaboration within software teams that has been proposed, is the production 
of records of design rationale. Currently researchers are undecided as to whether such 
records would produce a net benefit. Tools to facilitate communication, 
comprehension (including conceptual integrity) and shared mutual understanding 
within the team are not reported, although prototyping appears to have promise in 
this regard. However, lessons from other software tools that aimed to improve team 
collaboration are well documented. Integrated Project Support Environments (IPSEs) 
and Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools have had limited success. It is 
believed that this is because they have attempted to impose structure on the software 
production process, which is an inherently chaotic and people-orientated process. 
 
Positive direction from HCI theory comes from an increasing recognition of the 
difficulty of applying HCI research to software production practice. Some researchers 
believe that HCI theory has no applicability to the practice of software design, others 
suggest that HCI design is craft-based. Such views are causing some human factors and 
HCI techniques to emerge which attempt to improve commercial software production 
practices, whilst acknowledging the context in which they must be accepted. 
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1.12.3 The Focus of This Research 
 
This literature review has described two aspects of software production. The first covers 
the current software production conditions that exist and seeks to describe the realities 
of software production. Key ‘realities’ are argued to be: 
 
• that there is something wrong with the way software is produced causing many 
software projects to fail during production and acceptance; 
 
• that the inappropriate waterfall lifecycle is firmly established throughout the 
industry for commercial reasons; 
 
• that software production is strongly influenced by the very nature of software 
development and the people involved in it; 
 
• that HCI has yet to attain a significant foothold in mainstream commercial software 
production; 
 
• that HCI designers and human factors engineers, when they are employed, are rarely 
software team members, instead they perform a consultancy role from the sidelines. 
 
 
The second aspect of this review highlights positive directions in software production. 
Key positive directions are: 
 
• identification of the potential of prototypes for improving software in various ways; 
 
• identification of the need for comprehension within the software team in order that a 
shared mutual understanding (and vision) is achieved and conceptual integrity 
preserved; 
 
• recognition of the fact that much HCI theory is difficult to apply in practice and the 
suggestion that HCI design could be regarded as a craft-skill. 
 
 
This research aims to explore the positive directions identified and to take a pragmatic 
look at the software production conditions argued. In particular, the research will 
explore the effects of introducing an HCI designer into a software team as a full team 
member, rather than as a consultant on the sidelines. The research will include 
consideration of aspects of comprehension within the software team, following the 
introduction of the HCI designer role. The use of prototypes is perhaps the most 
concrete positive direction identified by this literature review. This research will 
therefore focus on the use of prototypes within software teams - an aspect of their use 
not widely reported. 
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Chapter 2 Qualitative Investigation 
2.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter describes a longitudinal qualitative investigation of the effects of 
introducing the role of HCI designer into a commercial software team. As a participant-
observer, the researcher performed the role of HCI designer in a software team over a 
two-year period. 
 
2.2 Research Question 
 
The literature review identified current software production conditions and outlined 
existing key ‘realities’. It then described emerging positive directions which appear to 
make a genuine contribution to software production whilst acknowledging these 
‘realities’: 
 
• Prototypes have diverse potential for improving software production. 
• The concept of ‘comprehension’ and maintaining conceptual integrity within the 
software team is important. 
• Much HCI theory is difficult to apply in practice and HCI design can be considered a 
craft skill.  
 
The amount of research received in these areas to date is small or not appropriately 
directed towards solving HCI design problems with the software production domain:  
 
• Certain aspects of prototyping have received research interest, for example, it is now 
accepted that prototypes are useful for capturing user requirements. However, papers 
describing such prototypes often fail to make it clear that they are describing a 
“chauffeured prototype” (Preece et al, 1994). Such papers allude to such prototypes 
with phrases like, ‘the user was shown the prototype’, in other words, the user 
watched someone else demonstrate it. Such prototypes have received very little 
research interest and their utilisation as a communication medium within a software 
team is not evident from the literature. 
 
• Conceptual integrity within the team, or maintaining a shared comprehension of the 
artifact being produced, has received little research. Fred Brooks described the 
importance of this aspect of team collaboration in 1975 and more recently expressed 
surprise at the lack of research interest (Brooks, 1995). This is a major research gap 
because the implications of research into the individual differences in computer 
programmer performance imply that commercial software practice involves mixed 
ability teams. 
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• The difficulty of applying HCI theory in practice has received research interest. 
However, much of this fails to address the ‘reality’ that HCI professionals usually 
operate outside software teams as consultants. To assess the postulation that HCI 
design may be a craft skill, it is necessary to analyse such crafts-people in an 
appropriate setting, where they are in control of their craft, rather than advising 
others on it (in other words, where HCI designers are full team members rather than 
consultants). 
 
 
In order to explore these positive directions and fill the gaps in existing research a 
research question was formulated, based on one of the key ‘realities’ argued, that would 
allow exploration of each of the positive directions. 
 
Research Question 
 
What are the effects of introducing an HCI designer into commercial software projects 
as a full team member? 
 
Prerequisite 
 
The HCI designer must bring with them knowledge of prototyping techniques and HCI 
theory, and may use these as appropriate in designing the HCI of the software.  
 
 
 
The research question and its prerequisite will allow the application of HCI in practice 
though the creation of a new role in a software team to be explored. The effect of 
creating this role cannot be predicted, because no research available describes such  a 
role. The prerequisite provides a guide to the focus of the exploration without forcing 
artificial constraints on the HCI designer. As the research question states, the software 
project selected for this study must be a genuine commercial venture, encountering real-
world constraints and tensions. 
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2.3 Characteristics of the Research Design 
 
From the findings of the literature review and the stated research question a number of 
required characteristics of the research design are evident. 
 
Firstly, there is a genuine lack of research in the three key areas being explored by the 
research question:  
 
1. The diverse potential of prototypes within a software team has not been fully 
explored. 
2. The concept of comprehension/conceptual integrity within software teams has 
received little research interest. 
3. There are no reported studies of HCI designers working within software teams. 
 
This lack of established findings in these key research areas precluded the formulation 
of an a priori research design. The research design had to cater for the exploratory 
nature of the research question. 
 
The second required characteristic is the need to ground the research in the ‘real world’ 
of commercial software development, because HCI theories developed in the abstract 
have been shown to be of little practical use. 
 
Thirdly, the research design had to cater for the fact that there are no reported studies of 
HCI designers functioning as full team members. To carry out the research, a suitable 
team needed to be found. 
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2.4 An Exploratory Research Design 
 
The characteristics of the research design immediately discount experimental and 
survey research strategies (using Robson’s (1998) definition of the division of research 
strategies into experimental, survey and case study). The exploratory nature of the 
research called for the rejection of an a priori approach that would attempt to isolate 
well-understood constructs and measure their interrelationships. Yet a further reason for 
the rejection of the survey strategy comes from the revelatory (Yin, 1994) nature of the 
research. In other words, finding a sample of software development ‘cases’ where an 
HCI designer was acting as a full team member was not considered a viable proposition 
as this situation is considered extremely rare. 
 
The lack of reported instances of HCI designers functioning as full team members 
discounted the possibility of any form of large scale study. It followed that small scale, 
in depth research designs would be more appropriate. 
 
Miles and Huberman (1994) suggested that exploratory in-depth research usually 
contains some or all of the following criteria: 
• Intense and prolonged contact in the field. 
• Designed to achieve a holistic or systemic picture. 
• Perception is gained from the inside based on actors’ understanding. 
• Little standardised instrumentation is used. 
• Most analysis is done with words. 
• There are multiple interpretations available in the data. 
• The challenge is to find the most compelling interpretation based on theory or 
internal consistency. 
 
These criteria are satisfied by a longitudinal qualitative investigation. 
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2.5 Investigation of Potential Qualitative Research Strategies 
 
Having been directed towards a qualitative approach, this section investigates 
potentially appropriate qualitative research strategies. 
 
2.5.1 The Case Study Research Strategy 
 
This section begins by defining the term case study as a research strategy. The strengths 
and weaknesses are related to those of an ethnographic strategy. Finally, case studies in 
the domain of software production are briefly discussed. 
2.5.1.1 Overview of the Case Study Research Strategy 
 
The term case study has been used to mean various different things (Robson, 1998). Yin 
(1994) suggests that a common flaw in social science texts has been to confuse case 
studies with ethnographies, with participant-observation or with qualitative research 
(p12). The style of research relying on an observational approach involving a 
relationship between the researcher and the researched has been described as fieldwork, 
ethnography, case study, qualitative research, interpretative research and field research, 
according to Burgess (1984). He finds that these terms are often given different 
emphasis and meaning according to the discipline of the researcher, amongst other 
things. Hammersley (1996) concurs that the term case study overlaps with others and 
adds participant observation, life history method, ethnogenics and ‘etc.’ to Burgess’ list. 
He also states that these other terms are not used in precisely defined ways either. An 
entirely different and very broad definition of case studies is offered by Stake (1994) 
who considers them to be concerned with a choice of object to be studied, rather than a 
methodological choice. 
 
Both Robson (1998) and Yin (1994) present a solid argument for case studies to be 
regarded as a research strategy. Robson describes it as: 
 
“Case study is a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of 
a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using multiple 
sources of evidence.” (p5) 
 
Yin (1994) goes even further, suggesting that: 
 
“The Case study is an all-encompassing method – with the logic of design incorporating 
specific approaches to data collection and to data analysis. …[the case study is] a 
comprehensive research strategy.” (p13) 
 
Robson’s definition of the case study as a strategy is the one that has been adopted for 
this research. This strategy does not impose methods of its own design as Yin attempts 
to. Rather, Robson’s deliberately leaves open the particular methods that will be 
selected for carrying the research within the framework of the case study strategy. 
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Robson (1998) asserts that the flexibility of design demanded by an exploratory 
research question provides a strong case for the adoption of a case study approach. 
 
2.5.1.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Case Study Research Strategy 
 
From the perspective of this research, the case study research strategy as defined by 
Robson (1998) and Yin (1994) is considered equivalent to an ethnographic research 
strategy as defined by Hammersley (1996). This is further explained in section 2.5.2 
where the strengths and weaknesses of the ethnographic research strategy are outlined. 
 
2.5.1.3 Case Studies in the Domain of Software Production 
 
Case studies analysing the existing software production situation, rather than devising 
abstract experiments, are advocated by several researchers. Buckingham-Shum (1996) 
claimed that a variety of studies show that close study of the design activity “in the 
natural” is a powerful way to define requirements for subsequent support technology. 
 
Advocates of the case study approach have identified the following problem: 
commercial barriers can conspire to prevent open research of commercial software 
production. Confidentiality is one such barrier - with respect to client information, or a 
software company’s development processes. Software development organisations are 
loath to lay themselves open to analysis. Brooks (1990) suggested that this is one reason 
that few practitioner case studies have been published. His paper suggests that such case 
studies have exceptional value and attempts to encourage practitioners to write them 
and publishers to take them seriously. Axtell et al. (1996) also consider there to be a 
need for detailed case studies. 
 
2.5.2 The Ethnographic Research Strategy 
 
This section begins by defining the term ethnography as a research strategy, before 
describing the strengths and weaknesses of the strategy. 
 
2.5.2.1 Overview of the Ethnographic Research Strategy 
 
Definition of Ethnography forms part of the semantic spaghetti associated with the 
definition of the term case study in section 2.5.1.1. Such confusion surrounding the term 
ethnography (Berg, 1989; Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983; Hammersley, 1996) is 
likely to have been caused by its diverse roots including anthropology, sociology and 
psychology. Further confusion is apparent from various well-intentioned authors’ 
attempts to simplify the meaning of certain definitions, often inconsistently. 
Hammersley (1996) highlights how serious this problem is,  
 
“If what I have said makes it sound as if ethnography is currently in crisis, that is not far 
from the truth. Most obvious is the crisis of fragmentation: there is no single 
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ethnographic paradigm or community, but a diversity of approaches claiming to be 
ethnographic (and often disagreeing with each other).” (p15) 
 
‘Participant Observation’ by Spradley (1980) is clearly a book about ethnography but 
the differing meanings of these terms is not stated, although it is implied that the former 
is considered a method of the latter. Spradley suggests that ethnography is the “work of 
describing a culture”(p3) and its central aim is “to understand another way of life from a 
native’s viewpoint.” (p3). Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) suggest that ethnography is 
a social science method and describe participant observation as a cognate term. They 
state that:  
 
“The ethnographer participates, overtly or covertly, in people’s daily lives for an 
extended period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, asking 
questions; in fact collecting whatever data are available to throw light on the issues with 
which he or she is concerned.” (p2) 
 
Thus, although Hammersley and Atkinson choose to view ethnography as a method, 
their definition is broad. However, they suggest that ethnography should not be viewed 
as an alternative paradigm to quantitative methods.  
 
Berg (1989) uses the “broad umbrella” (p5) term ethnography to cover field research 
strategies as the term encompasses a “wide combination of elements” such as direct 
observation, various types of interviewing, listening, document analysis and 
ethnomethodological experimentation. He also acknowledges that researchers 
frequently use the term ethnography in different ways and observes that:  
 
“the important point about the concept of ethnography …is that the practice places the 
researchers in the midst of whatever it is they study. From this vantage, researchers can 
examine various phenomena as perceived by participants and represent these 
observations as accounts.” (p52) 
 
Berg justifies treatment of what he calls a “new ethnography” (p53) as a research 
strategy by comparison with the more traditional textual orientation of ethnography. A 
further distinction is made between micro- and macro-ethnography. Macro-ethnography 
aims to describe the entire way of life of a group, whereas micro-ethnography focuses 
on particular points in time within the group or institution.  
 
Toren (1997) also acknowledges the changes that have taken place in ethnographic 
analysis. However, she observes that its primary data collection method is still 
participant observation. 
 
Reconciling his definition of a case study with the definition of ethnography, Robson 
(1998) describes ethnography as exploratory and finds his definition of case study as 
broad enough to encompass ethnographic studies. In fact, Robson uses the term 
“ethnographic case study approach” (p373) to describe his case study definition. 
 
The broad definition of ethnography perhaps renders the term case study redundant. 
However, there is confusion in the meaning of both terms. For the purposes of this 
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research, both terms are equally valid and will be taken to refer to a broad strategy, 
rather than a specific method. Hammersley (1996) refers to ethnography as a method 
but then defines this is such broad terms that it could be regarded as a strategy. The 
definition is particularly useful:  
 
“In terms of method, generally speaking, the term ‘ethnography’ refers to social science 
research that has most of the following features: 
 
(a) People’s behaviour is studied in everyday contexts, rather than under experimental 
conditions created by the research. 
 
(b) Data are gathered from a range of sources, but observation and/or relatively 
informal conversations are usually the main ones. 
 
(c) The approach to data collection is ‘unstructured’ in the sense that it does not 
involve following through a detailed plan set up at the beginning; nor are the 
categories used for interpreting what people say and do pre-given or fixed. This 
does not mean that the research is unsystematic; simply that initially the data are 
collected in as raw a form, and on as wide a front, as feasible. 
 
(d) The focus is usually a single setting or group, of relatively small scale. In life 
history research the focus may even be a single individual. 
 
(e) The analysis of the data involves interpretation of the meanings and functions of 
human actions and mainly takes the form of verbal descriptions and explanations, 
with quantification and statistical analysis playing a subordinate role at most.” (p2) 
 
Thus, Hammersley’s broad definition of ethnography as a method will be treated as a 
definition of ethnography as a research strategy for the purposes of the current study in 
order to disassociate the term from its various other meanings. 
 
2.5.2.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Ethnographic Research Strategy 
 
There are a number of recognised strengths and weaknesses of conducting ethnographic 
research and these are outlined below (unless otherwise stated these strengths and 
weaknesses are largely based on Hammersley, 1996). Strengths and weaknesses due to 
the nature of the researcher’s role on the participant-observation continuum are further 
explained in section 2.6.1.1. 
 
Strengths 
 
1. Facilitates the development of theory 
 
The ethnographic research process is inductive, thus facilitating exploratory studies 
rather than being limited to testing explicit hypotheses. 
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It is thought that preconceptions (or unspoken hypotheses) that the researcher brings 
with them to an ethnographic study will cease to be maintained in the face of first-hand 
contact with the people and setting concerned. 
 
2. Flexiblity 
 
Ethnography can proceed without extensive pre-fieldwork design. The strategy and 
direction of research can change throughout the study in accordance with the focusing 
suggested by data collection and analysis (e.g. as seen with the funnel technique 
described in section 2.6.2.3). 
 
Ethnographic research embraces multiple sources of data which can provide the basis 
for triangulation, reduce the possibility that findings are method dependent 
(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983) and address the reactivity (see section 2.6.1.1) threat 
to validity. 
 
3. Studies the social group in its natural setting 
 
Ethnographic research takes a holistic approach to the study of a social situation usually 
consisting of a group of people in their natural setting. Thus, the risk of ‘ecological 
invalidity’ (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983) of the study is far less of a risk than it is 
with experimentation or survey research strategies. However, it is important to note that 
reactive effects (also known as the ‘Hawthorne effect’) can pose a threat to the validity 
of an ethnographic study (validity is covered in greater detail in section 2.7.4). 
 
 
Weaknesses 
 
1. Limited potential for generalisable findings 
 
Ethnographic research usually sacrifices the study of a breadth of cases in favour of 
studying a small number of cases in depth. Often ethnographers are not concerned with 
empirical generalisation but rather with making theoretical inferences for which cases 
studied do not need to be representative (Hammersley, 1996). 
 
2. Findings are based upon the ‘human instrument’ 
 
Ethnographic research is dependent on the data collection, interpretation and analysis of 
the researcher as a human instrument (Hammersley, 1996; Yin, 1994; Robson, 1998). 
This is not necessarily a weakness of ethnographic research as long as this aspect of the 
research is understood and accounted for. Various techniques, such as triangulation may 
be employed to ensure that a researcher’s findings are not idiosyncratic. 
 
3. Large volumes of data 
 
Ethnographic research usually faces the practical problem of recording, organising and 
analysing large volumes of qualitative data. 
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4. Practicalities of longitudinal studies 
 
Ethnographic research often requires the researcher to become a participant-observer of 
a group of people being studied over long periods. This can impose real constraints on 
ethnographic studies and can be demanding for the researcher. 
 
5. Ethical problems of ‘complete participant’ studies 
 
Difficult ethical questions can arise when a researcher undertakes covert observation  - 
the usual form of the complete-participant role. However, such a role is often desirable 
in order to gain access to a setting or eliminate reactive effects. 
 
2.5.3 Other Qualitative Methodologies 
 
A number of other qualitative methodologies were assessed in relation to this research. 
These methodologies were considered to be inappropriate but are covered here for 
completeness. In fact, it is questionable whether the following constitute complete 
methodologies at all for the purposes of most studies instead they seem to provide 
techniques which can be deployed in a range of qualitative research. Or, in the case of 
grounded theory, an underlying principle is introduced which is desirable for much 
qualitative research. 
  
2.5.3.1 Content Analysis 
 
Content analysis is an approach to the study of the entire range of communicative and 
symbolic media, including verbal dialogues, films, advertisements, cartoons, theatre and 
political speeches (Krippendorf, 1980). From these forms of data, researchers make 
inferences about the subject of interest. 
 
Content analysis techniques aim to break the selected data into information-giving 
units. Sampling is then utilised to select a representative set of these units. Finally, units 
are organised into coding categories. Further analysis is usually concerned with 
organising the categories into meaningful patterns and making logical links between 
them (Henwood, 1997). 
 
Content analysis usually attempts to derive inference from existing material. Therefore, 
from the perspective of an exploratory study it must be viewed as a technique to be 
drawn on rather than a particular research strategy. 
 
2.5.3.2 Protocol Analysis 
 
Protocol analysis is very similar to content analysis (Henwood, 1997). The difference is 
that the data consists of verbal protocols. Typically, verbal protocols are generated 
when an individual is asked to ‘think aloud’ during the completion of a cognitive task 
(Gilhooly and Green, 1997). This technique is often used in knowledge elicitation for 
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knowledge-based systems where software designers are trying to capture a human 
expert’s knowledge. 
 
From the perspective of this research, protocol analysis is also viewed as a tool rather 
than a research strategy.  
 
2.5.3.3 Grounded Theory 
 
Grounded theory specifies that new developments in theory can be made by close and 
detailed inspection of particular problem domains or settings (Henwood, 1997). Thus, 
this methodology aims for the discovery of new theories that are well grounded in the 
data. The concept of generating theory from field-work or case study documentation is 
an important principle of contemporary qualitative research (Pidgeon, 1997). Richards 
and Richards (1991) also consider grounded theory as desirable when making theory 
from data but do not consider it a method for handling data. Bryman and Burgess 
(1994) conclude that there are two main influences of grounded theory. Firstly, it has 
influenced contemporary qualitative research such that there is now a general 
desirability of extracting concepts and theory out of data. For example, Spradley (1980) 
states that ethnography is an excellent strategy for the discovery of grounded theory. 
Secondly, they suggest that grounded theory has informed qualitative data analysis, 
particularly the introduction of coding for concept creation. 
 
A key defining feature of grounded theory is that it attempts to declare an explicit 
method for many usually implicit aspects of qualitative research (Henwood, 1997). This 
method has similarities to content analysis, which are illustrated by this summary: 
 
“After some data collection and reflection in relation to a general issue of concern, the 
researcher generates categories which fit the data. Further research is undertaken until 
the categories are ‘saturated’, that is, the researcher feels assured about their meaning 
and importance. The researcher then attempts to formulate more general (and possibly 
more abstract) expressions of these categories… This stage may spur the researcher to 
further theoretical reflection and in particular he or she should by now be concerned 
with the interconnections among categories…” (Bryman & Burgess, 1994b; p4) 
 
Although this method exists it is questionable whether it is ever actually used in the 
context of an overall ground theory research strategy. For example, Bryman and 
Burgess (1994) conclude that it is rare to find evidence of “the iterative interplay of data 
collection and analysis that lies at the heart of ground theory” (p221), and rarely have 
they found clear indications that theory is being developed. In fact, Burgess (1984) 
questions what ‘theory’ actually means in this sense, uncovering the suggestion that it 
refers to properties, categories and hypotheses. 
 
There is evidence to suggest that qualitative studies often pay lip service to grounded 
theory, whilst disguising the precise process of grounded theory analysis undertaken 
(Bryman and Burgess, 1994). Richards and Richards (1991) highlight this when 
commenting that grounded theory “is widely adopted as a bumper sticker in qualitative 
studies” (p43). 
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For the purposes of this research, grounded theory will be viewed in two ways. Firstly 
as an underlying principle of the research, i.e. theory should emerge from the data. 
Secondly, the analysis techniques of grounded theory (e.g. the use of raw data coding 
leading to concept creation) will be used to inform qualitative analysis. For the current 
study, grounded theory is not regarded as a complete research strategy as it appears to 
be rarely used in this way. 
 
2.5.4 Summary and Final Commentary 
 
This investigation has concluded that the terms ‘case study’ and ‘ethnography’ are not 
clearly and consistently defined. However, the most appropriate definitions of both are 
very broad and suggest that the terms relate to a flexible strategy for conducting 
qualitative research. Case study is a strategy for studying particular cases; ethnography 
is also case-based. Although ethnographic studies could almost always be labelled as 
case studies, the converse is not necessarily true.  
 
The research question requires the assessment of the effect of introducing an HCI 
designer role into a commercial software project (section 2.2). This suggests that an 
exploratory approach would need to be taken to studying a particular case. However, the 
characteristics of the research design highlight the problem of finding an appropriate 
case to study. A broad case study strategy may suit a situation where a number of 
possible cases are available for study. However, with no existing cases to study, this 
research is directed to an ethnographic strategy that selects an appropriate software 
project and installs the researcher as an HCI designer and as a participant-observer. In 
this way, a case can be created for the study. This participant-observation emphasis of 
the study directs the qualitative investigation to an ethnographic strategy. 
 
The next section evaluates the methods that are available within the context of an 
ethnographic strategy. 
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2.6 Methods available within an Ethnographic Strategy 
 
Following the selection of an ethnographic research strategy (see section 2.5.4), this 
section focuses on the methods of ethnographic research, particularly those relating to 
data collections and analysis 
 
Historically, it seems that advice given to ethnographers has been to ‘just go and do it’ 
(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983). The majority of researchers still acknowledge that 
there are no universal procedures for doing ethnographic research, for example Rachel 
(1997) describes it as a craft and Robson (1998) suggests that many consider it more of 
an art than a science. However, some of the fundamentals of the ethnographic strategy 
do appear to be consistent. 
 
Following their review of qualitative data analysis, Bryman and Burgess (1994) state 
that data collection and analysis are not considered distinct phases of qualitative 
research (Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) also share this view), because ideas develop 
inductively and are then compared against more data (Schutt, 1996; Robson 1998). 
Burgess (1984) suggests that research design will be continually modified and 
developed by the researcher and sums up with the following:  
 
“Doing field research is, therefore, not merely the use of a set of uniform techniques but 
depends on a complex interaction between the research problem, the researcher and 
those who are researched. It is on this basis that the researcher is an active decision 
maker who decides on the most appropriate conceptual and methodological tools that 
can be used to collect and analyse the data.”(p6) 
 
However, although there is a fundamental intertwining of data collection and analysis, it 
is possible to describe them distinctly (if somewhat simplistically). 
 
2.6.1 Ethnographic Data Collection Methods 
 
There are three primary methods of ethnographic data collection: participant 
observation, interviewing and document analysis (Burgess, 1984; Hammersley and 
Atkinson, 1983) and these methods are often utilised within the same ethnographic 
study. It is this openness to diverse data sources that is considered a particular strength 
of what Yin (1994) and Robson (1998) describe as the case study research strategy 
which is very similar to the definition of an ethnographic research strategy used here. 
 
Robson (1998) asserts that there is no general best method of data collection, rather the 
methods chosen should be driven by the kind of research questions asked, and 
moderated by what is feasible in terms of time, resources, skills and expertise.  
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2.6.1.1 Participant-Observation 
 
The term participant observation refers to a continuum of roles and it is necessary for 
the researcher to decide what degree of participation or observation is appropriate 
(Schutt, 1996). Because participant observation is the primary method of data collection 
for an ethnographic strategy (Toren, 1997), decisions relating to this method are an 
important preliminary consideration. 
 
Although it is usual for a researcher to adopt a role between the extremes of complete 
participant and complete observer, the extremes are discussed below for the benefit of 
illustration. 
 
The complete observer attempts to see things as they happen without causing any 
disruption to the situation studied. However, what actually happens in this situation is 
that the observer sees what happens in a situation when it is being observed. So, the 
Hawthorne effect is a feature of this research role, also known as reactive effects 
(Schutt, 1996). The social setting for the research is thought to have some bearing on 
the reactive effects. For example, if the complete observer is in a setting with a large 
number of other people such that they do not attract particular attention, it is likely that 
reactive effects will be low. However, if they are in a situation with few people and the 
act of observing is obviously unusual, then reactive effects are likely to be of greater 
concern. 
 
The complete participant role can be used to gain access to otherwise inaccessible 
settings or to lessen reactive effects (Schutt, 1996). The complete participant role often 
takes the form of covert observation. This kind of covert research raises a number of 
problems, some relating to the researcher’s need to hide their identity and behave as 
normal group members. For example, note taking and questioning group members is 
troublesome. Ethical issues are also a primary consideration in covert observation as it 
is not possible to foresee the consequences of the researcher’s involvement with the 
group being studied. 
 
It is usual for researchers to adopt a role in between complete observer and complete 
participant. Most participant observers who disclose the nature of their research 
activities to the group being studied, report that after they have become known and 
trusted, they don’t believe their actions have any tangible effect on members’ actions 
(Schutt, 1996). 
 
Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) attack the attempts of rigid positivistic or naturalistic 
approaches to eliminate the effects of the researcher on the data. They instead suggest it 
is essential that the reflexive character of social research is emphasised. This they 
describe as recognition that “we are part of the social world we study. … This is not a 
matter for methodological commitment, it is an existential fact.”(p14). Similarly, Barley 
(1986) states that it is not possible to get away from the fact that the study affects the 
observed. Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) therefore highlight the need to examine the 
relationship that the researcher has to the situation being studied and the effects this 
causes. The need to focus attention on the ethnographer and the effect they have on the 
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research is becoming generally recognised as desirable (Spradley, 1980; Schutt, 1996; 
Rachel, 1997; Toren, 1997; Robson, 1998; Burgess, 1984). 
 
The need for the researcher to consider themselves a research instrument is often 
highlighted (Robson, 1998; Spradley, 1980). Considered as an instrument, the 
researcher is encouraged to become introspective in their ethnographic accounts. The 
impression an ethnographer gives to the group being studied by virtue of their 
appearance, speech and behaviour are another important consideration of the ‘human 
instrument’ (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983). In order to gain acceptance within a 
group the ethnographer must be aware of the importance of such issues. Schutt (1996) 
suggests that matching a field researcher’s social attributes (age, sex, race, etc.) with 
those studied can be advantageous in some projects. Robson (1998) also supports the 
view that the researcher should have some familiarity with the phenomenon and setting 
under study. 
 
Note taking is an aspect of participant observation that needs special attention as it is the 
primary means of recording participant observation (Schutt, 1996). Hammersley and 
Atkinson (1983) suggest that it is often not possible to make notes during participant 
observation, particularly if the researcher is in the role of full participant. They state that 
note taking must be “congruent with the context of the setting under scrutiny” (p147). 
This is because continuous note taking can be conspicuous and may appear threatening 
or inappropriate. Thus, taking extensive notes whilst in the field is often considered too 
disruptive so researchers are advised to make brief notes throughout the day to serve as 
memory joggers for a full write-up within 24 hours (Robson, 1998; Schutt, 1996). 
 
Some researchers suggest that it is impossible to ever record all data acquired in the 
course of fieldwork, especially when the participant observer is in the field for a long 
period of time (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983; Barley, 1986). Therefore, there is a 
need for note taking to be somewhat selective. The note taking during the early stages 
of a study will be necessarily general, and this will focus as emergent issues arise 
(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983). They suggest that as theoretical ideas develop what 
is significant changes and this is reflected in a changing emphasis in the field notes. 
Thus, field notes also become an essential aspect of ethnographic analysis. 
Ethnographic field notes will often suggest new concepts, causal connections and 
theoretical propositions (Schutt, 1996). Schutt also suggests that the analysis of field 
notes typically proceeds sequentially, with the researcher first identifying problems and 
concepts that appear useful in understanding the situation. Then, as observation and 
reflection continues, these problems and concepts are refined. 
 
2.6.1.2 Ethnographic Interviewing 
 
Asking questions forms part of most participant observation and sometimes this takes 
the form of interviewing (Schutt, 1996). Spradley (1980) draws a distinction between 
informal and formal interviewing. The former occurs whenever the ethnographer asks 
someone a question during the course of a participant observation and the latter is a 
formal interview situation (following a request). The terminology used to describe 
Spradley’s ‘formal interviewing’ is inconsistent, for example, Schutt describes it as 
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‘intensive interviewing’, Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) refer to it as ‘reflexive 
interviewing’ and Burgess (1984) describes it as ‘unstructured interviewing’. 
Hammersley and Atkinson oppose the unstructured/structured split sometimes attributed 
to the difference between ethnographic interviewing and survey interviewing. Instead, 
they prefer a ‘standardised’ versus ‘reflexive’ distinction. With ‘reflexive interviews’ or 
‘intensive interviews’, the ethnographer does not decide beforehand on the questions 
that will be asked, rather they have a list of issues or topics to be covered (Hammersley 
and Atkinson, 1983; Schutt, 1996). 
 
One weakness of formal ethnographic interviews is that they are one step removed from 
the natural social context. However, the strength of the formal interviews is that they 
enable the researcher to follow up observations in the social context with particular 
individuals more intensively than the context may otherwise permit. Informal interviews 
share this strength without the disadvantages associated with moving away from the 
social context. 
 
2.6.1.3 Document Analysis 
 
A part of the rationale for early ethnography came from the fact that many early peoples 
studied by this research strategy had not previously had a written history (Hammersley 
and Atkinson, 1983). Because ethnography now commonly occurs in a literate setting, it 
has become relevant to incorporate some analysis of documentation within such 
research. An important methodological difference between document analysis and other 
ethnographic methods is that instead of directly observing for the purposes of enquiry, 
with documents it is necessary to deal with something that was produced for some other 
purpose (Robson, 1998). Yin (1994) suggests that documentary evidence is relevant to 
almost every form of case study (taken to mean ethnographic case study from the earlier 
discussion of terminology). He finds that the most important use of documents is to 
corroborate and augment evidence from other sources. Yin suggests that the collation of 
documentation is an important aspect of any data collection plan. 
 
The strengths of document analysis include the corroborative potential this represents as 
a form of alternative evidence; and reduced (or eliminated) reactive effects because 
documents are produced without any involvement of the researcher (either as participant 
or observer). A general weakness of documentary evidence stems from the difficulty of 
interpreting it in context and the means by which it is analysed. Similarly, it is likely 
that document analysis will have to contend with a large volume data. 
 
More typical ethnographic document analysis is likely to take the form of analysing 
personal documents, such as diaries, autobiographies or life histories (Burgess, 1984). 
Documentation of this form suffers a number of weaknesses including authenticity (i.e. 
the need to be aware of potential forgery or misinterpretation); distortion and deception 
(i.e. exaggeration and misrepresentation); and problems of sampling (i.e. how 
documents are selected to be representative of a particular situation). 
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2.6.2 Ethnographic Analysis Methods 
 
That some people consider ethnographic research a craft skill (e.g. Rachel, 1997) is 
particularly apparent from texts describing approaches to the analysis of ethnographic 
data. Bryman and Burgess (1994) attempted to confront this issue head-on with their 
book, “Analysing Qualitative Data”, where they encouraged contributors to describe the 
techniques employed during their qualitative analysis. They attempted this because they 
found qualitative texts frequently avoided the issue and published qualitative work 
usually failed to describe analysis methods used. For the reviewer of qualitative analysis 
techniques, it is highly disappointing that after preparing a collection of papers on the 
subject, Bryman and Burgess are forced to conclude:  
 
“…it is still not absolutely clear how issues or ideas emerge in order to end up with the 
finished product. …the real problem is that we simply do not know why certain themes 
emerge as core elements in the report…” (p224) 
 
There are a number techniques/methods/approaches to analysing qualitative data, 
although they are often not precisely prescriptive. As Robson (1998) suggests there is 
much emphasis on the quality of the analyst and interpretation when qualitative data is 
involved and this precludes reducing the task to a defined formula. 
 
This section begins by introducing chronological analysis. Triangulation is then 
described as a versatile technique that may be utilised within other aspects of analysis 
(particularly those described later in this section). The ‘funnel approach’, which 
demonstrates the intertwining of ethnographic data collection and analysis, is then 
introduced. This approach highlights the importance of coding and conceptualisation 
of data as part of the analysis phase. These aspects of analysis are main elements from 
the conclusion of Bryman and Burgess’ work on qualitative data analysis (1994) and are 
utilised as headings below. 
 
2.6.2.1 Chronologies 
 
A chronological analysis can be appropriate for longitudinal studies. One form of such 
analysis is the life history approach – usually meaning a detailed account of a single 
person’s life. Robson (1998) suggests that:  
 
“‘mini life histories’ …covering in some detail one or more individuals’ involvement 
with, say, an intervention which forms the basis of a case study …can be a useful 
component of analysis” (p382). 
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2.6.2.2 Triangulation 
 
Robson (1998) describes triangulation as “an indispensable tool in real world enquiry”. 
However, he believes the scope of triangulation is broad, ranging from the use of 
multiple methods to gaining information on a topic from several informants. 
Fundamentally, triangulation involves testing one source of information or 
interpretation against other sources. Stake (1995) describes several triangulation 
protocols including ‘data source triangulation’, ‘investigator triangulation’ and ‘theory 
triangulation’. ‘Data source triangulation’ aims to check whether what is being observed 
and reported carries the same meaning under different circumstances. Perhaps another 
definition of this would come from the utilisation of multiple sources of evidence 
relating to the same phenomena, which would conform to Yin’s (1994) description of 
triangulation (which Yin uses to address issues of construct validity). ‘Investigator 
triangulation’ aims to triangulate the interpretation of the phenomena under 
investigation by allowing other researchers to analyse the data. Finally, ‘theory 
triangulation’ aims to triangulate the final description to assess the extent to which 
reviewers agree on the meaning or interpretation of the analysis. Fundamentally, 
triangulation is an excellent technique for improving the validity of analysis and 
interpretations. Therefore, triangulation clearly has a place in the coding and 
conceptualisation stages of qualitative data analysis. 
 
2.6.2.3 Focusing the analysis - the ‘Funnel’ 
 
A number of researchers utilise a funnel analogy to demonstrate the progressive 
focusing of ethnographic research (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983; Spradley, 1980). 
This is used to describe the inductive progression from what is often an exploratory 
research question (Schutt, 1996; Robson, 1998), through the formulation of general 
concepts to make sense of specific observations (Schutt, 1996). Spradley (1980) 
describes the broad rim of the funnel as consisting of descriptive observations aiming to 
catch everything that is going on. He suggests that the funnel narrows as focused 
observations are made, requiring the scope of the research to narrow by focusing on 
particular categories. At the bottom of Spradley’s funnel is the narrow opening 
representing selective observations – the smallest focus for observations that will be 
made. This funnel is a core component of Spradley’s (1980) Developmental Research 
Sequence (D.R.S.) method for conducting ethnographic research. Clearly, the funnel 
describes an aspect of data collection as well as analysis but serves to illustrate the 
means by which an ethnographic study can gradually focus. 
 
2.6.2.4 Coding the Data 
 
Coding is an essential process in the analysis of qualitative data as it organises the 
volume of notes collected and represents the first stage in conceptualisation (Bryman 
and Burgess, 1994). From their review of qualitative analysis, Bryman and Burgess 
conclude that there is considerable confusion over what the term ‘coding’ means. 
However, regardless of the precise procedure adopted it is clear that some form of 
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coding takes place as part of most ethnographic studies. The influence of grounded 
theory has clearly contributed to this analytical process (c.f. section 2.5.3.3). 
 
Robson (1998) defines a code as a symbol applied to a group of words to classify or 
categorise them. He suggests that codes are retrieval and organising devices which aid 
the gathering together of all instances of a particular kind. He further suggests that this 
is essentially the same as developing a category system in content analysis. Miles 
and Huberman (1984) have defined two levels of coding. First level coding is concerned 
with attaching labels to groups of words and second level coding consists of grouping 
the initial codes into fewer patterns or themes. They suggest this is the qualitative data 
analysis equivalent to factor or cluster analysis of quantitative data. 
 
The following guidelines for coding qualitative data are adapted from Robson (1998): 
 
1. Discover and code (provisionally name) categories in the data. 
2. Relate categories to the contexts in which they occur. 
3. Relate categories to each other; construct sub-categories where appropriate. 
4. Base the categories on specific data. 
5. Develop core categories, relating all categories and sub-categories to the core. 
6. Discard totally or largely unrelated categories. 
 
Robson’s guidelines begin with what some researchers class as ‘coding’ and then 
evolve into what other researchers would describe as the early stages of 
conceptualisation. The second level coding of Miles and Huberman (1984) described 
above would also be regarded as the early stages of conceptualisation by some. For 
example, Mason (1994) describes an approach she took to the analysis of a large 
qualitative data set. Firstly, data were searched for themes and developed into 35 
descriptive analytic categories – this corresponds to what has been described as ‘coding’ 
above. Mason is clear that even this stage involved interpretation. The second phase is 
described as much more involved and is described as “teasing out” conceptual 
categories and the relationships between them based on theoretical perspectives they 
brought to the study and from a grounding in the data itself. Ultimately, this generated 
too many conceptual categories, resulting in a process of subdivision and amalgamation 
of categories at a later stage. This second phase could also be described as 
conceptualising the data (see section 2.6.2.5). 
 
In summary, coding proceeds by the tentative development and labelling of those 
concepts in the text that the researcher considers to be of potential relevance to the 
problem being studied. That this is a complex procedure is clear from the fact that 
judgement is always involved in this labelling process. 
 
2.6.2.5 Conceptualising the Data 
 
There appears to be a continuum between coding and conceptualisation as described by 
Bryman and Burgess (1994) and others. Coding is said to involve the early stages of 
conceptualisation and conceptualisation is described as an extension of coding. Clearly, 
the researcher is applying their own interpretation to ethnographic field notes in order to 
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generate both coding and conceptualisation. The aim of conceptualisation is the 
generation of concepts that can be used in the formulation of theory (Bryman and 
Burgess, 1994). 
 
Turner (1994) describes a conceptualisation approach akin to card sorting from the 
domain of knowledge elicitation. After labelling the concepts (by working paragraph by 
paragraph through a report) he recorded each concept label on a piece of card. These 
cards were then “sifted, sorted and juggled into a coherent theoretical model.” (p198). 
The next step involves a search for causal and other links whilst moving towards the 
development of a theoretical pattern. 
 
Ritchie and Spencer (1994) describe a process of abstraction and conceptualisation of 
data. They suggest that the analyst attempts to identify the key issues, concepts and 
themes in the field data, ultimately setting up a thematic framework within which to 
facilitate conceptualisation of the data. They also claim that the development of this 
framework requires interpretation and intuition. 
 
Having developed the thematic framework and used this for the preliminary analysis, 
Ritchie and Spencer (1994) suggest that the analyst turns to ‘charting’ in order to build 
up a picture of the data as a whole. They describe charts as headings or sub-headings 
drawn from the thematic framework. After this ‘charting’, the analyst pulls together key 
characteristics of the data to map and interpret the data as a whole. Mason (1994) and 
Robson (1998) also cite the usefulness of visual representations (including layouts, 
plans, maps and diagrams). Robson suggests that a visual representation can facilitate 
the formulation of an abstract representation of the data on a single sheet of paper. 
 
Ritchie and Spencer (1994) describe the realities of the analysis leading to the 
production of mapping and interpretation as follows: 
 
“this part of the analytical process is the most difficult to describe. Any representation 
appears to suggest that the analyst works in a mechanical way, making obvious 
conceptualisations and connections, whereas in reality each step requires leaps of 
intuition and imagination” (p186) 
 
Clearly, this is another dimension of qualitative data analysis for which there is no 
specific prescribed procedure. 
 
Returning to the conclusions of Bryman and Burgess’ (1994) review of qualitative 
analysis, they found that their contributors had provided insight into conceptualisation 
but had been more guarded about the emergence of theory. They point out that although 
concepts are the building blocks of theories, they are not theories in themselves. 
Similarly, they could not draw a firm link to specific theory from the relationships 
described between concepts by several of their contributors. They finally conclude that 
although there is frequent mention of grounded theory, there is a lack of certainty about 
the degree to which theory is being generated from the process of conceptualisation. 
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2.7 Further Methodological Considerations 
 
Section 2.6 covered data collection and analysis methods within an ethnographic 
strategy. This section covers further methodological considerations associated with 
ethnographic research, because there are a number of other practical considerations that 
an ethnographic study must address. In terms of the current study, further 
methodological considerations include: entering the field, developing and maintaining 
appropriate relationships with people in the setting, sampling, and validity. 
 
2.7.1 Entering the field 
 
The fundamental importance of the researcher as the human instrument must be 
acknowledged from the very start of an ethnographic study. As with a typical 
anthropological study, a certain degree of background work is necessary before entering 
the field. Lincoln and Guba (1985) warn that “one would not expect individuals to 
function adequately as human instruments without an extensive background of training 
and exposure.” (p195). However, some researchers are against systematic study of the 
proposed setting for fear that it will introduce bias (Schutt, 1996). 
 
As a minimum requirement Schutt advises that researchers’ learn how participants dress 
and what their typical activities are. This advice is intended to prepare the researcher for 
the general ethnographic approach and would be especially appropriate for the street-
corner studies frequently cited by Schutt (1996). However, the intent of this advice is of 
great importance for an ethnographer as it relates to the need to gain acceptance and 
establish rapport with the group to be studied. Schutt also advises of the need to be 
sensitive to first impressions made and ties established during the fieldwork, which 
would seem to be relevant to all forms of ethnography. 
 
Another aspect of preparing for ethnographic research is the need to learn the language 
spoken by the group to be studied. Gaining some language skills relevant to the group is 
an important aspect of many traditional anthropological studies. As with studies of 
remote tribes, language skills gained in preparation for an ethnographic study will be 
built upon throughout the study in order that the researcher can properly understand 
what is being observed. 
 
Entering the field also requires the negotiation of access to the group and setting to be 
studied and this can be quite a problem (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983). Robson 
(1998) provides a great deal of practical advice on discovering an appropriate group or 
setting and negotiating access. In particular, he outlines the necessarily opportunistic 
nature of gaining openings for field research and the need to be flexible. 
 
Schutt (1996) highlights the need to take a flexible approach to entering the field, and 
cites the example of Liebow’s seminal Tally’s Corner study to illustrate the point. He 
describes how Liebow discarded his initial intention of studying individuals on several 
city blocks when he became deeply involved with the first group he encountered. 
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2.7.2 Developing and Maintaining Relationships 
 
Because most ethnographic studies are carried out over a period of time, it is essential 
that the researcher develops and maintains relationships with members of the group 
under study (Robson, 1998; Schutt, 1996; Burgess, 1984). The group must feel that the 
researcher can be trusted and, in particular, relied upon to keep promises of 
confidentiality (Robson, 1998; Schutt, 1996). Establishing trust is essential to enable the 
researcher to blend into the situation and observe people in their natural setting 
(Burgess, 1984), thereby reducing reactive effects. 
 
On a practical level, Schutt (1996) recommends several guidelines, which include: 
develop a plausible (and honest) explanation for yourself and your research; maintain 
support of key individuals in groups or organisations under study; do not be too 
aggressive in questioning others. 
 
2.7.3 Sampling 
 
Sampling is no less important for ethnographic research than any other kind of research 
(Schutt, 1996). Typically ethnographic research focuses on an in-depth study of a 
particular case or a small set of cases, and this always calls into question the general 
relevance of the findings outside the context of the study (Hammersley and Atkinson, 
1983). However, it can be argued that an in-depth study of a particular case is more 
revealing and produces more generalisable findings than a survey approach covering a 
broad array of cases in little depth. Schutt (1996) cited Liebow’s ‘Tally’s Corner’ in-
depth study of a particular group as an example of a single-setting study believed to be 
representative of similar groups. However, Schutt also suggests that the findings could 
have been strengthened by a comparative study of similar groups by means of 
theoretical sampling. 
 
Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) suggest that the stage of development of relevant 
theory in a particular area will direct the strategy used to select cases. They suggest that 
for early phases of the generation of theory, the cases chosen for investigation may not 
matter greatly. Only later in the development and testing of theory does the selection of 
cases take on particular importance. 
 
Robson (1998) observes that often ‘real life’ is a factor in sampling, directing various 
constraints such as the degree of access to a setting, availability of people within the 
setting and other logistical considerations. He also advises on the need to consider 
sampling in relation to the research questions. 
 
2.7.4 Validity 
 
Robson (1998) contends that the concepts of internal validity, external validity, 
reliability and objectivity have been developed alongside experimental and survey 
research and are not appropriate to qualitative data. Instead, he describes related 
concepts of credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. The more 
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traditional quantitative headings are followed below, but the discussion is allied to the 
concepts described by Robson. Construct validity in the context of ethnographic 
research was not covered by Robson’s concepts, but this is thought to have some 
relevance and is therefore described. 
 
2.7.4.1 Construct Validity 
 
Construct validity is often typified by the question, ‘have I measured what I think I’ve 
measured?’ Robson (1998) suggests that the complexities of answering this question 
can lead to “an unhealthy concentration on this aspect of carrying out an enquiry”. He 
contends that for many studies there is an intuitive reasonableness to assertions that a 
certain approach provides an appropriate measure. 
 
One method of dealing with issues of construct validity is to take a multi-method 
approach to data collection (Robson, 1998). However, when it comes to construct 
validity of qualitative data, Robson takes a step backwards and does not confront the 
issue. Yin (1994) suggests that case study researchers can address the issue in three 
ways: using multiple sources of evidence; by establishing a chain of evidence during 
data collection; and finally the review of draft case study reports by key informants. 
 
Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) view construct validity as taking on a different form 
in ethnography. This is because of the interplay between finding indicators and 
conceptualising analytic categories – the inductive nature of ethnography. However, 
they conclude that identifying standard indicators is inappropriate to ethnographic 
research and is not an essential feature of theory. 
 
2.7.4.2 Internal Validity 
 
Robson (1998) describes this as ‘credibility’ and its goal as the demonstration of an 
accurate portrayal of the subject of enquiry. Within an ethnographic study, the greatest 
threat to internal validity comes from the ‘human instrument’ and their inferences. 
Reactive effects of study participants to the presence of the researcher may also pose a 
threat to internal validity. Robson proposes a number of means to address concerns 
about internal validity: prolonged involvement of the researcher in the field; persistent 
observation of specific situations within the study; triangulation of evidence from 
different sources, different methods or different investigators; peer debriefing on a 
continuous basis. 
 
2.7.4.3 External Validity 
 
External validity refers to the extent to which findings are generalisable; Robson (1998) 
describes this as ‘transferability’. He also suggests that claims of generalisation to a 
population are often inappropriate following the study of a single case. Yin (1994) 
suggests that the notion of generalising to other cases is wrong and instead suggests that 
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the aim should be to generalise findings to theory. Determining the general applicability 
of findings from an in-depth ethnographic study is often the subject of further study. 
 
2.7.4.4 Reliability 
 
Robson (1998) defines reliability as ‘dependability’ and goes on to suggest that a kind 
of audit trail should be left by the researcher so that others may check the processes 
followed. The goal of reliability considerations is to minimise errors and bias in the 
study. The general approach suggested is to document procedures followed in sufficient 
detail for another researcher to repeat the study and arrive at the same results (Yin, 
1994). 
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2.8 Methodology in Context 
 
The ethnographic nature of this research dictates the need to describe the methodology 
as it evolved in the context of the study, rather than as a pre-defined procedure. This is 
due to the evolving nature of ethnographic research as a study progresses, defined in 
section 2.6.2.3 as the ‘funnel’, and fuelled by the intertwining of the data collection and 
analysis stages with ethnographic research (see section 2.6). Thus, it has been necessary 
to provide some outline of the results in describing the methodology in order to be clear 
about the analytical process followed. 
 
This section also introduces some ethnographic-style descriptions written in the first 
person to show where inferences and analysis have come from interpretation of a 
situation and to aid clarity in general (this is in accordance with recommendations of the 
Human Factors Society, 1992). 
 
2.8.1 Overview – Selection of an Ethnographic Approach 
 
The research question (section 2.2) and required characteristics of the research design 
(section 2.3) pointed to the need for an exploratory study (section 2.4). It was concluded 
that a longitudinal qualitative investigation would provide the best means of answering 
the research question. An ethnographic approach (taking the definition of ethnography 
as a research strategy, also encompassing the definition of case study research) was 
thought to be the most appropriate qualitative methodology for undertaking this 
longitudinal investigation. 
 
The strengths of the ethnographic approach (see section 2.5.2.2) map closely to the 
research question and its surrounding characteristics: 
 
• The research question is necessarily exploratory due to the lack of research on: the 
diverse potential of prototypes within a software team; the concept of conceptual 
integrity; the idea of an HCI designer as a full software team member. Thus, the 
inductive nature of ethnographic research facilitates the development of theory from 
such exploratory research. 
 
• The research question aimed to analyse the effect of introducing an HCI designer 
into a commercial software team. This study is without precedent so extensive pre-
fieldwork design was not considered viable. The ethnographic approach provided a 
flexible framework ideally suited to this kind of study. In particular, the approach 
opened the door to the study of a full-time HCI designer in a commercial software 
team by installing the researcher (as a participant-observer) into an existing team to 
perform this role. This situation was sufficiently rare that this was considered almost 
the only way to perform such a study. 
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• There is a growing body of evidence that HCI theory is often of little use or 
relevance to a practical software development situation (see section 1.9). Therefore, 
the ethnographic approach provided a highly appropriate means of ensuring the 
practical relevance of the research. 
 
Further practical reasons dictated the selection of an ethnographic research strategy. The 
research opportunity presented to the researcher was to carry out HCI research at 
Cranfield University whilst working full-time for an Independent Research Organisation 
(IRO) as an HCI designer (this formed part of a new Postgraduate Training Partnership 
(PTP) scheme). Thus, the researcher had commercial obligations to the IRO as well as 
research motivations. An ethnographic strategy provided the perfect means to exploit 
this situation. The PTP scheme had clearly taken care of several typical difficulties of 
ethnographic research including selecting an appropriate setting to study (see 
‘Sampling’ section 2.7.3) and gaining access to the field (see ‘Entering the Field’ 
section 2.7.1). 
 
2.8.2 Beginning the Participant-Observation 
 
The researcher began working as an HCI designer for SFK Technology (the software 
subsidiary of British Hydromechanics Research Group (BHRG)) in September 1992. 
Having arranged the setting to study, the next major decisions related to the participant-
observation method of data collection. Participant-observation is the primary method of 
data collection for ethnographic research and it was clear from the outset that the 
researcher was going to have to ‘pay their way’ by being the HCI designer for SFK. 
Therefore, it was evident that the participant-observation method of analysis would be 
the most appropriate way to proceed with the research in this situation. In fact, the 
commercial conditions dictated to some extent the role of the researcher along the 
participant – observer continuum of roles. Essentially, the researcher was to be a 
complete participant in the setting.  
 
The PTP scheme provided a useful cover for complete participation without the need for 
it to be covert research as complete participant studies often are. For example, 
presentations about the research were made to the whole company. However, I firmly 
believe that most people believed the research to be part-time university study on my 
part, rather than a study specifically involving them. The openness about the research 
activity removed the difficult ethical problem associated with covert research (see 
section 2.6.1.1). My work as an HCI designer within the software project was seen by 
most people in the setting as ‘paying my dues’ in respect of the support from my 
employer (SFK) for my ‘part-time’ PhD at Cranfield University. The reality of the 
situation was that I had a full-time job to perform and a full-time research commitment 
– not an uncommon scenario in ethnographic research. This perception people had of 
me as a part-time student supported by my employer provided an excellent cover story 
for participation in SFK’s main software team and my research intentions. Although 
everybody was well aware of my research, this was soon forgotten amid the day-to-day 
traumas of software production. Therefore, possible reactive effects from other 
participants in the setting to the presence of a researcher were considered extremely 
unlikely – I was perceived as an HCI designer and not a researcher. The complete 
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participant role is often considered to be a means of reducing reactive effects (see 
section 2.6.1.1) and my experience from this ethnographic study strongly supports these 
claims. 
 
The social attributes of the researcher matched very well to what other participants 
would regard as ‘normal’ for a software professional - appropriate first degrees, 
experience of software development, age, sex, race and upbringing. Thus, the researcher 
was well matched to the regular participants on social attributes. The social attributes of 
the researcher are often considered an important aid to gaining acceptance within the 
group studied (see section 2.6.1.1). The fact that I ‘started work’ as an employee 
responsible for HCI design (as fitted my background and experience) made my cover 
story even more credible. Furthermore, developing and maintaining relationships with 
members of the group studied was achieved in a similar fashion to any new employee 
joining a company. Maintaining regular contact with a research supervisor (at Cranfield 
University) throughout the study was an essential means of continuing to maintain a 
research focus to my activities at SFK. 
 
Note taking is a vital aspect of ethnographic research and it is often suggested that brief 
notes should be made throughout the day where possible, if this can be done without 
appearing conspicuous and inducing reactive effects. Fortunately, all software engineers 
at SFK were encouraged to jot down notes in hard-bound A4 log books. It was 
completely normal for software engineers to walk around carrying such notebooks 
(particularly into meetings), so my grey notebook and occasional note-taking was 
nothing different from the norm (though I was perhaps perceived as particularly 
diligent). The use of video or audio recording devices was strictly avoided, as this 
would have very quickly altered the team’s perception of my position from ‘the HCI 
designer’ to ‘researcher’. Reactive effects would have perhaps even spiralled from this 
heightened awareness of my research role. 
 
2.8.3 The Human Instrument – The Researcher 
 
The human instrument is possibly the most important methodological consideration in 
an ethnographic study. The skills of the researcher and their ability to make appropriate 
interpretations are essential to considerations of internal validity (see section 2.7.4.2). It 
is apparent that the researcher needs to have certain skills, capability to understand (or 
learn) the language of the group being studied and is an appropriate ‘fit’ to the group 
being studied (see section 2.6.1.1). 
 
It is therefore relevant to consider various elements of the ethnographic researcher’s 
skills and experience, which are summarised in table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of researcher’s skills and abilities 
 
Skills 
 
Experience 
 
Effect on study 
 
Software • Programming as a hobby for 15 years 
 
• BSc and MSc in software 
related degrees  
 
• 18 months previous experience 
working in software teams 
• The software skills of the researcher 
facilitated comprehension of complex 
technical issues in the software 
development 
 
• The researcher had a good 
understanding of the ‘language’ used by 
software professionals and so was 
readily able to communicate with the 
group studied 
 
Research • Research experience was that introduced during BSc and MSc 
courses.  
• During the early stages of this 
research, a number of relevant 
courses on Cranfield 
University’s Occupational 
Psychology MSc we taken 
• The researcher had received appropriate 
research methods training 
 
Study of 
organisations, 
groups, 
individuals and 
communication 
• No experience • As the researcher had little previous 
exposure to studies of organisations, 
groups, individuals or communication 
he had no preconceived ideas along 
these lines 
 
HCI design • University HCI courses at Middlesex Polytechnic and 
Cranfield University 
• A potential area of study bias was the 
inexperience of the researcher as an HCI 
practitioner and unfamiliarity with the 
company and team 
 
Perhaps the most important aspect of my skills was my long experience of software and 
programming. Kim (1990) contends that a programmer will not trust you unless you 
have written a program and experienced the basic drama of so doing (see section 
1.10.2). Whether this is true or not, it is clear that having a familiarity with the 
‘language’ of software engineers and some understanding of the roots of the jargon (e.g. 
software engineering history and concepts) enabled me to understand what software 
engineers were talking about. 
 
That I had no practical experience of carrying out studies of this kind was a potential 
weakness of the study. This was addressed at the outset of the study, by taking a 
selection of courses from Cranfield University’s MSc Applied Psychology course. 
 
One potential area of bias was due to my lack of experience of the ‘HCI designer’ role 
(this bias was unavoidable as such a role was considered almost unheard of). This 
potential bias was addressed by the longitudinal nature of the investigation. Ultimately, 
the bias was also addressed by extending the research to cover a further study with 
almost the same team, after having performed the HCI role for a year. 
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2.8.4 Other Human Instruments Involved – Peer Interpretation/ Triangulation 
 
Two HCI peers were called upon to assist with the interpretation of the data (in the 
conceptualisation phase - see section 2.6.2.5) for the purposes of triangulation (see 
section 2.6.2.2). The involvement of peers in the conceptualisation phase is considered 
to be one means of addressing concerns about the internal validity of the study. 
Therefore, the characteristics of these human instruments are also a relevant 
consideration. These peers, are coded as ‘Analyst A’ and ‘Analyst B’. Analyst A has a 
PhD in Applied Psychology and over 10 years industrial/commercial experience in HCI 
design in software development. Analyst B has an MSc in Occupational Psychology and 
started work as an HCI designer/researcher at SFK a year after this research began. 
 
2.8.5 Validity 
 
This section describes methodological considerations made with respect to construct 
validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability. 
 
Construct validity for the study has been addressed using a multi-method approach to 
data collection (see section 2.7.4.1). Firstly, multiple sources of evidence have been 
utilised including observations made as a participant, ethnographic interviewing 
(informal) and analysis of project documentation. Secondly, some of the informants 
from the study (particularly management of SFK) reviewed drafts of the various write-
ups.  
 
Internal validity was also addressed by attempting to minimise reactive effects. This 
was done through several means: firstly, a longitudinal participant-observation method 
was employed; the skills of the human instrument were well matched to the setting 
studied; data analysis made use of peer review and interpretation of data (see section 
2.7.4.2).  
 
This study was not designed to show results which could be generalised to similar 
settings, although it is believed that the setting studied is typical of small software 
development organisations. Thus, external validity (generalisable findings) was not the 
aim of this study, rather the research question aimed to take an in-depth look at a 
particular case. Further research would be necessary to formally demonstrate the level 
to which the findings of this research are generally applicable. One supervisor for this 
research worked in a similar domain in another organisation and provided some 
confirmation of external validity during annual review meetings (see section 2.7.4.3). 
Further informal steps were taken by the researcher to gauge likely general relevance of 
findings, including meeting with personal contacts in various software organisations. 
 
To address reliability concerns, the documentation of the procedures has been designed 
so that other researchers could theoretically repeat the studies and arrive at the same 
results (see section 2.7.4.4). This replication is described as theoretical, because with an 
in-depth ethnographic study it would not be possible to repeat a study exactly, due to 
experiential effects on participants in the setting. 
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2.8.6 Procedure Adopted – The Funnel Approach 
 
Section 2.8.2 begins to describe the early stages of the research. As the research 
commenced, I was immediately assigned to ‘work’ as the HCI designer on SFK’s main 
software project (project 1). Data collection therefore started from day one.  
 
The ‘funnel’ technique (see 2.6.2.3) describes the evolving data collection and analysis 
stages that were adopted. The following sections describe the layers in the funnel, 
grouped into sections proposed by Spradley (1980): ‘descriptive observations’, ‘focused 
observations’ and ‘selective observations’. Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the 
funnel focusing technique. 
 
Descriptive Observations - project 1
Focused Observations - project 2
Selective
Observations -
project 2
 
 
Figure 2.1  Overview of funnel technique for focusing ethnographic data collection 
and analysis (adapted from Spradley, 1980) 
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2.8.6.1 Descriptive Observations 
 
Descriptive observations for this research were made during the ethnographic study of 
the ‘project 1’ software development at SFK. The role of HCI designer was performed 
by the researcher as participant-observer over this year-long project. 
 
Figure 2.2 depicts the gradual focusing of data collection and analysis as progression 
through the descriptive observations section of the funnel. 
 
Descriptive Observations - project 1
Note taking
y Preliminary note taking in the field
y Write-up field notes into a more detailed computerised record
Other data collection
y Collection of various project documents
Chronological and other write-ups
y Write-up chronology
y Write up regular PTP scheme reports, e.g. detailed analysis of chronology and other evidence (see
Appendix B)
Reporting
y Venn Diagram Conceptual Model utilised as a framework for write-up
Conceptualisation
y Interpretation of raw data was triangulated by peer analysts sorting information-
giving units into 'categories of influence' derived by the ethnographer - adding new
categories as necessary (a kind of card-sorting exercise)
y Interpretation of 'categories of influence' as being related to the themes of
'communication' or 'comprehension' was also triangulated with peer analysts
y Agreement in the sorting by the ethnographer and the peer analysts was assessed
(using the Cohen's kappa index)
y A discussion workshop was held to enable the ethnographer and analysts to discuss
disagreements in their sorting of data to categories or categories to themes.
y The workshop also proposed a conceptual model of the 'categories of influence' and
their interrelationships. After writing this up, the ethnographer proposed an
alternative (but semantically similar) representation of the model as a Venn
Diagram which subsequently gained the approval of peer analysts.
Coding
y Discrete information-giving units were extracted from ethnographic write-ups
y Related units were sorted into groups by ethnographer
y Groups ('categories of influence') were provisionally labelled
y Two underlying themes were proposed by the ethnographer ('Communication' and
'Comprehension') through sorting the 'categories of influence'
 
Figure 2.2 Breakdown of data collection and analysis for the descriptive observation 
section of the funnel 
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2.8.6.1.1 Note taking 
 
As is typical in participant observation, the preliminary data collection took the form of 
regular note taking. Brief notes were recorded in a project notebook (of the type used by 
most people in the setting) throughout the observation period and were later written up 
in a computerised record. 
 
2.8.6.1.2 Other Data Collection 
 
Project documentation was collected throughout the period of study. This included 
documents that I was provided with and expected to use for guidance for my 
participatory work as an HCI designer, these included: 
 
Specmaster Demonstrator Task Analysis (Boddy, 1991 December) 
Object-Action Analysis  (Boddy, 1992, January) 
User Interface Rationale (Boddy, 1992, April) 
User Interface Design – Specmaster the Discovery (Boddy, 1992a, September) 
Specmaster Seed User Interface Plan (Boddy, 1992b, September) 
 
Other essential documents included those which were produced, or contributed to, as 
part of my role as an HCI designer, such as: 
 
Specmaster Seed Base System Software Specification (Ferrans, Males, Myhill, Skilling, 
Titcombe, Yates, 1993, April) 
The Specmaster Seed System – Task Analysis (Myhill, 1992, September) 
The Specmaster Seed System – Non-Functional Requirements (Myhill, 1992, October)  
The Specmaster Seed System – Object Model (Myhill, 1992, November) 
 
These documents formed an essential dimension of the ethnographic ‘picture’ of the 
activities of the group studied. The use of multiple sources of evidence is advocated as a 
means to improve the validity of an ethnographic study (see section 2.7.4.1). However, 
with this research, documentary sources formed an essential aspect of the setting studied 
and had a clear importance to members of the group studied. 
 
2.8.6.1.3 Chronological and other Write-up 
 
The PTP scheme which funded the research, demanded regular reports throughout the 
research period (e.g. Myhill, 1993 September; Myhill, 1994 August; Myhill, 1995 
May). These reporting requirements provided an opportunity to compile the notes from 
the ethnography into a more structured format. Another benefit of the PTP scheme 
requirements was that the reports had to be reviewed by an academic supervisor for 
Cranfield University, a senior manager from SFK and an expert from a similar domain 
in another organisation. This provided several contributions to the validity of the 
research (see sections 2.8.5 and 2.8.2). The academic supervisory review helped to 
direct the researcher’s activities, essential to an ethnographic approach where the 
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researcher has assumed the role of full participant. The review by an SFK manager 
corresponded to a key informant review as suggested by Yin (see section 2.7.4.1), 
providing a contribution to construct validity. The review by an expert from a similar 
domain contributed to an understanding of the external validity of the findings. Thus, 
the reporting and review requirements of the PTP scheme provided an excellent 
framework for an ethnographic participant-observation approach. 
 
Extracts from the PTP scheme reports formed the basis of the chronological description 
of the participant-observation for project 1 (reproduced in Appendix A). A later report 
provided a more detailed structured analysis of the chronology and other data (see 
Appendix B).  
 
2.8.6.1.4 Coding the Data 
 
The coding process began using a method drawn from content analysis (see section 
2.5.3.1). The raw data comprised write-ups described in section 2.8.6.1.3 and 
computerised field notes. Using cut-and-paste features of a word processor, discrete 
information-giving units were snipped from the data in its various forms and were 
pasted into a single document. The result was a document containing over 200 discrete 
sentences and paragraphs, for example: 
 
A Gantt chart style project plan reinforced the waterfall lifecycle approach to the development 
and served to allocate tasks to individuals. (Research method – document analysis; 
Project phase – code design and implementation (early stages); Data Source – field 
notes September 1992 – May 1993) 
 
(Appendix C section 1.3.1 contains a reduced sample of these information-giving units, 
showing how they were grouped by peer interpreters. Only a reduced number appear, 
because there were too many to be dealt with by peers during the triangulation stage, 
see section 2.9.1.3) 
 
The next stage of the coding process involved the researcher grouping the discrete 
information giving units together. The researcher’s field experience guided the 
groupings, so interpretation was an aspect of deciding which units went together. This 
laborious process produced 21 groupings (see Appendix C section 1.1). Each group was 
then labelled and a collective term was introduced to describe the set – the groups were 
referred to as ‘categories of influence’. The ‘influence’ part of the term related to the 
fact that each of the group labels appeared to be related to some positive or negative 
influence on the introduction of HCI considerations into a conventional software team. 
 
The process of deriving the ‘categories of influence’ led the researcher to believe that 
there were two themes underlying all of the categories. These themes were thought to be 
‘communication within the team’ and ‘comprehension (shared mutual understanding, or 
conceptual integrity) within the team’. To explore this hypothesis, the researcher sorted 
all of the ‘categories of influence’ under these theme headings but also allowed for 
sorting into ‘Both’ and ‘Neither’ (see Appendix C section 1.3.3). 
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Thus, the preliminary coding carried out by the researcher produced a preliminary 
interpretation of the data as shown in figure 2.3. 
 
Key Themes Communication Both Comprehension Neither
Categories of
Influence
Information-giving
units
(n = 21)
(n approximately 200)
...
...
 
Figure 2.3  Depiction of preliminary coding by the researcher 
 
2.8.6.1.5 Conceptualising the Data 
 
There is clearly considerable crossover in recognised definitions of coding and 
conceptualisation phases of data analysis (see sections 2.6.2.4 and 2.6.2.5). Deriving 
preliminary categories and themes through the researcher’s preliminary interpretation 
has been described as coding in the previous section. This section describes further 
analysis and interpretation of the preliminary categories and themes. 
 
Triangulation was utilised to provide an alternative interpretation of the information-
giving units (raw data). Two peer analysts were enlisted to triangulate the data 
interpretation leading to the preliminary ‘categories of influence’ and ‘themes’ proposed 
by the researcher. Both peers were HCI practitioner/researchers, one with a considerable 
degree of understanding of the specific context of these studies and the other having 
some degree of familiarity with the context (see section 2.8.4) 
 
In preparation for the analysis, the ‘information-giving units’ used by the researcher in 
the derivation of the categories and themes were printed out on strips of paper, one unit 
per strip. One third of the units was randomly selected, ensuring that each category was 
represented by at least two of the units the researcher suggested were related to it. Using 
all 200 units of evidence would not have been feasible due to time constraints. 
 
Each analyst was separately asked to sort the units into one of the 21 categories created 
by the researcher. It was also made clear to analysts that they could create new 
categories, or reject information-giving units if necessary (instructions to triangulating 
analysts are reproduced in appendix C section 1.2). This card-sorting style approach is 
very similar to that taken by Turner (1994) – see section 2.6.2.5. It is also very similar 
to that taken by the researcher in the preliminary interpretation of the data and creation 
of categories. The only differences were that the triangulating analysts had fewer units 
to sort and had pre-defined categories in which to sort them. Labels attached to the 
‘categories of influence’ proposed by the researcher were deliberately left coarse, to 
avoid the possibility of leading the analysts in their interpretation. After information-
giving units had been considered, analysts were invited to sort each ‘category of 
influence’ into the ‘themes’ proposed. 
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The level of agreement between the researcher’s interpretation of the data and the 
analysts’ interpretations was assessed by analysing the agreements in the sorting of 
units into categories, and then categories into themes. Cohen’s kappa index was utilised 
for assessing this inter-rater concordance. From Hays (1988), Cohen’s kappa is given 
by: 
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Where, 
xii  represents the number of agreements about category i 
xi+ represents the number of times judge 1 used category i altogether 
x+1 represents the number of times judge 2 used category i 
N  is the number of things rated 
 
Although Cohen’s kappa is intended for the analysis of concordance between two 
independent raters, it was deemed appropriate for this analysis, in order to achieve an 
indication of the levels of agreement that existed between three raters (the researcher 
and two analysts). In fact, by analysing a measure of agreement between pairs of judges, 
some explanation of the differences between levels of agreement could be offered. 
 
Interpretation of Cohen’s kappa indices of agreement can be assisted by two important 
considerations. 
 
1. If agreement between two raters is exactly what would be expected under 
independence, then k will be zero. If there is perfect agreement between raters, k 
will be exactly one (Hays, 1988). 
 
2. A kappa value greater than 0.60 is regarded as demonstrating substantial 
agreement, values below 0.20 are considered poor and values between 0.21 and 
0.60 are considered fair to moderate (Landis and Koch, 1977). 
 
The coarse labelling of the categories and the restrictive nature of the card-sorting 
exercise provided a very limited means for the triangulating analysts to contribute to the 
conceptualisation of the data. Therefore, a discussion workshop was held with the 
researcher and both analysts. The purpose of the workshop was to discuss any 
disagreements in the card-sorting in order to ascertain whether the levels of agreement 
suggested by Cohen’s kappa were accurate. The workshop discussion graduated 
towards the production of a conceptual model (or, an overall picture) of the ‘categories 
of influence’ and how they were believed to interrelate. After writing-up the conceptual 
model produced at the workshop, I began to refine the model. After a few attempts, the 
idea of using a Venn Diagram representation struck me. This seemed to provide a very 
neat representation of the model produced during the workshop and was semantically 
very similar. Checking back with the analysts confirmed my belief that this was indeed 
a very good representation of the model we produced during the workshop and the 
surrounding discussion. 
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Using a Venn Diagram as a representation of ethnographic data perhaps has no 
precedent. However, ‘charting’ or producing an abstract representation of the data as a 
whole is a usual aim of the conceptualisation phase of ethnographic data analysis (see 
section 2.6.2.5). 
 
2.8.6.1.6 Reporting 
 
The Venn Diagram conceptual model of the data was utilised as a framework for 
reporting the findings of the ethnographic study of project 1, forming the conclusion of 
the ‘descriptive findings’ stage of the funnel approach. 
 
2.8.6.2 Focused Observations 
 
At the end of ‘project 1’, an opportunity arose to extend the ethnographic research to 
cover a further year-long software project with largely the same development team. This 
opportunity offered a number of important advantages: 
 
• It opened the door for the researcher to focus the scope of the investigation according 
to the ‘categories of influence’ and Venn Diagram conceptual model from the 
‘descriptive observations’ stage. The opportunity therefore allowed progression 
down the ‘funnel’ to the ‘focused observations’ and ‘selected observations’ stage. 
 
• Findings from project 1 could be confirmed through the investigation of another 
commercial software project with slightly different features – thereby providing a 
wider exploration of the issues, contributing to external validity of the results. 
 
• Investigation of a second major project for SFK removed several potential biases 
which may have affected the investigation of project 1, including: 
• the researcher’s inexperience in the HCI designer role; 
• team members’ unfamiliarity with the HCI designer role; 
• the developers’ unfamiliarity with Microsoft Windows, C++ and Object-Oriented 
programming; 
• team members’ unfamiliarity with each other. 
 
Perhaps the most important of the biases addressed by the second study is the removal 
of ‘knee-jerk’ reactions of team members’ to the introduction of HCI design. Further 
investigation without this extraneous effect in particular was regarded as worthwhile. 
 
Therefore, the opportunity to extend the participant-observation to cover another project 
was taken. Initially, the investigation was focused on aspects of the project, the people, 
and the setting relating to the ‘categories of influence’ identified from the project 1 
investigation.  
 
Figure 2.4 depicts the continuing focusing of data collection and analysis as progression 
through the focused observations section of the funnel. 
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Focused Observations - project 2
Note taking
y Preliminary note taking in the field
y Write-up field notes into a more detailed computerised record
Other data collection
y Informal ethnographic interviews were carried out to explore certain issues in greater depth
y Collection of various project documents
Write-up using Venn Diagram Conceptual Model
y Write-up of the findings from the focused observation utilised followed the format set out by the
Venn Diagram Conceptual Model and the 'categories of influence' proposed from the descriptive
observations stage of the investigation
y A basic comparison between findings from project 1 and those from project 2 was made
Venn Diagram Conceptual Model was used to focus observations during this stage of the investigation
y Some 'categories of influence' describe relatively immovable features of
the commercial software development setting in the view of the
ethnographer, and these are described.
y Other 'categories of influence' are identified as features of the
setting which are intended to facilitate comprehension within the
team, these are described. The ethnographer believes that these
categories are features that are realistic targets for improvement of
comprehension within the setting.
y The 'categories of influence' thought to represent features of
the setting that could be targets for improvement lie in the area
of team comprehension relating to the interaction between the
HCI designer and the programmers.
y Ethnographer identifies 'comprehension' as a theme relating to all but one of
the 'categories of influence'.
y Findings of the study that confirm similar findings from other studies described in the
literature are identified. Other findings appear to be new insights gained from the
ethnography, these are also identified.
 
Figure 2.4 Breakdown of data collection and analysis for the focused observation 
section of the funnel 
 
Primary data collection proceeded as before with daily note-taking during the 
observation period and a write-up in a computerised record later. Project documentation 
also formed part of the data collected. During the investigation, informal ethnographic 
interviews were conducted in a way that would remind the team members of my 
research role. 
 
The Venn Diagram conceptual model of the data, and the ‘categories of influence’ it 
represents, formed the framework for the write-up of the ethnography. 
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An analysis of the findings so far was then carried out. Firstly, a basic comparison of 
project 1 and project 2 was made.  
 
Then, the researcher identified a primary underlying connection of all of the ‘categories 
of influence’ – that most related to some aspect of comprehension within the team. The 
team’s understanding of HCI design intent was one aspect of this comprehension. The 
researcher suggested that some categories described features of the commercial software 
development setting that had an effect on comprehension within the team. Finally, 
categories that described features of the setting which intended to facilitate 
understanding within the team were identified. From the researcher’s experience, it was 
these features that could provide realistic targets for the improvement of comprehension 
within the setting. Both the apparently immutable features of commercial software 
product and the ‘categories of influence’ representing targets for improvement, were 
related back to existing literature, where it existed, or were highlighted as new findings 
from this investigation. 
 
It is apparent that the primary stakeholders for the concepts expressed as realistic 
categories for improvement of comprehension are the HCI designer and the programmer 
in the software team. Thus, the very bottom of the ‘focused observations’ section of the 
funnel draws focus onto the interaction between the HCI designer and the programmers, 
in particular, the comprehension problems between them and the ‘categories of 
influence’ that relate to the realistic targets for improvement. 
 
2.8.6.3 Selective Observations 
 
Selective observations were made during the study of project 2 and followed a natural 
focus from the analysis and write-up activities described in the ‘focused observations’ 
section above. The focus for the selective observations is therefore the interaction 
between the HCI designer and the programmers, especially the comprehension 
problems between them. 
 
Figure 2.5 depicts the final focusing of data collection and analysis as progression 
through the selective observations at the end of the funnel. 
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Selective Observations - project 2
y Roles, responsibilities and objectives of the HCI designer and the
programmer were analysed and briefly described on.
The focus for selective observation was the interaction between the
HCI designer and the programmers, in particular, the comprehension
problems between them and the 'categories of influence' that relate to
the realistic targets for comprehension improvement.
y A fundamental conflict between these roles is identified and
described.
y The communication between the HCI designer and
programmer across project phases was analysed and
described. From this it became clear that the most intense
communication occurred during the implementation phase.
y Detailed analysis of the communication during the
implementation phase was carried out, described and
subsequently verified through field observations. This
analysis described the nature and the volume of this
communication.
y Specific problems relating to the
communication of understanding (i.e.
maintaining conceptual integrity) between the
HCI designer and programmers are identified
and described.
 
Figure 2.5 Breakdown of data collection and analysis for the selected observations 
at the end of the funnel 
 
Skills and techniques learned as participant HCI designer within in a software team 
provided the researcher with an appropriate means of focusing on the interaction 
situation between the HCI designer and programmers. 
 
Firstly, the roles, responsibilities, and objectives of the HCI designer and the 
programmer were analysed and briefly outlined. These descriptions were made on the 
basis of the researcher’s long field-experience of these roles and were written alongside 
ongoing participant-observation, allowing some verification of the interpretation. 
 
The outlined roles and responsibilities as well as field experience led to the strong belief 
that there is a fundamental conflict in the priorities of these roles. This conflict is then 
described. 
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Although comprehension was the focus of these selected observations, it was the 
communication between the HCI designer and the programmers across project phases 
that was analysed first, as this was the vehicle for their mutual comprehension. 
 
It was observed that the communication between these roles was at its most intense 
during the implementation phase, so the analysis focused on this phase. Further field 
observation facilitated description and categorisation of the nature and volume of this 
communication.  
 
At the very base of the funnel, based on ethnographic observation and long field 
experience, the specific problems relating to the interaction between the HCI designer 
and the programmers are identified and described. 
 
The final discussion introduces potential solutions to the specific problems found at the 
base of the funnel. 
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2.9 Results and Discussion 
 
This section presents the results and discussion of the ethnographic investigation of two 
year-long software projects, with the researcher participating in the software team as an 
HCI designer. 
 
2.9.1 Descriptive Observations of the Project 1 Setting Following the 
Introduction of an HCI Designer into the Software Team 
 
This section covers the ‘descriptive observations’ of the ethnographic study (see section 
2.8.6.1 for a further description of this aspect of the methodology) and describes the 
findings from the investigation into the effects of introducing an HCI designer into a 
project team. A description of how the research began and the PTP scheme is provided 
in section 2.8.2. This section begins by briefly describing the host company for the 
ethnography, before introducing software project 1. Data analysis proceeded according 
to the methodology outlined in section 2.8.6.1. Findings from the conceptualisation 
stage of the analysis (including triangulation with peers) are reported in detail in section 
2.9.1.3. Finally, a conceptual model is introduced to describe the main features of the 
setting studied. This model is then used as a framework to describe the observations 
made by the researcher (section 2.9.1.6). 
 
2.9.1.1 Introduction to SFK Technology Limited 
 
The core business of SFK Technology Limited (the software subsidiary of British 
Hydromechanics Research Group (BHRG)) is selling software products and services to 
process engineering and water industries, as well as engaging in software and 
engineering related research projects, particularly for the European Commission. 
 
SFK was formed in 1991 from the amalgamation of BHRG’s software division and the 
software development team of a company called Amtech. This research started in 
September 1992, not long after the company was formed.  
 
The management of SFK gave high regard to organisational and cultural issues, 
considering this an important element of effective software development. The result of 
this was that SFK had an ostensibly  ‘Object Oriented’ structure1 and a culture that 
emphasises the development, and contribution, of the individual within a team context. 
The company is made up of around 24 staff, all but one were graduates and a large 
proportion also held postgraduate qualifications. Approximately half of the technical 
staff were aged 30 or less but several people were older and had worked in computing 
since the 1970s. 
 
                                                 
     1This is analogous to a matrix organisational structure 
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SFK became interested in supporting an ethnographic study involving the introduction 
of an HCI designer role into their software team, because they were keen to produce 
software with a greater user-centred emphasis. 
 
2.9.1.2 Introduction to Software Project 1 
 
Software project 1 was SFK’s first major software project to include an HCI designer 
(the participant ethnographer) as a full member of the development team. Thus, it was 
the first time that responsibility for the user interface was explicitly given to an HCI 
designer. Previously, responsibility for the user interface was tacitly distributed amongst 
the programmers. 
 
The project 1 software development aimed to utilise knowledge-based systems (KBS) 
technology to assist mechanical engineers with the selection and specification of 
process plant equipment.  
 
Some characteristics of project 1 serve to illustrate the kind of software venture 
embarked upon (see Table B.1 in appendix B for further details): 
 
• there was no client for the software, the venture was speculative; 
 
• the project was also complex and innovative; no similar software was believed to 
exist in the marketplace; 
 
• SFK’s software personnel had a limited understanding of the user domain, which was 
the selection and specification of control valves for new process plant designs, by 
mechanical engineers. In recognition of this limitation, knowledge engineers were 
also brought onto SFK’s development team for the first time; 
 
• the team included an HCI designer, another first for an SFK development team; 
 
• the technical core of the team (the programmers and IT designers) had very little 
experience of the software technology to be used on the project, which included, 
Microsoft Windows programming, C++ and Object-Oriented design; 
 
• the project team consisted of between eight and ten people; 
 
• the project budget was approximately £250,000; 
 
• project duration was one year. 
 
These project characteristics set the scene for the software development and the 
ethnographic participant-observation findings reported in the remainder of section 2.9.1. 
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2.9.1.3 Conceptualisation of the data 
 
The conceptualisation stage of the data analysis developed a conceptual framework to 
aid the interpretation of the ethnographic data. This section describes and discusses the 
results of the conceptualisation stage (refer to section 2.8.6.1.5 for a description of the 
methodology followed during this stage, and the earlier sections of 2.8.6.1 for more 
detail of the analysis preceding this stage). 
 
Initially, the data were coded as described in section 2.8.6.1.4. Essentially, the 
researcher created 21 ‘categories of influence’ by sorting 200 information-giving units 
into related groups, which were then labelled (see appendix B section 1.1). The 
researcher then suggested that each of the 21 categories related to underlying themes of 
‘communication’ or ‘comprehension’ – the 21 categories were then sorted accordingly 
(see appendix C section 1.3.3). In order to triangulate this interpretation of the data, two 
peer analysts were called upon. A reduced selection of information-giving units 
(randomly selected) was presented to each peer analyst in turn. Analysts were asked to 
sort the units into the categories that had been proposed and to create new categories or 
reject units as they saw fit. Next, the analysts were asked to sort the categories under 
headings ‘communication’, ‘comprehension’, ‘both’ or ‘neither’. 
 
After the sorting, it was necessary to examine the sorting agreements between the 
researcher and the two peer analysts in order to determine the extent to which the three 
interpretations differed. The Cohen’s kappa index was utilised for assessing this level of 
agreement and thereby facilitated the triangulation of the data interpretation. Table 2.2 
summarises Cohen’s kappa indices calculated for this triangulation. 
 
Table 2.2 Summary of Cohen’s kappa measures calculated for the triangulation of 
data interpretation 
    Analyst Pair 
 
Rating 
Ethnographer 
– Analyst A 
 
Ethnographer – 
Analyst B 
Analyst A – 
Analyst B 
 
Agreement sorting ‘units of evidence’ into 
‘categories of influence’ 
 
0.49 
 
0.69 
 
0.51 
 
Agreement sorting ‘categories of influence’ 
into ‘key themes’ 
 
0.13 
 
0.38 
 
0.23 
 
Agreement sorting ‘categories of influence’ 
into ‘key themes’ but accounting for non-
exclusivity of ‘key theme’ category 
 
0.26 
 
0.51 
 
0.44 
 
High levels of agreement shown by kappa indices between 0.49 and 0.69 occurred when 
analysts sorted the ‘units of evidence’ into ‘categories of influence’ (see table 2.2). The 
‘Ethnographer - Analyst B’ kappa index of 0.69 was perhaps understandably the highest 
as both worked in similar software teams and had an understanding of the specific 
problem context. However, the ‘Ethnographer - Analyst A’ kappa index also showed a 
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relatively high level of agreement, even though Analyst A did not have an equivalent 
deep knowledge of the specific context. 
 
When analysts sorted the ‘categories of influence’ into ‘key themes’ of 
‘Communication’ and ‘Comprehension’, Cohen’s kappa indices between 0.13 and 0.38 
were evident. These results pointed towards the rejection of the hypothesis that 
‘Communication’ and ‘Comprehension’ were valid ‘key themes’ underlying the 
‘categories of influence’. However, in this analysis partial agreement between judges 
was not accounted for in the Cohen’s kappa indices. Partial agreement occurred because 
the ‘key themes’ classifications were non-exclusive, i.e. the classifications were 
‘Communication’, ‘Comprehension’, ‘Both’ or ‘Neither’. Therefore, if one analyst 
sorted a ‘category of influence’ into the classification ‘Both’ and another analyst 
selected the category ‘Communication’, this could be considered as half an agreement. 
Cohen’s kappa indices were recalculated assigning half marks to represent partial 
agreements. The resulting Cohen’s kappa indices ranged from 0.26 to 0.51, which was 
considered to be only a slight improvement.  
 
The results of the Cohen’s kappa analysis of agreement were followed up during the 
discussion workshop held by the researcher with the two peer analysts. During the 
discussion, it transpired that there was a greater degree of agreement between analysts 
(including the researcher) than the Cohen’s kappa indices suggested. Descriptions of the 
‘categories of influence’ were deliberately coarse in order to avoid the researcher 
introducing bias by leading the peer analysts. Thus, some results of the triangulation 
were clearly influenced by the interpretation each of the analysts had made of the 
‘category of influence’ description. This became evident when some pairs of categories 
were obviously strongly linked. For example, any disagreement in units sorted into 
category 18 (effects of team members’ personalities) could be explained by considering 
units sorted into category 3 (the technical core of the team were motivated to resist 
change). Thus, if one analyst sorted a unit into category 18 and another analyst sorted 
the unit into a different category, this different category was always category 3. So, if 
category 3 and 18 were combined, all analysts would agree on the units to sort into the 
new category. Further analysis to determine the precise effect on the kappa indices was 
deemed unnecessary because the workshop session clearly showed that by removing 
ambiguity, higher indices of agreement would be found. 
 
The discussion workshop also covered the sorting of ‘categories of influence’ into ‘key 
themes’. From the discussion it was clear that analysts could not agree on the 
assignment of the ‘categories of influence’ to the ‘key themes’ proposed. Workshop 
discussion and supporting Cohen’s kappa indices ultimately led to the rejection of the 
‘key themes’ notion. 
 
The conclusion of the workshop supported the ‘categories of influence’ hypothesised 
but rejected the hypothesis of two underlying themes. 
 
A second aspect of the workshop discussion focused on the ‘categories of influence’ 
and their interrelationships. A loosely hierarchical conceptual model was constructed 
during the workshop showing ‘categories of influence’ and their key interrelationships. 
An accurate depiction of this is shown in appendix C figure C.4.  
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During the later write-up, the researcher decided to represent the conceptual model as a 
Venn Diagram. Subsequent review with the peer analysts confirmed the semantic 
similarity to the conceptual model produced during the workshop. 
 
2.9.1.4 Overview of the Venn Diagram Conceptual Model of Categories of Influence 
 
A Venn Diagram2 conceptual model was developed as an abstract representation of the 
data associated with the descriptive observations stage of the ethnographic 
investigation. This conceptual model forms the framework for reporting the findings of 
the ethnographic study of project 1. This section provides an overview of the Venn 
Diagram model. 
 
Although a great many of the ‘categories of influence’ modelled could be viewed as 
interrelated, the Venn Diagram representation (figure 2.3) provided a useful framework 
for outlining the dominant relationships and overall classification of ‘categories of 
influence’ considered. In other words, the diagram is not strictly a Venn Diagram as 
many of the categories could not be considered mutually exclusive. The diagram 
provides a symbolic conceptual model of ‘categories of influence’ which arose 
following a software company’s attempt to increase the user-centred emphasis of their 
software through the introduction of an HCI designer into the software team. The model 
is derived from the ethnographic study of the project 1 software development. 
 
The ‘universe of discourse’ for the Venn Diagram is the domain of complex software 
projects produced in a commercial development environment. The complexity of a 
software project is fundamental to this model, because if the software were simple, the 
majority of the ‘categories of influence’ may not become apparent. Demands on 
software production created by commercial influences also provide strong boundaries to 
the universe of discourse. 
 
There are three main sets shown in this Venn Diagram: People Issues (P), 
Representation Issues (R) and Lifecycle Issues (L). The definition of these sets came 
from branches on the original hierarchical conceptual model produced during the 
researcher/analysts discussion workshop. 
 
The ‘People issues’ set includes ‘categories of influence’ relating to individuals (team 
members), the  software team and management influence. 
 
                                                 
2Mathematical set notation adopted is taken from Ledermann, Hilton, Jackson, Jenkins,  MacHale, 
Stewart, Tall, Trustrum, Unsworth, Vajda, Williams, and Wylie (1980) 
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Figure 2.6 Venn Diagram Conceptual Model of ‘Categories of Influence’ arising 
through the introduction of an HCI designer role into a software team 
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The ‘Representation issues’ set includes ‘categories of influence’ relating to 
representation, the understanding of representations and other influences on the process 
of developing representations. 
 
The ‘Lifecycle issues’ set includes ‘categories of influence’ closely related to the 
practicalities of commercial software development; these include the need to manage 
scarce resources and provide milestones to the development process (e.g. the 
Specification). 
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2.9.1.5 Data Supporting the Descriptive Observations 
 
The following ethnographic write-up contains ‘related data samples’ as an illustration of 
assertions and explanations made in the text. Confidentiality concerns restricted the 
nature and number of the data samples that could be reported. Although individuals 
within the team have been coded, because the host company was small, direct coding of 
individuals to a reference identification was an insufficient means of maintaining 
confidentiality. These ethical concerns have therefore had an impact on the way that 
data samples can be reported.  
 
Project 1 data samples have been re-coded to report the research method of the 
inferences; deliberately vague descriptions of the specific people involved; and 
approximate identification of project phases from which observations and 
interpretations were drawn. Finally, the two main reports comprising written-up field 
notes are identified. The following table illustrates the re-coding scheme used in section 
2.9.1.6. 
 
Table 2.3 Re-coding scheme adopted for reporting data samples for project 1 
Research 
method 
participant-observation 
ethnographic interview 
document analysis 
interpretation 
People senior management 
sales personnel 
project manager 
HCI designer (the researcher) 
software designer / programmer (senior programmer) 
knowledge engineer 
programmer 
Project phases3  requirements 
code design 
HCI design 
implementation (early stages)4 
implementation (late stages) 
Source of Data field notes September 1992 – May 1993 
field notes June 1993 – September 1993 
 
 
                                                 
3 It should be noted that project phases are not strictly linear, for example, the code design and HCI 
design proceed  in parallel 
 
4 This also encompasses the ‘mid’ stage of implementation. During early and mid stages of development, 
the pace of implementation is normal, and various team members are beginning the translation from 
specification and code design, to implementation. 
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2.9.1.6 Descriptive Observations – Detailed Report of Venn Diagram     (project 1) 
 
The Venn Diagram, its three main sets and the intersections between sets have specific 
meaning in the context of conceptual model. Explanations of the ‘categories of 
influence’ are presented as a means to understand the conceptual model and the main 
findings of the ethnographic study of project 1. 
 
The explanations that follow are organised by the three primary sets, ‘People issues’, 
‘Representation issues’ and ‘Lifecycle issues’. ‘Categories of influence’ are described 
under the set they belong to. Some categories appear in the intersection of two or three 
sets, so these intersections are also used as headings in the explanation that follows. 
 
2.9.1.6.1 People Issues 
 
Set, P  
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which can 
be considered People Issues 
 
Within the People Issues set, there are three levels of sub-groupings (but not sub-sets 
necessarily - this is not a formal Venn Diagram). The sub-levels correspond to 
individual, team and management level ‘categories of influence’. Categories, which are 
in the intersections between sets, may be related to more than one of these levels (these 
are introduced under headings relating to the intersections). 
 
Individual-level ‘categories of influence’ 
 
Personality  
Aspects of each team member’s personality appeared to dictate their effectiveness in 
a software team or in a particular role. For example, some technical team members 
appear to take a solitary attitude to work and are not team oriented. Thus, personality 
can apparently effect the communication effectiveness in a software team and the 
sharing of team goals, vision and conceptual integrity. 
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Related data samples 
 
I continue to find it unbelievable that some programmers make assumptions about what 
their colleagues are doing, rather than talking things through with them. It has transpired 
that two programmers sitting next to each other, who were working on a part of the system 
that would fit together, each made assumptions about the approach the other was taking 
rather than discuss it. When asked, neither of them claimed to know anything about the 
approach that the other had taken. (Research method - participant-observation / 
ethnographic interview; People - senior designer/programmer and a programmer; 
Project phase – implementation (early stages); Data Source - field notes September 
1992 – May 1993) 
 
A significant proportion of the technical core of the team were observed to have poor 
social and communication skills and often preferred to work alone. Examples of this 
included, non-participation and apparent lack of interest in project meetings, unwillingness 
to seek clarification on various technical points, preferring to make assumptions and 
general willingness to act unquestionably on the instructions of others. (Research method 
– participant-observation / interpretation; People – two senior 
designer/programmers and three programmers; Project phase – code design, 
implementation (early & late stages); Data Source - field notes June 1993 – 
September 1993) 
 
Younger and more inexperienced team members for example, the HCI designer and the 
knowledge engineer, out of necessity, took on more responsibility in managing the 
development, based largely on their social skills. (Research method – participant-
observation / interpretation; People – knowledge engineer & HCI designer; Project 
phase – code design, implementation (early & late stages); Data Source - field notes 
June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
These technical professionals ...(those in the technical core of the team)...looked upon 
each bug as a potential personal affront reflecting on their abilities. (Research method – 
participant-observation / Interpretation; People – three senior 
designer/programmers and three programmers; Project phase – implementation 
(early & late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
When bugs were discovered in the implementation, I was surprised at how the 
programmers took them personally. On discovery of a bug, some programmers were keen 
to attribute blame for it, seemingly to clear their own name. In some ways this seemed to 
emphasise the individualist rather than team approach to the development. (Research 
method – participant-observation / interpretation; People – three senior 
designer/programmers and three programmers; Project phase – implementation 
(early & late stages); Data Source - field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
  
 
Role   
Each role in a software team has different responsibilities and priorities. Some of 
these responsibilities changed with the introduction of the HCI designer role. 
 
Related data samples 
 
Software architects and programmers rarely sought to gain any domain understanding as 
they saw this beyond the scope of their role (Research method – participant-
observation / ethnographic interview; People – two senior designer/programmers 
and two programmers; Project phase – code design & implementation (early & late 
stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
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One of the programmers resented the loss of a creative outlet when he could no longer 
design the UI himself. (Research method – participant-observation / ethnographic 
interview; People – programmer; Project phase – implementation (early stages); 
Data Source - field notes September 1992 – May 1993) 
 
There were numerous occasions when software architects and programmers were 
unhappy about an HCI designer showing concern about software structure. (Research 
method – participant-observation; People – two senior designer/programmers and 
two programmers; Project phase – code design; Data Source - field notes 
September 1992 – May 1993) 
 
During the software production process, conflicts arising from differing role 
priorities have an effect on the performance of the team and the software production 
process. Creative tension between diverse roles is what ultimately generates the 
software product. For example, programmers must ensure that the code is well 
structured and bug free and the HCI designer must ensure that the users’ needs are 
satisfied.  
 
Related Data Sample 
 
The responsibilities associated with the roles of the HCI designer and those of the 
technical core of the team were often in conflict. HCI design activities would regularly 
complicate the tasks of the technical core of the team for reasons associated with the UI 
and the user’s perspective. Corners that were cut by the technical core of the team were 
often unacceptable from a user perspective. (Research method – participant-
observation; People – three senior designer/programmers, three programmers and 
HCI designer; Project phase – code design, HCI design and implementation (early 
and late stages); Data Source - field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Constraints on how a particular role is performed were not uncommon. For example, 
HCI design effort deemed necessary by the HCI designer may be overruled by the 
project manager for commercial reasons. 
 
Related data samples 
 
The project manager, motivated to produce the [project 1] system to Time, Budget and 
Quality (TBQ) was therefore keen to ensure that each designed mechanism would be 
viable to construct in the time available and be of sufficient quality. (Research method – 
participant-observation; People – project manager and HCI designer; Project phase 
– HCI design and implementation (Early and Late stages); Data Source - field notes 
June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
…the specification acted as a contract between the SFK management and the project 
manager. It was the project manager’s motivations and direct influence in particular that 
contradicted the openly flexible approach to specification. (Research method – 
participant-observation/interpretation; People – senior manager and project 
manager; Project phase – requirements, code design and implementation (early 
stages); Data Source – field notes September 1992 - May 1993) 
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Disciplinary Background  
Team members’ fundamental perceptions of the overall priorities appeared to be 
linked with their primary disciplinary background and training. People trained in 
software engineering and programming generally strive for elegant code (or at least 
recognise the worth of such) over all other considerations. People trained in HCI or 
some form of social science are generally less interested in the underlying aspects of 
the software but are more interested in its interface to the user. 
 
Related data sample 
 
...we (the programmers and the HCI Designer) learned to compromise but each party 
usually felt wronged by compromising their ideals, for me this was the ideal interaction, for 
programmers the ideal was elegant code. (Research method – participant-observation; 
People – three senior designer/programmers, three programmers and HCI designer; 
Project phase – code design, HCI design and implementation (early and late 
stages); Data Source - field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
 
Skills, ability, competence and experience 
Skills, ability, competence and experience dictate the potential performance of an 
individual in a software team. In software teams, the performance of the individual 
can have a strong effect on the performance of the team and the overall software 
production. Effects include differences in programmer performance, team members 
making poor assumptions and difficulties in comprehending HCI design intent. 
 
Related data samples 
 
...the severity and number of bugs could have been reduced had there been fewer 
misunderstanding and misinterpretations, greater team cohesiveness and more relevant 
skills and experience than was evident in the [project 1] team. (Research method – 
interpretation; People – three senior designer/programmers, three programmers 
and HCI designer; Project phase – code design and implementation (early and late 
stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
The majority of team members on the project were lacking in skills or experience in areas 
fundamental to their roles. (Research method – participant-observation; People – two 
senior designer/programmers and two programmers; Project phase – code design 
and implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – 
September 1993) 
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Team-level ‘categories of influence’ 
 
Unfamiliarity 
Team members who have not worked together before and are unfamiliar with each 
other appear to experience problems communicating and understanding each other. 
 
Related data samples 
 
Only the technical core of the [project 1] team had worked together before and new roles, 
skills and diverse disciplinary backgrounds of new team members introduced a certain 
degree of unfamiliarity. (Research method – participant-observation; People – project 
manager, three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, HCI designer, 
knowledge engineer; Project phase – requirements, code design and 
implementation (early stages); Data Source – field notes September 1992 - May 
1993) 
 
The lack of familiarity brought with it communication difficulties within the now multi-
disciplinary team. (Research method – interpretation; People – project manager, 
three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, HCI designer, knowledge 
engineer; Project phase – requirements, code design and implementation (early 
stages); Data Source – field notes September 1992 - May 1993) 
 
Some of the previously senior members of the technical core of the team seemed to be 
fearful of the younger and more dynamic team members and perhaps even saw them as a 
threat to their own job security. (Research method – participant-observation; People – 
two senior designer/programmers and two programmers; Project phase – code 
design and implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 
1993 – September 1993) 
 
 
Interdisciplinary Issues 
Problems appear to arise at a team level when individuals from diverse disciplines 
are working towards a common goal. With respect to comprehension, a specific 
issue is that people from diverse disciplines and roles seem to interpret what they see 
differently. This means that team members may interpret project knowledge in 
different ways or they may draw different conclusions from various representations 
designed to provide a visualisation of the ultimate product. This is a team level 
‘category of influence’ as it is very important to have a clearly focused team 
understanding, or consistent group vision of the software being produced in order to 
maintain conceptual integrity. 
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Related data samples 
 
During a presentation of the visual prototype I could not dissuade a particular programmer 
from focusing their attention on the sample data I had used in the mock-up, rather than the 
complex interaction demanded by the design. It was as if, their deeply ingrained 
programming instincts forced them to view the data as the most important part of the job 
and the interaction as nothing more than secondary. (Research method – participant-
observation/interpretation; People – senior designer/programmer and HCI designer; 
Project phase – HCI design; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Technical team members appeared to derive information about what data was displayed 
whilst failing to recognise what may be complex or troublesome user interface 
mechanisms. (Research method – interpretation; People – two senior 
designer/programmers, two programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – HCI 
design and implementation (early stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – 
September 1993) 
 
 
Management-level ‘categories of influence’ 
 
Management Influence 
Management exerts influence on the team and other aspects of the software 
production in order to meet the constraints that technical and commercial pressures 
provide. 
 
Related data samples 
 
...it is usual good software engineering practice to design code elements to be re-usable 
but on the [project 1] development some programmers were explicitly told by management 
not to bother with that. (Research method – participant-observation; People – project 
manager,  senior designer/programmer and two programmers; Project phase – code 
design; Data Source - field notes September 1992 - May 1993) 
 
…the profile of [project 1] and high expectations has probably increased external pressure 
on the team but this seems to have been offset by a compassionate stance adopted by 
management towards the team. (Research method – interpretation; People – senior 
management, three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, HCI 
designer, knowledge engineer; Project phase – requirements, code design and 
implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – 
September 1993) 
 
The extent to which management understood the programming task appeared to have 
an affect on the project and the team. 
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Related data samples 
 
SfK’s senior management and sales personnel had little first hand knowledge of the 
technical programming task. (Research method – participant-observation / 
ethnographic interview; People – senior management and sales personnel; Project 
phase – requirements, code design and implementation (early); Data Source – field 
notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Misconceptions about the programming task appeared to be held by management 
(Research method – participant-observation; People – senior management; Project 
phase – requirements, code design and implementation (early); Data Source – field 
notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Management also expected software architects and programmers to train themselves on 
new approaches required by the new tools being used on [project 1]. However, the 
magnitude of transition from structural data driven programming to object-oriented event 
driven programming (effectively a paradigm shift) was not recognised... (Research 
method – participant-observation / ethnographic interview; People – senior 
management; Project phase – requirements, code design and implementation 
(early); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
This caused further problems for the technical core of the team as the prototype had 
raised expectations of what could be produced in Windows, and they were expected to 
construct the software for real. The most dangerous of these expectations were held by 
management who did not fully appreciate the considerable difficulty of the programming 
tasks involved in the construction of the [project 1] software. (Research method – 
participant-observation / interpretation; People – senior management, senior 
designer/programmers and programmers; Project phase – code design and 
implementation (early and late); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 
1993) 
 
Fortunately, ... the project manager realised the benefits of HCI and my new role on the 
team. I think in particular, he knew that my concern for the UI was closely aligned with his 
concerns for the quality of the software. It was because the project manager decided to 
champion the HCI cause and support my user perspective that I was able to get any 
changes made at all. (Research method – participant-observation; People – project 
manager and HCI designer; Project phase – implementation (early); Data Source – 
field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
 
Management commitment to the integration of HCI considerations into mainstream 
software development is necessary in order to ensure that HCI issues are heard in a 
predominantly technically oriented software team. The following data samples 
illustrate management support for HCI alongside a certain negativity towards 
programming. 
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Related data samples 
 
Management attitudes also contributed to attitude problems as programming was often 
heard to be called, “the easy bit” of the development. Management attitudes towards HCI 
were generally more flattering. (Research method – participant-observation; People – 
senior management; Project phase – code design and implementation (early and 
late); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
The job of programming the [project 1] system actually became somewhat of a thankless 
task as the HCI designer would be recognised for his design efforts and the programmers 
were merely expected to build the software precisely to the design. If a programmer 
wanted to excel, it would have to be by working faster - they were not in a position to 
improve on the design (only deviate from it) and any coding that was clever would go 
unnoticed by management. (Research method – participant-observation / 
interpretation; People – senior management, senior designer/programmers, 
programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – code design, HCI design and 
implementation (early and late); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 
1993) 
 
It is also essential that sufficient budget is allocated to HCI activities and that this too 
has suitable management backing. The following data sample refers to a situation 
where insufficient budget had been allocated for HCI activities. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
...the project manager was very keen to know when the detailed designs would be 
finished, so that the programmers could get on with their work and my involvement would 
be over. (Research method – participant-observation / ethnographic interview; 
People – project manager and HCI designer; Project phase – HCI design; Data 
Source – field notes September 1992 – May 1993) 
 
2.9.1.6.2 Representation Issues 
 
Set,  R 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which can 
be considered Representation Issues 
 
The Representation Issues set contains ‘categories of influence’ which relate to 
representations used in the software production process and their effectiveness at 
facilitating comprehension. 
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Software engineering technical notation, e.g. DFD 
Technical software engineering notations take many forms within a software 
development. For example, Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) were used to model data 
flows and data processes in the proposed software and were commonly broken down 
into several levels of detail. The views of the proposed software afforded by such 
abstract technical representations are apparently not easy for all members the team to 
understand.  
 
Related data samples 
 
...the representation... (object model) ...did not lend itself to quick 
interpretation...(Research method – participant-observation; People – two senior  
designer/programmers, two programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – code 
design and HCI design; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
It was felt that the task models should have solved ...(the problems that team members 
were having in visualising the project 1 system in use)... but in their existing format did not 
provide what was required. (Research method – participant-observation; People – two 
senior  designer/programmers, two programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – 
HCI design; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Interpretation of many of the representations seemed to require a degree of training 
and an appreciation of internal design considerations. As there was no time for team 
members to learn about new notational techniques, team members adapted familiar 
techniques. Adapting techniques from a structured programming paradigm for an 
object-oriented paradigm was not always appropriate. 
 
Related data samples 
 
Following an examination of object-oriented design (OOD) representations and techniques 
…it was evident that the OO paradigm was not easy to learn, nor was it particularly 
accessible (there were many conveniently simple examples in available texts) (Research 
method – participant-observation; People – two senior designer/programmers, two 
programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – code design and HCI design; Data 
Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Given the time constraints of the project it was felt that designers should use the 
techniques and representations that they knew well and adapt them for use with an event 
driven Windows environment. ...(Research method – participant-observation; People – 
project manager, two senior designer/programmers, two programmers; Project 
phase – code design; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
DFDs... ...proved to be a difficult representation to apply to the architectural design of the 
[project 1] system. The primary reason for this is that Windows is an event driven 
environment and DFDs were designed for data driven environments. (Research method 
– participant-observation; People – senior designer/programmer; Project phase – 
code design; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
 
(The inappropriate nature of DFD representations) ...was dealt with by adding control 
flows to the diagram... (but) ...this complicated the diagram and was perhaps an 
inappropriate extension to the representation. (Research method – participant-
observation; People – senior designer/programmer; Project phase – code design; 
Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
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It was more likely the familiarity with the DFD notation rather than its effectiveness as a 
representation which led to its adoption. (Research method – participant-observation; 
People – two senior designer/programmers and two programmers; Project phase – 
code design; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
…the technical core of the team were familiar with techniques and representations that 
have been used for design of structured programming architecture for many years but 
these proved inappropriate for the Windows event driven OO architecture (Research 
method – participant-observation; People – two senior designer/programmers and 
two programmers; Project phase – code design; Data Source – field notes June 
1993 – September 1993) 
 
Although the software engineering notations described are fundamentally rooted in 
the software production process, the diagrams are often inaccessible to team 
members, the user and client. Furthermore, the complexity of technical 
representations (also linked with the skill with which they were constructed) is 
thought to be a cause of confusion and misinterpretation even between team 
members from the same discipline. 
 
 
Software Prototypes 
Software prototypes in this context refer to animated visual prototype models 
showing the concept of the proposed software and HCI design intent. These 
prototypes had no functionality but presented a façade, giving the illusion of the 
proposed software’s functionality.  
 
These prototypes were developed early on in the production of complex software as a 
means to help users and clients appreciate the concept of the proposed software (thus 
enabling their input to alter the direction of the software before any actual 
development work has occurred). These prototypes also had another purpose: they 
have been seen to be an effective means of helping team members visualise and 
comprehend the concept of the proposed software. 
 
Related data samples 
 
Representation of the [project 1] system from an HCI perspective was eventually 
conveyed primarily by screen sketches, walk-throughs and visual prototypes. (Research 
method – participant-observation; People – three senior designer/programmers, 
three programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – HCI design; Data Source – 
field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
direct integration of HCI and architectural representations was not achieved, rather HCI 
representations such as sketches or the prototype, offered an alternative view of the 
[project 1] system than was seen in the OOD or DFD representations. (Research method 
– participant-observation; People – three senior designer/programmers, three 
programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – code design and HCI design; Data 
Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
 In addition to the written specification, a software prototype was produced to help a 
variety of people to visualise the complicated results module of the [project 1] system. 
(Research method – participant-observation; People – three senior 
designer/programmers, three programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – code 
design and HCI design; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
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2.9.1.6.3 Lifecycle Issues 
 
Set,  L  
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which can 
be considered Lifecycle Issues 
 
The Lifecycle Issues set contains ‘categories of influence’ which relate to the lifecycle 
used in the software production process. The core ‘categories of influence’ in this set 
are in the intersections with other sets and are therefore covered under the intersection 
heading. 
 
HCI Criticality in the Design Phase 
With the introduction of a single HCI designer into a software team, the HCI design 
task can become a project bottleneck and therefore, a project critical activity. Delays 
in the HCI design can delay the whole project as programmers and IT designers 
cannot begin their work until the basic structure of the user interface has been 
designed. This clearly has an influence on the software production process but it 
primarily effects the lifecycle and project management. 
 
Related data samples 
 
The HCI design activity was on the critical path of the project for a significant period of 
time during the design phase. (Research method – participant-observation / 
ethnographic interview; People – project manager and HCI designer; Project phase 
– HCI design and implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes 
June 1993 - September 1993) 
 
One of the reasons for the integration and raised status of the HCI activity was that it was 
soon seen to be a bottleneck in the process. Ultimately the HCI detailed design activity 
had up to five programmers awaiting designs before they could progress. The HCI design 
activity was also late finishing and directly reduced the amount of time available for 
programming. (Research method – participant-observation / ethnographic interview; 
People – project manager and HCI designer; Project phase – HCI design and 
implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 - 
September 1993) 
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2.9.1.6.4 Intersection of People and Representation issues 
 
Intersection, (P ∩R) / L 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which are 
both People and Representation issues 
but which are not related to the 
lifecycle 
 
This intersection is dominated by the Visualisation ‘category of influence’. 
 
Visualisation 
The visualisation ‘category of influence’ is fundamentally related to the effectiveness 
of representations to convey a ‘visualisation’  (or some form of understanding) and 
people’s ability to visualise and to articulate their visualisation. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
The FTM [future task model] proved particularly effective at helping management and 
sales people and some team members (those with little domain knowledge) visualise 
exactly how the [project 1] system would integrate with the user’s tasks and how those 
tasks would be changed. (Research method – participant-observation / interpretation; 
People – senior management, sales personnel, two senior designer/programmers, 
two programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – HCI design; Data Source – 
field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
The effectiveness of software engineering technical notations like DFDs are 
dependent on the reader having sufficient skills and training to be able to visualise 
from such abstract notations. Not only are such representations often difficult to 
produce (and there are many varieties of such notations) their use is restricted to a 
technical audience. Data samples relating to this finding can be found in the software 
‘engineering technical notation’ section of 2.9.1.6.2. 
 
Conversely, the software prototype is a representation, which allows a range of 
diversely skilled people within the software team (and users, clients, etc.), to 
understand the underlying concepts of the proposed system. It achieves this by 
enabling them to visualise the proposed end result of the software development (i.e. 
as a façade of the proposed system) at the early stages of the development process. In 
addition to the data samples that follow, those appearing under the software 
prototypes section of 2.9.1.6.2 are relevant to this issue.  
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Related data samples 
 
As a tool for HCI design, prototyping allowed an experimental approach to design ideas 
which could be quickly tested and animated in a realistic Windows style of interaction. A 
benefit of this approach was the aided visualisation of the design that the tool could 
provide. (Research method – participant-observation; People – HCI designer; Project 
phase – HCI design; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Many aspects of the required interaction, quality and style of the software are 
demonstrated in the prototype more effectively than in the written specification. (Research 
method – participant-observation; People – senior management, sales personnel, 
project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, 
knowledge engineer and HCI designer; Project phase – HCI design, implementation 
(early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
The effectiveness with which an individual is able to visualise appears to be 
dependent upon specific characteristics. These include their role, disciplinary 
background, raw skills, ability, experience and their personal characteristics (or 
personality). Similarly, team members need to share a vision of what they are 
producing. This means they need to articulate and communicate complex and 
abstract concepts within a multi-disciplinary team context. If team members have 
different interpretations  (perhaps due to interdisciplinary differences), this can cause 
the product to be pulled in different directions causing a breakdown in conceptual 
integrity. Team issues such as unfamiliarity can also contribute to these difficulties 
(i.e. a team of people who are not familiar with each other may experience 
communication problems due to this).  
 
Related data samples 
 
…the effectiveness of accurately conveying the HCI design intent through an animated 
prototype appeared to depend upon how members of the multi-disciplinary development 
team interpreted what they saw in the visualisation. (Research method – interpretation; 
People – three senior designer/programmers and three programmers; Project phase 
– HCI design, implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 
1993 – September 1993) 
 
 This lack of any initial building blocks for individuals’ mental models of the proposed 
system complicated team communication and focus, as was seen by the levels of 
misunderstanding that occurred. (Research method – interpretation; People – three 
senior designer/programmers and three programmers; Project phase – code 
design, HCI design and implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field 
notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
As designers, software architects and programmers had not seen a system similar to the 
[project 1] software, initial expectations of what would be produced were vague, and 
mental models had to be largely constructed from scratch. (Research method – 
interpretation; People – three senior designer/programmers and three 
programmers; Project phase – code design, HCI design and implementation (early 
and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
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2.9.1.6.5 Intersection of People and Representation and Lifecycle issues 
 
Intersection, (P ∩R ∩L) 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which are 
People, Representation and Lifecycle 
Issues 
 
This intersection of all of the sets in the Venn Diagram contains two ‘categories of 
influence’. They should not be seen as dominant in the model solely by virtue of their 
appearance in all of the categories. The two categories relate to general project 
understanding (including domain knowledge and an understanding of project 
objectives) and changes in requirements. 
 
General project understanding, domain knowledge, project objectives, etc. 
The general understanding of the project, domain knowledge, project objectives, etc. 
held by team members is related to people, lifecycle and representation issues. 
 
 During project 1 software development, there was a poor distribution of general 
project understanding amongst team members. This is thought to be the cause of 
serious misunderstandings within the team and a number of unnecessarily lengthy 
project meetings. 
 
Related data samples 
 
The goals and objectives of [project 1] were not clear to all members of the development 
team. (Research method – participant-observation / ethnographic interviews; People 
– two senior designer/programmers and three programmers; Project phase – code 
design, HCI design and implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field 
notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Poor distribution of domain knowledge created a barrier to the formation of a cohesive 
team understanding of the objectives of the software and its context of use, i.e. there were 
difficulties in aligning the individuals’ mental models. (Research method – interpretation; 
People – project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, 
knowledge engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – code design, HCI design and 
implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – 
September 1993) 
 
The effect of poorly distributed domain knowledge and therefore unaligned mental models 
was lengthy project meetings (often with no concrete conclusions), many 
misunderstandings, heated discussions and frustratingly simple explanations to team 
members who had little domain knowledge. (Research method – participant-
observation; People – project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three 
programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – code design, HCI 
design and implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 
1993 – September 1993) 
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Not unlike visualisation, team members appear to have an inherent ability to 
understand software concepts, project goals, commercial goals, etc. based on some of 
the individual level characteristics outlined (e.g. disciplinary background, skills, 
abilities and personality). It should also be recognised that team members can be 
unwilling to attempt to gain a general project understanding; they may not consider it 
part of their role to gain such knowledge or they may consider it irrelevant. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
Software architects and programmers rarely sought to gain any domain understanding as 
they saw this beyond the scope of their role (Research method – participant-
observation / ethnographic interview; People – two senior designer/programmers 
and two programmers; Project phase – code design & implementation (early & late 
stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
The software lifecycle plans the involvement of team members during the production 
process. The project plan, based on the lifecycle, is used to manage the limited 
resources available to a project. Such a project plan may dictate that certain team 
members cannot join the project until a certain phase has been reached. Common 
examples of this include introducing programmers halfway through the development 
process, and reassigning people used in the early requirements elicitation stages to 
another project. The lifecycle also exerts influence on the order that tasks are carried 
out, which can effect the integration of HCI design considerations within the process. 
Therefore, the control of resources, which is defined by the lifecycle (or project plan 
based on it), has an effect on the level of general project understanding team 
members can be expected to gain. Thus, a programmer brought on to a project late 
should not be expected to be able to evaluate the relevance of their programming 
approach in the general project context, rather they should be expected to follow a 
tightly specified design. 
 
Related data samples 
 
A Gantt chart style project plan reinforced the waterfall lifecycle approach to the 
development and served to allocate tasks to individuals. (Research method – document 
analysis; Project phase – code design and implementation (early stages); Data 
Source – field notes September 1992 – May 1993) 
 
Following the production of the specification document, the [project 1] team grew to 
around 10 people. (Research method – participant-observation; Project phase – code 
design; Data Source – field notes September 1992 – May 1993) 
 
The effectiveness of representations used to convey general project understanding is 
a limiting factor when a team is trying to gain a good general project understanding. 
A complex, disciplinary specific representation may only be effective for some team 
members, leaving others with a gap in their general understanding (data samples 
relating to this finding can be found in the software ‘engineering technical notation’ 
section of 2.9.1.6.2). An unattractive or poorly written document is another example 
of a barrier to gaining consistent general project understanding. 
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Related Data Sample 
 
Each section of the Specification was produced by the relevant disciplinary area. ... Every 
section in the document was written in each individual’s own preferred font and style. The 
editing of the Specification concentrated on checking the correctness of information in the 
document rather than presentation and readability. (Research method – document 
analysis; Project phase – requirements; Data Source – field notes September 1992 – 
May 1993) 
 
 
Changes in requirements 
Changes in requirements have an effect on, or are effected by lifecycle, people and 
representation issues. 
 
Changes in requirements appear to be unavoidable in a complex software 
development. There appear to be many reasons for this, but the realities of the 
commercial software lifecycle are perhaps central to these. Requirements 
Specification documents are usually written during the preliminary phases of a 
software development; in fact some such documents form a contract with the client. 
Unfortunately, during these early stages, of a project it is likely that the requirements 
engineers and other team members will have had limited exposure to the issues in the 
Requirements Specification. Therefore, as the project continues and client/user 
contact increases, it is likely that requirements engineers will gradually gain a deeper 
understanding of the real requirements. This can mean that software team members 
become aware of better ways of meeting the client/user requirements, so changes in 
requirements may occur. 
 
Related data samples 
 
The development culture emphasises the team over the written documentation, which 
should facilitate changes as team members see fit but the development process and the 
fact that the specification is a form of contract, conspired against the intended culture. 
(Research method – participant-observation/interpretation; People – senior 
management, project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three 
programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – implementation 
(early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
...the lack of domain knowledge at the outset of the project did not provide a good basis 
for specifying software requirements or objectives and also lead to changes in 
requirements throughout the project duration (as domain knowledge improved). 
(Research method – participant-observation; People – senior management, project 
manager,  knowledge engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – requirements, HCI 
design, implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 
– September 1993) 
 
The lifecycle drives the software project in such a way that changes in requirements 
are inevitable and have a strong influence on team members. For example, economic 
considerations associated with the lifecycle dictate that team members are added to a 
project following certain linear phases. These late-arriving team members cannot 
hope to understand the background of the project and bring with them new 
interpretations of the design. 
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Related Data Sample 
 
Following the production of the specification document, the [project 1] team grew to 
around 10 people. (Research method – participant-observation; Project phase – code 
design; Data Source – field notes September 1992 – May 1993) 
 
During the initial stages of the project the lifecycle also dictates that it is necessary to 
estimate the cost of the software. This cost estimation process involves estimating 
the amount of work (effort) it will take to produce the required software. If 
requirements change subsequent to the effort estimation, it is likely that additional 
work will be necessary. Therefore, managers are usually concerned about changes in 
requirements. Consequently, team members are required to complete their assigned 
aspect of the work within the original estimated timescales. Thus, changes in 
requirements can cause friction in the team as team members (especially 
programmers) often exhibit serious concern over any changes which they perceive 
may effect them meeting performance targets (i.e. completing the code writing 
according to initial estimates). Clearly the way that changing requirements are 
managed also has a potentially strong influence on people within the software 
production process.  
 
Related data samples 
 
…any changes that were required to a module were fiercely resisted by the technical 
person responsible for it, fearing that the changes would cause them to exceed their initial 
estimates. In fact, any changes soon became met by a negative reaction (almost a reflex) 
on the part of some of the technical people. (Research method – participant-
observation/ethnographic interview; People –two senior designer/programmers, 
three programmers; Project phase – implementation (early and late stages); Data 
Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Increased quality arising from these changes was of minor importance to the technical 
core of the team, compared with staying within estimated budget. (Research method – 
participant-observation/ethnographic interview; People – two senior 
designer/programmers, three programmers; Project phase – implementation (early 
and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Representation issues influence changes in requirements in two main ways. Firstly, 
misinterpretation of representations can cause team members to perceive something 
to be a requirement change when in fact it is just a correct interpretation of the 
original representation. Clearly this can create tension within the team if the person 
estimating the amount of work has misinterpreted the design intent shown in the 
representation (the above data samples illustrate the effects of this). The second 
influence that representation issues can have is on communicating the changing 
requirements and updating the team’s shared vision of what is being produced. 
Representing changes in requirements is difficult as many representations of the 
software may need to be changed at a time when it is inconvenient to do so because 
team members are already swamped in paperwork. However, these changes must be 
communicated throughout the team using some form of representation so appended 
notes are often used to record changes in requirements and subsequent design 
changes. 
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Related Data Sample 
 
It should be noted that each team member was usually overloaded with paper (memos, 
updates, designs, etc.) throughout the process (Research method – participant-
observation/interpretation; People – senior management, project manager, three 
senior designer/programmers, three programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI 
designer; Project phase – code design, HCI design, implementation (early and late 
stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
 
Changes in requirements can cause a serious disturbance to the software production 
process and the people involved in it. The need to represent changes and to account 
for misinterpretation also contribute to the realities of this particular problem. 
Although inevitable, changes in requirements can have a considerable impact on the 
software development. 
 
Related data samples 
 
Changes to requirements or ‘moving the goal posts’, was a significant feature of the 
[project 1] development. These changes were observed to put a strain on the team and 
give rise to many misunderstandings throughout the process.(Research method – 
participant-observation/interpretation; People – senior management, project 
manager, three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, knowledge 
engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – requirements, code design, HCI design, 
implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – 
September 1993) 
 
Changes in requirements from the Specification document or from the currently accepted 
designs proved a considerable disturbance to the development process... (Research 
method – participant-observation; People – project manager, three senior 
designer/programmers, three programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI designer; 
Project phase – code design, HCI design, implementation (early and late stages); 
Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
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2.9.1.6.6 Intersection of Representation and Lifecycle issues 
 
Intersection, (R ∩L) / P 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which are 
both Representation and Lifecycle 
issues but which are not related to 
People issues 
 
This intersection is dominated by the Specification ‘category of influence’. 
 
Specification 
The specification ‘category of influence’ is concerned with the specification 
document as a representation of the proposed functionality of the software. The 
timing of the production of the specification document is dictated by the lifecycle. 
 
Specifications are used within the software process to state what the proposed 
software should do and how this will be achieved. The specification is written for 
several reasons and is aimed at a readership ranging from people with no previous 
computer experience to IT designers with 20 years experience.  
 
Related Data Sample 
 
In addition to the multi-disciplinary nature of the software team, managers and the pseudo-
client/user, each with different backgrounds and perspectives needed to understand the 
specification at some level. (Research method – participant-observation; People – 
senior management, project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three 
programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – requirements; 
Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
The specification is supposed to be clear and detailed enough for it to act as: 
 
• a contract between the software supplier and the client for what will be delivered; 
 
• a representation of the proposed software in a way that the end-user can 
understand and agree to; 
 
• a key working document for use by the software team, giving sufficiently tightly 
specified information to guide the next stage of the project. 
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Related data samples 
 
the Specification was signed-off at the highest level inside SfK and was used by the 
project manager as a kind of contract to what had been agreed we would produce. 
(Research method – participant-observation/interpretation; People – senior 
management, project manager; Project phase – requirements; Data Source – field 
notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
The loss of expertise in the team and addition of new members created a burden of 
communication on the Specification, which had to on one hand, capture lost expertise and 
on the other, inform the new team members. (Research method – participant-
observation; People – senior designer/programmers, two programmers, knowledge 
engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – requirements, code design, HCI design, 
implementation (early stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 
1993) 
 
This clearly gives rise to some representation difficulties. Further difficulties become 
apparent when the authoring skills of the specification author are considered. The 
specification can be written by a number of people (e.g. in project 1 seven people 
were involved), each with their own writing style. The writing of the specification is 
not perceived to be a representation task in software development so steps like 
editing are considered relatively low priority. The usability of a specification can be 
severely limited by the quality of the authoring and editing and the multiple roles 
(i.e. contract, system visualisation and technical document) it is asked to play. 
 
 
 
Related data samples 
 
…the diversity of uses and users of the specification and the complexity of the authoring 
task were problematic. (Research method – participant-observation/interpretation; 
People – project manager, two senior designer/programmers, one programmer, 
knowledge engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – requirements; Data Source – 
field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
The problem of diversely skilled readership was addressed by using different 
representations within the specification to give different views on the software. (Research 
method – document analysis; Project phase – requirements; Data Source – field 
notes September 1992 – May 1993) 
 
Each section of the Specification was produced by the relevant disciplinary area. ... Every 
section in the document was written in each individual’s own preferred font and style. The 
editing of the Specification concentrated on checking the correctness of information in the 
document rather than presentation and readability.(Research method – document 
analysis; Project phase – requirements; Data Source – field notes September 1992 – 
May 1993) 
 
The [project 1] Specification did not perform well in this role [as a working document for 
the team] due to the poor quality of the document. (Research method – participant-
observation; People – project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three 
programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – HCI design, 
implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – 
September 1993) 
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Many aspects of the required interaction, quality and style of the software are 
demonstrated in the prototype more effectively than in the written specification. (Research 
method – participant-observation; People – senior management, sales personnel, 
project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, 
knowledge engineer and HCI designer; Project phase – HCI design, implementation 
(early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
In the commercial software development lifecycle, completion of the specification is 
a key milestone in the development of the software. It is also the first key milestone 
so there is a lot of pressure to produce it quickly. The specification can be completed 
while there are still considerable unknowns in the future software development path. 
Such unknowns often include performance issues (e.g. how long a database will take 
to retrieve a record), integration issues (e.g. are suggested software tools or platforms 
compatible) or uncertain domain information (e.g. there may be uncertainty in the 
user task models which have been produced). Therefore, the timing of the 
specification is an important issue which is dictated by lifecycle issues. 
 
Related data samples 
 
The completion of the specification was such a significant milestone that the project 
manager presented the team with a big cake (and team-talk) to mark the occasion. 
(Research method – participant-observation; People – project manager, three senior 
designer/programmers, three programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI designer; 
Project phase – requirements; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 
1993) 
 
Whilst emphasis was placed on the Specification document as a key milestone in the 
project, it was understood that information in the Specification could be questioned and 
changed. (Research method – participant-observation; People – project manager, 
three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI 
designer; Project phase – requirements, code design, HCI design, implementation 
(early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Producing the Specification was seen by most team members as a chore, particularly as it 
meant committing themselves to a design that they were as yet unconvinced about. 
(Research method – participant-observation; People – project manager, two senior 
designer/programmers, one programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI designer; 
Project phase – requirements; Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 
1993) 
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2.9.1.6.7 Intersection of People and Lifecycle issues 
 
Intersection, (P ∩L) / R 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which are 
both People and Lifecycle issues but 
which are not related to 
Representation issues 
 
The intersection which denotes considerations which are primarily People and Lifecycle 
issues includes ‘categories of influence’ relating to the changing composition of the 
software team and emphasis on individual over team approaches. 
 
Changing Composition of Team 
The changing composition of the team is related to both People and Lifecycle issues. 
 
The changing composition of the team effects the general level and distribution of 
understanding held by the team and individuals in it. Knowledgeable team members 
may leave the team and take knowledge with them and new people may be brought 
into the team with no project knowledge. An example of this is that requirements 
engineers who work on the early stages of the project may be taken off the team 
when the implementation phase begins and programmers may be brought into the 
team at this time. Maintaining a shared vision (i.e. conceptual integrity) of complex 
and abstract software concepts is made more difficult by changing personnel.  
 
Related data samples 
 
The main effect of such changes ...(in the composition of the team)...was that some 
knowledge and experience was lost from the team, and new team members (often 
programmers) needed instruction and training. (Research method – participant-
observation; People – senior designer/programmers, two programmers, knowledge 
engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – requirements, code design, HCI design, 
implementation (early stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 
1993) 
 
The loss of expertise in the team and addition of new members created a burden of 
communication on the Specification, which had to on one hand, capture lost expertise and 
on the other, inform the new team members. (Research method – participant-
observation; People – senior designer/programmers, two programmers, knowledge 
engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – requirements, code design, HCI design, 
implementation (early stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 – September 
1993) 
 
This changing composition can be considered a lifecycle issue, strongly driven by 
commercial needs to optimise the utility of staff resources. Team members, who 
perform well at the start of the software process, when lots of communication with 
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clients and users is required, are not usually the same people that actually write the 
code. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
Resource availability demanded that during the course of the project, the composition of 
the team and the roles of team members had to change. (Research method – 
participant-observation; People – senior designer/programmers, two programmers, 
knowledge engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – requirements, code design, HCI 
design, implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes June 1993 
– September 1993) 
 
 
Emphasis on Individual over Team Approaches 
The emphasis on individual over team approaches to software development is both a 
People and a Lifecycle issue. 
 
At some level, writing software code can be considered an individual task as it is 
usual for programmers to write modules of code on their own. However, much like a 
joint authoring situation, these individually written modules must ultimately be 
combined into a coherent whole software application.  
 
Related data samples 
 
For implementation, the specification was divided into parts that could be programmed by 
an individual. (Research method – participant-observation; People – project 
manager, three senior designer/programmers, three programmers; Project phase – 
requirements, code design, implementation (early stages); Data Source – field notes 
June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
When bugs were discovered in the implementation, I was surprised at how the 
programmers took them personally. On discovery of a bug, some programmers were keen 
to attribute blame for it, seemingly to clear their own name. In some ways this seemed to 
emphasise the individualist rather than team approach to the development. (Research 
method – participant-observation / interpretation; People – three senior 
designer/programmers and three programmers; Project phase – implementation 
(early & late stages); Data Source - field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
the team oriented approach demanded by SfK to produce the [project 1] software did not 
suit all of ..(the members of the technical core of the team)... many of whom would often 
comment that they were being asked to do something which was, “not in the Spec”. 
(Research method – participant-observation; People – senior designer/programmer 
and two programmers; Project phase – code design, implementation (early & late 
stages); Data Source - field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
It is apparent that even within the programming role, individual programmers have 
specific strengths and weaknesses that define precisely what kind of code modules 
they are best able to implement. For example, some programmers are good at user 
interface coding as they are precise and consider how the module will communicate 
with the user, whilst others may have a particular skill with syntax which allows 
them to push the limits of what can be implemented in the programming language. 
Team skills (i.e. non-technical skills) which some individuals possess are also relied 
on in a software project. For example, some team members naturally lead others or 
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are particularly good at making sure everybody in the team understands what is 
required of them.  
 
Related data samples 
 
One programmer had skills which would lead us to view him as a ‘hacker’ (syntax wizard). 
I once overhead a conversation between him and the Borland C++ technical support line. 
He was phoning to find out more information about the features dialog box after it had 
been made scrollable. The technical support person informed him that it was not possible 
to make a dialog box scrollable. The programmer had already made it scrollable and was 
phoning to find out more features of this phenomenon. He had therefore apparently 
achieved the impossible and was now on his own as far as Borland were concerned. 
Another characteristic of the same programmer was his ‘ability’ to have no memory of the 
previous day. On one occasion, when asked to try something out for a meeting the 
following week, he tried it but forgot the outcome by the time the meeting came around 
(and he rarely wrote anything down). (Research method – participant-observation; 
People – programmer; Project phase – implementation (early stages); Data Source - 
field notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Younger and more inexperienced team members for example, the HCI designer and the 
knowledge engineer, out of necessity, took on more responsibility in managing the 
development, based largely on their social skills. (Research method – participant-
observation / interpretation; People – knowledge engineer & HCI designer; Project 
phase – code design, implementation (early & late stages); Data Source - field notes 
June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
Thus, in practical software developments, it is the individuals’ particular skills that 
are a key consideration when building a team or when distributing the work within 
the team. Although formal software development procedures and lifecycle may be in 
place, the ‘real’ software development demands individual performances in order for 
the team to function. 
  
Related Data Sample 
 
…the [project 1] development team were not a cohesive team oriented unit but rather a 
collection of individuals working on the same software. (Research method – participant-
observation; People – project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three 
programmers, knowledge engineer, HCI designer; Project phase – requirements, 
code design, HCI design, implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field 
notes June 1993 – September 1993) 
 
2.9.1.7 Summary 
 
The abstract representation of the data as the ‘Venn Diagram’ conceptual model, the 
‘categories of influence’ identified and the description of these constitute the main 
finding from the ethnographic study of project 1. This finding provided a narrower 
focus for the ethnographic study of project 2, to be reported next. This is illustrated by 
the funnel diagrams in sections 2.8.6, 2.8.6.1 and 2.8.6.2. 
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2.9.2 Focused Observations of Project 2 Guided by the Venn Diagram 
Conceptual Model Produced Through Project 1 Investigation 
 
This section covers the ‘focused observations’ of the ethnographic study (see section 
2.8.6.2  for a further description of this aspect of the methodology). To further focus the 
ethnography, the Venn Diagram and ‘categories of influence’ developed through the 
investigation of project 1 were used as a starting point for the study of a further year-
long project. This section begins with a brief introduction to project 2, which was 
carried out at the same software company with largely the same team as project 1. Next, 
a detailed report of the focused observations is made using the Venn Diagram and 
‘categories of influence’ as the framework for the write-up. The two projects are then 
compared. Finally, comprehension as a key theme underlying most ‘categories of 
influence’ is focussed upon. Some categories describe the features of the setting and are 
causes of the comprehension difficulties, and other categories relate to things that are 
designed to facilitate comprehension. These are suggested as targets for improving 
comprehension within a team, in particular, between the HCI designer and the 
programmers. 
 
2.9.2.1 Introduction to Software Project 2 
 
With project 2, the researcher joined essentially the same core software team as 
participant-observer, performing the role of HCI designer for the project’s duration 
(approximately one year). Specific changes to the composition of the team from the 
project 1 were:  
 
• the knowledge engineer was replaced by an existing member of staff, who was 
familiar with this kind of role; 
 
• one senior designer / programmer left the team and was replaced by an existing 
member of staff with strong mathematical skills. 
 
A further difference to the team was the close contact that was maintained with a user 
from the client organisation. This person was not considered a team member but given 
their level of contact with the team, this point could be argued. 
 
Project 2 was to develop bespoke software for regional water resource scheduling. At 
the core of the software were complex linear programming algorithms which optimally 
scheduled water resources across a complex hydraulic network based on demand 
forecasts, reservoir levels and river flows. The aim of the software was to provide a 
water company with a means of minimising the risk and cost of operating their water 
network. The software was essentially a decision-support system. 
 
The rationale for extending the ethnography to this second project is described in 
section 2.8.6.2. Essentially the second study enabled the focus of the ethnography to be 
narrowed (continuing down the funnel), whilst at the same time broadening the 
exploration of the issues by looking at a different project. Finally, the second study 
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removed several biases that may have been a feature of the project 1 study, for example, 
the researcher’s inexperience of the HCI role, team members’ unfamiliarity with each 
other and with the relevant programming languages.  
 
The application domain was quite different (but equally complex); project 2 had a real 
client and so requirements were more tightly specified; technical aspects of the 
development were different, with greater use made of prototypes and with software 
delivery to be achieved on a client’s own graphical platform (still under development). 
 
Some characteristics of project 2 illustrate the kind of software venture embarked upon: 
 
• the software had a commercial client; 
 
• this project was also complex and innovative, no software like this was believed to 
exist in the marketplace; 
 
• SFK’s software personnel had a limited understanding of the user domain, which was 
the regional operation of water networks, by senior operations personnel and field 
team leaders. In recognition of this limitation, knowledge engineers were again 
present in the software team; 
 
• At the outset of project 2, the roles, responsibilities and expectations of individuals 
within the software team had become better defined than they were at the outset of 
project 1; 
 
• the technical core of the team (the programmers and IT designers) had experience of 
the software technology to be used on the project, including Microsoft Windows 
programming, C++ and Object-Oriented design. However, they were unfamiliar with 
Microsoft C++ having previously used the Borland version. They were also 
unfamiliar with the graphical environment that the software was to be delivered to 
work on - the platform was still under development by the client company; 
 
• the project team consisted of between eight and ten people; 
 
• the project budget was approximately £400,000; 
 
• project duration was one year. 
 
These project characteristics set the scene for the software development and the 
ethnographic participant-observation findings reported in the remainder of section 2.9.2 
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2.9.2.2 Overview of the Venn Diagram Conceptual Model of Categories of Influence 
 
The detailed report of the focused observations stage of the ethnography was produced 
using the Venn Diagram and ‘categories of influence’ as the framework for the write-
up. This was done to reflect the focused nature of the ethnographic study of project 2. 
 
The project 2 software was perhaps more centrally placed in the universe of discourse 
(complex software projects produced in a commercial environment) than the project 1 
software. Project 1 had been a speculative undertaking with no external client; project 2 
was bespoke software developed for a water company. Complexities of the core of the 
project 2 software development (an advanced mathematical model) were comparable 
with those of project 1 (a KBS). Technical software complexities were more dominant 
in the development of the project 2 software as it was necessary to integrate with a 
software environment being developed concurrently by the client. Therefore, both 
project 1 and project 2 software developments were in the same universe of discourse. 
However, project 1 could be considered on the edge of it (due to its lack of direct client) 
and project 2 could be considered central to the universe of discourse. 
 
The People, Representation and Lifecycle sets were seen to be sufficient for the 
recording of the focused ethnographic study of project 2. It was not deemed necessary 
to add to them. 
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2.9.2.3 Data Supporting the Focused Observations 
 
Rationale for this kind of coding scheme is described in section 2.9.1.5. Project 2 data 
samples have been re-coded to report the research method of the inferences; deliberately 
vague descriptions of the specific people involved; and approximate identification of 
project phases from which observations and interpretations were drawn. Finally, the 
main report comprising written-up field notes is identified. The following table 
illustrates the re-coding scheme used in section 2.9.2.4. 
 
Table 2.4 Re-coding scheme adopted for reporting data samples for project 2 
Research 
method 
participant-observation 
ethnographic interview 
document analysis 
interpretation 
reflection 
People user 
senior management 
sales personnel 
project manager 
HCI designer (the researcher) 
software designer / programmer (senior programmer) 
knowledge engineer 
programmer 
Project phases5  requirements 
code design 
HCI design 
implementation (early stages)6 
implementation (late stages) 
Source of Data field notes October 1993  – August 1994 
 
                                                 
5 It should be noted that project phases are not strictly linear, for example, the code design and HCI 
design proceed  in parallel 
 
6 This also encompasses the ‘mid’ stage of implementation. During early and mid stages of development, 
the pace of implementation is normal, and various team members are beginning the translation from 
specification and code design, to implementation. 
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2.9.2.4 Focused Observations – Detailed Report of Venn Diagram (project 2) 
 
The detailed report that follows utilises the same format as that described in section 
2.9.1.6. This report is slightly different from the project 1 report for two reasons. Firstly, 
the project 1 write-up was intended to describe the Venn Diagram and the categories of 
influence. The project 2 write-up describes focused observations, using the framework 
of the Venn Diagram conceptual model, so in general the report is more directly 
descriptive of the focused observations rather than of the model. Secondly, much of the 
raw data for project 2 is strictly confidential, which placed further restrictions on the 
examples that could be included in the report. 
 
2.9.2.4.1 People Issues 
 
Set,  P 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which can 
be considered People Issues 
 
The sub-levels under the People Issues set correspond to individual level ‘categories of 
influence’, team level and management level (see section 2.9.1.6.1 for a further 
explanation) 
 
Individual-level ‘categories of influence’ 
 
Personality  
During project 2, the client company’s own software developments were ongoing. 
The project 2 software ultimately had to be integrated with the client’s software 
environment, which was itself in its formative stages. It is likely that the reserved and 
unconfident personalities of some of the key technical individuals within the 
development team made this integration much more difficult as they shunned liaison 
with the client company’s software developers and therefore created a 
communication problem. This lack of technical communication meant that the 
software team’s understanding of the client’s software environment was also fairly 
poor. 
 
Technical issues involved in integrating project 2 software and the client’s software 
environment were primarily handled through the development team’s requirements 
engineer and HCI designer due to their people skills, even though these people were 
not directly involved with writing any code.  
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Related Data Sample 
 
Once again, one of the programmers had a problem, which he knew none of us could help 
with but he asked people in our office about it, rather than pick up the telephone to the 
programmers at the client company. When he returned to his desk I provided 
encouragement for him to telephone the relevant programmers. On other occasions I have 
telephoned them myself on a programmer’s behalf, having built up a relationship with the 
client company’s programmers it was easy to for me to talk to them. However, this was not 
ideal as the technical detail of what needed to be said had to explained to me at both ends 
of the phone. None of the programmers seem to have built up a friendly relationship with 
the programmers at the client company.(Research method – participant-observation; 
People – two senior designer/programmer and two programmers; Project phase – 
implementation (early stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 
1994) 
 
 
Role   
Following the experience gained from project 1, the role of the HCI designer was 
more clearly defined in project 2. Both the HCI designer and other team members 
had gained a better understanding of the extent, responsibilities and priorities 
associated with the HCI role. For example, that my skills enabled me to understand 
software engineering notations and representations was now recognised; previously, 
notations and representations were considered to be of no relevance to an HCI 
designer (see section 2.9.2.4.2 – software engineering notation data samples).  
 
Software architects and programmers continued to get along without gaining domain 
understanding for themselves. 
 
Related Data Samples 
 
Six months into the project and a senior programmer asked me what a blue triangle 
means [a symbol used in the display]. I can’t help feeling exasperated that this person has 
not yet learned about the most fundamental aspect of the system we are building – the 
blue triangle represented a reservoir, possibly the most important aspect of the software 
we were building. How can a senior programmer consider such knowledge beyond the 
scope of their role when they are making day-to-day decisions that shape the software? 
(Research method – participant-observation; People – senior designer/programmer; 
Project phase – implementation (early stages); Data Source – field notes October 
1993 – August 1994) 
 
Conflicts between role priorities were evident in the project 2 development (see the 
data sample described in the following section). 
 
Disciplinary Background  
At times the fundamental stance adopted by some team members over particular 
issues apparently related back to their core disciplinary background. The 
implementation of modeless dialog boxes (i.e. the facility to allow the user to interact 
with several dialog boxes on screen concurrently, as opposed to the default modal 
behaviour which dictates that only one dialog at a time could appear on screen) was 
one example.  
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Related data sample 
 
Because part of the user’s task involved comparing reservoir levels (shown as graphs) in 
several reservoirs at once, it was necessary to view this information on screen 
concurrently. To achieve this end the HCI design specified modeless dialogs for the 
display of reservoir levels. As the development progressed it became apparent that this 
aspect of the HCI design was being ignored. Over the period of several weeks I would 
have regular heated discussions with several key programmers about why this had not 
been done. They viewed this aspect of the design as an embellishment and would often 
retort, “what would you rather have, modeless dialogs or software that works?” These 
programmers team members thought that as long as the information was available to the 
user in some form (i.e. sequentially) there was no need to expend extra programming 
effort to enable them to access information concurrently. These team members refused to 
acknowledge the importance of the user’s comparison task. (Research method – 
participant-observation/ethnographic interview; People – two senior 
designer/programmers, two programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – 
implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – 
August 1994) 
 
 
Skills, ability, competence and experience 
At the outset of project 2, technical team members were more familiar with C++, 
Windows and Object-Oriented Design (OOD), but they were still not experts. 
Further technical unknowns arose due to the switch to Microsoft Visual C++ 
(programmers only had experience of Borland C++) and the need to integrate with 
the client’s software environment. Despite the unknowns, the team were more 
familiar with the tools they would have to use, than they were at the outset of project 
1. 
 
At the outset of project 2, the HCI designer had gained considerably more experience 
through project 1 and other smaller projects which ran concurrently. 
 
It became further apparent throughout project 2 that a person’s ability to visualise 
software concepts is a personal skill or ability. The requirements engineer and the 
HCI designer were both able to visualise the proposed software effectively, whilst 
most other team members were not. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
During demonstrations of the visual prototype, some programmers appear to be limited to 
contemplation of individual aspects of the system, rather than building an overall 
conceptual model of it. Such team members regularly came back to ask further questions 
about the design. Through this questioning, it was apparent that they had little overall 
conceptualisation of how the system fitted together. (Research method – participant-
observation and interpretation; People – two senior designer/programmers, two 
programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – code design, implementation (early 
and late stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
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Team-level ‘categories of influence’ 
 
Unfamiliarity 
The team involved in producing the project 2 software was largely the same team 
that produced the project 1 software. These people were by now more familiar with 
each other and this appeared to make things run more smoothly. This was especially 
noticeable with respect to the acceptance of the HCI designer role, which by now 
most people understood. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
Following the introduction of a new team member I am forced to reflect upon how the rest 
of the team have now gained an acceptance of HCI design. The new team member 
refused to acknowledge HCI design considerations. This was something I had grown used 
to, more surprising was that I was no longer fighting this attitude on a daily basis with the 
rest of the team, as had been the case throughout much of project 1. This apparent 
change of attitude could have come from their prolonged exposure to the HCI designer 
role, or conceivably, from the fact that I was now a familiar team member. (Research 
method – participant-observation / ethnographic interview; People – three senior 
designer/programmers, three programmers; Project phase – implementation (early 
stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
 
Interdisciplinary Issues 
The disagreements about the inclusion of modeless dialog boxes in the software 
(discussed under the heading ‘Disciplinary Background’ above) could also be 
labelled an interdisciplinary issue. 
 
A further interdisciplinary issue was that team members from different disciplines 
appeared to draw different information from a visual prototype according to their 
disciplinary (or role) priorities (this is discussed further under the ‘Software 
Prototypes’ section). 
 
 
Management-level ‘categories of influence’ 
 
Management Influence 
Project 2 was a very high profile and commercially important software development 
for the software development company. This led to considerable interest and 
influence from senior management and the deadline for the software delivery was a 
more keenly felt commercial deadline than that of project 1. 
 
Senior management had a continuous involvement with the client company 
throughout the duration of the project. Some of this took the form of knowledge 
elicitation for the project and gaining greater domain familiarisation. However, the 
majority of the client contact took the form of consultancy work, aiding the re-
organisation of the client company processes. It was not always clear to members of 
the development team what management were doing at the client company. 
Feedback of information relating directly to the project was often ineffective.  
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Related Data Sample 
 
Towards the end of project 2 the senior manager of SFK demanded a demonstration of 
the nearly completed software. This manager had not been involved in the day-to-day 
activities of the project team and had instead spent the majority of time based at the client 
company, analysing requirements and becoming involved in business process re-
engineering activities (BPR). During this demonstration, in front of the whole team, the 
manager became convinced that the software had failed to meet her expectations 
regarding a particular requirement. Consequently, the whole team was extensively 
hollered at by the manager. This illustrates the lack of communication between the 
manager that spent a considerable amount of time at the client company, and the software 
development team. The manager had also failed to take into consideration the effect of 
her actions on the team that had worked solidly for over a month (including evenings and 
weekends) to get the software to this stage of development. (Research method – 
participant-observation; People – senior management, project manager, three 
senior designer/programmers, three programmers, knowledge engineer and HCI 
designer; Project phase – implementation (late stages); Data Source – field notes 
October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
Management clearly had an influence on the team, not least relating to team 
members’ morale. 
 
2.9.2.4.2 Representation Issues 
 
Set,  R 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which can 
be considered Representation Issues 
 
Software engineering technical notation, e.g. DFD 
The initial representation of the structure of the project 2 software consisted of an 
overview of the software, using an ad hoc and non-formal representation 
(conceivably a context diagram).  This overview of the software was then turned 
into an object-oriented design in the form of a class diagram. The main differences 
between these two forms of representation were that the latter required knowledge of 
the notation to interpret, was more formal and less ambiguous. 
 
The next level of design detail was represented using Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs). 
These provided a notation and level of detail which were not easy to interpret and not 
accessible to people unfamiliar with the notation and other software engineering 
concepts. DFDs did not provide a suitable representation for object-oriented software 
development under Microsoft Windows, but they were the representation that most 
team members were familiar with. 
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Alternative representations for the detailed design were considered during the design 
phase but were inaccessible without training and would therefore have involved 
considerable learning curves. 
 
The detailed software design represented by the DFDs was validated in design 
reviews by walking-through various functional processes shown in the diagrams.  
 
Related Data Sample 
 
I was invited to several meetings to confirm that these representations matched my 
conceptualisation of the proposed form of the project 2 software. Because I understood  
DFD notation, I was able to review (walk through) this representation of the design to 
ensure that it was consistent with my conceptual model of the design. (Research method 
– participant-observation; People – project manager, two senior 
designer/programmers,  knowledge engineer and HCI designer; Project phase – 
code design; Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
Therefore, this means of reviewing the software engineering representation of the 
design relied on the HCI designer having a good understanding of the DFD notation 
and a good mental model of the proposed software. 
 
The primary (most commonly referred to and most accurate) representation of the 
vision of the project 2 software was the extensive software prototype that was 
constructed. 
 
 
Software Prototypes 
Extensive use was made of prototypes in the analysis of current user tasks, the 
modelling of future tasks and as a clear visual representation of the proposed 
software. Scenarios, derived from task analysis, were built-in to the prototype’s 
façade to facilitate a realistic explanation of the proposed software in context. This 
scenario-driven approach was found to be particularly effective for helping team 
members and users visualise how the software would be used. 
 
The prototype was of particular use in illustrating the requirements specification, a 
representation of the software which several people (including the user) were unable 
to make sense of. So where the written specification had failed to elicit feedback, the 
prototype was usually more successful. In some respects, the prototype became a 
kind of animated specification. 
 
The visual prototype was found to be an inherently useful tool in eliciting 
requirements from end users. 
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Related Data Sample 
 
The first time we tried to present the visual prototype to the user we failed to install it on 
the user’s computer. The proposed software was instead illustrated to the user by making 
use of a complete set of screen printouts from the prototype. Presentation of the proposed 
software in this way was extremely ineffective and feedback generated was poor, primarily 
because the user appeared disinterested and unable to comprehend the significance of 
the screen printouts. A week later I returned and successfully installed the computer 
prototype on the user’s own desktop computer. The difference in the attitude of the user 
was marked, he was immediately interested, even captivated with what was on screen. 
(Research method – participant-observation; People – knowledge engineer, HCI 
designer and user; Project phase – requirements; Data Source – field notes October 
1993 – August 1994) 
 
The difference in the effectiveness of the prototype demonstration and the screen 
printout demonstration make this observation particularly noteworthy because the 
information shown in both presentations was identical. There are several possible 
explanations for this. One explanation might be that the user was a novice computer 
user which may have effected his perception of what appeared on the computer 
screen (the first prototype iteration was little more than an animated slide show). 
Possibly the best explanation is that the conceptual leap from printed paper to 
computer screen was too much for this user to comprehend but actually seeing an 
animated screen presentation on his computer screen made the whole demonstration 
less abstract. The prototype seemed to empower the user to visualise the software 
and enable him to provide effective feedback.  
 
When interviewed at the end of the project, the end user had no recollection of ever 
having seen the prototype that was produced early on in the development process. 
Even when shown the old prototype side by side with the finalised project 2 software 
the user still could not recognise it. One possible explanation for this is that the user 
assumed that the prototype iterations were early versions of the project 2 software. 
From a software developer’s perspective, this is quite hard to understand as the 
prototype was very clearly non-functional software and very different from early 
versions of the actual software. However, this is perhaps further evidence of the 
potential of the prototyping approach for facilitating comprehension and 
visualisation of software under construction. Such issues raised some concerns 
around managing expectations, as after only a month of development time the user 
apparently assumed that most of the software development work was completed. 
 
One problem with the prototyping approach was with the iterative nature of the 
process. It was apparent that the best feedback was from the end-user and the client, 
through the use of successive prototype iteration. Because every visit to the client 
company derived more information, it was difficult to decide when enough had been 
obtained. Similarly it was difficult to decide when the design shown in the prototype 
was sufficiently complete and correct. Consequently, the prototyping to continued 
long into the project, which had the effect of delaying the commencement of 
programming. In essence, the problem is how to decide when to stop prototype 
iteration. 
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During the process of developing the prototype, the client organisation was  
developing abstract schematic representations (analogous to the London 
Underground map - pseudo geographical and logically accurate) of their main water 
resources, treatment and transfers. The identified user of project 2 software was also 
interested in the design of the schematic representations and would often focus on 
what were only sample representations of these in the prototype. This contributed to 
what appeared to be a more general problem with presenting prototypes - what to do 
when the user wishes to stop the flow of the presentation to discuss an on-screen 
detail. Of course, this was a major route to generating feedback, but it had a 
damaging effect on the continuity of a demonstration. It became an art form to focus 
the user’s attention on the particular aspect of the prototype on which feedback was 
wanted. 
 
Extensive use was made of the prototype in explaining the functionality and HCI 
design intent of the proposed software to other team members (much more so than 
was the case in project 1). 
 
The focusing of attention on aspects of the prototype outside the sphere of the current 
discussion also applied when presenting it to members of the software team. Team 
members sometimes interpreted what was shown in the prototype in very different 
ways (this issue is of relevance to ‘Interdisciplinary Issues’, ‘Disciplinary 
Background’ and ‘Visualisation’ in the conceptual model). The most likely 
explanation for this appeared to be that people would look at the prototype primarily 
from the perspective of what it meant to their specific job. For example, a database 
designer would focus on the data displayed in a dialog box or a user interface 
programmer may wonder how dialog boxes which can be viewed concurrently would 
be implemented and if this is really necessary. This proved to be a paradoxical 
problem as often dummy data had to be displayed in the prototype to provide a 
suitable context for illustrating other points, but the dummy data itself would detract 
from the main point. 
 
Utilisation of the prototype as a means of explaining design intent within the team 
also had some other drawbacks. The programmers exhibited a reluctance to refer to 
the prototype themselves, instead preferring to ask the HCI designer questions about 
the design. This caused considerable disruption to the HCI designer’s work. 
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Related data samples 
 
Programmers rarely turned to the visual prototype to ascertain how an aspect of the 
proposed software had been designed, even though the prototype was available to all of 
them on the network. Instead, I became the focal point for any queries they had about 
aspects of the design. Often a programmer would approach my desk with a question that 
they would invariably require an immediate answer to. Often, I would answer the question 
by calling up the prototype and demonstrating the feature that the query related to. Quite 
often the programmer would query an aspect of the design presented and I would explain 
its purpose and design rationale from my own understanding (this usually related back to 
the user’s tasks). (Research method – participant-observation; People – three senior 
designer/programmers, three programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – 
implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – 
August 1994) 
 
One programmer has a peculiar mannerism when I use the prototype to explain the 
answer to his design questions. He would stand behind me and only half-look at the 
screen, he would look at the screen in fleeting glances and look away quickly. This mode 
of interaction persisted with this programmer throughout the implementation of the project 
2 software. (Research method – participant-observation; People – senior 
designer/programmer and HCI designer; Project phase – implementation (early and 
late stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
Perhaps some programmers found it easier and more efficient to ask the HCI 
designer about an aspect of the HCI design. However, others seemed to have a 
deeper-rooted reluctance to refer to the prototype. As an ethnographer, my 
interpretation of the behaviour of the programmer that would only half-look at the 
prototype is that he perhaps felt threatened by the functional requirements and 
features shown in the prototype and the high expectations which it generated. This 
may also be part of the explanation for the other programmers asking me questions 
directly rather than referring to the prototype. With Visual Basic it was often easy to 
dummy up or imply functionality which would be extremely difficult to construct in 
practice. The prototype and prototype developer (the HCI designer) received a lot of 
credit from management for producing the prototype which the technical team 
members were then expected to produce.  
 
An important flaw in the use of the visual prototype was that design rationale was 
not conveyed alongside the HCI design. Thus, technical team members were not in a 
position to negotiate effectively over an aspect of the implementation. It was not 
obvious to them whether the aspect was fundamental to the design or merely added 
by the HCI designer on a whim. Because programmers were not in a position to 
negotiate, the HCI designer needed to have a good appreciation of the 
implementation language in order to ensure that the design could be implemented. 
This meant that the programmers were not in a position to suggest improvements to 
the HCI design because they were not told what each aspect of functionality was 
trying to achieve and why. This reduced the scope for programmers to suggest neater 
technical solutions to aspects of the design shown in the prototype. These could have 
been equally acceptable in relation to HCI design intent and may save several weeks 
programming effort. 
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A spin-off benefit of having produced a prototype was that it was frequently used to 
give demonstrations of how the software would work when completed to people at 
all levels in the client company. This was sometimes done to demonstrate progress, 
or to illustrate aspects of the requirements specification, or to show the software to a 
wider audience (the implications of using the software were far reaching), or to focus 
the direction of other projects which were to be integrated with project 2 software 
and advise the client on their IT strategy. Without fail, the prototype was well 
received at all levels, mainly because it enabled people to visualise how the software 
would eventually fit in with working practices. For example, it had been difficult to 
get feedback on the written requirements specification from some quarters, but using 
the prototype to illustrate it and help people to visualise what the software would do, 
feedback was forthcoming. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
I have had to spend several days making the operation of the prototype more obvious so 
that a manager could operate the façade at a client presentation. Up until now the 
prototype has been a tool for me to use to gather user requirements and to report these 
back to the development team. As such, it was operated by various hidden means like 
mouse clicks in hidden areas of the screen (to avoid adding visual features to the screen 
that would detract from the system concept being demonstrated). (Research method – 
participant-observation; People – senior management and HCI designer; Project 
phase – requirements; Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
The hidden operation of aspects of the prototype could be a further explanation for 
programmers reluctance to use it. 
 
2.9.2.4.3 Lifecycle Issues 
 
Set,  L 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which can 
be considered Lifecycle Issues 
 
HCI Criticality in the Design Phase 
As with project 1, the HCI design phase for project 2 again delayed the 
commencement of programming.  
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Related Data Sample 
 
I was unwilling to pass over parts of the design on to programmers on a piecemeal basis, 
in case of the need for significant changes to be made later. (Research method – 
reflection; People – HCI designer; Project phase – HCI design and early 
implementation; Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
Iterations of the prototype and uncertainty of both user tasks and the correctness of 
the design motivated this attitude. The programming work was therefore delayed and 
the program possibly suffered as a result. In fact, several members of the team 
worked a seven day week and a minimum 12 hour day during the month prior to 
software delivery. This was not the fault of the HCI design activity, more a statement 
of the amount of domain knowledge and task analysis that was required in order to 
get the design of the software right. 
 
 
2.9.2.4.4 Intersection of People and Representation issues 
 
Intersection, (P ∩R) / L 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which are 
both People and Representation issues 
but which are not related to the 
Lifecycle 
 
Visualisation 
The prototype proved to be a powerful means of aiding team members’ visualisation 
of the software (this ‘Visualisation’ section is closely related with much of the 
discussion in the ‘Software Prototypes’ section). The prototype for project 2 spanned 
the whole system and could be demonstrated with simulated real use scenarios. 
Prototypes produced for project 1 only covered several individual aspects of the 
interface and these were less powerful (and less convincing). Overall, it is believed 
that there were less misunderstandings during the project 2 development than during 
the project 1 development. This was perhaps due to the early availability of the 
extensive HCI prototype, which afforded team members a means to visualise how 
the proposed software should look and behave. 
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Related Data Sample 
 
A new young programmer joined the team and began asking some tricky questions of the 
design, the answers to which were not immediately obvious. A meeting was convened to 
discuss the concerns of this programmer. Such meetings had been commonplace during 
the project 1 development and were often lengthy and ended without satisfactory 
conclusion. By contrast, I was surprised that within 5 minutes the meeting resolved the 
tricky questions. I believe this was because the combined conceptualisation held by the 
other team members was relatively coherent and consistent, such that new problems 
arising could not shake the foundations of the jointly held conceptual model. (Research 
method – participant-observation and interpretation; People – project manager, 
three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, knowledge engineer, and 
HCI designer; Project phase – implementation (early stages); Data Source – field 
notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
The detailed technical design of the project 2 software was represented by DFDs. 
The design was verified against the overall design intent reflected in the prototype by 
the HCI designer and requirements engineer in a design review meeting with the IT 
designers who had produced the DFDs (see section 2.9.2.4.2 on software engineering 
notation). Both the HCI designer and requirements engineer had formed an 
apparently consistent mental model, or vision, of how the project 2 software would 
ultimately work, through the visualisation afforded by the  prototype. Their mental 
models and understanding of DFDs and other software concepts allowed them to 
assess whether the software represented in the DFDs would be consistent with the 
design intent reflected in the prototype. In other words, the HCI designer and 
requirements engineer were checking that the IT designers had understood the 
problem and had produced an appropriate design, which would allow the software to 
function according to the visualisation afforded by the prototype. 
 
The specification document for the software was primarily aimed at satisfying the 
clients’ requirements for such a document. It was not very effective at facilitating 
communication and comprehension within the team or the client organisation. The 
prototype came to be regarded as an animated visualisation of the specification of the 
project 2 software. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
One programmer seemed determined to find fault with the specification, complaining that 
a detailed breakdown of particular aspects of functionality were, “not in the spec”. This 
programmer would not acknowledge the impossibility of specifying every detail of a 
complex Windows program, and rather than seeking to discover the missing information 
from another source, would claim that he could not proceed at his task until the missing 
information was forthcoming. The same programmer would respond slightly more 
positively to the idea that the prototype showed the design intent, rather than the letter of 
the detail. For this, and similar reasons, it was decreed that the actual specification of the 
software comprised the prototype and the written specification document together. 
(Research method – participant-observation; People – programmer; Project phase – 
implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – 
August 1994) 
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2.9.2.4.5 Intersection of People and Representation and Lifecycle issues 
 
Intersection, (P ∩R ∩L) 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which are 
People, Representation and Lifecycle 
Issues 
 
General project understanding, domain knowledge, project objectives, etc. 
Several team members developed considerable understanding of the domain, project 
objectives, etc. However, some team members, notably those making day to day 
technical decisions which actually shaped the software (at a detailed level), gained 
little general project understanding and very little domain knowledge. These 
technical team members often relied upon second-hand information from other 
sources rather than formulating an understanding of the project and domain for 
themselves. (see data sample in section 2.9.2.4.1 under role). 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
Poorly distributed domain understanding created the need for a highly detailed 
specification, which was not effectively facilitated by SfK’s development approach. 
(Research method – participant-observation / ethnographic interview; People – 
project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, 
knowledge engineer and HCI designer; Project phase – code design, 
implementation (early stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 
1994) 
 
Some technical team members insulated themselves from the problems associated 
with the real world domain of the software and preferred to have their work tightly 
specified by others (see data sample in the Visualisation category in section 
2.9.2.4.4). This created difficulties in negotiations over functionality. Sometimes an 
aspect of functionality which was of fundamental importance to the user’s task 
would be viewed as an embellishment, rather than a necessity, by the programmers. 
An example of this was the implementation of modeless dialogs (a technically 
difficult aspect of the program). Technical team members would often say something 
like “what would you rather have, software that runs or modeless dialogs?” (see 
‘Disciplinary Background’ in section 2.9.2.4.1). 
 
 
Changes in requirements 
The project 2 software was designed to facilitate a task that was not performed 
currently (mathematical optimisation of weekly water resources). Developing 
software for a complex new application made changes in requirements inevitable. 
 
Assessing iterations of the prototype with the user would often generate new ideas or 
destroy old ones. Some team members perceived this as changing requirements. 
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Early on in the process, this was an unwarranted criticism as formative inputs were 
being sought by such sessions. However, continuing the HCI prototyping until a late 
stage did allow some new ideas (or changes) to be generated late in the development 
process. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
Programmers constantly pin the blame for changes to requirements on me. Partly this 
stems from the fact that my visits with the user do cause requirements to change as I gain 
a better understanding of the tasks. However, as the HCI designer I am also the first 
person that has to deal with ANY requirements change, as I have to accommodate the 
change in the HCI design. Therefore, I am invariably the person that has to break the 
news of the change to the programmers. Consequently, they believe that all changes are 
created by me – however much I try and explain otherwise. (Research method – 
participant-observation and reflection; People – three senior 
designer/programmers, three programmers and HCI designer; Project phase – 
implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – 
August 1994) 
  
The complexity of the mathematical formulation of the water network and the linear 
programming solver in itself generated some changes in requirements at a late stage 
of development as technical details became finalised. From a mathematical 
viewpoint, it became obvious that the user would sometimes have to relax the 
constraints on the linear programming formulation in order to produce a solution. 
This made it necessary for the HCI Designer to come up with a way of 
communicating this complex feature to a user who was largely ignorant of the 
workings of linear programming. In other words, the mathematical model was the 
source of new requirements on the user interface at a late stage in the development. 
 
The influence of the Lifecycle on programmers’ attitudes to changing requirements 
was the same as for project 1. Programmers were asked to keep within their estimates 
made at the early stages of the project. Estimates made at such an early stage would 
almost certainly be incorrect for the development of innovative software. Despite 
this, programmers tried fiercely to stay within their estimates. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
On one occasion, it was decided that a part of the system should not be implemented as it 
would take too long and had little added value. When I broke the news of this to a senior 
programmer/architect he became quite distressed, sucked his teeth and mumbled that he 
would have to, “revise his estimates”. The implication being that this constituted a change 
in requirements and as such would inevitably result in more work than sticking to the 
original plan. Amongst other team members it was a source of considerable humour that 
this programmer believed it would take longer to do less work. (Research method – 
participant-observation; People – senior designer/programmer; Project phase – 
implementation (late stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 
1994) 
 
 Changing requirements were difficult to communicate to the project 2 team as they 
were already swamped with paper. It was particularly difficult to keep them 
informed of changes to the specification. 
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Related data samples 
 
Team members were ultimately provided with around 7 versions of the specification. 
Some of these contained a front sheet explaining the changes from the previous version 
and some did not. This didn’t seem to matter too much because a number of programmers 
apparently never referred to the specification and certainly had trouble finding a copy 
when they needed one. (Research method – participant-observation and 
interpretation; People –  senior designer/programmer, two programmers; Project 
phase – implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes October 
1993 – August 1994) 
 
The knowledge engineer undertook to maintain a data dictionary [a list of data items that 
formed part of the software under construction and a description of each] in a word 
processor file. The task of keeping this up-to-date and communicating changes to the rest 
of the team became a significant effort. (Research method – participant-observation; 
People – knowledge engineer; Project phase – code design, implementation (early 
and late stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
 
2.9.2.4.6 Intersection of Representation and Lifecycle issues 
 
Intersection, (R ∩L) / P 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which are 
both Representation and Lifecycle 
issues but which are not related to 
People issues 
 
Specification 
The specification was primarily written for the client to form a contract for the 
software. It was used at all levels within the client organisation to explain to people 
(including the user) what the software would do, thus helping them to provide 
technical input and critique. For some readers in the client organisation, the 
specification did not effectively fulfil this role. This was apparent, because 
individuals with strong vested interest in the software who provided little input when 
they read the specification, provided considerable input when they were shown the 
prototype (which reflected much of what was stated in the specification). 
 
The prototype regularly performed the role of ‘animated specification’, for showing a 
variety of people, e.g. users, team members or other members of the client 
organisation, what the proposed system would do and how. In fact, it was decided 
that the prototype formed part of the specification of the project 2 software, but in 
reality it was treated as a guide by team members (the written specification by 
contrast was treated as a binding contract).  
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Related data samples 
 
Ultimately, the use of the specification as a contract proved to be a serious flaw in the 
flexible approach taken to specification. (Research method – participant-observation; 
People – project manager, three senior designer/programmers, three programmers, 
knowledge engineer, and HCI designer; Project phase – requirements, code design, 
HCI design, implementation (early and late stages); Data Source – field notes 
October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
…as the Specification document was signed-off, it was in the project manager’s interests 
to ensure that no further changes were made as the Specification formed a contract 
outlining what would be produced by the venture.(Research method – participant-
observation; People – senior management, project manager; Project phase – 
requirements; Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
The specification was also used as the main working document for the development 
team. This use of the specification was clearly compromised by its other use as a 
client document, from the style it was written in to the information it contained. In 
addition, there was a tendency (and partly a requirement) to divide the software 
development into chunks that could be implemented by an individual working alone. 
Thus, the specification still had a dominant role and encouraged team members to 
buy-in to chunks of the development, rather than the whole project, despite the 
emphasis on teamwork and communication being greater on this project than on 
project 1. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
The format of the specification was dictated by the client organisation. Our desire to 
include task analysis as a section in the document led us to bend the rules and slip this 
section in. The client noticed this, queried it and asked us to remove it from the 
specification.(Research method – participant-observation; People – project manager 
and HCI designer; Project phase – requirements; Data Source – field notes October 
1993 – August 1994) 
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2.9.2.4.7 Intersection of People and Lifecycle issues 
 
Intersection, (P ∩L) / R 
 
 
 
‘Categories of Influences’ which are 
both People and Lifecycle issues but 
which are not related to 
Representation issues 
 
Changing Composition of Team 
Nobody left the project 2 development team during the project, although some 
technical people (mainly programmers) joined the team six months after the project 
had started. Nobody leaving the team was an unusual occurrence, perhaps due to the 
commercial significance of the project to the SFK. This may be one of the reasons 
why the development of the project 2 software progressed smoothly with few 
misunderstandings and little re-work. A further reason could be that two particular 
team members (a requirements analyst and the HCI designer) stayed with the team 
throughout the development. Both of these team members appeared to be good at 
understanding requirements, conceptualising the software, and conveying this to 
other team members. 
 
The team apparently maintained a good degree of shared vision of the software (see 
data sample relating to Visualisation in section 2.9.2.4.4). However, several team 
members cared little for an understanding of the application domain context of the 
software (see data sample relating to Role in section 2.9.2.4.1) and had little general 
understanding of the project objectives. Such team members, however, did have a 
voice in design meetings, which made technical decisions about the direction of the 
software, and they also made other day-to-day technical decisions in the course of 
their own work. These team members seemed reluctant to ‘buy-in’ to the project as a 
whole and would be seen to ‘buy-in’ only to the sections of the software which they 
produced. 
 
 
Emphasis on Individual over Team Approaches 
Emphasis on the skills of the individual was an important aspect of the project 2 
development. During project 2, the skills of one particular programmer tacitly made 
him the ‘Windows Expert’. Ultimately, there was strong emphasis placed upon the 
skills of this person to bring the software together. It was clear from very early on in 
the project that much of the development work would fall on this team member (who 
was an enormously disorganised person with an extremely unstructured approach to 
the production of software but who was brilliant with syntax - a ‘hacker’).  
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Related Data Sample 
 
I took the project manager aside at the outset of the project and pointed out that the 
development would all come down to one programmer (the Windows expert). Almost a 
year later he well remembered my prophecy and appeared amazed that I was able to read 
the future with such accuracy. (Research method – participant-observation / 
ethnographic interview; People – project manager, and HCI designer; Project phase 
– requirements/implementation (late stages); Data Source – field notes October 
1993 – August 1994) 
 
This is only one example from project 2 where the skills of a particular individual 
were vital to the success of the project. Other examples include the fact that a few 
team members ‘championed’ the project, providing drive and initiative to the 
development. The efforts of individuals outside their general role titles appeared to 
be vital to the production of the project 2 software. 
 
Related Data Sample 
 
The knowledge engineer and myself have apparently become a kind of knowledge-base 
for the team. Together we have clear understanding of what the software should do and its 
context of use, so we get to answer a vast range of different sorts of questions for the rest 
of the team. Sometimes questions can be quickly answered by either of us based on our 
conceptualisation and other times we need to put our heads together to come up with the 
appropriate decision. Occasionally, a question arises that is not covered by our 
conceptualisations and so needs some research to discover an answer. (Research 
method – participant-observation; People – knowledge engineer and HCI designer; 
Project phase – code design, HCI design, implementation (early stages and late 
stages); Data Source – field notes October 1993 – August 1994) 
 
From observation of the project 2 development, it is again clear that the commercial 
development process necessitates splitting the specification document into chunks to 
be produced by individual programmers. Thus, a large part of the software 
production task is carried out by individual efforts, which are later combined. 
 
2.9.2.4.8 Summary 
 
The detailed report of project 2 observations focused by the Venn Diagram and 
categories of influence is only the beginning of the ‘focused observations’ section of the 
funnel. The next stage down the funnel involves a basic comparison of the findings 
from project 1 and project 2. 
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2.9.2.5 Basic Comparison of Project 1 and Project 2 Software Developments 
 
A formal comparison of the two case studies would be inappropriate (and was not 
planned) as there are too many extraneous factors, which contributed to the differences 
in the software developments. However, as a participant in both software developments, 
I observed several differences between them. The remainder of this section is my 
interpretation of these differences. 
 
The most notable difference was that project 2 progressed much more smoothly than 
project 1. The project 2 team maintained a consistent impression of the software under 
construction and major misunderstandings (which had been a feature of project 1, often 
requiring re-work) were reduced. There are several possible reasons for this, which may 
be considered: 
 
• more use was made of visual prototypes to explain the proposed software to team 
members. This method of helping the team members visualise and understand 
probably also helped them maintain a consistent mental model of the software; 
 
• one person who joined the project 2 team and was not a part of the project 1 team, 
and another team member, who had been on the project 1 team, were apparently 
strong conceptualisers. These team members were also good communicators who 
made a considerable effort to explain elements of the design to other team members 
(who were less able and willing to conceptualise); 
 
• the team members had become more familiar with each other and were able to 
understand each other better; 
 
• the technical core of the team had become more familiar with implementation 
languages (C++) and programming under Windows. However, there were still 
unknowns in this area; Microsoft C++ was used instead of Borland (different 
function libraries created a learning curve) and the software was to run under a 
graphical schematic interface (Schematics) which was still under heavy 
development; 
 
• there was a real client for the project 2 software so requirements were more clearly 
defined. 
 
Although further comparisons between the projects could be made, this was not the 
intention of the study and such views cannot be firmly supported. 
 
2.9.2.6 Underlying Finding of the Ethnographic Investigation - Comprehension 
 
Peer analysts rejected the direct association of the ‘categories of influence’ with specific 
underlying themes of communication and comprehension, during the analysis of raw 
data relating to project 1. However, during the ethnographic study of project 2, it is 
apparent to the researcher that most of the ‘categories of influence’ in the model have a 
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comprehension dimension. Figure 2.7 illustrates those categories that are related to the 
issue of comprehension. Some ‘categories of influence’ aimed to convey an 
understanding of the software being produced, e.g. the specification, and other 
categories sought to explain why comprehension problems may exist within a software 
development team, e.g. changing composition of the team. 
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Figure 2.7 ‘Categories of Influence’ within the Conceptual Model that can effect 
comprehension 
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2.9.2.7 ‘Categories of Influence’ That Are Features of the Commercial Arena 
 
Some of the ‘categories of influence’ within the Venn Diagram representation provide a 
context for the comprehension difficulties that exist and are apparently features of the 
complex commercial software development arena. Those features considered dominant 
are outlined below. 
 
2.9.2.7.1 Individuals’ Characteristics Appeared to Effect Their Ability to 
Understand, Visualise and Explain Software 
 
Categories of influence, including ‘Personality’, ‘Skills, Competence and Experience’, 
and ‘Disciplinary Background’, describe the characteristics of an individual in the 
development team. A combination of these characteristics appeared to effect a person’s 
ability to understand and explain various software concepts. A particularly important 
characteristic seemed to be an individual’s ability to visualise (see sections 2.9.1.6.1 and 
2.9.2.4.1 and the ‘Visualisation’ category in section 2.9.1.6.4) 
 
Curtis et al. (1987) and Brooks (1986) identified the existence of individuals with 
particularly strong conceptualisation ability (see section 1.10.2.1 on individual 
differences). This implies that this ability is variable, and findings from the 
ethnographic study confirm this. 
 
2.9.2.7.2 The Software Team Was Mixed Ability 
 
The ‘Changing Composition of Team’ category highlights the fact that commercial 
practice dictates resource availability and the deployment of individuals on software 
teams. For example, on both projects studied there was a change in team members 
following the production of the specification. This change in personnel was based on 
resource availability, rather than team building, i.e. a team member’s personal 
characteristics or their familiarity with other people in the existing team was not an 
issue. It was therefore apparent that the software team exhibited a mixture of abilities (a 
number of data samples throughout sections 2.9.1.6.1 and 2.9.2.4.1 illustrate this). 
 
Mixed ability teams are not described in the literature. However, as discussed in section 
1.10.2.1, the existence of individual differences found among commercial programmers 
implies that software teams are mixed ability. This ethnographic study supports this 
supposition. 
 
2.9.2.7.3 Discontinuity of the Team Created a Comprehension Burden 
 
Discontinuity made it hard for the team to maintain a consistent mental model of the 
software and minimise misunderstandings. The composition of the team needed to 
change in order to optimise the commercial allocation of resources (as described in 
sections 2.9.1.6.7 and 2.9.2.4.7). On both projects, a number of programmers joined the 
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team when the specification had been written (several months after the start of the 
projects). The communication burden on the specification document (see the 
‘Specification’ category in section 2.9.1.6.6) illustrates the comprehension burden that 
exists when the team composition changes. 
 
Problems caused by changing team composition are described in section 1.10.3. Grudin 
(1991) pointed out the extreme case where design and development are carried out by 
different teams. “Design drift” caused by new people joining a team, was described by 
Harker (1991). Grudin (1996) concurred, and highlighted the burden this causes the rest 
of the team as they have to explain aspects of the software to new team members. The 
findings of this ethnographic study confirm these reports. 
 
2.9.2.7.4 Members of Interdisciplinary Teams Experienced Difficulties 
Understanding Each Other 
 
Members of the interdisciplinary teams studied experienced difficulties in 
understanding each other. This was apparently by virtue of their disciplinary 
background (e.g. see ‘Disciplinary Background’ category within section 2.9.1.6.1) and 
seemed to be contributed to by their role priorities (e.g. see ‘Interdisciplinary Issues’ 
category in section 2.9.1.6.1). For example, the ‘Disciplinary Background’ category 
within section 2.9.2.4.1 provides an example of a fundamental problem with 
programmers understanding the importance of user tasks during a design discussion 
about modal dialogs. 
 
Kim (1990) and Erickson (1990) have reported that disciplines each have different 
perspectives and priorities and that these can conflict (see section 1.10.3). Kim 
emphasised that people from diverse disciplines can have fundamental problems 
understanding each other. Ethnographic findings confirm that such problems occur. 
 
2.9.2.7.5 Requirements Changes Introduced Scope for Misunderstanding 
 
That changes in requirements appear to be an inevitable feature of software 
development was a clear finding from both projects and seemed to be fuelled by the 
processes enforced by the lifecycle and commercial considerations. For example, the 
lifecycle demanded that effort estimates are made at the start of a project in the face of 
considerable unknowns. As these unknowns become known, the requirements have to 
change but the estimates often cannot, causing tension within the team. (see the 
‘Changes in Requirements’ category of section 2.9.1.6.5). 
 
When requirements change, a primary issue is how the team are kept informed of these 
changes (e.g. see ‘Changes in Requirements’ category in section 2.9.2.4.5). Both 
projects had several versions of specification documents and consequently team 
members were buried under paper. Failure to effectively communicate the changes was 
observed to cause misunderstandings. For example, changing requirements were a 
significant feature of project 1 resulting in team members having a poor shared 
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understanding of the system being developed, thus causing many misunderstandings 
(see the ‘Changes in Requirements’ category of section 2.9.1.6.5). 
 
Many researchers believe that changes in requirements are inherent in software projects 
(see section 1.4.2). However, the scope for misunderstanding within the team which 
such changes create, which was found in the ethnographic investigation, is not reported 
in the literature. 
 
2.9.2.7.6 Specification Documents Were an Inevitable Compromise Due to their 
Diverse Uses and Readerships, but Were Considered Essential 
Milestones 
 
Specification documents were found to have diverse uses and readerships in the 
development process for both projects studied. The diversity of uses and readers of the 
specification appeared to make the document a compromise in all its intended purposes. 
However, the specification was also regarded as an essential milestone in the software 
lifecycle. (see the ‘Specification’ category of section 2.9.1.6.6). 
 
The continual dominance of the waterfall lifecycle and fixed price/time software 
contracts reinforce the importance of the software specification in current commercial 
software development (see section 1.6). It is also apparent from literature that many 
people believe written specifications to be open to misinterpretation and are an 
ineffective means of supporting collaboration within software teams (see section 
1.11.3.2). This ethnographic investigation confirmed the apparently essential need for 
written specifications in commercial software practice but found that the specification is 
a poor working document for the team, because of its compromised effectiveness in all 
of its modes of use. 
 
2.9.2.8 ‘Categories of Influence’ Which Could be Targeted for Improving 
Comprehension 
 
Other ‘categories of influence’ that lie within the comprehension sphere are intended to 
facilitate understanding. Such areas could be realistically targeted for improvement of 
comprehension within the team (figure 2.8), within commercial constraints, and subject 
to the features of commercial projects outlined in section 2.9.2.7. The following 
‘categories of influence’ are therefore aspects of a software project designed to facilitate 
comprehension, but which have been identified as potential targets for improvement. 
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Figure 2.8 ‘Categories of Influence’ which could be realistically targeted to improve 
comprehension 
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2.9.2.8.1 Software Engineering Technical Representations 
 
Software engineering technical representations like DFDs required training to interpret 
and failed to accept some of the realities of complex commercial software development 
illustrated by the features outlined in section 2.9.2.7. In particular, issues arising from 
the interdisciplinary (section 2.9.2.7.4) and mixed ability (2.9.2.7.2) nature of the team 
and apparent variability in individuals’ visualisation abilities (2.9.2.7.1) are not 
addressed by these traditional representations. 
 
Representation and notation is briefly discussed in section 1.11.3.1. The need to 
improve existing representations (software engineering technical representations are the 
predominant existing representations) is well recognised. Curtis (1988) and Brooks 
(1995) believe that multiple forms of representation are required within software 
development. The ethnographic investigation supports this view as not all 
representations used were suitable for all team members. 
 
It is believed that improvement in this area would need to be in the form of a more 
accessible and understandable representation, which would be appropriate for people 
from diverse disciplines and different ability levels. The likelihood of developing such a 
generally understandable representation following the format of traditional software 
engineering technical representations seems remote. 
 
2.9.2.8.2 Software Specifications 
 
As well as being a feature of commercial software development (described in section 
2.9.2.7.6), the specification formed a working document for the software team. As 
described in section 2.9.2.7.6, the multiple uses and diverse readers of the specification 
caused it to be flawed, particularly in its use as a working document for the team. 
 
It is believed that improvement to the quality of the authoring of the specification could 
feasibly generate some improvements to its utility. Unfortunately, such advanced 
authoring skills are apparently rare inside a software team. 
 
2.9.2.8.3 General Project Understanding 
 
General project understanding, for example of the knowledge of the application domain 
or the project objectives, was rarely explicitly stated or available to all team members 
(see ‘General Project Understanding…’ in section 2.9.2.4.5 where team members’ 
reliance on second-hand information is discussed). Furthermore, some team members 
seemed to think that such information was of no use to them (also covered in the section 
previously referred to). 
 
The need for team members to share an understanding of the software they are jointly 
producing has partly been established by the literature pertaining to conceptual integrity 
(see section 1.11.2). However, this literature is focused on team members sharing a 
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conceptualisation of the software being produced and does not specifically consider the 
need for them to share a general understanding of the project application domain or 
objectives (perhaps this is partially implicit). The literature available on the subject of 
design rationale (see section 1.11.3.4) also demonstrated research interest in providing 
team members with underlying information about the designs they are implementing. 
Like the literature concerning conceptual integrity, the design rationale literature does 
not specifically cite a need for team members to share a general project understanding. 
Therefore, a specific need for all team members to share a general understanding of the 
wider issues surrounding the software production identified in ethnographic studies was 
not evident from the literature. The finding that some team members believed that this 
kind of information was of no use to them was also not apparent from the literature. 
 
It is believed that improvements to the distribution of such understanding within the 
team could improve team members’ day-to-day decisions and help them to better 
understand the software being produced. 
 
2.9.2.8.4 Representations to Facilitate Software Visualisation Within the Team 
 
Although members of the mixed ability team exhibited differing levels of visualisation 
ability, some representations utilised seemed to make the most of these abilities (e.g. 
scenarios and prototypes - see the ‘Software Prototypes’ category in section 2.9.1.6.2). 
 
Although not often described in the literature applied to software teams, some 
representations have been found to provide a common currency, which is 
understandable by both developers and users. Although this is different to collaboration 
within a software team, developers and users often have diverse skills and disparate 
computing abilities, so could be considered a model of an extremely mixed ability team. 
In section 1.11.3.1, stories (Erickson, 1996) and scenarios (Carey et al., 1991; Carroll 
and Rosson, 1990; Karat and Bennett, 1991; Nielsen, 1993) are described as 
representations suitable for communication between developers and users. 
 
During the project 2 development, scenarios were used as a means of presenting 
prototype walkthroughs. They were found to complement prototyping as an effective 
means of helping all members of the team (and others) to visualise the proposed 
software. Although this specific use of scenarios is not evident from literature, the 
results found in the case studies are unsurprising because the literature suggests that 
scenarios facilitate communication between developers and users. 
 
It is believed that providing better means for team members’ to visualise the proposed 
software is likely to help them maintain a better mutual understanding of the software 
(in other words, better maintain conceptual integrity). 
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2.9.2.8.5 Prototypes and Design Rationale 
 
During both software projects, the use of visual prototypes provided a common 
representational currency which helped team members from a variety of disciplines, 
with a mixture of abilities, visualise and understand the software. Such prototypes were 
also used to illustrate the specification document to help team members and others to 
understand and critique it. However, using prototypes to facilitate comprehension 
within the team was also found to be a flawed approach. Prototypes were found to be 
inaccessible (see the ‘Software Prototypes’ category in section 2.9.1.6.2) and 
ambiguous - because programmers would often focus on an incidental aspect of the 
prototype (like dummy data) rather than a complex interaction (see the data sample 
under the ‘Interdisciplinary Issues’ category of section 2.9.1.6.1). 
 
In section 1.11.3.3.2, the use of prototyping for visualisation within the team was 
suggested (Miller-Jacobs, 1991; Wagner, 1990) and claims were made that prototyping 
could be a common reference for members of the software team. Section 1.11.3.3.3 
describes the limited attention that using prototypes to facilitate comprehension within 
software teams has received (e.g. Gladden, 1982; Heckel, 1991; Miller-Jacobs, 1991; 
Rudd and Isensee). Many of these claims in the literature are not described in any depth 
and are largely unsubstantiated. 
 
In section 1.11.3.2 the use of prototypes to support and explain what is written in 
specification documents is discussed, and some researchers suggest that prototypes have 
this potential (e.g. Gomaa, 1983; Heckel, 1991; Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988). 
 
Findings from the ethnography support suggestions in the literature that prototyping can 
facilitate visualisation and can provide a common reference to members of a software 
team. Further findings confirm that prototypes can be an effective means of helping 
people to understand what is contained in a written specification. 
 
An important ethnographic finding is that prototypes may have been inaccessible to 
team members. Prototypes were constructed to be demonstrated by the prototype 
developer (the HCI designer), because the operation of the façade they presented often 
utilised discreet key presses and hidden locations on screen (see the ‘Software 
Prototypes’ category in section 2.9.1.6.2). Preece et al. (1994) describe such prototypes 
as chauffeur-driven (see section 1.11.3.3.1). This inaccessibility is not recognised in the 
literature. 
 
An equally important finding from the ethnographic studies is that prototypes were 
sometimes ambiguous and open to interpretation (and misinterpretation) by team 
members. Although prototyping is superficially suggested (sometimes even naively 
suggested, e.g. the “picture paints a thousand words” arguments of Gladden (1982), and  
Rudd and Isensee (1994)) as a means of facilitating comprehension within the team, the 
literature does not acknowledge the potential ambiguity of the representation. 
Ethnographic findings show that prototypes can be ambiguous, and this is not 
recognised in the literature. 
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Using prototypes to facilitate comprehension and as a communication medium was 
further found to be lacking because it failed to facilitate an explanation of the rationale 
underlying the HCI design (see the ‘Software Prototypes’ category in section 2.9.1.6.2). 
The rationale was usually stored in the head of the HCI designer only, evident from the 
fact that team members would nearly always ask questions of the HCI designer, rather 
than merely refer to the prototype. Design rationale was rarely noted down or explained 
to other team members in advance of queries arising. Lack of an explanation of design 
rationale meant that team members were not in a position to understand the reasoning 
behind various elements of the user interface and therefore had no basis from which to 
negotiate or offer design alternatives (which may have been easier to implement or 
provided a better solution) – (see the ‘Software Prototypes’ category in section 
2.9.1.6.2). 
 
Section 1.11.3.4 describes the use of design rationale within software teams. 
Ethnographic findings suggest that design rationale was usually stored in the head of the 
HCI designer. Similar claims were made by Conklin and Burgess-Yakemovic (1996). 
The absence of design rationale in the prototype itself confirms Moran and Carroll’s 
suggestion (1996) that artifacts produced by the design process do not inherently 
indicate the reasoning underlying their design.  
 
It is believed that prototypes have a great potential for helping a diversity of team 
members and other stakeholders to visual the software under development in a way that 
they can all understand. However, there are a number of flaws in this use of prototypes, 
that have not been addressed in the literature, but which have the potential to cause 
severe difficulties in the software development process. 
 
2.9.2.9 Summary and Final Commentary of Focussed Observations 
 
The focused observations began with a write-up of the ethnographic study of project 2. 
The researcher then carried out a basic comparison between project 1 and project 2. The 
main result apparent from this comparison was that project 2 progressed much more 
smoothly than project 1. The project 2 team apparently maintained a more consistent 
understanding of the software (conceptual integrity) and major misunderstandings 
(which had been a feature of project 1, often requiring re-work) were reduced. From this 
analysis, ethnographic experience and the analysis afforded by the data collection and 
write-up, the researcher focused down to the key theme of ‘comprehension’ as being 
related to the majority of the ‘categories of influence’.  
 
The ‘categories of influence’ that relate to comprehension were then identified on the 
Venn Diagram. These categories were split into apparently immutable features of 
commercial software development that have an effect on comprehension, and aspects of 
the setting that intended to facilitate comprehension. The latter were proposed as targets 
for improving the comprehension difficulties that appeared to be prevalent in the 
projects observed. 
 
Focusing further, it is apparent that the targets for improvement to comprehension 
related to the interaction between the HCI designer and the programmers, and how they 
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maintained a shared understanding of the design. This focus illustrated the potential 
comprehension difficulties that can exist between team members in these roles. 
 
The continuing focus described above gradually achieved through the focused 
observations stage is illustrated by the funnel diagram in section 2.8.6.2. 
 
For clarity, the following sections summarise which findings from the investigation 
correspond to existing research results described in the literature, and which are solely 
findings from this investigation so far. 
 
2.9.2.9.1 Findings that Confirm Existing Research 
 
Findings from the ethnographic investigation which confirmed claims and reported 
findings from the literature are summarised here and described in detail in sections 
2.9.2.7 and 2.9.2.8. 
 
• Individuals’ characteristics appeared to effect their ability to understand, visualise 
and explain software. 
 
• Software teams appear to be comprised of individuals with differing levels of ability 
(it is argued by the literature review in this thesis that the existence of individual 
differences among commercial computer programmers commonly leads to mixed 
ability teams). 
 
• Discontinuity of the team appeared to create a comprehension burden. 
 
• Members of interdisciplinary teams apparently experience difficulties understanding 
each other. 
 
• Specification documents were found to be a fundamental milestone in the software 
development process. 
 
• The diversity of uses and readers of the specification appeared to make the document 
a compromise in all its intended purposes, including as a working document for the 
software team. It therefore failed to help readers visualise or understand the proposed 
software. 
 
• Prototyping appears to be an effective means to facilitate visualisation, 
comprehension and provide a common reference to members of a software team. 
 
• Prototypes can be an effective means of helping people to understand what is 
contained in a written specification. 
 
• Design rationale was usually stored mainly in the head of the HCI designer and was 
not conveyed by artifacts from the design process, like the prototype. 
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2.9.2.9.2 Original Findings from Ethnographic Investigation 
 
Findings from the ethnographic investigation, which are believed to be original are 
summarised here and described in detail in sections 2.9.2.7 and 2.9.2.8.  
 
• Requirements changes throughout the software development process introduced 
further scope for misunderstanding within the software team. 
 
• There is a need for all team members to share a general understanding of the wider 
issues surrounding the software project, (e.g. an understanding of the application 
domain), as it is apparent that technical decisions are often made by team members 
without such knowledge. 
 
• Some team members believed that a general understanding about the software project 
was of no use to them. 
 
• Scenarios were found to complement prototyping as an effective means of helping all 
members of the team (and others) to visualise the proposed software. 
 
• Prototypes were inaccessible to team members because of their design and 
development for chauffeur-driven operation. 
 
• Prototypes were sometimes ambiguous and open to interpretation (and 
misinterpretation) by team members. 
 
The focus on comprehension, both the immutable features of a software setting and the 
identification of targets for improvement of comprehension within the team, are also 
original findings. As is the observation that the targets for improvement centre around 
the interaction between the HCI designer and programmers and the conceptual integrity 
of the design they share a vision of. Therefore, the selective observations described in 
the following section show a re-directed focus of this study to the interaction between 
the HCI designer and the programmers. 
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2.9.3 Selective Observations of the Interaction Between the HCI Designer and 
the Programmers 
 
This section covers the ‘selective observations’ of the ethnographic study (see section 
2.8.6.3 for a further description of this aspect of the methodology). At the bottom of the 
focused observations section of the funnel, the focus of the ethnography has centred on 
the interaction between the HCI designer and the programmers. Specifically of interest 
are the various means used by the HCI designer and programmer to share an 
understanding of the design. 
 
Some specific inferences made during selective observations are supported by findings 
from the more broadly focused investigation of the setting, higher up the funnel (i.e. at 
the descriptive or focused observations stage). However, at this selective observations 
stage in the funnel, the interaction between HCI designer and programmers is put under 
the microscope. The link between the focused and selective observations stages of the 
funnel is that findings from focussed observations provided the microscope’s focus for 
the selective observations. This means that the description of the interaction between 
HCI designer and programmers comes from the directed re-focusing of the funnel, 
rather than from a specific distillation of findings thus far. 
 
Whilst still in the field working on project 2, the researcher began analysing the 
interaction between the HCI designer and the programmers; this analysis forms the 
basis of the selective observations. Typical HCI techniques (learned whilst performing 
the role of HCI designer during the participant-observation) were used to analyse and 
describe this interaction. Initially the roles, responsibilities and objectives of the HCI 
designer and programmer roles are briefly described. Next, a fundamental conflict 
between these roles is identified. The following section then analyses the 
communication between the HCI designer and programmers, across all phases of the 
project. This is then further focused, firstly onto the nature of communication during the 
implementation phase, and secondly, onto the volume of communication at this phase. 
Finally, at the base of the funnel, specific problems in the interaction between the HCI 
designer and the programmers are described. 
 
2.9.3.1 Roles, Responsibilities and Objectives 
 
This section describes the essence of the role of the HCI designer and the programmer, 
and their main responsibilities. The broad objectives of each role are then outlined. 
 
2.9.3.1.1 HCI Designer 
 
The HCI designer is responsible for fighting the end-user’s corner throughout the 
software design and implementation process. The main goal is to design the user 
interface and they are therefore responsible for the resulting human-computer 
interaction with the users. 
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Achieving ease of use and functionality appropriate to the user’s tasks and the client 
requirements in the software produced are priorities for the HCI designer. 
 
In addition to their user interface design responsibility the HCI designer must also 
ensure that HCI design intent is followed during implementation in order to realise their 
software vision. 
 
The broad objectives of the HCI designer’s role are: 
 
1. Gain an understanding of users, their tasks, organisation and domain. 
(including software requirements) 
 
2. Design an appropriate user  interface to the software. 
 
3. Ensure that the implementation follows HCI design intent. 
 
2.9.3.1.2 Programmer 
 
In this context, the term ‘programmer’ also includes the IT designers. They are often 
senior programmers responsible for the High Level Design (HLD) of the software and 
have a hands-on programming role as well. Programmers are responsible for 
implementing the software that has been specified, including the user interface, within 
tight timescales. 
 
The programmers are responsible for designing the internal structure of the proposed 
software and then implementing this in a way which complies with HCI design intent 
and allows the user interface to function as designed. 
 
Programmers’ priorities are to produce code within their own time estimates (e.g see 
data samples in the ‘Changes in requirements’ category of section 2.9.1.6.5). Other 
priorities include producing code to an agreed coding standard, achieving a high 
standard of documentation and writing code in an easily maintainable way. Technical 
elegance of the underlying program is often more important to the programmer than 
visual or interactive considerations. 
 
Because programmers are required to deliver code to tight timescales, it is their 
responsibility to ensure that the user interface design is viable. In cases where this is 
found not to be the case, programmers need to suggest alternatives and negotiate with 
the HCI designer. 
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The broad objectives of the programmers’ role are: 
 
1. Gain an understanding of the user interface design, software requirements, 
project goals and the domain. 
 
2. Software design (internal), high level design (HLD) and low level design 
(LLD). 
 
3. Implementation of code. 
 
 
2.9.3.2 Fundamental Conflict Between the HCI Designer and Programmer Roles 
 
The priorities of the programmer and the HCI designer are often in conflict (e.g. see 
data sample in the ‘Role’ category of section 2.9.1.6.1). This is primarily because a user 
interface, which is optimal for a user, is often quite hard to implement, especially where 
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) are involved. Compromise between usability and 
technical feasibility is a regular issue in HCI designer and programmer collaboration. 
Such compromise often becomes difficult when internal software structures (the 
responsibility of the programmer) are rejected because of undesirable effects they have 
on the user interface (the responsibility of the HCI designer). Similar debates occur 
when the user interface has to suffer because of internal software structures. 
 
2.9.3.3 Communication between HCI Designer and Programmer Across Project 
Phases 
 
Figure 2.9 provides an outline of the type of communication that occurs between the 
HCI designer and the programmers (including IT designers) across the project phases 
when they need to collaborate.  
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HCI Designer Programmers
Activity ActivityCommunication
Preliminary HCI
design
. Test ideas and feasibility with
selected programmers
. Selected programmers provide
input to HCI design
Response from knowledge or
investigation
Primary communication route
Response communication
Key
Continue to Iteratively develop
HCI design ideas with users,
client, programmers and other
team members
.
Detailed HCI design and
prototype construction
. Test ideas and feasibility withselected programmers . Selected programmers provideinput to HCI design
Response from knowledge or
investigation
Continue to Iteratively
develop detailed HCI
design ideas with users,
client and programmers
.
Present HCI prototype
walkthrough baseline to all
programmers
.
Use-scenario walkthrough of
HCI prototype explaining design . Comprehend and critique HCI
design from an implementation
perspective
Technical feedback on design
Evaluate technical input and
make any relevant design
changes
.
Preliminary HCI design
Detailed HCI design
Design review
Implementation . Comprehend functionalityand design intent of
module assigned to
programmer for
implementation
Utilise project
reference material
Refer to HCI designer for
clarification
Explain HCI design
intent
.
Utilise HCI prototype to
demonstrate HCI design intent
. Low level design and
implementation
Solution
Spec Design
Spec HCI
Prototype
As implementation
proceeds, deeper
understanding raises further
questions
Failure to adequately respond
to questions on design intent
may lead to informal referral
with other team members or a
formal team meeting to
discuss the problem
Review
Review implementation
to ensure design intent
followed
. Utilise HCI prototype to re-iterate
design intent (as necessary)
. Amend implementation inline with design intent (as
necessary)
Negotiation process ongoing -
programmers suggesting
alternatives to simplify
 implementation and HCI
designer trying to maintain
consistency with design intent
Negotiation process ongoing -
programmers suggesting
alternatives to simplify
 implementation and HCI
designer trying to maintain
consistency with design intent
 
Figure 2.9 Outline of the type of communication that occurs between HCI designer 
and programmers across project phases 
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During the HCI design phase, the HCI designer needs to come up with a user interface 
design that is feasible to implement. As well as using their own technical judgements, 
the HCI designer uses selected programmers to test ideas out and to suggest alternatives. 
Only selected programmers are used in this way, as some appear to have a better 
aptitude for this type of creative work than others. This reflects the individual 
differences evident among programmers, leading them to play different informal roles 
within the team (see section 1.10.2.1). 
 
During the design review phase, the HCI designer presents the external design of the 
software (the user interface) to all of the programmers that will be involved in the 
implementation. The HCI designer uses the baselined prototype and scenarios of use to 
explain the HCI design intent of the proposed software (e.g. see ‘Software Prototypes’ 
in sections 2.9.1.6.2 and 2.9.2.4.2). During the review, it is the programmers’ job to 
comprehend the HCI design intent and gain a partial understanding of the underlying 
users’ tasks (although the latter is not essential to their job). At the design review, 
programmers will begin to assess the most obvious implementation implications that the 
external software design (i.e. HCI design) has on the internal software design. However, 
as is indicated in literature, many of these implications will not become apparent until 
the implementation is under way, causing external design issues to be reconsidered 
throughout the implementation phase (see section 1.4.5). Some of the implications 
identified at this stage will bring about a negotiation process between HCI designer and 
the programmers (e.g. see ‘General Project Understanding’ in section 2.9.2.4.5). 
Programmers may be concerned about certain difficult aspects of the user interface and 
suggest alternatives. The HCI designer assesses the impact of the alternatives on the 
overall HCI design intent and may present a compromise external design. 
 
The communication between the HCI designer and programmers is at its most intense 
during the implementation phase. During this phase, the programmers’ interest in 
aspects of the proposed functionality is at its peak, because they now have to begin 
construction. When a programmer has been assigned an element of the software to 
implement, they must first comprehend the proposed functionality. The first step in 
gaining this understanding is to utilise project reference material such as the solution 
specification (or requirements specification), the design specification and the HCI 
prototype. If clarification is required, the programmer will refer to the HCI designer, 
who will often utilise the HCI prototype to demonstrate the HCI design intent of the 
proposed functionality (e.g. see data samples in ‘Software Prototypes’ category in 
section 2.9.2.4.2). As in the previous project phase, if the external design for an element 
of the implementation proves too difficult to realise, programmers may suggest 
alternatives for the HCI designer to consider, and a negotiation process begins. 
 
In the review phase, the HCI designer assesses implemented aspects of the final 
software against their conceptual model (in Norman’s (1986) terms, the ‘Design 
Model’, see section 1.11.2). Where the implementation has deviated from the HCI 
design intent, the HCI designer may utilise the prototype to explain to the programmers 
how the functionality should have been implemented. Changes to the implemented code 
that are required, for this reason and others, are usually prioritised. The prioritisation 
itself is also the subject of some negotiation. 
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2.9.3.4 Detailed Analysis of Communication between HCI Designer and 
Programmer During Implementation Phase 
 
As mentioned in the previous section, during the implementation phase programmers 
must gain a detailed understanding of the proposed software as they have now been 
assigned aspects of it to implement. This section analyses the communication in the 
implementation phase in more detail and is supported by the diagram in figure 2.10. 
 
By the implementation phase, it is usual for some project reference material to have 
been produced. In fact, the completion of the solution specification (or requirements 
specification) usually signifies the start of the implementation phase. The HCI prototype 
is also usually completed by this time, but the design specification (the overall design of 
the software internals) may only just have been started, or it may be completed. This 
project reference material is the likely starting point for the programmer to gain a 
detailed understanding of the software aspect to be implemented. The solution 
specification provides descriptions of the proposed software solution, including outline 
technical information, future task model (a model of the proposed structure of the user’s 
tasks when the software has been installed), software performance requirements, etc. 
The design specification provides information on the overall design of the software 
internals and should clarify how various aspects of the software will fit together, 
enabling the programmer to assess where the aspects they are to implement fit into the 
overall picture. The programmers may also make use of the HCI prototype to gain a 
visual impression of the user interface and the proposed software as a whole (however, 
the prototypes can prove somewhat inaccessible to programmers - see the ‘Software 
Prototypes’ category in section 2.9.2.4.2). 
 
During the implementation phase of project 2, it became clear that the project reference 
material was insufficient to convey a detailed enough understanding of the 
implementation to the programmers (see section 1.11.3.2). Performing a role similar to 
that described by Curtis (see section 1.11.2 and 1.10.2.1) as ‘Super-Conceptualiser’ or 
‘keeper of the project vision’, the HCI designer was referred to for clarification of a 
multitude of issues (e.g. see data sample in the ‘Emphasis on Individual over Team 
Approaches’ category in section 2.9.2.4.7), such as: 
 
• clarification and expansion of project reference material; 
• clarification of conditional software operation; 
• clarification of required software response to a series of states, e.g. error conditions 
and messages; 
• clarification of HCI design intent for a feature; 
• clarification of how user interface features should fit together. 
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HCI Designer Programmers
Activity ActivityCommunication
Implementation
. Comprehendfunctionality and
design intent of
module assigned to
programmer for
implementation
Explain HCI design
intent.
Utilise HCI prototype and own conceptual model of the software to
explain concepts
Low level design
and implementation
Solution
Spec
As implementation
proceeds, deeper
understanding raises
further questions
Failure to adequately
respond to questions of
design intent may lead to
informal referral to other
team members or a
formal team meeting to
discuss the problem
Visual impression of user interface
Overall software design explaining how the
 program is to fit together
Description of proposed software solution, including outline
technical information, future task model, performance
requirements, etc.
Design
Spec
HCI
Prototype
Utilise project reference material
Refer to HCI designer for clarification
Clarification of conditional operation of software, eg states which
the software can be in
Clarification of required software operation following activation of
certain states, eg error conditions and messages
Clarification of design intent for a particular feature
Detailed information about data, i.e. its source, string lengths,
volume, frequency, etc.
Clarification of about Microsoft Windows style
and conventions
Domain specific information with direct software implications, eg
a task which only takes place on a Tuesday can effect software
date handling
Clarification and expansion of information covered in solution
spec, design spec, HCI prototype or other sources
Clarification of how UI features of the software should fit together
Information related to the latest design ideas for a feature which
has changed or which was not concretely designed earlier on
Clarification of rationale for an element of the design, taking the
form of questions like; Does a
feature really need to work this way?, Would an alternative be
acceptable? etc.
Explain design rationale using HCI prototype to demonstrate and
relate to user's tasks and domain
Evaluate alternatives offered and re-design user interface feature to
take advantage of it if possible
Response based on knowledge of the users task and domain and
from own conceptual model of the software
Response based on own up-to-date conceptual model of the
software under construction
Response based on designers deep understanding of the software
platform, e.g. Microsoft Windows
.
Negotiation process between programmers and HCI designer
Primary communication route
Response communication
Key
 
Figure 2.10 HCI designer/programmer communication during the implementation 
phase 
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The HCI designer utilises the HCI prototype as a concrete embodiment of their 
conceptual model to provide the necessary clarification to the programmer (e.g. see 
‘Visualisation’ category in section 2.9.2.4.4). Alternatively, the HCI prototype may be 
used to work through and visualise the issues that the programmer has raised (e.g. see 
‘Visualisation’ category in section 2.9.2.4.4). Further clarification required may relate to 
data items, for example: 
 
• clarification of the source, type, length, frequency and range of data items; 
• clarification of domain events which affect the data, e.g. a task which only takes 
place on a Tuesday can affect software date handling and range-checking. 
 
The HCI designer responds to such questions based on knowledge of the users’ tasks 
and domain combined with their own conceptual model of the software. Clarification is 
also likely to be required on elements of the software which have recently been 
changed. As the majority of changes involve HCI redesign work, the HCI designer is 
best placed to explain the changes based on their own up-to-date conceptual model of 
the software, possibly making use of the prototype to facilitate explanation. Another 
common form of clarification occurs when implementation detail becomes greater than 
the level of detail represented in the prototype. At this stage, detailed and subtle aspects 
of platform style guides (e.g. Microsoft Windows style) and house style guides may 
require interpretation. If style conventions are being broken, the rationale for this is also 
a subject of some debate. The HCI designer responds to such questions from 
programmers based on a deep knowledge of the software platform style and house style. 
 
As the implementation proceeds, it may become apparent to programmers that aspects 
of the user interface may be hard to implement in the way that the HCI designer intends. 
This usually starts a negotiation process between the HCI designer and programmer. 
The programmer may start such a negotiation with a question like “does this really have 
to work in this way?” or, “are you sure we need to do this?”  Ultimately a compromise, 
which is easier to implement and yet fits with HCI design intent, is usually found. 
 
2.9.3.5 An Illustration of the Volume of Communication between HCI Designer 
and Programmer During Implementation Phase 
 
Figure 2.11 makes three key points about communication and comprehension activities 
within the implementation stage. The first point is that the programmers’ utility of the 
HCI prototype to support their gaining an understanding of the software under 
production is low (e.g. see ‘Software Prototypes’ category of section 2.9.2.4.2). 
Secondly, there is a high volume of communication between the programmers and the 
HCI designer both for clarifications and during negotiation processes (e.g. see ‘Software 
Prototypes’ category of section 2.9.2.4.2). Thirdly, a high proportion of implementation 
alternatives suggested by programmers during the negotiation process were uninformed 
and therefore receive negative responses from the HCI designer. 
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HCI Designer Programmers
Activity ActivityCommunication
Primary communication route
Response communication
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Implementation . Comprehendfunctionality and
design intent of
module assigned to
programmer for
implementation
Explain HCI design
intent. Low level designand implementation
Solution
Spec
As implementation
proceeds, deeper
understanding raises
further questions
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respond to questions of
design intent may lead to
informal referral to other
team members or a
formal team meeting to
discuss the problem
Design Spec
HCI
Prototype
Utilise project reference material
Refer to HCI designer for clarification .
Negotiation process between
programmers and HCI designer
High volume
programmer - HCI
designer
communication
Low utility of HCI
prototype by
programmers
Negative Response
Negative Response
Negative Response
High proportion of
negative responses
due to
programmers
making uninformed
suggestions
 
Figure 2.11 Volume of communication between HCI designer and programmer 
during the implementation phase 
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2.9.3.6 Specific Findings from Selective Observation of the Interaction Between 
the HCI designer and the programmers 
 
This section describes specific findings from re-focusing the investigation on the 
interaction between the HCI designer and the programmers. They are based on the 
researcher’s field experience relating to aspects of the interaction between the HCI 
designer and programmers on both project 1 and project 2. These findings were 
validated and supplemented through continuing involvement of the researcher in project 
2 during this analysis. Where the findings are supported by earlier investigation, cross-
references direct the reader to these. 
 
2.9.3.6.1 Misunderstanding or Misinterpretation of HCI Design Intent 
 
Misunderstandings and misinterpretation of the HCI design intent by the programmers 
can have many causes, including: 
 
• ambiguity of HCI prototypes (e.g. see ‘Software Prototypes’ category of section 
2.9.2.4.2); 
 
• inaccessibility of the HCI prototype (e.g. see ‘Software Prototypes’ category of 
section 2.9.2.4.2); 
 
• inadequacy of the specification and other representations to convey HCI design 
intent and other definitions of functionality (e.g. see ‘Specification’ category in 
sections 2.9.1.6.6 and 2.9.2.4.6); 
 
• lack of explanation of design rationale (e.g. see ‘Software Prototypes’ category of 
section 2.9.2.4.2); 
 
• limitations of individual programmers’ and HCI designers’ abilities, such as the 
ability to conceptualise (e.g. see ‘Visualisation’ category in section 2.9.1.6.4 and 
‘General Project Understanding’ category in section 2.9.1.6.5). 
 
The effects of such misunderstandings and misinterpretation can be serious and include: 
 
• misdirected implementation can require major rework; 
 
• misunderstandings and misinterpretation can affect the day-to-day decisions made by 
the programmers and therefore become ingrained in the software being produced 
(e.g. see ‘General Project Understanding’ category in section 2.9.1.6.5); 
 
• failure to understand the importance of a design element may cause programmers to 
give it a low implementation priority, increasing the risk that it will be left out of the 
implementation as project deadlines approach (e.g. see data sample in ‘Disciplinary 
Background’ category of section 2.9.2.4.1 relating to the problems associated with 
implementing modeless dialogs); 
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• misunderstandings may delay the discovery of problems which necessitate redesign 
at a later stage in the project; 
 
• where team members fail to understand a design concept or fail to understand the 
importance of a design concept, lengthy team meetings are required to clarify design 
intent (e.g. see ‘Visualisation’ category of section 2.9.2.4.4). 
 
Thus, misunderstandings and misinterpretations of HCI design intent by programmers 
can have many potential causes in the current situation and a number of serious effects. 
 
2.9.3.6.2 Failure to Maintain Conceptual Integrity 
 
If each team member’s conceptualisation of the software is different, this is considered a 
failure to maintain conceptual integrity. Causes of such a failure are similar to those 
cited as causes of misunderstandings and misinterpretation of HCI design intent but in 
addition, include: 
 
• uneven distribution of general project understanding and domain knowledge within 
the team (e.g. see the ‘General Project Understanding’ category in sections 2.9.1.6.5 
and 2.9.2.4.5). For example, some programmers are very focused on their 
implementation assignment and care little for the general objectives of the project; 
 
• poor communication within the team (e.g. see data sample in ‘personality category’ 
in section 2.9.1.6.1); 
 
• changing composition of team causing a loss to team knowledge (e.g. see ‘Changing 
Composition of Team’ category in sections 2.9.1.6.7 and 2.9.2.4.7); 
 
• changing requirements inadequately conveyed (e.g. see ‘Changes in Requirements’ 
category in section 2.9.2.4.5). 
 
The effects of failing to maintain a good level of conceptual integrity within the team 
can include any of the problems caused by misunderstanding and misinterpretation. If 
conceptual integrity is not maintained, the software will be pulled in different directions 
by those producing it, impacting on the quality and the usability of the software 
produced. 
 
2.9.3.6.3 Volume of Communication between HCI Designer and the Programmers 
 
As can be seen from figures 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11, the current situation requires the HCI 
designer to communicate extensively with the programmers throughout several key 
project phases but primarily the implementation phase. The inadequacy of project 
documentation (e.g. see the ‘Specification’ category in section 2.9.2.4.6), the ambiguity 
and inaccessibility of the prototype (e.g. see the ‘Software Prototypes’ category in 
section 2.9.2.4.2), and the lack of recorded design rationale (e.g. see the ‘Software 
Prototypes’ category in section 2.9.2.4.2), leave programmers few alternatives to asking 
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the HCI designer. Their motivations for so doing probably have more to do with the fact 
that the HCI designer has been working on the project for several months longer than 
most of the programmers, than out of an understanding of the HCI role. Whatever the 
cause, the HCI designer is required to enable the programmers to gain an understanding 
of detailed aspects of the proposed software (e.g. see the ‘Specification’ category in 
section 2.9.2.4.6). As the HCI designer is often outnumbered by programmers, the 
volume of this communication is considerable. It is also disruptive to the HCI 
designer’s work. If the information already recorded about the project up until that point 
were accessible to programmers, this level of communication would be significantly 
reduced. 
 
2.9.3.6.4 Ineffective Negotiation Between HCI Designer and Programmer 
 
In the current situation, the programmers are not provided with any information (other 
than verbal) about the rationale for the interface. This could cause them to spend a 
considerable amount of time and effort implementing a difficult aspect of the user 
interface (say, reflected in the prototype) which is relatively unimportant. Alternatively, 
they could omit or modify an aspect of the user interface and cause severe violations to 
HCI design intent (an example of this from project 2 was apparent from programmers’ 
attitude to the use of modeless dialogs, which they considered an embellishment on the 
design but which were actually of fundamental importance to the user’s task – see data 
sample in the ‘Disciplinary Background’ category of section 2.9.2.4.1). In the 
communication between programmer and HCI designer, another manifestation of this 
problem was programmers’ suggested alternative implementation approaches, which 
were obviously inappropriate and generated a negative response (as shown in figure 
2.11). This was almost the best case scenario in the current situation, as this was far 
better than programmers making assumptions and continuing with the implementation, 
rather than suggesting alternatives. 
 
2.9.3.6.5 Duplication of Effort 
 
Another symptom of failing to convey HCI design rationale is that programmers are not 
aware of how much thought has gone into various aspects of the designed user interface 
reflected in the prototype. Some aspects of the user interface design would have been 
subject to a lot of design consideration (e.g. the use of modeless dialogs described in the 
data sample in the ‘Disciplinary Background’ category of section 2.9.2.4.1). Other 
aspects of the user interface may have only been included in the prototype to fill space 
or to complete the picture being presented, rather than forming a part of the design (e.g. 
the ‘Interdisciplinary Issues’ category of section 2.9.1.6.2 describes a prototype demo 
where I could not dissuade a programmer from focusing on incidental sample data in a 
prototype). The ambiguity of the prototypes and the lack of design rationale led the 
programmers to assume that all of the design reflected in the prototype was provisional 
and not very well thought out. This was often not true and caused programmers to 
duplicate much of the HCI designer’s considerable effort. 
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2.9.3.6.6 Low Utility of HCI Prototype by Programmers 
 
The HCI prototype embodied much of the HCI design intent of the software under 
construction and had the potential to answer many of the questions that programmers 
asked the HCI designer. This could be seen from a data sample in ‘Software Prototypes’ 
category of section 2.9.2.4.2 relating to project 2, which highlights the fact that the HCI 
designer often utilised the prototype to explain HCI design intent to programmers. 
However, the utility of the HCI prototype directly by the programmers was low. This 
was thought to be partly because the prototype was of the chauffeur-driven variety (see 
section 1.11.3.3.1), making it inaccessible to those without the specialised knowledge 
required to operate it, or the story accompanying it. The utility of the prototype is also 
likely to be low because of its ambiguity (see the data sample under the 
‘Interdisciplinary Issues’ category of section 2.9.1.6.1).  
 
Therefore, although prototypes appear to have great potential for conveying HCI design 
intent to programmers because they are a concretisation of the HCI designer’s 
conceptual model of the proposed software, in current practice, programmers seem to 
rarely refer to prototypes directly. 
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2.10 Final Discussion and Conclusions 
 
This section begins with a review of the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology 
used in this qualitative investigation. Then findings from the descriptive, focused and 
selective stages of the ‘funnel’ utilised in the study are summarised. Improvements 
required to the current situation are identified; possible solutions are proposed and the 
best option is selected as the future focus of this research. Finally, assuming the 
proposed solution was in place, the likely future interaction between the HCI designer 
and programmers is described. 
 
2.10.1 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study 
 
The strengths and weaknesses of this qualitative investigation are considered in the 
context of the data obtained (the general strengths and weaknesses of the ethnographic 
research strategy are covered in section 2.5.2.2). 
 
Strengths 
 
1. The investigation facilitated the development of theory 
 
The starting point for this study was the premise that HCI designers rarely act as a full 
team-member in a software development team. Therefore, there was no existing theory 
on which to base preliminary hypotheses relating to the study of this new role. 
Therefore, the ethnographic research strategy provided an approach to investigating the 
effects of introducing an HCI designer into a software team in a way that allowed theory 
to be developed inductively from the data. 
 
It is unavoidable to enter a study without some hint of unspoken hypotheses in the 
researcher’s mind. However, it is believed that the researcher’s two-year participant-
observation performing the role of HCI designer, of a commercial software team, was a 
sufficiently long exposure in the ‘field’ to wipe-away any pre-conceived hypotheses.  
 
 
2. The investigation exploited the flexibility offered by an ethnographic approach 
 
The ethnographic approach acknowledges the intertwining of data collection and 
analysis. An extension of this is that the approach encourages flexibility in research 
design as analysis evolves. The funnel technique was utilised in this study to gradually 
focus the analysis over the two-year investigation. This proved to be a powerful 
technique for managing research involvement in a fluid commercial setting, exploiting 
research opportunities as they arose. For example, following the first year-long study, 
the opportunity to become involved in a second software project was considered, and 
ultimately formed the second stage focusing of the funnel. 
 
From the outset of this study, the ethnographic strategy provided the flexibility to fully 
exploit the research opportunity that was presented by the researcher’s Postgraduate 
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Training Partnership scheme. From the outset, the researcher was placed in a software 
development subsidiary of an Independent Research Organisation, as well as being 
enrolled as a Cranfield University student. By taking a flexible approach to the research 
design, a number of typically difficult challenges in ethnographic research were solved. 
Thus, having joined a particular software company, problems associated with entering 
the field and sampling were immediately solved. Similarly, because the researcher 
joined the software team as a new employee to do HCI design, the ‘cover story’ for a 
complete-participant role was very convincing. In other words, the researcher was 
perceived by employees from the software company as a new employee with part-time 
study commitments, rather than as somebody studying them. 
 
The flexible approach offered by an ethnographic strategy provided a means to address 
construct validity concerns by utilisation of multiple sources of evidence. Although 
participant-observation was the main source of data, ethnographic interviewing 
provided a method of following up on observations made in an informal way (i.e. in a 
manner that would not be perceived as research by participants in the setting). 
Document analysis was also utilised in various ways, e.g. in analysing interactions 
surrounding the specification documents. 
 
The flexible research strategy also provided a means to address internal validity 
concerns. Analysis of raw data relating to project 1 was triangulated with two peer 
analysts using content analysis techniques. Thus, the validity of the first-stage of 
interpretation of data relating to project 1 was addressed. 
 
 
3. The ethnographic strategy enabled a natural setting to be studied 
 
The field of HCI is one in which existing theory is much criticised because of its lack of 
relevance to commercial software practices (see section 1.9). Findings from this study 
have come from investigation of HCI in practice in a commercial setting. Thus, theories 
emerging and conclusions drawn have direct relevance to at least one particular 
commercial software development setting. 
 
The naturalness of the study and the complete-participant role of the researcher 
minimised reactive effects from the team studied. The team regarded me as an HCI 
designer rather than a researcher, so I believe reactive effects to have had a negligible 
effect on the internal validity of the study.  
 
It is important to note that although a compete-participant role was adopted for the 
participant-observation, this was not covert research. The team were well aware of my 
research activities but seemed to regard them as my own personal part-time studies, 
rather than a study of themselves. 
 
 
4. The skills of the researcher (human instrument) 
 
With any ethnographic investigation, the characteristics, skills and background of the 
researcher, or human instrument, clearly have an inevitable effect on the data collected 
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and theory developed. In this investigation, my strong software background clearly 
helped my observation of the setting and analysis of technical documentation. In 
particular, knowledge of the language, history (and humour) of software engineering 
helped me to understand what I was observing in the setting. 
 
 
5. The in-depth study of a particular software development setting 
 
As with most ethnographic studies, this investigation has taken an in-depth look at a 
particular case. This was an advantageous approach in the context of the research 
question, where the aim was to investigate the introduction of the new role of HCI 
designer into a commercial software team. The investigation has generated revelatory 
results highlighting the real effects of introducing this new role, over a two-year period. 
Aspects of existing literature support some of the findings from this investigation, 
suggesting that results may have some external validity but this study did not set out to 
formally demonstrate generalisable results. Instead, the analysis of this particular case 
was intended to provide revealing results, the general relevance of which would need to 
be assessed through further studies. 
 
 
Weaknesses 
 
1. Limited potential for generalisable findings 
 
The focus of this investigation on a particular case does not provide evidence for the 
general applicability of results found. 
 
 
2. Unusual participant role adopted and lack of emphasis on reflection 
 
During this investigation, the researcher took on the role of complete participant in the 
software team studied. An unusual aspect of this participation was that the researcher’s 
role was a major feature of the study.  
 
In fact, the viability of this study hinged on the researcher performing the role of HCI 
designer in the team, in order to create a setting to study. The rarity of this role in 
commercial software development was such that this was considered to be the only way 
of investigating the effects of introducing this new role. 
 
During the latter stages of writing up the investigation, I realised that my participatory 
role was so close to the main focus of the study, that I could have placed a greater 
emphasis on recording and analysing my own reflections. Although introspection does 
feature in the data collection and analysis, I regret that I did not initially recognise the 
great potential of this in the context of the study, perhaps because I thought it to be 
unscientific. 
 
On the surface, a more appropriate role for a participant studying the effects of 
introducing an HCI designer into a commercial software team would appear to be one 
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that was away from the main focus of the study. Thus, the interaction between the HCI 
designer and the programmer, for example, could perhaps have been analysed by a 
researcher performing a different role in the team (i.e. aiming to be a ‘fly on the wall’). 
This would prevent the investigation being coloured by a researcher’s participation as 
one of the key players in the team. However, with the benefit of hindsight, it is precisely 
the benefits afforded by introspection that led me to conclude that the participatory role 
adopted by the researcher in this study was appropriate.  
 
Thus, if a similar study were carried out in the future, the researcher would be 
encouraged to take on the role of HCI designer (or perhaps programmer) but to place 
more emphasis on introspection of their role and the setting. 
 
 
3. Confidentiality and ethical concerns limited the data samples that could be 
reported 
 
Because of the paucity of practical HCI research, it was important for the thesis to be 
suitable for the public domain, rather than treated as confidential. This requirement has 
restricted the nature and number of data samples that could be reported in the thesis. 
Because the identity of the host company for the study could not be realistically 
withheld, and because of the relatively small size of the software development team, 
coding was an ineffective means of preserving the identity of individuals studied. This 
has meant that many data samples are reported as general phenomena that occurred, 
rather than as specific instances. 
 
It is difficult to see how these confidentiality and ethical concerns could be overcome in 
reporting this kind of study in a way which provides specific contextual examples of 
phenomena and yet maintained anonymity of people in the setting. At best, data samples 
of specific events could be recognised by members of the development team reading the 
thesis, even if other readers would have not been able to identify individuals. 
 
2.10.2 Summary of Findings from the Qualitative Investigation 
 
This investigation began with the research question, ‘What are the effects of introducing 
an HCI designer into commercial software projects as a full team member?’ Positive 
directions described in literature for addressing the realities of commercial software 
production motivated this question. The paucity of existing research on key areas to be 
explored by the research question led to the rejection of an a priori research design. 
Instead, an exploratory design was needed. Because HCI theory is often of questionable 
use to commercial HCI practice, the study had to be grounded in the ‘real world’. 
Investigation of qualitative research strategies led to the selection of an ethnographic 
strategy for this investigation. Such a flexible approach facilitated the development of 
theory grounded in the ‘real world’. However, the main benefit of the ethnographic 
strategy was that it created the case to be studied. The researcher joined a typical 
software development company as a full-time HCI designer for their main software 
team. The research progressed as an ethnographic study with the researcher adopting the 
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role of complete-participant in the setting. Had this strategy not been adopted, it is 
believed that an appropriate case or setting to study would not have been found. 
 
Typical participant-observation data collection and analysis methods were adopted, with 
the ‘funnel’ technique providing a means of focusing the investigation. The 
postgraduate scheme that the researcher was enrolled on necessitated their placement in 
an Independent Research Organisation. In this case, this placement was in a software 
company. Thus, conducting an ethnographic investigation into the introduction of an 
HCI designer into a commercial software setting was a natural extension to the research 
opportunity. Thus, the scheme dealt with a number of typical difficulties associated with 
ethnographic investigation, in particular, finding a case to study, and entering the field.  
 
Ethnographic investigation of two year-long software projects was conducted, and 
gradually focused using the funnel technique. The first stage of the funnel was 
descriptive observations of the project 1 setting following the introduction of an HCI 
designer into the software team. 
 
The main result of the ethnographic investigation of project 1 was the development of 
the Venn Diagram conceptual model, an abstract representation of the main ‘categories 
of influence’ identified. This model could be considered an emergent ‘theory’ from the 
raw data describing the setting (see section 2.5.3.3 - Burgess, 1984). Findings from the 
project 1 investigation were then written-up using the framework provided by the 
model. 
 
The Venn Diagram conceptual model provided the focused observations stage of the 
funnel with its starting point. Thus, the focus of investigation for project 2 was guided 
by the Venn Diagram conceptual model. Findings from the project 2 investigation were 
also written-up using the framework provided by this model. 
 
Following the write-up of project 2, a basic comparison of the two projects was carried 
out. The main observation from this was that project 2 had progressed much more 
smoothly than project 1. The team had apparently maintained a more consistent 
understanding of the software under construction in project 2. One reason for this was 
thought to be that visual prototypes were used to explain the proposed software to team 
members to a greater extent than had been the case in project 1. 
 
During the development of project 2, developing a visual prototype appeared to be 
essential to gain an accurate understanding of the user and client requirements for the 
software. The subsequent use of prototype within the software team was found to be a 
very powerful means of improving collaboration between an HCI designer and 
programmers (and other technical team members). The primary reason for this is 
believed to be that prototypes addressed fundamental comprehension problems 
which appeared to be  inherent features of the software projects (for example, 
mixed ability teams). In the hands of the HCI designer, the prototype was used to help 
programmers visualise and comprehend the software under production. Perhaps more 
importantly, using a prototype in this way enabled the team to share a mutually aligned 
understanding of the software. 
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During the focused observations of project 2, the researcher re-considered the Venn 
Diagram conceptual model and concluded that the majority of ‘categories of influence’ 
in the model had a comprehension dimension. This comprehension dimension appeared 
to split ‘categories of influence’ into fundamental features (almost facts) of the 
commercial software development setting that created comprehension difficulties, and 
aspects of the setting designed to improve or facilitate comprehension within the team. 
Those that were considered immutable features of the setting are listed below: 
 
• individual team members’ characteristics appear to effect their ability to understand, 
visualise and explain software; 
 
• software teams appear to be almost inherently mixed ability; 
 
• the changing membership of the team creates a comprehension burden; 
 
• team members from different disciplines experience difficulties understanding each 
other; 
 
• requirements changes introduce scope for misunderstanding within the team; 
 
• specification documents are an inevitable compromise due to their diverse uses and 
readerships, but are considered essential milestones. 
 
All but one of the findings from this study that are considered immutable features of the 
setting have confirmed similar findings from other research described in literature. The 
exception is the finding that requirements changes introduce scope for 
misunderstanding, which is believe to be an original, if unsurprising, result. 
 
Aspects of the setting, which apparently aimed to facilitate or improve 
comprehension within the team, were: 
 
• software engineering representations; 
 
• software specifications; 
 
• providing team members with a general project understanding; 
 
• representations to facilitate software visualisation within the team; 
 
• prototypes and design rationale. 
 
Findings from this study that related to aspects of the setting designed to facilitate 
comprehension have received less attention in existing literature. However, some facets 
of these ‘categories of influence’ confirm other results reported in literature. They 
are listed below. 
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• Prototyping appears to be an effective means to facilitate visualisation, 
comprehension and provide a common reference to members of a software team; 
 
• prototypes can be an effective means of helping people to understand what is 
contained in a written specification; 
 
• design rationale can be stored mainly in the head of the HCI designer and is not 
conveyed by artifacts from the design process, like the prototype. 
 
However, many findings from this study, relating to the aspects of the setting that 
intend to facilitate comprehension, appear to be original. They are listed below. 
 
• The need for all team members to share a general understanding of the wider issues 
surrounding the software project, because it is apparent that technical decisions are 
often made by team members without such knowledge; 
 
• the discovery that sometimes team members believed that a general understanding 
about the software project was of no use to them; 
 
• that scenarios are complementary to prototyping, as an effective means of helping all 
members of the team (and others) to visualise the proposed software; 
 
• that prototypes were inaccessible to team members because of their design and 
development for chauffeur-driven operation; 
 
• that prototypes were sometimes ambiguous and open to interpretation (and 
misinterpretation) by team members. 
 
The aspects of the setting aimed to facilitate comprehension within the team presented 
targets for its improvement. Certainly, they were believed to have considerably more 
potential for change than the apparently immutable features of the commercial software 
development setting that appeared to cause many of the comprehension difficulties. 
Furthermore, because this study had apparently made new discoveries in this area, this 
became the main focus for the following work. 
 
The final focusing of the analysis from the ‘focused observations’ stage of the funnel 
was directed by the aspects of the setting, which presented targets for improvement. All 
of these targets had a central position in the interaction between the HCI designer and 
the programmers, and specifically, how they shared an understanding of the design. 
Thus, the final focus of this funnel stage was the interaction between these roles and the 
potential comprehension difficulties that existed between them. 
 
Typical HCI techniques learned from performing the HCI designer role as a participant 
in the field were used to investigate the interaction between the HCI designer and the 
programmers in the ‘selective observations’ funnel stage. Firstly, the investigation 
described the roles, responsibilities and objectives of the HCI designer and the 
programmer. Then, the nature of the communication and comprehension between these 
roles across all project phases was described. Observing that the interaction between the 
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roles was at its most intense during the implementation stage, the study focused in 
greater detail on the nature and volume of communication and comprehension at this 
stage. Finally, based on ethnographic observation and long field experience, the specific 
findings relating to the interaction between the HCI design and the programmers were 
identified and described. These findings were: 
 
Programmers misunderstanding or misinterpreting HCI design intent 
caused by: 
• ambiguity and inaccessibility of prototypes; 
• inadequacy of specifications and other representations; 
• lack of explanation of design rationale; 
• limitations of individuals’ abilities to conceptualise. 
resulting in: 
• misdirected implementation requiring major rework; 
• inappropriate day-to-day decisions made by programmers; 
• programmers failing to appreciate the design importance of a particular feature, 
risking its omission from the implementation; 
• misunderstandings delaying the discovery of problems with a design, that create 
the need for re-design at a later stage; 
• lengthy team meetings may be required to clarify concepts. 
 
Failure to maintain conceptual integrity  
- causes and effects as in the previous section, plus the following. 
caused by: 
• uneven distribution of general project understanding and domain knowledge; 
• poor communication within the team; 
• changing composition of the team; 
• inadequately conveyed changes to requirements. 
resulting in: 
• software is pulled in different directions by those producing it, affecting its quality 
and usability. 
 
Heavy Volume of Communication between HCI Designer and the Programmers 
caused by: 
• inadequate project documentation; 
• inaccessibility and ambiguity of prototypes; 
• lack of recorded design rationale. 
resulting in: 
• programmers having little alternative but to ask many questions of the HCI 
designer; 
• disruption to the HCI designers work. 
 
Ineffective Negotiation Between HCI Designer and Programmer 
caused by: 
• lack of recorded design rationale. 
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resulting in: 
• programmers may expend considerable effort implementing an aspect of the 
system which is faithful to the precise design shown in the prototype, but which 
actually has only minor importance in terms of the HCI design intent; 
• programmers may fail to understand that an apparently trivial aspect of the design 
shown in the prototype has a fundamental importance to HCI design intent; 
• programmers may make alternative design suggestions which are obviously 
inappropriate and have no basis for negotiation with the HCI designer; 
• programmers may make inappropriate assumptions about how the design should 
be changed in order to better suit the implementation tools/technology available. 
 
Duplication of Effort 
caused by: 
• lack of recorded design rationale; 
• ambiguity of prototypes. 
resulting in: 
• programmers duplicating the efforts of the HCI designer, replicating their design 
work because they do not know the level of design consideration that has gone 
into any given element of the prototype. 
 
Low Utility of HCI Prototype by Programmers 
caused by: 
• inaccessibility of the prototype due to its chauffeur-driven design – designed to be 
operated by the person that created it; 
• inaccessibility and ambiguity of the prototype for people without knowledge of 
the story accompanying it. 
resulting in: 
• unfulfilled potential of prototypes for conveying HCI design intent to programmers. 
 
 
Many aspects of these findings relate back to earlier, more general observations from 
the setting. The majority of the findings were related to the use of the visual prototypes 
in the interaction between HCI designer and programmers. In particular, it was apparent 
that visual prototypes had a great potential for sharing an understanding of HCI design 
intent within the team. However, this potential was not full exploited, particularly as the 
programmers found the prototype inaccessible. Furthermore, the use of prototypes as a 
means for sharing an understanding of HCI design intent brought with it further 
problems. For example, the lack of explicit rationale for the design shown in the 
prototype, and the apparent ease with which aspects of the prototype could be 
misunderstood or misinterpreted. 
 
The following section considers what can be done to tackle the problems identified in 
the interaction between the HCI designer and programmer in sharing a common 
understanding of HCI design intent. 
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2.10.3 Improvements Required in the Current Situation 
 
This section outlines the improvements that are required (and have scope) in the 
problem areas identified at the final focusing of the ‘funnel’ (i.e. specific findings from 
the selective observations reported in section 2.9.3.6). Improvements are required to: 
 
• reduce the misunderstanding and misinterpretation of HCI design intent; 
 
• improve the maintenance of conceptual integrity within the team; 
 
• reduce the volume of enquiries that programmers make of the HCI designer; 
 
• improve the programmers’ understanding of the design rationale underlying the user 
interface to put them into a more realistic position in negotiation with HCI designers, 
and to enable them to suggest reasonable design alternatives; 
 
• reduce the duplication of design effort by better explaining design work that has gone 
before; 
 
• increase the utility of the concretisation of the HCI designer’s mental model which is 
available from the HCI prototype. 
 
2.10.4 Potential Solutions 
 
This section describes potential solutions to the problem areas in the collaboration 
between the HCI designer and programmers. 
 
2.10.4.1 Improve Selection of Team Members 
 
Reducing the mixture of abilities evident within the software team by selection, to 
achieve a consistently high skill level, may reduce some of the collaboration problems. 
In a highly skilled team, communication could be improved through a deeper shared 
understanding of the technology, as well as general project objectives and domain 
knowledge. 
 
This solution does not acknowledge the commercial reality that programmer selection is 
difficult (see section 1.10.2.1). Neither does the approach acknowledge that when a 
mediocre programmer has been recruited, it is more difficult to subsequently terminate 
their contract than it is to reassign them to another project. 
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2.10.4.2 Improve Project Documentation, Primarily the Specification 
 
In general, there is considerable scope for improvement of project documentation. The 
specification is usually the best example of a document which has the greatest potential 
to improve, particularly with regard to presentation and clarity. 
 
However, although such improvements to specifications could be advantageous, it is 
apparently a feature of commercial software development that the specification 
document, which the team members use as a working document, also has a multitude of 
other uses, including forming a contract with the client. This diversity of uses means 
that the specifications are often a compromise (see section 2.9.2.7.6). 
 
2.10.4.3 Maintain Development Team throughout Project 
 
Maintaining the same team members throughout the duration of a software project 
would be a way of maintaining project knowledge in the team. This would reduce the 
overall communication burden caused by people leaving the team and new people 
joining. 
 
Scarcity of resources is a commercial fact which dictates that team members have to be 
utilised in their most productive roles. It would often not be commercially viable to 
involve all programmers at the very start of a project. 
 
2.10.4.4 Improve the Usability of HCI Prototypes 
 
It is partly the chauffeur-driven nature of HCI prototypes, requiring the user to have 
specialist knowledge to operate them, that causes their inaccessibility. One means of 
addressing this problem would be to improve the usability of such prototypes. 
Constructing prototypes which can be tried out ‘hands-on’ could improve their usability, 
as could adding ‘help’ features and providing other documentation. 
 
Commercial realities mean that HCI prototypes are often produced rapidly. Devoting 
time to improving the usability of the prototype and documenting the best way to 
demonstrate it may prove to be expenses that are hard to justify. 
 
2.10.4.5 Adopt an Evolutionary Approach to Development 
 
Perhaps the most radical means of improving the collaboration between the HCI 
designer and the programmer would be to change its nature. Instead of designing the 
user interface in its entirety before the majority of the programmers join the 
development team, the HCI designer and the programmers could collaborate, gradually 
evolving the software to meet the user and client requirements. 
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Although this approach has considerable merit from an HCI perspective, it has been 
criticised from a programming and IT perspective. Claims are made that software 
produced in this way is not robust (see sections 1.7.2 and 1.3.2). Even if such 
difficulties could be addressed, the commercial reality is that evolutionary 
developments require a special set of conditions. One fundamental problem with the 
approach is that fixed price contracts are still dominant in the software industry (see 
section 1.3.2). 
 
2.10.4.6 Education about the Project 
 
Education of all team members about general project objectives and the application 
domain could improve the communication and negotiation processes within the team. 
 
Taking time to formally prepare education material for team members who are expected 
to find out about the project for themselves is unlikely to gain management approval. 
 
2.10.4.7 Improve Training 
 
Training may be of some use in improving teamworking and communication skills.  
 
However, programmers have been found to be an occupational group with extremely 
low needs for social contact at work (see section 1.10.2), so team working and 
communication skills training may be of only limited use. 
 
2.10.4.8 Improve the Representation and Communication of Changes 
 
Changes in requirements and subsequent changes to design which occur throughout the 
project could be better represented and communicated. 
 
The number of changes which can occur, the multiple sources of changes and the 
predominantly paper document-based approach to software production makes effective 
representation and communication of changes inherently difficult. 
 
2.10.4.9 Recording Design Rationale 
 
Explicit records of design rationale could provide a better basis for programmers to 
negotiate implementation alternatives with the HCI designer. 
 
Researchers are undecided as to whether the cost of producing records of design 
rationale is justifiable (see section 1.11.3.4). One concern is that design rationale 
representations can be too abstract; and linking them to an exemplar system would 
provide a better explanation. 
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2.10.4.10 Utilise a Prototype-Centred Explanation Tool 
 
Elements of many of the most positive solution options suggested above (i.e. in sections 
2.10.4.2, 2.10.4.4, 2.10.4.6, 2.10.4.8 and 2.10.4.9) could be incorporated into one 
explanation tool centred around probably the best means of facilitating comprehension 
with the team - the chauffeur-driven HCI prototype. This is considered of particular 
relevance because such prototypes are routinely created during a software project, and 
therefore represent an existing resource which could be further exploited. 
 
The concept of a prototype-centred explanation tool was conceived by the researcher as 
a possible ‘add-on’ to any chauffeur-driven prototype. The add-on should automatically 
provide guided tours of the chauffeur-driven prototype without the need for the original 
chauffeur. This should increase the accessibility of the prototype to programmers and 
other team members and improve the utility of the prototype. 
 
In addition, the prototype-centred explanation should also provide information about 
each aspect of the prototype. Exactly what is written about each aspect of the software 
reflected in the prototype will depend on the HCI designer creating the explanation, but 
this should be flexible. The key benefit is that this add-on becomes an information area 
which allows the HCI designer to jot down, in context, any other information available 
that supports the design shown in the prototype. If for example, an aspect of the design 
reflected in the prototype had been subject to a great deal of design consideration and 
this was not apparent from the appearance of the prototype, it could be described in 
more detail in the associated information area. Conversely, where aspects of the design 
represented in the prototype are ill thought out (e.g. non-essential features of the 
design), the information area allows the HCI designer to convey this. 
 
Although the information area is free format, allowing the HCI designer to write about 
aspects of the prototype and include pictures and diagrams if desired, some information 
content would be suggested by the prototype-centred explanation tool. To achieve this, 
empty slots for certain types of information would appear within each information area. 
The most important of these slots would be ‘design rationale’, prompting the HCI 
designer to explain the rationale underlying each aspect of the design shown in the 
prototype which they explain. Others might include: 
 
• a ‘see also’ slot where HCI designers would be encouraged to cross-reference the 
information in the prototype-centred explanation; 
 
• a ‘general project information’ slot enabling project objectives and an overview of 
the domain to be described; 
 
• a ‘users and tasks’ slot to describe the users and their tasks and to animate their likely 
future use of the proposed software by using scenario-based prototype ‘tours’. 
 
The prototype-centred explanation tool concept therefore could provide some level of 
improvement to each of the problem areas identified in section 2.10.3, incorporating 
many of the other solution options suggested in section 2.10.4. Furthermore, this 
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solution option does not preclude any of the others suggested that it does not encompass 
directly (i.e. sections 2.10.4.1, 2.10.4.3, 2.10.4.5 and 2.10.4.7). 
 
By providing programmers with access to the HCI designer’s conceptualisation of the 
proposed software, concretised in the prototype, misunderstandings and 
misinterpretation of HCI design intent could be reduced and a greater level of 
conceptual integrity within the team maintained. These potential improvements could be 
further supported by the provision of general project information and information about 
users and tasks. 
 
If the prototype-centred explanation tool becomes a successful means of facilitating 
comprehension and communication within the team, the volume of enquiries addressed 
to the HCI designer could be reduced. 
 
By explaining design rationale in the context of a prototype tour, the programmers 
should gain a better understanding of why the HCI design is the way it is. This will 
enable them to suggest design alternatives, which are consistent with HCI design intent 
and will put them in a better position to negotiate. 
 
Because prototype-centred explanation tool information areas allow the HCI designer to 
explain aspects of the prototype, duplication of effort will be reduced. Instead of 
programmers thinking through all of the issues surrounding a design which the HCI 
designer has already thoroughly considered, they can take the HCI designers work as a 
starting point. 
 
If successful, the prototype-centred explanation tool add-on, should by definition, 
increase the utility of the visual prototype. 
 
The prototype-centred explanation tool concept derives flexibility from its focus on the 
chauffeured prototype, which is in itself a flexible technique. In this respect, the 
prototype-centred explanation tool should be very different from failed CASE tools and 
IPSEs which attempted to structure the work of those using them (see section 1.5.1). 
Thus, the prototype-centred explanation tool should not enforce any structure on the 
work practices of those using it, although it could have a marginal influence on the HCI 
designer’s work. This flexibility should also enable the prototype-centred explanation 
tool to be used within a wide range of software lifecycles and development situations. 
 
From the point of view of commercial viability, a prototype-centred explanation tool 
would need to prove itself in a similar way to that suggested for recording design 
rationale (see section 3.4.9). It will need to be demonstrated that the benefits of using a 
prototype-centred explanation tool representation outweigh the costs associated with its 
production. 
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2.10.5 Solution Option Selected as a Focus for the Next Research Stage 
 
The prototype-centred explanation tool concept introduced here incorporates many of 
the positive measures which could lead to improvements in the communication and 
sharing of understanding between the HCI designer and programmers. For example, 
design rationale would be explained alongside an image of the related software, as 
design rationale researchers have suggested (see section 1.11.3.4). The prototype-
centred explanation tool approach is believed to have the most potential for providing a 
commercially viable, widely applicable and effective means of facilitating and 
improving the communication and comprehension within the software team, particularly 
between the HCI designer and programmers. 
 
2.10.5.1 Proposed Future Situation 
 
Based on the analysis of the interaction between HCI designer and programmers 
described in section 2.9.3, this section illustrates how the future situation could be 
supported with the hypothesised prototype-centred explanation tool. The tool is 
expected to contribute to all of the improvements required in the current situation, 
identified in section 2.10.3. 
 
Sections 2.10.5.1.1 and 2.10.5.1.2 clarify the requirements for the prototype-centred 
explanation tool by explaining the role it should play in the future situation in 
supporting the collaboration of the HCI designer and programmers. 
 
2.10.5.1.1 Detailed Analysis of Potential Programmer Utility of a Prototype-
Centred Explanation Tool During Implementation Phase 
 
Figure 2.12 is based on the model of the existing communication that occurs between 
the programmers and the HCI designers in the implementation phase, shown in figure 
2.10 and described in section 2.9.3.4. Figure 2.12 is a simplified view of how the 
programmers could use the information in the prototype-centred explanation tool in this 
phase (labelled “ProtoTour” in the diagram). The tool could provide the following 
information to the programmers: 
 
• animated (and narrated) ‘tour’ of the HCI prototype bringing to life project reference 
material; 
 
• description of design features, linking to and further explaining other project 
reference material; 
 
• representation of states in the proposed software via state-transition diagrams 
(STDs); 
 
• further description of the proposed software’s operation, including demonstration of 
required states utilising prototype ‘tour’; 
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• explanation of design intent relating to key design features and identification of 
background features shown in the HCI prototype; 
 
• explanations of user tasks and their future tasks, supported by prototype scenario-
based ‘tour’; 
 
• details about users; 
 
• information about the client organisation and other general project information; 
 
• ‘News’7 on latest design ideas and changes; 
 
• platform and house style guides. 
 
Information about the design rationale underlying the HCI design shown in the 
prototype will also form part of the tool’s explanation and justifications may be linked 
to scenario-based prototype ‘tours’ to explain the rationale. The aim of this is to enable 
the HCI designer to be explicit about why elements of the software have been designed 
as they have and which elements of the prototype are fundamental and which are 
background features. This information is intended to place the programmers in a 
stronger negotiating position, by providing them with the understanding necessary to 
suggest realistic alternatives to the HCI designer’s. 
                                                 
7The concept of project ‘News’ to convey recent changes to software specifications and design within the 
software team was cut from the initial tool design and implementation described in chapter 3 to make the 
scope of implementation and evaluation more feasible. The concept is re-visited in the “future research” 
section of the final discussion (chapter 5). 
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Figure 2.12 A simplified view of how programmers’ comprehension of software 
under construction could be facilitated using the prototype-centred 
explanation tool (labelled ‘ProtoTour’) in the implementation phase 
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2.10.5.1.2 An Illustration of the Volume of Communication Between HCI Designer 
and Programmer During Implementation Phase Following the 
Introduction of a Prototype-Centred Explanation Tool 
 
Figure 2.13 highlights three key points about the projected communication and 
comprehension activities within the implementation phase following the introduction of 
a prototype-centred explanation tool. Firstly, the utility of the HCI prototype is expected 
to increase dramatically as it is at the heart of the explanation tool. Secondly, the 
programmers’ understanding of the proposed software should be increased by reference 
to the prototype-centred explanation tool, which is expected to reduce the volume of 
communication between the HCI designer and programmer. Thirdly, by providing 
programmers with design rationale information, their understanding of the underlying 
reasons for the user interface design should put them in a better position to offer 
sensible alternatives. This is expected to reduce the overall volume of negotiation 
between HCI designer and programmer. At the same time, it should improve the quality 
and relevance of alternatives suggested by the programmers. 
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Figure 2.13 Expected volume of communication between HCI designer and 
programmer during implementation phase following the introduction of a 
prototype-centred explanation tool (labelled ‘ProtoTour’) 
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2.10.6 The Next Stage in the Research 
 
The next stage of this research focuses on designing and constructing a prototype-
centred explanation tool for the purposes of testing the concept. The next chapter 
describes the design and implementation of such a tool, called ProtoTour and the 
following chapter describes the experimental evaluation of its utility. 
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Chapter 3 The Design and Implementation of a 
Prototype-Centred Explanation Tool - 
ProtoTour 
3.1 Introduction 
 
The qualitative investigation described in chapter 2 found the comprehension of HCI 
design intent within the software team to be of great importance, particularly in the 
interaction between the HCI designer and the programmers. Some apparently 
immutable features of the commercial software setting appeared to create 
comprehension difficulties, e.g. changing requirements. Other aspects of the setting 
appeared to be designed to aid comprehension, e.g. software specifications. Of all the 
aspects designed to aid comprehension, prototyping had the most potential and 
acknowledged the immutable realities of commercial software development. However, 
the use of prototypes for facilitating the comprehension of HCI design intent was found 
to be flawed in a number of ways: 
 
• prototypes could be misunderstood or misinterpreted; 
 
• prototypes could be inaccessible (leading to under-utilisation and a high volume of 
communication between the HCI designer and the programmers); 
 
• prototypes could not convey design rationale (consequently, they could not provide a 
basis for negotiation between the HCI designer and the programmers). 
 
A prototype-centred explanation tool is proposed in chapter 2 as a means of exploiting 
the potential which prototypes were found to have, whilst addressing the key flaws in 
their use. 
 
This chapter describes the design and implementation of a prototype-centred 
explanation tool called ‘ProtoTour’. Its primary aims were; to reduce prototype 
ambiguity; increase prototype accessibility; and provide programmers with additional 
information to enable them to provide an effective contribution to the design. 
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3.2 Initial Concepts 
 
This section explains the initial concepts for the ProtoTour representation and describes 
how the concepts evolved from the findings of the qualitative investigation of chapter 2 
and the further analysis of HCI designer and programmer collaboration described in 
chapter 3. 
 
3.2.1 Automated Prototype ‘Tours’ 
 
Visual prototypes presenting a façade of a proposed software are often prepared during 
software development in order to gain a better understanding of the requirements for the 
proposed software (as described in the literature, see section 1.7.4.1). Such prototypes, 
which can present a complex façade, can be prepared rapidly and are designed to be 
presented by the prototype builder. This person is likely to have a deep understanding of 
the conceptual model of the proposed software for which the visual prototype is merely 
a concretisation. In order for the visual prototype to accurately reflect the conceptual 
model, it must be operated by someone who understands not only the conceptual model 
but also the ‘smoke and mirrors’ tricks (hidden keystrokes, mouse clicks, etc.), which 
present the illusion of apparent functionality using only the visual prototype façade.  
 
The HCI designer is in a good position to be the prototype builder. Building the 
prototype allows the HCI designer to be involved in the early formation of the basic 
software concepts underlying the design. The user interface is therefore designed first. 
Prototyping allows the HCI designer to confirm that the basic appearance of the 
software conforms to the user/clients’ understanding of what they want. Requirements 
can be quickly incorporated into the design and reflected back in the prototype for 
discussion. 
 
Having evolved the visual prototype to encapsulate requirements for the proposed 
software, it is used as a communication medium within the development team as the 
implementation progresses into the design phase. The composition of the team often 
changes as implementation gains pace. New team members may initially know nothing 
of the often complex conceptual model of the proposed software which is reflected in 
the visual prototype and held in the heads of some existing team members. Conceptual 
models of the software held by individual team members need to be closely aligned if 
the end product is to be coherent and the process of getting there is to be smooth. The 
visual prototype often appears to be a good means of visualising the software. If an 
implementation issue arises, the visual prototype can be used to query the conceptual 
model of the software (held in the heads of some of the team members). Technical 
documentation surrounding the implementation rarely provides such a good window on 
the conceptual model. 
 
A problem arises when the prototype’s concretisation of the conceptual model can only 
be effectively operated by the HCI designer. After dedicating considerable efforts to 
producing and validating a visual prototype, its accessibility is limited. Because the 
visual prototype on its own is only a façade, it has some strange behaviour in 
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conventional software terms and relies on the operator’s knowledge of hidden ‘tricks’ to 
present it correctly. Furthermore, the prototype provides a visualisation which usually 
fits into a story of how the software is being operated. Thus the prototype’s shallow 
functionality only really makes sense as part of a scenario walkthrough. A programmer 
with only basic skills and no experience of a particular visual prototype could make 
various aspects of it apparently ‘work’, but without the correct sequence of events, 
knowledge of the hidden ‘tricks’ and an understanding of the story, the apparent 
functionality would be nonsensical and misleading. 
 
A further consequence of the limited accessibility is that team members have to ask the 
HCI designer to operate the visual prototype each time they want to query the model. 
The bigger the software team the worse this could become. This bottleneck may also 
dissuade team members from asking the relevant questions, instead leading them to 
make assumptions. 
 
The ProtoTour concept was invented to provide an automatic means of driving the 
visual prototype, in effect a tour of the prototype (hence the name). The tour would be 
created by recording sequences of events from the visual prototype. By arranging these 
sequences and adding a narrative, sequences of events from the visual prototype could 
be played back to anybody with an interest in how the proposed software should work. 
The ProtoTour recordings have the potential to improve on the correctness of the 
prototype visualisation by editing the recordings. Sequences of events in the prototype 
which less accurately represent the proposed software can be cut from the recording or 
altered (in a similar way to film editing procedures and special effects). So, as well as 
being more accessible, the ProtoTour walkthroughs are potentially more accurate 
representations of how the proposed software should work. 
 
3.2.2 Focussed Specification 
 
A software specification is still a primary document in a software development (see 
section’s 1.6, 2.9.1.6.6 and 2.9.2.4.6 for evidence). Technical specification documents 
attempt to describe the required functionality of the software under construction (in 
detail). Visual prototypes produced prior to this can be turned into a set of screen 
pictures to accompany technical descriptions of elements of the proposed software. 
Because the resulting technical documents can be difficult to read, the use of the visual 
prototype can be continued in order to provide an effective means of communication 
within the team (see sections 2.9.1.6.2 and 2.9.2.4.2). Furthermore, as the 
implementation phase gets under way (after the specification has been completed), it 
may become apparent that some planned functionality is not viable in the way that it has 
been designed. Returning to the prototype allows team members to test out alternative 
design ideas and consider their effect on the overall conceptual model of the proposed 
software. The technical specification document does not facilitate visualisation of the 
conceptual model as effectively as the prototype. Its role is to provide a more detailed 
description of the proposed software. 
 
Some parts of the visualisation of the proposed software do not get represented in the 
specification. For example, HCI design may have produced some complex interactional 
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ideas in the visual prototype which are not effectively described. There may be several 
reasons for this: they are too subtle; only static printed screen pictures can be included 
in the specification; the interaction is extremely complex to describe in words; or they 
may be just forgotten. 
 
The ProtoTour concept was expanded to address some of these problems. After 
recording a visual prototype sequence, a narrative description is added to the recording 
to explain how the proposed software will be used. This style of explanation can also be 
adopted to present an exhaustive explanation of the functionality of particular elements. 
In other words, the extent of the functionality and interactivity of a particular element is 
described, as opposed to how the element fits into the bigger picture when the software 
is being used.  
 
The HCI designer will be forced to carefully consider all aspects of a particular software 
element (e.g. a window), as they prepare visual prototype walkthroughs and associated 
narrative (tours - recorded as animation) to describe HCI design intent. When describing 
the element in a written specification, the description is centred around a static picture. 
The preparation of a recorded sequence and narrative is likely to require more thought 
than a written technical description and has better visual prompts as to what needs to be 
specified. ProtoTour might therefore make specifications of proposed software reflected 
in visual prototypes more thorough and complete. 
 
Because there is information about proposed software which is not best presented as a 
narrative, the ProtoTour concept could be expanded to include an on-screen text 
element. This way, more text-oriented information supports the recorded walkthroughs 
and vice versa. To optimise the utilisation of on-screen text facilities, hypertext, search 
mechanisms and colour pictures can also be incorporated into the ProtoTour concept. 
Researchers believe that such hypermedia facilities have potential as an explanatory and 
learning medium (see section 1.11.4.3) and this potential was thought to be exploitable 
within ProtoTour. Such facilities for on-screen explanation are thought to provide a 
better link to the visualisation and communication potential afforded by a visual 
prototype than a technical specification. 
 
3.2.3 Design Rationale 
 
When using visual prototypes and specification documents to support software 
implementation design rationale is not captured and is rarely routinely recorded 
elsewhere (see section 1.11.3.4 and the ‘Software Prototypes’ category within section 
2.9.2.4.2 for evidence). If not recorded, the design rationale is likely to remain in the 
heads of the designers and not be communicated within the software team. 
 
Without an understanding of rationale underlying the design, programmers would not 
be in a position to suggest alternative implementation options or negotiate alternatives 
with the HCI designer. Programmers are usually closer to the technology than other 
team members, so in terms of technical knowledge, they are in the best position to 
suggest better ways of implementing aspects of the proposed software. These 
suggestions may be different from the implementation implied in the visual prototype, 
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but may be significantly easier to implement. Therefore, if the implementation is to 
make optimal utilisation of technologies available, programmers need to suggest 
alternatives. To do this, a knowledge of the rationale for the original designs is thought 
to be essential. 
 
Visual prototypes are inherently misleading with respect to design rationale. Whilst 
some aspects of a prototype may be the subject of a large amount of design effort and 
consideration, these co-exist in the prototype illusion alongside other aspects of the 
design which may have just been added to fill space. The viewer of an expertly 
presented prototype façade has no clue to the level of design consideration that has gone 
into the different aspects. This has two effects. Firstly, when the programmers begin to 
implement an aspect of the software they duplicate some of the thinking that has already 
been done by someone else in the team. Secondly, programmers may begin to 
implement an aspect of the visual prototype without giving it much consideration only 
to discover that the concept was ill-thought out (put in the prototype to fill space) and is 
seriously flawed. 
 
Design rationale was therefore included as another facet of ProtoTour. Centring an 
explanation of design rationale on the prototype enables the HCI designer to highlight, 
both the parts of the design that are well thought out, and those that are not. It should 
allow them to thoroughly explain the issues surrounding the design and the alternatives 
considered. This may have several effects. Firstly, the design rationale information 
should enable programmers to suggest implementation alternatives which acknowledge 
the constraints of the design. Secondly, when a programmer begins to implement an 
aspect of the prototype, the extent of the thinking and design consideration that has gone 
before is available, which should reduce costly duplication of effort. Thirdly, the 
programmer should gain an appreciation of the HCI designer’s reasoning and 
confidence that important issues have been thought through. Fourthly, as a visual 
prototype evolves, the ProtoTour representation could evolve with it, creating a record 
of design decisions made. 
 
3.2.4 General Project Information 
 
When programmers begin work on a software project, it is usual for a considerable 
amount of analysis and design to have occurred already (for example, in project 2 some 
programmers joined the software team around six months after the project had started - 
see section 2.9.2.4.7). Thus, programmers do not usually follow a project through from 
its inception and therefore, might not have a thorough understanding of project 
objectives and background. Written specification documents and the visual prototype do 
not appear to fill in all of the gaps in their understanding; general knowledge about the 
project often appears to be one such gap. Despite this, during their day-to-day work 
programmers often made seemingly insignificant decisions, which shaped the 
implementation (see the ‘General Project Understanding’ category in section 2.9.2.4.5 
for evidence). Such decisions made in isolation can unwittingly steer the software in the 
wrong direction. Any single bad judgement or misunderstanding guiding the 
implementation can have very severe consequences; the reversal of which can be 
extremely costly. 
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Because general project information was not communicated effectively to programmers, 
the ProtoTour concept was further expanded to contain a section explaining general 
project information.  
 
3.2.5 Task and User Information 
 
Much of the basis of design rationale underlying designs shown in the visual prototype 
comes from the HCI designer’s understanding of the users and their tasks. To properly 
visualise and understand the proposed software, it is often necessary to view it from the 
perspective of the users. Task and user information was not commonly found to be 
palatable by implementers; some of whom would rather the HCI designer worried about 
this aspect of the development and let them know the outcome.  
 
By integrating the user and task information with explanations and walkthroughs of the 
visual prototype in ProtoTour, the implementers may be led through this information. 
For example, a full walkthrough of a visual prototype could be presented following a 
typical use scenario drawn from task analysis. As with general project understanding 
discussed in section 3.2.4, programmers make minute decisions about the 
implementation as part of their day-to-day work. The better their understanding and 
appreciation of the users and tasks, the less likely these decisions should be to 
unwittingly violate design intent. 
 
3.2.6 Style Guide 
 
Rapidly constructed visual prototypes were often found to gloss over specific 
implementation details. Such details include the precise specification of the style and 
layout of elements of the user interface. Attention to these details is considered to be 
essential for achieving consistency of the user interface with the environment in which 
the software is working (e.g. Microsoft Windows) and with the company software style. 
 
The ProtoTour concept was therefore further expanded to include links to an on-line 
user interface style guide. This would enable an on-line house style guide (or general 
Windows style guide) to be linked with the ProtoTour representation of any visual 
prototype produced, giving implementers access to detailed and precise user interface 
style and layout information. Giving the implementers access to such information may 
also reduce the number of interruptions and queries the HCI designer receives. 
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3.3 The Design 
 
This section describes the design of the first prototype of a ProtoTour tool. 
 
An important underlying philosophy of the ProtoTour concept is that its use should not 
impose any structure or particular way of working on the users (both authors and 
readers). The flexibility of visual prototypes is thought to be major factor in their 
increasing use, so ProtoTour must not restrict this. Administrative burdens placed on 
software teams with the introduction of tools like Integrated Project Support 
Environments (IPSEs) have clearly thwarted their uptake (see section 1.5). 
 
Because ProtoTour is designed to ‘piggyback’ an existing visual prototype, trying to 
explain the design of it in isolation would make little sense. Therefore, the design of 
ProtoTour is described in this chapter by illustrating the kinds of information and 
functionality that ProtoTour would contain if it had been applied to a specific visual 
prototype example. The example used is that of a visual prototype for proposed 
software called ELDER (Engineering Line Diagram advisER). The ELDER visual 
prototype was selected as the example because it was developed as part of a commercial 
project.  
 
ELDER itself was predominantly hypertext explanation software, like ProtoTour. Thus, 
the example comprises ProtoTour’s hypertext explanation facilities applied to an 
explanation of the ELDER hypertext explanation software. This was an unfortunate and 
unavoidable situation, but one which ultimately may have generated more feedback 
from formative evaluation than would otherwise have been the case (for example, 
section 3.5 describes the evaluator’s difficulty distinguishing ProtoTour from the 
ELDER prototype). 
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3.3.1 Overview of ProtoTour 
 
The ProtoTour concept begins with a generic topic template. ProtoTour links together 
any number of template pages in a hypertext environment but allows the content of each 
page to be flexible. Furthermore, a template page can be used to activate other features 
which are not hypertext-based, like the animated walkthrough sequences. The actual 
content and arrangement of a ProtoTour representation is left to the discretion of the 
HCI designer. Figure 3.1 outlines the main features of a ProtoTour representation.  
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Figure 3.1 Overview of the main features of a ProtoTour representation 
 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to explaining all of the elements of 
ProtoTour in more detail. This will include the main features illustrated in figure 3.1 
and will also encompass specific examples of the application of the generic topic 
template. 
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3.3.2 The ProtoTour Main Screen 
 
The ProtoTour main screen (see figure 3.2) offers four primary categories of 
information relating to the proposed software illustrated in the prototype: Project 
Information; software ‘in Action’; Design Intent; and the relevant Style Guide. The 
primary option is Design Intent as this explains and demonstrates the visual prototype. 
Software ‘in Action’  contains information about the users, their tasks and how they will 
use the proposed software. Project Information describes the objectives, philosophy, 
budget and timescales for the software project. 
 
At this first screen, the ProtoTour user may immediately utilise the search facility to 
bypass hypertext navigation and go directly to the information they are interested in.  
 
An ‘About ProtoTour’ button provides a brief pop-up explanation of what ProtoTour is. 
 
The illustration on the main screen utilising a film show metaphor is designed to have a 
strong purpose. During formative evaluation (discussed further in section 3.5), 
evaluators had difficulty distinguishing ProtoTour from the visual prototype example it 
was explaining. The film show metaphor was intended to reinforce the fact that 
ProtoTour is presenting the visual prototype. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 ProtoTour’s opening screen presenting the ELDER visual prototype 
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3.3.3 Narrated Visual Prototype Walkthroughs or ‘Tours’ 
 
Any number of pre-recorded walkthrough sequences with accompanying narrative can 
be played back from within ProtoTour. These walkthroughs mimic an HCI designer’s 
presentation of a visual prototype. The walkthroughs or ‘tours’ aim to bring to life the 
visual prototype representation without the need for an experienced operator. Figure 3.3 
shows a single frame from an animation sequence, which demonstrates how advice in 
the ELDER software is annotated by its users. The window shown in the bottom right 
corner of the figure is the narrative window explaining what the user is seeing in the 
visual prototype animation. Narrative windows appear after a series of animation frames 
have shown the manipulation of a particular aspect of the visual prototype interaction. 
The presence of a narrative window halts the animation until the user decides to 
progress to the next animated sequence. Alternatively, the user has the option of going 
back over the last sequence or jumping to a particular sequence. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 A single frame from an animation sequence in ELDER 
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3.3.4 Hypertext Generic Topic Templates 
 
The hypertext generic topic templates themselves are not novel. The hypertext software 
used in the first implementation of ProtoTour is taken from Microsoft Windows Help. 
Therefore, the features of the hypertext generic topic templates in ProtoTour are 
identical to a sophisticated Windows’ Help file. Features include: 
 
• free format text which can include hot links1 to other topics or pop-up sub-topics 
(e.g. for pop-up definitions); 
 
• a ‘See Also’ pop-up (see section 3.3.11) uses the features of the above point to list 
further reading relevant to the current topic; 
 
• pictures may be included in the text and these can include hypertext hotspots2; 
 
• search terms are associated with each topic which allows a separate search 
mechanism  (see section 3.3.11) to lead the user to relevant topics. 
 
The only difference between a ProtoTour topic and a Help file topic is structural. In 
order to simplify authoring and maintain consistency, the ProtoTour topics are produced 
using a more rigidly structured template than typical Help file topics. This also acts as a 
memory jogger to authors, for example, a ‘See Also’ and a ‘Design Rationale’ area is 
included on every ProtoTour topic page even if it is not used (this would appear to the 
user as a disabled3 link). 
 
                                                 
1a hot link is a jargon term for a word (usually underlined and in a different colour to the rest of the 
text) which when clicked upon activates a hypertext event, such as navigating to a different page of 
hypertext 
2a hotspot is a jargon term for an area of a picture which when clicked upon activates a hypertext event, 
such as navigating to a different page of hypertext 
3a disabled feature in Microsoft Windows jargon refers to a feature which is not currently available to a 
user but is shown on screen (usually in light grey) to indicate that it exists even though it is unavailable. 
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3.3.5 Topics Explaining the HCI Design Intent and Functionality Implied By 
the Visual Prototype 
 
Figure 3.4 illustrates a typical ProtoTour information topic introducing the Calculation 
facility shown in the ELDER visual prototype. This particular topic comprises a picture 
of the Calculation Tool dialog box and a description of how it should work. A hot link 
in the text refers the reader to a topic concerning the ‘Authoring’ of calculations, in 
other words a topic describing how the users of ELDER will need to change the 
underlying equations. This is clearly relevant information for a programmer working on 
the Calculation Tool. In the topic title, there are three more hot links which are common 
to all ProtoTour information topics. The ‘See Also’ link will refer the reader to other 
topics which may be related to the Calculation topic. The ‘Design Rationale’ link 
provides the reader with an explanation of why the Calculation Tool has been designed 
as it has (and may also explain any unresolved design issues). Finally, the 
‘Walkthrough’ hot link will playback a recorded sequence (based on the visual 
prototype) and an associated narrative, demonstrating how the Calculation Tool has 
been designed to work in practice. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Part of a typical ProtoTour information topic 
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In order to assist the reader’s navigation to the relevant aspect of ProtoTour, the author 
of the ProtoTour representation can construct a picture giving an overview of the visual 
prototype. This static picture (or series of pictures) can be set up with hypertext hotspots 
to become a kind of visual contents page for the ProtoTour representation. Figure 3.5 is 
an example of such a visual contents page. The picture shows the main elements of 
functionality and interactivity of the ELDER software. Selecting the main ‘Hypertext 
Information Area’ hotspot accesses another similar picture, further breaking down the 
functionality of this complex aspect of ELDER. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 A ProtoTour topic using a picture to create a visual contents page, giving 
an overview of functional elements of the proposed software 
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3.3.6 Topics Providing User and Task Information 
 
ProtoTour topics are also used to convey information about the users of the product 
illustrated by the visual prototype and their tasks. 
 
Figure 3.6 provides an example of an information topic describing the different users of 
the proposed ELDER software. Such information about users is sometimes necessary 
for the interpretation of design rationale information. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 A ProtoTour topic describing the different users of the proposed software 
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Figure 3.7 gives an example of an information topic describing the main task of the 
primary user of ELDER. Hot links available within this topic include a ‘Hierarchial 
Diagram of the Engineer’s Task’. In this example, the ProtoTour author has included a 
topic comprising a diagram of their choice (these are discussed further in section 3.3.9).  
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 A ProtoTour topic describing the main task of the primary user of the 
proposed software 
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3.3.7 Topics Providing General Information About The Software Project 
 
Statements of the objective, rationale, timescales, and budget are a few examples of the 
general information about a software project which can be included in a ‘Project 
Information’ topic. Figure 3.8 gives an example of some general project information 
relating to the ELDER project. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8 A ProtoTour ‘Project Information’ topic for the proposed software 
project 
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3.3.8 The Representation of Design Rationale 
 
The ProtoTour topic templates include a predefined hot link to a ‘Design Rationale’ 
page for every information topic. This emphasises that design rationale is a fundamental 
aspect of ProtoTour as well as acting as a reminder to authors of a ProtoTour 
representation. Throughout the ProtoTour ELDER example, design rationale is 
described in several ways. Firstly, where possible, a simplified version of the QOC 
representation (see section 1.11.3.4) was used to describe the design considerations 
made for each interface element. Secondly, written descriptions of design rationale and 
design consideration were employed. Finally, outstanding design issues or design 
compromises were recorded. Figure 3.9 shows the part of the design rationale for the 
Calculation Tool in the form of a QOC representation and a description of design 
compromises that were made.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.9 Design rationale representation within ProtoTour 
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3.3.9 Miscellaneous Representations 
 
The ProtoTour author is encouraged to include any representations they see fit to 
describe the proposed software. ProtoTour topic templates have sufficient flexibility to 
include various representation, but these are not regarded as part of the ProtoTour 
concept in the way that design rationale representation is. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show 
two kinds of representations which would support explanations within the ProtoTour 
information. Figure 3.10 is a hierarchial decomposition of the primary task of the main 
user of ELDER. 
 
   
Figure 3.10 Miscellaneous representation - a hierarchial decomposition of the 
primary task of the main user of the proposed software 
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Figure 3.11 is a State-Transition Diagram (STD) which accurately describes the status 
of Log Files in ELDER. This diagram is typical of the type of design work which is 
often duplicated by the programmer, because the visual prototype alone does not convey 
the level of design work that has already gone in to various aspects of the software. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Miscellaneous representation - a State-Transition Diagram relating to an 
aspect of the proposed software 
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3.3.10 Style Guide 
 
ProtoTour has been designed to facilitate access to an on-line style guide. The style 
guide linked to the ProtoTour representation of the ELDER visual prototype is 
Microsoft’s Windows Interface Application Design Guide. Figure 3.12 shows a sample 
page of information from the style guide.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.12 A sample page from a style guide linked to the ProtoTour representation 
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3.3.11 Cross-Referencing and Searching  
 
A ‘See Also’ pop-up window is part of every information topic which allows the author 
of the ProtoTour representation to suggest other relevant, alternative topics to the 
reader. Figure 3.13 shows an example of a ‘See Also’ pop-up window suggesting 
alternative topics to the reader of the Checklist topic in the ELDER prototype. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.13 An example ‘See Also’ pop-up window 
 
Search terms associated with each ProtoTour topic provide the user with a non-
hypertext style index to the information in the ProtoTour representation. Figure 3.14 
shows an example of this search mechanism, showing the four topics in the ProtoTour 
representation of ELDER which contain the search term ‘Checklist’. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.14 The ProtoTour search mechanism 
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3.4 Implementation 
 
This section describes the implementation of the first prototype of ProtoTour. 
 
3.4.1 Implementation Overview 
 
An overview of the main functional aspects of ProtoTour, depicted in figure 3.15, is 
described below. 
 
The heart of ProtoTour is the hypertext engine; in this case the Window’s Help 
application (known as winhelp). Pre-prepared and compiled ProtoTour hypertext help 
files are run within winhelp.  
 
Before running winhelp, a separate loader program (written in Visual Basic) changes 
the Windows colour scheme to a specific ProtoTour colour scheme (this enables the 
user to distinguish ProtoTour explanation from the visual prototype animation 
sequences). The loader program remains running in the background, ready to restore the 
original colour scheme when ProtoTour exits.  
 
When winhelp is run, the appropriate ProtoTour hypertext file is also loaded. The user 
may now interrogate the information in the hypertext file as required. 
 
Only when the user selects a walkthrough link from the hypertext file are the programs 
necessary to set up and play the animation sequences loaded. The first program to load 
and run is another Visual Basic loader program. This program first tidies the display by 
iconising the winhelp application (this is necessary because it is set to be the topmost 
window when ProtoTour is running) and the program manager. Secondly, a splash 
screen announces that animation sequences are loading, followed by a set of simple 
instructions for navigating around the animations. Thirdly, the program loads the 
DemoQuick application (the application which allows sequences from a visual 
prototype to be recorded and played back) and the relevant animation file. The loader 
program remains running in the background ready to restore winhelp after the animation 
sequence has finished and DemoQuick has been exited. The loader program then exits 
and returns control to the winhelp application. 
 
There was one final complication to the ProtoTour implementation, which is not shown 
in figure 3.15 for the sake of simplicity. The style guide which was linked to ProtoTour 
was a Microsoft Multimedia Viewer file. Thus a further loader program was written in 
Visual Basic which activated the Multimedia Viewer application and loaded the style 
guide. As with the other programs, when the style guide was closed, it returned control 
to the winhelp application.  
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Figure 3.15 Overview of the ProtoTour implementation 
 
The implementation of ProtoTour outlined in this section is more complicated than it 
would have been if state-of-the-art tools had been available. For example, a version of 
DemoQuick which integrates animation sequences with Windows Help is available 
(although expensive) but creative use of Microsoft Visual Basic enabled a loader 
program to be written which crudely linked the two applications, bypassing the need for 
the top-of-the-range DemoQuick version. A flexible ProtoTour application would 
consist of a single application with facilities for hypertext as well as animation 
sequences. 
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3.4.2 Preparation of ProtoTour Hypertext Files 
 
ProtoTour hypertext files are exactly the same as Windows Help files. However, 
ProtoTour hypertext files make use of a greater proportion of the technical features of 
Windows Help than is usually the case with Windows Help files. 
 
Figure 3.16 gives an overview of the various applications (and intermediate files) that 
are used to create a single ProtoTour hypertext file. 
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Figure 3.16 An overview of the applications and intermediate files which are used in 
the creation of a ProtoTour hypertext file 
 
The starting point in the process is the production of Rich Text Format (.RTF) files, 
written in WordPerfect (Microsoft Word would probably have been more appropriate as 
it provides better support for writing help files; unfortunately, it was not available to the 
researcher). They contain all the information that will appear in the hypertext and 
references to any diagrams that will reside with the text. All other hypertext features are 
encoded in the file in a format prescribed by the Windows Help Application. An 
example of a ProtoTour hypertext topic RTF file is shown in figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.17  An example of a ProtoTour hypertext topic RTF file 
 
The RTF file example in figure 3.17 shows that document footnotes are used to encode 
various information associated with the hypertext topic, ranging from the name and 
internal reference of the topic to search terms associated with it. The actual text of the 
topic is included in the file approximately as it should appear in the final hypertext file. 
Code to load pictures is included in braces. Hypertext links are coded by underlining (or 
double underlining) the link word and following this with a hidden text reference to the 
appropriate hypertext destination. Alternatively, some hypertext links execute a Visual 
Basic loader program which runs a DemoQuick animation sequence. Pop-up windows 
(like ‘See Also’) and secondary windows (like ‘Design Rationale’) appear on separate 
pages of the RTF file. 
 
With reference to figure 3.16, drawing packages are used to create pictures to be 
included in the hypertext file. Paint Shop Pro version 3.11 is of particular use for 
capturing images from the visual prototype. Paintbrush can subsequently be used to 
touch-up such images. Other drawing packages (such as Visio 3.0) were used to create 
diagrams (for example, State-Transition Diagrams), which were exported as bitmaps to 
be incorporated in the hypertext file. Selected picture files (bitmaps or BMP files) were 
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manipulated with the ‘Hotspot Editor’ to designate parts of the picture as hypertext 
hotspots, which could then be linked to other hypertext features. 
 
Before compiling the hypertext file, the final preparatory step is the creation of a project 
file (or HPJ file) in a text editor (e.g. notepad). This defines the contents of the compiled 
hypertext file in terms of the collection of RTF files it is comprised of, the naming of 
the hypertext windows, the font to be used in the hypertext and other parameters. 
 
Finally, the Help File Compiler (HC31) was used to compile all RTF files and pictures 
into the single ProtoTour hypertext file. 
 
As with the overall implementation of ProtoTour, hypertext files can be produced via a 
less torturous route using advanced tools like RoboHelp by Blue Sky. Such tools enable 
hypertext to be produced without the need for the author to be directly involved in the 
complicated encoding formats of the RTF files shown in figure 3.17 or the complicated 
compiling procedure. Although these tools existed at the time when the ProtoTour 
prototype was constructed, they were designed to work with Microsoft Word  and were 
quite expensive in their own right. 
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3.4.3 Preparation of DemoQuick Animated Walkthroughs 
 
Four tools from the DemoQuick suite (produced by The AMT Corporation) were 
utilised to produce animated walkthroughs of the visual prototype for ProtoTour. The 
‘MIMIC’ tool was used to record sequences of action from the visual prototype in 
audio-visual interleaved (AVI) files. The ‘CLIPquick AVI Editor’ enabled animation 
frames in the AVI files to be edited. ‘DemoQuick’ was used to add narration pop-up 
windows to the AVI files and re-create the mouse events from the visual prototype 
animation. ‘DemoQuick’ was also used to bring together several AVI files and to 
compile the resultant sequences into a coherent animated walkthrough. Finally, 
‘DemoRun’ was used to run the completed walkthroughs.  
 
Figure 3.18 shows the MIMIC tool being used to record a sequence of events from the 
ELDER visual prototype. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.18 MIMIC tool recording a sequence of events 
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In figure 3.19 the ClipQuick tool is shown editing a frame in a sequence from an AVI 
file illustrating the ELDER visual prototype. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19 ClipQuick tool editing a frame in a sequence from an AVI file 
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The DemoRun tool shown in figure 3.20 is being used to add a narrative pop-up 
description of the Browser Synchronisation in the ELDER visual prototype. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.20 DemoQuick tool adding a narrative pop-up 
 
Finally, the DemoRun tool is shown in figure 3.21 showing a list of completed animated 
walkthroughs which can be run. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.21 The DemoRun tool 
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3.4.4 Implementation Constraints 
 
As in most software developments, several technical constraints were experienced 
during the implementation. The main ones are described below. 
 
1. Changing the colour of the user’s window colour scheme was the only viable 
method of changing the colour of the ProtoTour windows. This was necessary so 
that the Windows Help application and the DemoQuick narration pop-ups took 
on a consistent appearance, which was visually distinct from the windows of the 
visual prototype. 
 
2. A 16 colour display with a resolution of 800 by 600 pixels was necessary to 
reduce the memory requirements of the animation sequences. 
 
3. Limitations were experienced on the colour schemes which were controllable 
within the Windows Help application, with the colour of hypertext links being 
particularly troublesome. 
 
4. WordPerfect 6.2 does not facilitate the complete range of features required to 
utilise the full features of the Windows Help application. For example, it is not 
possible to specify a screen-based font for an RTF file; this is ironic given that 
Help Files are usually read on-screen (Microsoft Word does not suffer from this 
constraint). 
 
5. WordPerfect 6.2 provides very little documentation for the construction of 
Windows Help files and no more is available from the technical support team. in 
contrast, a great deal of technical information regarding Microsoft products is 
available on the Microsoft Developers Network CD-ROM. 
 
6. The DemoQuick suite of tools suffered stability problems and bugs, some of 
which were worked-around by delving into more technical elements of the tools 
than their authors intended. For example, rogue mouse events were eliminated 
by breaking in to the mouse event data file and manually changing the data. 
 
It seems likely that Microsoft Word would have been a better tool for creating the 
hypertext files. Finally, it is worth noting that the Microsoft Windows Help application 
(used at the heart of ProtoTour) proved to be extremely robust and programmable. It 
imposed very few constraints on the development of ProtoTour which, technically, took 
it to its limits. 
 
3.4.5 Implementation of a ProtoTour Representation Took a Long Time 
 
Although not a research result, it is an important observation that it took a long time to 
produce a ProtoTour representation of the ELDER visual prototype. Part of the 
construction involved dealing with implementation issues for the first time; for 
example, changing the windows colours when ProtoTour was running. However, 
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producing the information to support an explanation of the ELDER visual prototype and 
the accompanying animation sequences was the most time consuming part. This time 
scale was incurred despite the fact that the researcher (and ProtoTour developer) was 
the HCI designer who designed and constructed the ELDER visual prototype and so had 
a deep understanding of the conceptual model it reflected and design rationale. 
 
Using better tools to produce the hypertext files and animated walkthroughs would 
undoubtedly speed up the production of a ProtoTour representation of a visual 
prototype. However, producing such a detailed and thorough explanation is unlikely to 
ever be as rapid as producing the visual prototypes to which they relate. 
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3.5 Formative Evaluation 
 
During the design of ProtoTour, formative evaluation was undertaken and caused some 
changes to the eventual implementation. The main evaluation, which was semi-formal, 
was carried out by demonstrating ProtoTour to the evaluator (an HCI practitioner with 
both academic and commercial experience), who subsequently investigated its features 
hands-on and unguided. Informal follow-up evaluations were conducted with another 
HCI practitioner and several software developers to gain more insight into the problems 
discovered during the main evaluation, and to ascertain whether corrective measures 
were successful. 
 
The main findings from the evaluation were as follows. 
 
1. The evaluator was surprised at certain things which were felt to be necessary 
parts of the ProtoTour explanation. For example, the detailed specification of 
standard Microsoft Windows controls. 
 
2. The evaluator experienced some conceptual difficulties due to the multi-
modality of ProtoTour. In particular, there was confusion over which parts of the 
software were ProtoTour and which parts were the ELDER visual prototype. 
This problem proved particularly confusing during the playback of the animated 
walkthroughs, as the narrative window appeared to be just another window in 
the prototype application (which filled the screen). 
 
3. The evaluator found it difficult to ascertain which elements of the pictures in the 
ProtoTour explanation were Hotspots. 
 
 
Changes to the implementation of ProtoTour in response to the findings from the 
evaluation were made as follows: 
 
1. No change to ProtoTour. Explanations at the level shown in the ELDER example 
ProtoTour representation were deemed appropriate. The level of detail to which the 
author elects to go is left to their own discretion and understanding of the skills and 
abilities present in their implementation team. 
 
2. Further assessment of the confusion due to multi-modality with other evaluators 
showed this to be an important problem. This primary finding indicated that 
ProtoTour had to look distinctly different from the visual prototype it was explaining. 
A combination of measures was taken to address this: 
 
• the colour of the ProtoTour window surround, text, headings and paper were 
changed to look different from the same features of the visual prototype shown in 
the explanation (this proved a technically difficult requirement to satisfy); 
 
• an introductory screen presented the concept of ProtoTour as a film projector on 
which the ELDER visual prototype was ‘Now Showing’ (see figure 3.2); 
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• the title bar of the ProtoTour application was changed to present the illusion that 
the visual prototype of the proposed software was merely a file loaded into the 
ProtoTour tool, i.e. ‘ProtoTour - [c:\..\elder.ani]’; 
 
• an introductory ‘splash’ screen and operating instructions were added to precede  
the loading of the animation sequences (a necessarily disjointed activity, while the 
Windows Help application is iconised and the DemoQuick application is loaded). 
 
3. Hotspots were made more obvious in pictures. This was partially achieved by using a 
consistent labelling format for pictures and making the labels the same colour as 
other hypertext links in ProtoTour. 
 
 
With limited further evaluation, these changes ironed-out the main usability problems 
with ProtoTour. Of the 11 participants in the experimental evaluation described in the 
next chapter, none of them expressed confusion over distinguishing ProtoTour from the 
ELDER visual prototype. 
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3.6 Summary 
 
This chapter has described the design of ProtoTour using the ELDER visual prototype 
as an example. Functionality of ProtoTour meets the requirements for a prototype-
centred explanation tool specified in the ‘Final Discussion and Conclusions’ of chapter 
2. ProtoTour aims to exploit the potential of visual prototypes for facilitating the 
comprehension of HCI design intent within a software team, by addressing the 
deficiencies of using prototypes in this way. Primarily, ProtoTour is intended to provide 
team members with a better explanation of the software than a visual prototype could. 
There are two main ways that it aims to achieve this; firstly, by reducing the ambiguity 
of visual prototypes through the provision of further targeted explanation and 
clarification; secondly, by providing guided ‘tours’ of prototypes to improve their 
accessibility. 
 
The latter sections of the chapter indicated that ProtoTour explanations of a visual 
prototype are unlikely to be as rapidly produced as the prototypes they explain. 
However, significantly better tools are available than were used in the production of this 
first prototype of ProtoTour. 
 
Finally, a semi-formal formative evaluation of ProtoTour is described along with the 
important changes made as a result. 
 
3.6.1 The Next Stage in the Research 
 
The next stage of this research aims to test the utility of ProtoTour with commercial 
programmers. The ProtoTour representation of the ELDER visual prototype described 
in this chapter formed the basis of the experiment described in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4 Evaluation of the Utility of the 
ProtoTour Concept 
4.1 Introduction 
 
The qualitative investigation described in chapter 2 found prototypes developed by the 
HCI designer to be an effective medium of communication and means of facilitating 
comprehension (particularly of HCI design intent) within a commercial software 
development team. However, this use of prototypes was also found to be flawed. The 
main flaws discovered were ambiguity, and inaccessibility. Other problems discovered 
included inability to communicate rationale underlying the design, and similarly, the 
lack of general understanding about the project, its objectives and the application area. 
These problems meant that programmers were not able to effectively contribute design 
alternatives, or negotiate over functionality. Furthermore, a high level of 
communication between the HCI designer and the programmers was required in order to 
maintain conceptual integrity of design and to compensate for the flaws and problems 
inherent in using visual prototypes. 
 
A prototype-centred explanation tool was specified in chapter 2 to address the flaws in 
the use of prototyping as a medium of communication and as a means of facilitating 
comprehension within a software team. Chapter 3 describes the design and 
implementation of one such tool which has been called ProtoTour. 
 
This chapter describes an evaluation of the potential utility of the ProtoTour concept in 
a simulated commercial software development situation. The aim was to discover 
whether ProtoTour could help programmers better understand HCI design intent 
reflected in the prototype and whether this would reduce the burden of explanation on 
the HCI designer.  
 
The evaluation did not seek to analyse the viability of producing a ProtoTour 
representation of an existing prototype. 
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4.2 Research Design 
 
This section introduces the research questions. Literature related to carrying out 
research into HCI and aspects of software production is then revisited. Drawing on the 
literature, characteristics required of a research design are outlined. Finally, candidate 
research designs are evaluated. A quantitative experimental design is ultimately selected 
as the most appropriate means of answering the research questions, although even this 
has an exploratory element to it. 
 
4.2.1 The Four Research Questions 
 
The following research questions were posed to discover whether ProtoTour, as an 
intervention in a commercial software development situation, could help programmers 
better understand HCI design intent reflected in the prototype and reduce the burden of 
explanation on the HCI designer: 
 
1. Does ProtoTour convey a better understanding of HCI design intent (i.e. less 
ambiguous) than a visual prototype?  
 
2. Does ProtoTour improve the accessibility of the visual prototype? 
 
3. Does the provision of extra information in ProtoTour (including design rationale) 
enable programmers to offer improved implementation alternatives than if they just 
had access to a visual prototype and an HCI designer? 
 
4. Does ProtoTour reduce the amount of time that HCI designers need to spend 
explaining aspects of the visual prototype to programmers at their request? 
 
4.2.2 Literature Relating to Conducting Research into HCI and Aspects of 
Software Production 
 
An essential characteristic of this research design is the need to assess the ProtoTour 
intervention in a commercial software context with computer programmers. From the 
literature, it is apparent that conducting research into aspects of software production is 
fraught with difficulty. Severe individual differences between programmers in empirical 
studies are the norm. Rigorous assessment of the effects of a new technique on the 
software production process is notoriously difficult. This section briefly revisits the 
literature in these areas. 
 
4.2.2.1 Individual Differences 
 
Sheil (1987) found that the high degree of variability among programmers made simple 
experimental design prone to negative conclusions as slight systematic effects were 
“washed out” by large within groups variation. Therefore, he recommended that studies 
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should report observed variability accounted for. In his, ‘substantiating programmer 
variability’ paper, Curtis (1981) concluded that he continues to wrestle with the problem 
of individual differences among programmers, which disguise systematic effects in 
experimental research. Brooks (1980)  also cited the individual differences problem and 
pointed out that it is not possible to stratify participants according to ability as it is 
difficult to find an appropriate measure. Ultimately, he  recommended the use of 
repeated experimental measures designs where possible. 
 
There is no reason to think that individual differences amongst professionals in the 
software industry is confined to computer programmers. Although traditionally many 
roles in a software team stem from programming, with the advent of multi-disciplinary 
teams it is likely that individual differences among professionals from other fields will 
also become part of the research challenge. 
 
4.2.2.2 Assessment of a New Technique or Method 
 
Weinberg (1971) predicted that meaningful studies of programming teams would be 
“difficult at best”. Consequently, when trying to assess the impact of a new technique or 
method on a software development team, this is just the starting point. 
 
From the field of HCI, Bellotti (1990) and Carey et al. (1991) agreed that measuring 
how a new technique impacts the design process is notoriously difficult. Similarly, 
Harker (1991) found that the direct assessment of the benefits of prototyping would be 
hard and that assessment must be inferred. Kieras (1988) found that there was no 
feasible way to carry out laboratory research to test the methodology he presented, nor 
had there been opportunities to systematically evaluate the usefulness of any design 
tools recently proposed. Similar difficulties were reported by Eberts and Brock (1988), 
when attempting to measure the effectiveness of Computer-Aided Instruction (CAI) 
software. Curtis et al. (1986) also found laboratory experiments in software psychology 
to be impossible economically due to the nature of technology and the preclusively high 
cost of programmers. The root of these experimental problems is that it is often almost 
impossible to conceive an experiment that facilitates a rigorous comparison of a new 
technique with an old technique. If a software team use a development methodology on 
one project, it is impossible to re-create identical conditions to test an alternative 
methodology. One of the main reasons for this is the lack of homogeneity among 
professional computer programmers.  
 
Kieras (1988) ultimately concluded that the only way to find out if his methodology 
worked would be to try it out on actual design problems. Clearly, this would clearly not 
facilitate any benchmarking of his methodology.  
 
Sheil (1987) cautioned that the Hawthorne effect might also have an influence on 
studying the introduction of new technological innovation, as changes of behaviour may 
be caused by the study itself rather than the innovation. 
 
One way of addressing these methodological difficulties was highly criticised by 
Brooks (1980). He attacked the prevalence of studies involving “beginning 
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programmers”, the greatest source of which were students, and the tendency for studies 
to focus on “tiny artificial problems”. However, he did acknowledge that the preparation 
of stimulus material for studies was difficult. Sheil’s (1987) paper emphasises the 
general difficulty of designing an experiment that will generalise to a real world 
situation.  
 
4.2.2.3 Summary 
 
Individual differences between programmers has long been a difficult issue for research 
into aspects of software production. Early experiments involving the student 
programmers working on artificial problems has been much criticised, but the 
preclusive cost of commercial programmers remains. Furthermore, generalising from 
artificial experiments to practical software production situations has proved difficult. 
This has led some researchers to focus on studying software production in practice (e.g. 
through participant-observation) rather than devising experiments; whereas others call 
for more practitioner case studies to be published. 
 
 
4.2.3 Characteristics of the Research Design 
 
This section outlines the required characteristics that the research design must address. 
 
The research questions aim to evaluate whether the concept of a ProtoTour style 
intervention would be an improvement over utilisation of typical visual prototypes (or, 
“chauffeured prototypes”, Preece et. al, 1994) for conveying HCI design intent within a 
software team. Therefore, an essential characteristic of the research design is that it 
must facilitate this comparison. 
 
The results of this research must be applicable in the real world of software 
development. Much HCI research is deemed irrelevant or inappropriate to commercial 
software practice (see section 1.9), seriously calling into question its validity. Therefore, 
another key characteristic of the research design is the need to be commercially 
grounded. This meant that the evaluation itself had to be close to commercial realities 
so that the results would be of commercial relevance. 
 
Criticisms of other studies of commercial software practices have centred around the 
use of novice programmers and students as participants, because they are 
unrepresentative of commercial computer programmers. Maintaining a genuine 
commercial grounding was of central importance to this research design. Therefore, the 
sample had to come from the population of commercial computer programmers. 
The cost of commercial programmers’ time was therefore a serious constraint. 
Consequently, either the research design would have to utilise only a small amount 
of each participant’s time, or it would have to find a passive, non-disruptive means 
of studying them at work. 
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The decision to draw the sample from the population of commercial programmers 
presents another difficulty. Individual differences amongst programmers is well 
recognised and it is difficult to design out of experiments involving computer 
programmers. For example, it is not deemed feasible to allocate programmers to 
experimental groups on the basis of some measurement of their ability – 
appropriate measures for this have not been developed. Attempting to divide 
programmers into experimental groups is also contrary to commercial software reality, 
where it is strongly believed that the prevalence of mixed ability teams is the direct 
consequence of individual differences findings. 
 
Because the ProtoTour style intervention is a new concept, it would not be possible to 
study existing commercial software teams already utilising similar ideas. Similarly, 
it was unlikely that a software project manager would welcome it on an 
experimental basis; doing so would inevitable increase the level of risk associated with 
their project. 
 
Specifics of the research questions presented further difficulties. Research question one 
demanded an assessment of programmers’ understanding of HCI design intent. 
Question two aimed to assess accessibility of the intervention; question three to assess 
the quality of implementation alternatives suggested by programmers. Research 
question four aimed to assess the level of time that HCI designers would need to 
spend explaining the intervention to programmers. 
 
4.2.4 Selection of an Experimental Research Design 
 
This section describes the experimental research design selected and other candidates 
that were considered. 
 
4.2.4.1 Candidate 1 – Qualitative Study of a ‘live’ Trial of ProtoTour 
 
The first research design considered was a ‘live’ trial of the ProtoTour intervention. It 
was clear that a qualitative design based on a single software project would not 
adequately address the research questions according to the required research design 
characteristics. The primary shortcoming of this design would be the lack of a valid 
comparison between the ProtoTour intervention and the visual prototype intervention. 
Awaiting an appropriate software project opportunity to arise with the software team 
studied previously (i.e. described in chapter 2) was considered, but there were a number 
of problems with this approach in practice. This are listed below. 
 
• Projects studied were long term (year-long) and new projects would be of a similar 
duration. Therefore, the basis for comparison would be participants’ memories. Over 
such a duration, experiential effects were believed likely to have too severe an effect 
amid the complexities of a software development to afford a useful comparison.  
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• Studying a further project with the same software team would not have been practical 
due to changes in the composition of the team over time. Individual team members 
potentially have a large effect on the overall software project, so changes in the 
composition of the team would introduce a serious confound to the study. 
 
• The ProtoTour intervention itself was only a prototype which would make a ‘live’ 
trial problematic. 
 
• A suitable commercial project was not available for such a ‘live’ trail and waiting for 
a project would have caused an unacceptable delay to the research. 
 
4.2.4.2 Candidate 2 – Qualitative Study of Two ‘live’ Trials 
 
In an attempt to address some of the problems with the ‘live’ trial of ProtoTour, the 
concept of a comparison of the two approaches on ‘live’ projects was considered. On 
the surface, it appeared that this may produce a more valid comparison between the 
ProtoTour and visual prototype interventions. However, the viability of this research 
design was subject to further flaws: 
 
• the likelihood of finding two projects and development teams which were 
sufficiently similar for a valid comparison to be made was considered almost nil; 
 
• too many potential extraneous effects could occur within and between the two 
projects; 
 
• an experiment involving two different approaches to software implementation on 
commercial projects, where the implication is that one approach is superior to the 
next, is unlikely to meet with commercial approval. 
 
A qualitative assessment of the ProtoTour intervention on a ‘live’ software project 
would be a logical progression for the PhD research. However, this basis for a research 
design was deemed unsuitable, for the reasons outlined above, primarily, the lack of a 
valid comparison of the approaches. 
 
4.2.4.3 Candidate 3 – Quantitative Comparison based on a Fictitious Project 
 
Because a research design based on a ‘live’ project was deemed unfeasible, the benefits 
of a qualitative approach were reduced. A quantitative experimental design could afford 
valid and controllable comparisons between the ProtoTour and the visual prototype 
interventions. 
 
A quantitative approach was considered particularly appropriate to the research design 
characteristics. Measurable assessments were required to compare: programmers’ 
understanding of HCI design intent; the accessibility of the interventions; the quality of 
implementation alternatives suggested by programmers; and the amount of time that an 
HCI designer would spend explaining the intervention to programmers. 
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An experimental design would have the potential to greatly reduce effects due to 
individual differences amongst commercial programmers, if a large enough sample size 
was used. 
 
Although this research design appears appropriate, it suffers a major flaw. The 
experiment would be based on a fictitious project, thus it would not be commercially 
realistic. Defining the project and constructing a visual prototype, and a ProtoTour 
intervention would also involve a large amount of development effort. However, the 
main drawback would be the unrealistic nature of the project, and the introduction of 
bias through the researcher’s construction of the two interventions. 
 
4.2.4.4 Candidate 4 (the selected design) – Quantitative Comparison Experiment 
Utilising an Existing Commercially Developed Visual Prototype 
 
A compromise experimental design approach, based on the utilisation of an existing 
prototype, was adopted in order to provide a realistic and meaningful direct comparison 
between the currently used visual prototypes and the proposed ProtoTour 
representation. The existing visual prototype was developed by the researcher as part of 
the development of a software application called ELDER (completed over one year 
before this experiment took place). Using the ELDER prototype one experimental group 
of programmers was to perform a series of design tasks supported by an HCI designer, 
thereby closely mimicking current software development practice. The other 
experimental group used ProtoTour in place of the prototype to carry out the same series 
of design tasks, and therefore provided a simulation of potential future practice. 
 
Thus, this quantitative experimental design addresses all of the required characteristics 
of the design. 
• The design provides a basis for comparison of the two interventions. 
• The design is commercially grounded in three ways. Firstly, through utilisation of a 
commercially developed visual prototype; secondly, by deriving the sample from the 
population of commercial computer programmers; thirdly, through devising a 
commercially realistic experiment design. 
• The design compensates for individuals differences amongst programmers and does 
not require them to be divided into experimental groups based on their ability. 
Instead, a more commercially realistic random assignment of participants to 
experimental groups is intended. 
• The quantitative and experimental nature of the research design facilitates the 
measurement required by the research questions. 
 
There is one criticism to level at this experiment research design. Although ProtoTour 
and the visual prototype show exactly the same user interface of the proposed ELDER 
software, ProtoTour contains more information. To address this criticism, all the 
information available to the ProtoTour group was made available to the visual prototype 
group by the HCI designer (i.e. as had been the case in the projects described in chapter 
2). The overriding attraction for adopting this research design is that it maps very 
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closely to a real commercial software development scenario. It also provides a 
mechanism for comparison of visual prototyping and the ProtoTour interventions. 
 
4.2.4.5 Summary 
 
This section has described the candidate research designs and outlined the design finally 
selected. The required characteristics outlined in the previous section provided the 
reasons for the research design selection. Of the drivers, perhaps the most important was 
the need to compare visual prototypes and ProtoTour interventions in a commercially 
realistic and measurable way. Following the rejection of a ‘live’ trial as a viable design, 
a quantitative experimental approach was found to be the most appropriate means of 
addressing the research characteristics. 
 
It is important to note that there is an exploratory element to the selected 
experimental design, as with qualitative studies reported in chapter 2. The ProtoTour 
intervention is a completely new concept as is the integration of an HCI designer role 
into a software team. This experiment does not add another brick to a wall of results 
from similar experiments, rather, this experiment could be considered the first brick in a 
new wall. 
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4.3 Method 
 
This section describes the method adopted for the experiment based on the selected 
research design from the previous section. The section begins with a description of the 
target sample and the sampling strategy. Apparatus and material used are described, 
primarily focusing on the rationale for questionnaire items adopted. An overview of the 
procedure and the steps taken to ensure commercial realism precede a detailed 
description of the experimental considerations and experiment design. Finally, two pilot 
studies and the subsequent changes to the experiment are described. 
 
4.3.1 Sample 
 
The target sample was commercial programmers who had previously utilised visual 
prototypes as part of the software production process, particularly as a user interface 
design specification, and commercial programmers who were likely to be in this 
position in the future. It was further restricted to programmers involved in the 
implementation of complex graphical user interfaces. The total sample size achieved 
was 22 participants. 
 
Because commercial programmers are expensive, incorporating 22 of them in an 
experiment lasting over one and a half hours was not straightforward. The sampling 
strategy was therefore opportunistic. Seven programmers came from the company that 
produced the software described in the qualitative investigation described in chapter 2, 
and nine came from the client of the project 2 software. A further six programmers 
came from personal contacts; two were from the same company and the remainder were 
from a variety of companies. 
 
The sample could not be considered homogeneous. Some participants had worked with 
an HCI or UI designer before and some had not; some had worked with visual 
prototypes before and some had not. Individual differences in aspects of the 
performance of programmers is vast and well documented (see sections 1.10.2.1 and 
4.2.2.1). To counter these effects, the programmers from each company were divided as 
equally as possible into the two experimental groups. However, individual assignments 
to groups were random. It was expected that programmers from the same company 
would have similar recent work experiences, effects of which could be removed from 
the experiment in this way. 
 
Characteristics of the sample were measured through a pre-test questionnaire 
(reproduced in Appendix D.). These characteristics were recorded because of the 
partially exploratory nature of the experiment. Theory dictated that these characteristics 
could not be used to assign individual participants to experimental groups (Brooks, 
1980, see section 4.2.2.1). However, this data was recorded in the event that 
experimental results indicated severe biases, which could possibly be explained by these 
characteristics. 
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Assignment of individuals to groups was essentially random, although every company 
was equally represented in each group. 
 
The main demographic data describing the sample comprised the following 
characteristics: 
• number of years of programming experience; 
• number of years of experience programming user interfaces; 
• prior experience of user-centred design split by employer; 
• prior experience of using visual prototypes; 
• familiarity with Microsoft Windows Help1. 
 
These characteristics of the sample are presented in results section 4.4.1. 
 
4.3.2 Apparatus and Materials 
 
This section describes experimental measurement instruments adopted. It then describes 
the rationale for questionnaire and other assessment items. Finally, a list of the 
apparatus and materials is included. 
 
4.3.2.1 Experimental Measurement Instruments 
 
The partially exploratory nature of the experiment and the diverse nature of the research 
questions led to the selection of four experimental measurement instruments. These 
instruments and their rationale are described below. 
 
1. Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
To acknowledge the exploratory nature of the experiment some pre-test opinion 
measures were introduced. Items included were intended for use in post hoc analysis to 
help explain any strong biases which may have arisen during the experiment. 
 
Research question 2, ‘Does ProtoTour improve the accessibility of the visual 
prototype?’, was primarily assessed using rating scales. In particular, a pre-test/post-test 
design was utilised. 
 
Research questions 3 and 4 were also supported by participant opinion ratings. 
 
The exploratory nature of the experiment design introduced the concern that statistically 
significant results between experimental groups may not be found. Individual 
differences and a moderate sample size (n=22) further reduced the likelihood of 
significant results by quantitative methods alone. Therefore, qualitative data in the form 
of comments were also collected to supplement quantitative results. 
 
                                                 
1 This additional characteristic was added following the pilot studies and was utilised in the assignment of 
individuals to experimental groups (see section 4.3.7.2) 
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2. Expert assessment of participant task performance 
 
Expert assessment was primarily used to answer the first and third research questions:  
‘Does ProtoTour convey a better understanding of HCI design intent (i.e. less 
ambiguous) than a visual prototype?’; and ‘Does the provision of extra information in 
ProtoTour (including design rationale) enable programmers to offer improved 
implementation alternatives than if they just had access to a visual prototype and an HCI 
designer?’ 
 
Assessing participants’ solutions to the implementation tasks was thought to be an 
appropriate means of ascertaining the extent to which they had understood HCI design 
intent. In commercial practice, this would be the ultimate test of whether they had 
understood design intent. 
 
Because of the diversity of possible approaches and solutions to the implementation 
tasks2, it was necessary for the solutions to be assessed by a commercial software 
engineering expert.  
 
3. Objective measures of task performance 
 
A number of objective experimental measures were devised to supplement other 
measurement instruments. In particular, these measures removed any potential bias 
associated with expert assessment, whilst still providing data on the participants’ 
performance and understanding of HCI design intent. Therefore, objective measures 
were utilised for research questions one and three. 
 
Objective measures devised needed no form of subjective interpretation as part of the 
data collection. For example, one measure recorded the length of time in days that the 
participant estimated would be needed to implement a user interface design. Another, 
took the form of a comprehension ‘test’ which asked participants to annotate a diagram 
– the objective measure consisted of a count of the number of correct annotations based 
on a marking scheme. 
 
4. Observation during the experiment 
 
Observation was employed to address research question four: ‘Does ProtoTour reduce 
the amount of time that HCI designers need to spend explaining aspects of the visual 
prototype to programmers at their request?’ 
 
Participants were encouraged to ask the experimenter questions about the 
implementation tasks. Observed measures recorded and categorised these questions. 
 
                                                 
2 Curtis et al. (1987) noted the “tremendous variability” in how programmers go about tasks – section 
1.10.2.1 
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4.3.2.2 Rationale for Questionnaire, Expert and Other Assessment Items 
 
This section outlines the rationale for the questionnaire, expert and other assessment 
items. The questions/assessments are categorised by research question and experimental 
instrument. 
 
4.3.2.2.1 Pre-test Items & Demographics 
(Pre-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.3) 
 
This data was primarily recorded in the event that experimental results indicated severe 
biases, which could possibly be explained by these characteristics. Questions 1.1 and 
1.6 were used in the assignment of participants to experimental groups. Note that Q1.7 
was also used as part of a pre-test/post-test measure reported in section 4.3.2.2.3.  
 
The following questions were utilised in the assignment of participants to 
experimental groups. 
 
Q1.1 Organisation 
Q1.6 Participants’ Familiarity with Microsoft Windows Help 
 
Rationale:  Recent shared work experiences were thought to be a factor in participants’ 
opinions and performance in many aspects of this experiment.  
 
Familiarity with Windows Help was used as a secondary criteria, because participants 
unfamiliar with it would be at a disadvantage if assigned to Group 2 (ProtoTour). 
 
 
The following questions share the rationale described below. 
 
Q1.2 Participants’ Programming Experience 
Q1.3 Participants’ User Interface Programming Experience 
Q1.4 Participants’ Prior Experience of User-Centred Design 
Q1.5 Participants’ Prior Experience of Using Visual Prototypes 
Q1.7 Participants’ Rating of the Use of Visual Prototypes 
Q1.8 Participants’ Rating of the User-Centred Design (or user interface issues) 
Compared with Functionality 
Q1.9 Participants’ Rating of the Importance of the Role of HCI Designer 
 
Rationale: These measures were introduced, because they were thought to have the 
potential to explain any strong biases occurring in the results.  
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4.3.2.2.2 Research Question 1: Does ProtoTour convey a better understanding of 
HCI design intent (i.e. less ambiguous) than a visual prototype?  
 
Experimental Instrument: Expert assessment of participant task performance 
 
Q3.1b  How comprehensive is the participant’s preliminary design? (Participant 
task Q3.1 – see Appendix D1.5: Assessor Instructions – Appendix D1.10)  
 
Rationale: The comprehensiveness of the preliminary designs would show how well 
the participants had understood HCI design intent. 
 
 
Q3.2 Expert assessment of appropriateness of assumptions made (Participant task 
Q3.2 – see Appendix D1.5: Assessor Instructions – Appendix D1.11)  
 
Rationale: This was introduced because an understanding of HCI design intent would 
contribute to informing the assumptions made by participants. 
 
 
Q3.3 Expert assessment of appropriateness of implementation difficulties 
identified (Participant task Q3.3 – see Appendix D1.5: Assessor Instructions – 
Appendix D1.12)  
 
Rationale: This provided a measure of degree to which participants understood the 
interaction complexity of the HCI design of the Checklist Window. 
 
 
Q3.6a Expert assessment of how well overall, the participant appears to have 
understood HCI design intent (Participant task Q3.1-Q3.5  – see Appendix D1.5: 
Assessor Instructions – Appendix D1.15 Q3.6a)  
 
Rationale: This was designed to provide the expert assessor with a means to express an 
overall impression (‘gut feel’) of the participant’s understanding of HCI design intent. 
 
  
Q3.6b Expert assessment of consistency of participants’ preliminary design with 
HCI design intent (Participant task Q3.1-Q3.5  – see Appendix D1.5: Assessor 
Instructions – Appendix D1.15 Q3.6b)  
 
Rationale: The expert’s ‘gut feel’ for the participants’ understanding may be different 
from their ‘objective’ assessment of the preliminary design produced. 
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Experimental Instrument: Objective measures of task performance 
 
Q3.5 Participants estimate (in days) of how long the checklist would take to 
implement (Participant task Q3.5 – see Appendix D1.5)  
 
Rationale: It was thought that participants’ time estimates to implement the 
functionality (i.e. how long) would provide an insight into their understanding of the 
complexity of the HCI design presented. 
 
 
Questions Q4.1-Q4.4 share rationale described below. 
 
Q4.1 Measurement of correctness and completeness of participants’ annotation of 
the functionality of the Checklist Window (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix 
D1.7: Also, Framework for quantitative measurement of Q4.1 – see Appendix D1.16) 
 
Q4.2 Measurement of correctness of participants’ description of the relationship 
between the checklist and the log file (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Q4.3 Measurement of correctness of participants’ description of the relationship 
between the checklist and the browser (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Q4.4 Measurement of correctness of participants’ description of what should 
happen if advice from a chapter in ELDER is accessed which is different from the 
current equipment type (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Rationale: Participants’ understanding of the Checklist Window could be measured 
objectively with these comprehension-style questions, thus providing an insight into 
their understanding of the HCI design intent. 
 
4.3.2.2.3 Research Question 2: Does ProtoTour improve the accessibility of the 
visual prototype? 
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Q1.7 Pre-test / Q4.10 Post-test rating of how useful participants’ perceived 
prototypes to be (Pre-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.3: Post-test questionnaire – 
see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Rationale: This pre/post-test measure was designed to look for an improvement in 
participants’ opinions towards the usefulness of prototypes in software design. Although 
tangential to the research question, participants who value the use of prototypes would 
be more open to their use. This ‘acceptance’ measure was regarded as providing an 
indication of the early stages of accessibility – do the programmers think it is worth 
making prototypes accessible to them? 
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Q4.5 Participants’ rating of how easy it was to visualise the software from the 
prototype approach adopted (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Rationale: Visualisation is a fundamental aspect of comprehension. The ease with 
which participants were able to visualise the software would provide an indication of 
how accessible they had found the prototype. 
 
 
Q4.6(i) Participants’ rating of the utility of supplemental information provided 
(Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Rationale: Because supplemental information was included in ProtoTour but had to be 
requested in the visual prototype, this measure was introduced to assess which approach 
the participants found most appropriate. It was thought that participants might prefer to 
receive extra information from ProtoTour, rather than risking appearing foolish by 
verbalising an ‘obvious’ question. 
 
 
Q4.7 Participants’ rating of whether they were able to access information about 
WHY the software was designed as it was (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix 
D1.7) 
 
Rationale:  This was necessary to ascertain whether users had successfully obtained 
design rationale from the HCI designer or from ProtoTour. This experimental measure 
therefore aimed to compare the accessibility of design rationale information between the 
experimental groups.  
 
 
Q.12 Participants’ rating of whether they would like to see prototypes used in a 
similar way again (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Rationale: This experimental measure was not designed to make comparisons 
between experimental groups, because their participants used different interventions. 
However, both interventions were based on the use of a visual prototype within software 
design and implementation. It was therefore appropriate to assess whether participants 
favoured these interventions (compared with an implied alternative of not using them). 
This would indicate whether such approaches would be favourable and would 
consequently whether they would become accessible, through demand. 
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4.3.2.2.4 Research Question 3: Does the provision of extra information in 
ProtoTour (including design rationale) enable programmers to offer 
improved implementation alternatives than if they just had access to a 
visual prototype and an HCI designer? 
 
Experimental instrument: Expert assessment of participant task performance 
 
Q3.4a Expert assessment of implementation alternatives identified (Participant task 
Q3.4 – see Appendix D1.5: Assessor Instructions – Appendix D1.13)  
 
Rationale: It was believed that the most appropriate implementation alternatives would 
come from participants with the best understanding of HCI design intent. 
 
 
Q3.4b Expert assessment of participants’ assessments of the likely impact on 
usability that the implementation alternatives will have (Participant task Q3.4 – see 
Appendix D1.5:  Assessor Instructions – Appendix D1.14)  
 
Rationale: The two interventions were believed to have differing potential for 
informing participants about usability. This would be revealed through participants’ 
assessments of the usability impact of the alternatives they suggested. 
 
 
Q3.4c Expert assessment of the participants’ assessment of the implementation 
alternatives likely impact on implementation (Participant task Q3.4 – see Appendix 
D1.5:  Assessor Instructions – Appendix D1.14)  
 
Rationale:  This was necessary to ascertain whether the participants’ suggested 
alternatives would genuinely improve the implementation. 
 
 
Experimental Instrument: Objective measures of task performance 
 
Objective measures 3.4a(i)-(iii) have similar rationale, described below. 
 
Q3.4a(i) Number of implementation alternatives suggested (Participant task Q3.4 – 
see Appendix D1.5)  
 
Q3.4a(ii) Number of alternatives suggested primarily relating to usability 
(Participant task Q3.4 – see Appendix D1.5)  
 
Q3.4a(iii) Number of alternatives suggested primarily relating to implementation 
(Participant task Q3.4 – see Appendix D1.5:  Assessor Instructions – Appendix D1.14)  
 
Rationale: The interventions were thought to have differing potential for prompting 
programmers to consider implementation alternatives, thus the number from each group 
was measured. Similarly, it was thought likely that differences may also be apparent in 
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the number of alternatives suggested relating to usability and the number relating to 
implementation. 
 
For example, ProtoTour proactively provided programmers with the ‘big picture’ of the 
UI design, explaining details of users and tasks. This was considered a potential means 
of elevating the importance of usability considerations within the minds of 
programmers. Thus, programmers made more aware of the ‘big picture’ may suggest 
more alternatives relating to usability. 
 
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Objective measures Q4.8-Q4.9 have similar rationale, described below. 
 
Q4.8 Participants’ self rating of how useful design rationale information was in the 
identification of implementation alternatives (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix 
D1.7) 
 
Q4.9 Participants’ self rating how useful design rationale was in assessing the 
impact of alternatives on usability (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Rationale: These measures assessed whether participants considered design rationale to 
have had a bearing on the alternatives their suggested alternatives. This was necessary, 
because the usefulness of design rationale is questionable. 
 
4.3.2.2.5 Research Question 4: Does ProtoTour reduce the amount of time that HCI 
Designers need to spend explaining aspects of the visual prototype to 
programmers at their request? 
 
Experimental instrument: Observation during the experiment 
 
Obs 3(i) Number of questions participants’ asked concerning the usability of 
prototype (Group 1) or ProtoTour (Group 2) (Observation record – see Appendix 
D1.5) 
 
Rationale: This was necessary in order to the hypothesis that ProtoTour is easier to use 
than the traditional visual prototype.  
 
 
Obs 3(ii) Number of questions participants’ asked about the intended functionality 
of the software portrayed in the prototype (Observation record – see Appendix D1.5) 
 
Rationale: This measure assessed whether the intervention had an effect on the number 
of questions that participants asked regarding intended functionality (HCI design 
intent). 
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Obs 3(iii) Number of questions participants’ asked about the rationale underlying 
the user interface design presented in the prototype (Observation record – see 
Appendix D1.5) 
 
Rationale: This assessed whether the proactive provision of design rationale within 
ProtoTour, resulted in participants asking less questions about this, than those using the 
prototype intervention where such information could only be obtained by request. 
 
 
Obs 3(iv) Number of questions participants’ asked about the intended users or 
their tasks (Observation record – see Appendix D1.5) 
 
Rationale: This measure assessed whether the proactive provision of information about 
users and tasks within ProtoTour, resulted in participants asking less questions about 
this, than those using the prototype intervention where such information could only be 
obtained by request. 
 
 
Obs 3(v) Number of questions participants’ asked about the scope of the design 
task they had been set (Observation record – see Appendix D1.5) 
 
Rationale: This observation was devised as an experimental check, making use of the 
fact that participants of both experimental groups received almost identical instructions. 
If there were significant differences between experimental groups on this measure, it 
would provide an indication that participants of one group had a greater propensity to 
ask questions than those of the other group. 
 
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Q4.6(iii) Participants’ rating of how useful the HCI designer was during the 
exercise 
(Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Rationale: It was anticipated that participants using ProtoTour would have less need to 
ask questions of the HCI designer and would therefore indicate that they found him 
redundant during the experiment.  
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4.3.2.2.6 Other Results - Summary of Participants’ Comments and Criticisms 
 
A single questionnaire item asked participants for comments and criticisms about the 
intervention they experienced. 
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Q4.11 Participants comments and criticisms of the use of the intervention they 
experienced during the experiment, as a vehicle for ‘hand-over’ of the outward 
design of the software (Post-test questionnaire – see Appendix D1.7) 
 
Rationale:  Because the experiment was partially exploratory, a qualitative item was 
used to collect participants’ views about the intervention that they had experienced 
during the experiment. 
 
4.3.2.3 List of Apparatus and Materials used in the experiment 
 
The following apparatus and materials were used in the experiment: 
 
Apparatus 
486 PC running Microsoft Windows 3.11 
ELDER prototype (written in Visual Basic 3.0) 
ProtoTour representation of the ELDER prototype (described in chapter 3) 
Various writing implements (pens, pencils and rulers) and a flowchart template 
 
Materials 
Instructions for participants of both experimental groups (Appendix D1.2) 
Pre-test questionnaire (Appendix D1.3) 
Script for presentation of the ELDER prototype (for the use of the experimenter - 
Appendix D1.4) 
Description of preliminary design tasks for both experimental groups (Appendix D1.5) 
Observation table (for experimenter to record questions asked - Appendix D1.6) 
Post-test questionnaire for both experimental groups (Appendix D1.7) 
Instructions for the assessor (Appendix D1.9) 
Frameworks for assessing participant responses to each design task (Appendix D1.10-
1.15) 
‘Model Answers’ to the preliminary design question (Appendix D1.10.1) 
Framework for measuring the of correctness of  the annotation of the Checklist Window 
(Appendix D1.16) 
 
4.3.3 Overview of Procedure 
 
A sample comprising commercial software developers was divided into two 
experimental groups. Participants from the same company were split evenly between the 
groups; but were otherwise randomly allocated. After completing a pre-test 
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questionnaire, all participants received a five minute presentation of the ELDER 
prototype. Group 1 participants were then given the ELDER prototype, whilst Group 2 
participants were given a ProtoTour representation of the ELDER prototype. Each 
group spent the first 15 minutes investigating the intended functionality of the ultimate 
ELDER end product (HCI design intent) illustrated by the given representation. The 
participants then spent a further 45 minutes completing the set design tasks, referring to 
the representation or the HCI designer as necessary. A post-test questionnaire was then 
completed to assess the participants’ understanding of the intended functionality of the 
ELDER end product (without further reference to any previous material) and their 
opinion of the representation they had used. 
 
4.3.4 Overview of Steps Taken to Ensure Commercial Realism of Experiment 
 
To test the utility of the ProtoTour concept, the experiment had to realistically 
reproduce a commercial software development situation. This realism was achieved in 
several ways. Firstly, the prototype used as the subject of the experiment (i.e. the 
prototype which was the subject of the ProtoTour representation) was produced by the 
experimenter as part of a separate commercial software development. The decision to 
use this prototype (ELDER) was made after its completion and no part of the prototype 
was adapted for the experiment. Secondly, the programmers used in the experiment 
were all currently employed commercial software developers. Thirdly, the design tasks 
were carefully conceived in consultation with senior software engineers to ensure that 
they were typical of the tasks that commercial software developers are confronted with. 
Fourthly, the experiment was carried out under a strict time constraint (commercial 
software developers’ time is expensive and their work is often influenced by this). 
Fifthly, the experiment was carried out at the participants’ place of work. Finally, the 
expert recruited to assess the participants’ design tasks had been involved with the 
ELDER project and shared the conceptualisation of the ELDER product. 
 
4.3.5 Experimental Design Considerations 
 
This section outlines experimental constraints, methodological considerations and data 
analysis considerations. 
 
4.3.5.1 Experimental Constraints 
 
In addition to the experimental constraints outlined in section 4.3.4 (i.e. that 
experiments would be carried out in a commercial environment, and that the duration of 
each experiment would be strictly limited due to time and the cost of participants), a 
further constraint was experienced. Experiments had to be carried out in a large number 
of locations with very little time to set up equipment.  
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4.3.5.2 Methodological Considerations 
 
The main methodological considerations made during the design of the experiment are 
outlined in this section. 
 
Implications of Experimental Constraints 
 
Participants’ availability restricted the duration of the experiment to 1½ hours. Such 
time constraints were preclusive to carrying out analysis of the programmers’ personal 
characteristics, thus leaving individual differences between programmers as a potential 
experimental confound (addressed in part by random assignment of participants to 
experimental groups). 
 
Individual Differences between Programmers 
 
Individual differences in the performance of computer programmers is a well 
documented phenomena, which was addressed by the strategy used to assign 
participants to experimental groups (see sections 1.10.2.1 and 4.2.2.1). Two strategies 
were considered to address this issue, either the programmers could be assigned 
according to various personal characteristics or simple random assignment could be 
used. The complexity and diversity of the variables leading to individual differences 
between programmers pointed to random assignment of participants throughout the 
study. Because the results of the evaluation needed to be generalised to commercial 
software development teams where individual differences exist and teams are often 
mixed ability3, it would not have been useful for the results of the evaluation to show 
that ProtoTour was better for programmers of a certain intelligence with a certain level 
of conceptualisation ability. 
 
One improvement to the basic random assignment of participants to experimental 
groups involved taking account of their current work experiences. Participants in the 
sample were not all independent individuals drawn from different companies and 
contexts. A large proportion of the sample consisted of groups of programmers taken 
from various companies. These programmers were likely to share experiences and work 
contexts which may have caused them to formulate similar attitudes or gain similar 
skills. Thus, within the context of random assignment, participants sharing the same 
work contexts were split evenly between the groups. 
 
In order for the random assignment of participants to experimental groups to eliminate 
effects due to individual differences a large sample size was required. The intended 
sample size, although reasonably large (in excess of 20 participants), was considered 
unlikely to be completely effective at cancelling out individual difference confounds. To 
                                                 
3 Results from the qualitative investigation described in chapter 2 suggested that in commercial software 
practice, the team is selected primarily due to resource constraints. Whilst it may be possible to select a team 
of people who would not have any need for ProtoTour (perhaps super-conceptualisers, excellent 
communicators, high intelligence), or a team of people all of which would be likely to benefit from the use of 
ProtoTour, the likelihood is that the team will consist of a mixture of such people.  
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support quantitative experimental measures, a ‘comments and criticisms’ section was 
added to the post-test questionnaire to collect some qualitative data on participants’ 
thoughts about the use of the visual prototype and ProtoTour. 
 
Serious consideration was given to devising a repeated-measures experiment in which 
the effects of individual differences could be eliminated by using each participant as 
their own control. However, this experimental design was ultimately considered too 
complex, lengthy and unrealistic. 
 
Potential Bias from the Selection of the Visual Prototype Example Selected 
 
The utilisation of an existing prototype (without modification), eliminated any potential 
bias which could have been introduced by using a hypothetical visual prototype solely 
for the purpose of this experiment. A hypothetical visual prototype could have been 
constructed to deliberately frame ProtoTour in a positive light. The use of the existing 
ELDER visual prototype also tested whether the construction of a ProtoTour 
explanation could be achieved on a real project. The completion of a ProtoTour 
representation of the ELDER prototype clearly proved that this was the case (see the 
design and implementation of ProtoTour in chapter 3). It should also be noted that no 
members of the sample had prior exposure to the ELDER project or the ELDER visual 
prototype, which was used for the experiment. 
 
4.3.5.3 Data Analysis Considerations 
 
The experiment described in this chapter has a broad scope and could be considered 
partly exploratory. At the outset, it was not known which aspects of ProtoTour would be 
likely to show experimental effects on which experimental measures. Consequently, a 
large number of research measures were employed, although each was directly 
associated with one of the four research questions. Analysing such results required the 
use of a large number of t-tests; the cumulative effects of which increased the chance of 
making type 1 errors. Multivariate statistics were not a viable option as the participants 
to variables ratio was a long way short of the 20:1 suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell 
(1983). Because of the partially exploratory nature of the experiment all t-tests 
reported are two-tailed significance tests. To account for the large number of t-tests, 
results significant at the α < 0.05 level are considered marginal. Truly significant 
findings in this experiment are considered to be at α levels of <0.01.  
 
For each t-test, normality and homogeneity of variance assumptions were considered. 
However, according to Hays (1988), even quite severe departures from normality make 
little practical difference to the conclusions of a t-test. Hays found the homogeneity of 
variance assumption to be more important than the normality assumption. Although he 
concluded that “for samples of equal size, relatively big differences in the population 
variances seem to have relatively small consequences for the conclusions derived from a 
t test... ...when in doubt use samples of the same size, or very nearly so.”(p. 303). 
 
Therefore, in this experiment only Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances is 
reported. Where significant differences in variances are found, some Box-plots have 
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been used to illustrate them. If the homogeneity of variance assumption has been 
violated, the t-test was considered to be largely valid as long as n1=n2. Tests of 
normality (e.g. Kurtosis and Skew) are not reported. 
 
For each significant t-test result, the ω² estimate of the variance in the experimental 
measure accounted for by the participants’ utilisation of ProtoTour or the prototype was 
calculated using the following equation: 
 
1-N+N+t
1-t=
21
2
2
2ω  
 
Using the ω² estimate, the power of the t-tests was also derived using Hays’ (1988) 
statistical table XII,  “Approximate power of the ANOVA F test, for different true 
values of omega-square, for different numbers of groups...” (p. 951). 
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4.3.6 Detailed Experimental Design 
 
An independent groups experiment design illustrated in figure 4.1 is considered most 
appropriate to evaluate the potential utility of the ProtoTour concept. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1  The independent groups experiment design 
 
The first experimental group performed the design tasks using a simulation of current 
practice involving the use of a visual prototype, a written specification and access to an 
HCI designer. The second experimental group carried out a simulation of potential 
future practices using a ProtoTour representation of the visual prototype, a written 
specification and access to an HCI designer. 
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Experimental steps are listed below:  
 
1. Participants completed a simple questionnaire (ratings scales) prior to the study to 
assess their opinions of user-centred design, the use of visual prototypes in software 
development and their views on the presence of an HCI designer in a software team. 
Some simple demographic information was also collected at this stage including 
number of years programming experience and prior experience of user-centred 
design, prototyping, user interface coding experience, and familiarity with Windows 
help. 
 
Each participant was randomly assigned to an experimental group, but each group 
had an approximately equal representation of participants from each company. 
 
 
2. Regardless of experimental group, each participant received a five minute 
presentation of the ELDER software through demonstration of the existing ELDER 
visual prototype (strictly scripted to eliminate bias).  
 
 
3. The participant was then asked to complete certain tasks relating to the 
implementation of the ELDER software (60 minutes).  
 
Participants from experimental Group 1 were given the prototype, a specification 
document and access to the HCI designer to assist with completing their tasks. 
Participants from experimental Group 2 were provided with the ProtoTour 
representation, a specification document and access to the HCI designer to assist 
with completing their tasks. 
 
The frequency and category of questions asked by the participants during the 
completion of the design tasks was recorded by the experimenter. 
 
 
4. After completion of tasks, participants completed a questionnaire. The questionnaire 
was designed to test their understanding of the HCI design intent (including 
proposed functionality) of the Checklist Window, which they had been working on. 
It also sought their opinions on various aspects of the approach they had used (i.e. 
visual prototype/ProtoTour). Finally, participants were asked for comments and 
criticisms about the approach they had used. 
 
 
5. The preliminary design task in stage 3 of the experiment was primarily expert 
assessed. To facilitate this assessment the assessor was provided with instructions 
and guidelines. Because many aspects of the participants’ design work were rated, a 
Cooper-Harper4 style of scale was developed to assure the reliability of the expert’s 
assessment. Model answers were also produced as a benchmark for the expert to use 
                                                 
4Cooper and Harper (1969) developed a framework for guiding assessors completion of rating scale 
measurements in order to improve the reliability of the assessor. 
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in assessing the participants’ designs. This assessment material is reproduced in 
Appendix D. 
 
The expert selected to assess the participants’ design tasks had been involved in the 
ELDER project and shared the conceptualisation of the ELDER product for which 
the prototype is merely a concretisation. This gave the assessor a sufficiently broad 
understanding of the software being portrayed by the visual prototype and 
ProtoTour to be able to assess the correctness of participants’ interpretations. The 
assessor was a senior software engineer. 
 
4.3.7 Pilot Studies 
 
Two pilot studies were necessary due to the considerable amount of changes made 
following the first pilot study. 
 
4.3.7.1 Pilot Study One 
 
An initial pilot of the experiment was carried out with three employees from the 
company was involved in the qualitative investigation described in chapter 2. They were 
not considered suitable to form part of the sample for the actual experiment as they were 
not full-time computer programmers. However, they carried out a degree of commercial 
computer programming as part of their roles and therefore knew how to program. For 
example, one pilot study participant was a mathematical modeller whose primary role 
was the development of mathematical algorithms and whose secondary role involved 
implementing (computer programming) these algorithms as part of commercial software 
projects. The skills of the pilot study participants were therefore considered sufficient 
for the purposes of the pilot study, but inappropriate for the experiment as programming 
was not their main role. The premium placed on real commercial programmers meant 
that they could not be ‘wasted’, participating in a pilot study. 
 
The pilot uncovered some problems with the wording of certain test questions all of 
which were changed for the second pilot. One example of this was the estimation of 
how long it would take to implement the aspect of ELDER participants had been 
working on (estimating formed part of the role of all pilot study participants). None of 
the pilot study participants were happy about answering this question and all had to be 
persuaded to do so. This was an unsurprising finding as programmers (and others) are 
often reluctant to make such estimates, because they do not like to commit themselves. 
In the pilots there was certainly not time to produce accurate estimates so participants 
preferred to abstain rather than make a wild guess. Therefore the estimation task was re-
worded. Furthermore, the simplification of the overall design task (although not purely 
for this reason) was hoped to encourage participants to make an estimate. 
 
After running the pilot, the major concern was that participants made only scant use of 
the visual prototype or ProtoTour in carrying out their design tasks. Short interviews of 
the pilot participants established several reasons why this occurred. 
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1. The HCI Designer’s presentation of the ELDER visual prototype was too good 
 
The presentation of the ELDER visual prototype was apparently too comprehensive as it 
allowed participants to attempt the implementation tasks from what they remembered of 
the presentation. Their only apparent use of the visual prototype or ProtoTour was to 
display a single fixed screen image of the Window to be implemented to act as a 
reminder. Thus, the experiment was not working. Furthermore, the experiment format 
also presented a poor simulation of current practice. In current practice, the HCI 
designer is likely to present (demonstrate/walkthrough) the visual prototype to the 
programming team some time (say from one to six weeks) before they begin to 
implement the software. In the experiment, the visual prototype was presented 
immediately participants were asked to complete implementation tasks. This is very 
rarely the case in practice.  
 
 
2. The aspect of Elder which participants were asked to design was too complex 
 
The main Hypertext Information Area Window was initially selected as the aspect of 
ELDER which should be designed. This window was central to the ELDER application 
and proved too complex for the pilot study participants to design within the constraints 
of the experiment; the resulting designs were superficial. The Low Level Design of the 
Hypertext Information Area was not obvious and High Level Design was fairly trite (i.e. 
most people just sketched what was on screen). 
 
 
3. There were too many aspects to the design tasks 
 
There were too many design tasks set for the participants to complete within the 
constraints of the experiment. For participants to have completed these tasks well, they 
would have needed far more time and a greater amount of experience with Windows 
implementation, including experience of a variety of software tools and programming 
languages. Invariably participants selected a question they felt they could answer well, 
rather than completing all of the questions. This was an understandable response. 
 
 
4. The participants were overloaded with information 
 
Group 1 participants had a visual prototype and a specification document to work with, 
as well as availability of an HCI designer for questioning. The HCI designer had a 
comprehensive printout of ALL information concerning ELDER (available within the 
ProtoTour representation), which could be provided to the participants if they requested 
more information. Group 2 participants had a ProtoTour representation of the visual 
prototype as well as a specification document and the availability of an HCI designer for 
questioning. This appeared to be too much information for participants to deal with. 
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5. Unfamiliarity with ProtoTour 
 
It was observed that participant unfamiliarity with ProtoTour was a potential problem. 
Learning how to use it seemed to add a further burden to Group 2 participants. 
 
4.3.7.2 Changes to the Experiment Following the First Pilot Study 
 
Aside from the changes to the wording of certain questions and instructions in the 
experimental material, the following changes were made to the experiment: 
 
 
1. The HCI Designer’s presentation of the ELDER visual prototype simplified 
 
The presentation of the ELDER visual prototype was shortened and simplified to better 
mimic current practice. This also forced participants to make use of the visual 
prototype/ProtoTour for more detailed information. 
 
 
2. The aspect of ELDER which participants were asked to design was changed 
 
On the advice of senior software engineers, the aspect of ELDER which participants 
were asked to design was changed to the Checklist Window. This was considerably 
simpler than the Hypertext Information Area Window. 
 
Senior software engineers suggested that participants should  be asked to actually 
program part of ELDER as at this detailed level all things become concrete (including 
assumptions and mistakes). This would enable the experiment to capture the 
participants’ suggested designs and implementations more clearly, for a better 
evaluation. Unfortunately, the strict time constraint on the experiment did not allow 
actual programming (and the logistics of programming languages and tools would be 
extremely troublesome). However, on the suggestion of these software engineers, the 
aspect of functionality which participants were asked to work with was simplified. The 
major benefit of this was that participants could now concentrate on Low Level Design 
in a format which is very close to actual programming code. Whilst this is a good 
compromise, it is extremely difficult to judge exactly how hard the implementation task 
should be to discriminate between the experimental groups. Too simple an aspect of 
functionality for example would enable participants in each group to perform equally 
well. Conversely, too difficult an aspect of functionality with such a tight time limit may 
see participants in each group performing equally badly. Ultimately, it was decided that 
the Checklist Window within ELDER would be the aspect of functionality that each 
group would work with. However, the uncertainty about the effectiveness of this 
demanded a further pilot study be carried out. 
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3. The number of aspects to the design tasks was reduced 
 
The number of aspects to the design tasks was reduced by about a third. This made it 
feasible for the tasks to be completed in around 45 minutes instead of the 60 minutes 
originally allocated. Participants were instead asked to spend the first 15 minutes of the 
experiment (following the presentation of the visual prototype) using either the visual 
prototype or ProtoTour to gain a better understanding of the HCI design intent and 
proposed functionality of the Checklist Window BEFORE attempting the design tasks. 
 
 
4. The amount of information given to participants was reduced 
 
The printout of information from ProtoTour which the HCI designer was to make 
available to Group 1 participants on request was removed from the experiment. The 
experiment was further simplified by removing the specification document from both 
experimental groups.  
 
 
5. Test participants familiarity with ProtoTour-like Windows’ Help 
 
It was felt that participants who were unfamiliar with Microsoft Windows Help style 
hypertext applications would be at a disadvantage using the ProtoTour tool. Therefore a 
question regarding the participants’ familiarity with Windows Help was added to the 
pre-test questionnaire. Where possible, participants scoring low on this question were 
assigned to experimental Group 1. This was considered valid in the experimental 
context, because it was the potential UTILITY and not the USABILITY of ProtoTour 
which was being evaluated. 
 
4.3.7.3 Pilot Study Two 
 
There were two participants in the second pilot study, one of whom had participated in 
the initial pilot. Experimentally this was not regarded as a problem, because the focus of 
the experiment was sufficiently different for transfer effects to be a minor problem). 
 
As in the first pilot, several minor changes to the wording of several questions were 
necessary. 
 
During the pilot, participants seemed willing to spend 15 minutes utilising the visual 
prototype or ProtoTour to find out about the HCI design intent and functionality of the 
Checklist Window. Following this initial exposure, participants also made some use of 
the visual prototype or ProtoTour during the completion of the design tasks. 
 
The scope of the design task now appeared to be more reasonable. However, 
participants still appeared to experience difficulties in deciding what level of detail they 
should show in their design. This is unsurprising, and probably unavoidable, as many 
programmers would not bother to represent the design at this level, preferring to begin 
writing the code. Both participants were able to attempt all the tasks in reasonable 
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detail. The person repeating the pilot commented that the design task was now “much 
better” than the one in the initial pilot. 
 
No major changes were necessary to the experimental design following this second pilot 
study. 
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4.4 Results 
 
Characteristics of the sample of commercial computer programmers are first described. 
Results relating to each research question are then presented. Qualitative results, 
additional to the  research questions, follow. 
 
4.4.1 Characteristics of the Sample 
 
Characteristics of the sample of commercial computer programmers are described in 
this section as they were assigned to experimental groups.  
 
Q1.1 Organisation 
 
Table 4.1 Cross-tabulation of participants’ organisation by experimental group 
  
COUNT 
 
Company A 
 
Company B 
 
Company C 
 
Other 
 
Row Total 
 
Group 1 
 
3 
 
4 
 
1 
 
3 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Group 2 
 
4 
 
5 
 
1 
 
1 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Column 
Total 
 
7 
31.8 
 
9 
40.9 
 
2 
9.1 
 
4 
18.2 
 
22 
100.0 
 
 
Q1.2 Participants’ Programming Experience 
 
Table 4.2 Cross-tabulation of participants’ years of programming experience by 
experimental group 
  
COUNT 
 
<1 
 
1-2 
 
2-5 
 
5-9 
 
>9 
 
Row Total 
 
Group 1 
 
1 
 
3 
 
1 
 
3 
 
3 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Group 2 
 
1 
 
1 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Column 
Total 
 
2 
9.1 
 
4 
18.2 
 
4 
18.2 
 
6 
27.3 
 
6 
27.3 
 
22 
100.0 
 
It can be seen from table 4.2 that over 55% of participants had more than five years 
commercial programming experience and only around 27% had less than two years 
experience. 
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Q1.3 Participants’ User Interface Programming Experience 
 
Table 4.3 Cross-tabulation of participant’s years of experience programming user 
interfaces by experimental group 
  
COUNT 
 
<1 
 
1-2 
 
2-5 
 
5-9 
 
>9 
 
Row Total 
 
Group 1 
 
2 
 
2 
 
3 
 
3  
 
1 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Group 2 
 
3 
 
3 
 
2 
 
1 
 
2 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Column 
Total 
 
5 
22.7 
 
5 
22.7 
 
5 
22.7 
 
4 
18.2 
 
3 
13.6 
 
22 
100.0 
 
From table 4.3, it can be seen that over 32% of participants had more than five years 
experience programming aspects of user interfaces and around 45% had less than two 
years experience.  
 
 
Q1.4 Participants’ Prior Experience of User-Centred Design 
 
Table 4.4 Cross-tabulation of participants’ prior experience of user-centred design by 
experimental group 
  
COUNT 
 
No Prior Experience of 
UCD  
 
Prior Experience of 
UCD 
 
Row Total 
 
Group 1 
 
5 
 
6 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Group 2 
 
2 
 
9 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Column 
Total 
 
7 
31.8 
 
15 
68.2 
 
22 
100.0 
 
From table 4.4, it can be seen that 68% of participants had some prior experience of 
user-centred design. 
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Q1.5 Participants’ Prior Experience of Using Visual Prototypes 
 
Table 4.5 Cross-tabulation of participants’ prior experience of using visual prototypes 
by experimental group 
  
COUNT 
 
No Prior Experience of 
Visual Prototypes  
 
Prior Experience of 
Visual Prototypes 
 
Row Total 
 
Group 1 
 
2 
 
9 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Group 2 
 
2 
 
9 
 
11 
50.0 
 
Column 
Total 
 
4 
18.2 
 
18 
81.8 
 
22 
100.0 
 
From table 4.5, it is evident that almost 82% of participants had prior experience of 
using visual prototypes. 
 
 
Q1.6 Participants’ Familiarity with Microsoft Windows Help 
 
Participants’ rated their familiarity with Microsoft Windows Help on a scale of ‘1 - 
Completely Unfamiliar (never used it)’ to ‘7 - Completely Familiar (use it regularly)’. 
 
Levene’s test led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances are homogenous 
(F=.278, p=.604). 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.6 t-test of participants’ rating of their familiarity with Microsoft Windows 
Help 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
(1 
tailed) 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
5.5455 
 
1.508 
 
.455 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
6.2727 
 
1.272 
 
.384 
-1.22 20 .118 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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Q1.7 Participants’ Rating of the Use of Visual Prototypes 
 
Participants’ rated the use of visual prototypes within software development to aid 
design and implementation on a scale of ‘1- Not Useful at All’ to ‘7 - Extremely 
Useful’. 
 
Levene’s test led to the rejection of the hypothesis that variances are homogenous 
(F=8.431, p=.009). The following Box-Plot further illustrates this result, showing 
significantly greater variance in Group 2. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2  Box-plot of the participants’ pre-test rating of the usefulness of 
prototypes 
 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.7 t-test of participants’ rating of the use of prototypes 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
6.0000 
 
.6325 
 
.191 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
5.8182 
 
1.4013 
 
.423 
.392 20 .699 
 
There was no significant difference between groups.  
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Q1.8 Participants’ Rating of the User-Centred Design (or user interface issues) 
Compared with Functionality 
 
Participants’ rated the importance of functionality versus user-centred design within 
software development on a scale of ‘1- Functionality is Much More Important than 
User-Centred Design’ to ‘7 - User-Centred Design is Much More Important Than 
Functionality’. 
 
Levene’s test led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances are homogenous 
(F=1.215, p=.284). 
  
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.8 t-test of participants’ rating of the importance of Functionality compared 
with User-Centred Design 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
4.100 
 
1.101 
 
.348 
 
Group 2 
 
10 
 
4.636 
 
1.433 
 
.432 
-.954 19 .352 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
 
 
Q1.9 Participants’ Rating of the Importance of the Role of HCI Designer 
 
Participants’ rated the importance of the presence of an HCI designer to the success of a 
software project on a scale of ‘1- Unimportant to the Success of the Project’ to ‘7 - 
Important to the Success of the Project’. 
 
Levene’s test led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances are homogenous 
(F=1.543, p=.228). 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.9 t-test of participants’ rating of the importance of an HCI designer to the 
success of a software project 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
6.182 
 
.603 
 
.182 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
6.000 
 
1.000 
 
.302 
.516 20 .611 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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4.4.2 Research Question 1. - Does ProtoTour convey a better understanding of 
HCI Design intent than a visual prototype?  
 
This section reports the results of experimental measures relating to research question 1.  
 
Experimental Instrument: Expert assessment of participant task performance 
 
The question numbers correspond to the participants’ design task and the measure used 
to assess it. For example, Q3.1b refers to design task 3.1 (Appendix D1.5) and ‘b’ refers 
to an expert assessment of this design task (Appendix D sections 1.10 - 1.15). 
 
Q3.1b Expert assessment of the comprehensiveness of the participants’ 
preliminary design 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to the rejection of the hypothesis that the 
variances are homogenous (F=8.165, p=0.010). The following Box-Plot further 
illustrates this result, showing significantly greater variance in experimental Group 1. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3  Box-plot of the expert’s assessment of the comprehensiveness of the 
participants’ preliminary design 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
Table 4.10 t-test comparison of ‘comprehensiveness’ of participants preliminary 
designs 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
Df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
5.2727  
 
3.101 
 
.935 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
 6.0909 
 
 1.921 
 
.579 
 
-.74 
 
20 
 
.466 
 
There was no significant difference between groups.  
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Q3.2 Expert assessment of appropriateness of assumptions made 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.113, p=.740). 
  
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.11 t-test comparison of appropriateness of assumptions made by participants 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
Df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
 6.7273 
 
2.370 
 
.715 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
6.0909 
 
2.256 
 
.680 
 
.64 
 
20 
 
.526 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
 
 
Q3.3 Expert assessment of appropriateness of implementation difficulties 
identified 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=2.544, p=.126). 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.12 t-test comparison of ‘appropriateness of implementation difficulties 
identified’ by participants 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
 4.9091 
 
2.071 
 
.625 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
6.0000 
 
2.828 
 
.853 
 
-1.03    
 
 20 
 
.314 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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Q3.6a Expert assessment of how well overall, the participants appear to have 
understood HCI design intent 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to the rejection of the hypothesis that the 
variances are homogenous (F=7.963, p=0.011). The following Box-Plot further 
illustrates this result, showing significantly greater variance in experimental Group 1. 
On the y-axis scale, 1 represents ‘Very poor understanding of HCI design intent’ and 9 
represents ‘Excellent understanding of HCI design intent’. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4  Box-plot of the expert’s assessment of the participants’ overall 
understanding of HCI design intent 
 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.13 t-test comparison of expert assessed ‘overall understanding of HCI design 
intent’ 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
Df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
5.6364 
 
3.501 
 
1.055 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
7.3636 
 
1.804 
 
.544 
 
-1.45 
 
20 
 
.161 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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Q3.6b Expert assessment of consistency of participants’ preliminary design with 
HCI design intent 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to the rejection of the hypothesis that the 
variances are homogenous (F=12.525, p=0.002). The following Box-Plot further 
illustrates this result, showing significantly greater variance in experimental Group 1. 
On the y-axis scale, 1 represents ‘Completely inconsistent with HCI design intent’ and 9 
represents ‘Completely consistent with HCI design intent’. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5  Box-plot of the expert’s assessment of the consistency of participants’ 
preliminary designs with HCI design intent 
 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.14 t-test comparison of ‘overall consistency of the preliminary design 
considerations with HCI design intent’ 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
 5.8182 
 
3.125 
 
.942 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
7.0000 
 
1.483 
 
.447 
 
-1.13 
 
20 
 
.271 
 
There was no significant difference between groups.  
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Experimental Instrument: Objective measures of task performance 
 
Q3.5 Participants estimate (in days) of how long the Checklist Window would take 
to implement  
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.196, p=.663). The following table summarises the results of a t-
test. 
Table 4.15 t-test comparison of participants’ estimates to implement the Checklist 
Window 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
7.5455 
 
6.330 
 
1.909 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
7.4545 
 
7.939 
 
2.394 
 
.03 
 
20 
 
.977 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
 
A large standard deviation was observed in each experimental group. Further 
descriptive statistics show that participants’ estimates for how long it would take to 
implement the Checklist Window ranged from 1 to 25 days. Figure 4.6 further 
illustrates this variability. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6  Box-plot of participants’ time estimates (in days) to implement the 
Checklist Windows 
 
Note that in the Group 2 Box-plot above, two values coded ‘o’ are marked. These are 
values, which are more than 1.5 box-lengths from the 75th percentile are labelled as 
outliers by SPSS5 (the value coded 22 represents participant P22, and 20 represents 
participant P18). 
                                                 
5a statistical software package, see Norušis (1993) 
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Q4.1 Measurement of correctness and completeness of participants’ annotation of 
the functionality of the Checklist Window (post-test) 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.019, p=0.891).  
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.16 t-test comparison of ‘correctness and completeness of participants’ 
annotations of the functionality of the Checklist Window’ 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
Df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
 4.3182 
 
1.031 
 
.311 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
7.0000 
 
1.285 
 
.387 
 
-5.40  
 
20 
 
.000 
 
Participants of experimental Group 2 (ProtoTour) scored significantly (p<0.001) higher 
than those of Group 1 (prototype).  
 
The variance accounted for (ω² estimate) by the participants’ utilisation of ProtoTour or 
prototype was found to be approximately 58%. 
 
The power of the t-test with n=11 (per group), with ω² = 0.5 at α=0.01, is 0.97. 
 
 
Q4.2 Measurement of correctness of participants’ description of the relationship 
between the checklist and the log file 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=2.456, p=.133).  
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.17 t-test comparison of correctness of participants’ descriptions of the 
relationship between the checklist and the log file 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
Df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
 .5455 
 
.270 
 
.081 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
.7727 
 
.344 
 
.104 
 
-1.73 
 
20 
 
.100 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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Q4.3 Measurement of correctness of participants’ description of the relationship 
between the checklist and the browser 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.016, p=.901). The following table summarises the results of a t-
test. 
Table 4.18 t-test comparison of correctness of participants’ description of the 
relationship between the Checklist Window and the Browser’ 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
Df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
 .2273 
 
.344 
 
.104 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
.7273 
 
.344 
 
.104 
 
-3.41    
 
20 
 
.003 
 
Participants of experimental Group 2 (ProtoTour) scored significantly (p=0.003) higher 
than those of Group 1 (prototype).  
 
The variance accounted for (ω² estimate) by the participants’ utilisation of ProtoTour or 
prototype  was found to be approximately 35%. 
 
The power of the t-test with n=11 (per group), with ω² = 0.3 at α=0.01, is 0.59. 
 
Q4.4 Measurement of correctness of participants’ description of what should 
happen if advice from a chapter in ELDER is accessed which is different from the 
current equipment type 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to the rejection of the hypothesis that the 
variances are homogenous (F=39.270, p=0.000). There was significantly greater 
variance in the correctness of descriptions from experimental Group 1. The following 
table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.19 t-test comparison of the correctness of participants’ descriptions of what 
should happen if advice from a chapter is accessed which is different from 
the current equipment type’ 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
 .0455 
 
.151 
 
.045 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
.5909 
 
.491 
 
.148 
 
-3.52  
 
20 
 
.002 
 
Participants of experimental Group 2 (ProtoTour) scored significantly (p=0.002) higher 
than those of Group 1 (prototype).  
 
The variance accounted for (ω² estimate) by the participants’ utilisation of ProtoTour or 
prototype  was found to be approximately 36%. 
 
The power of the t-test with n=11 (per group), with ω² = 0.3 at α=0.01, is 0.59. 
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4.4.3 Research Question 2. - Does ProtoTour improve the accessibility of the 
animated visual prototype? 
 
This section reports the results of experimental measures relating to research question 2.  
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Q1.7 Pre-test / Q4.10 Post-test rating of how useful participants’ perceived 
prototypes to be 
 
A repeated measures ANOVA was carried out to compare pre and post-test participant 
ratings of the usefulness of prototypes (results are shown in the following table). 
 
Table 4.20 Repeated Measure ANOVA comparison of pre/post-test participants’ ratings 
of the prototypes’ usefulness 
 
Source  Sum of 
Squares 
df` Mean 
Square 
F P 
Group 0 1 0 0 1.00 Within 
Error 33.636 20 1.682   
Before/Afte
r 
0 1 0 0 1.00 
Interaction .364 1 .364 .625 .483 
Betwee
n 
Error 11.636 20 .582   
 
There was no significant change in participants’ rating of the utility of prototypes 
within either the prototype or the ProtoTour experimental group. Furthermore, there 
were no significant differences between experimental groups and no significant 
interaction effects. 
 
Q4.5 Participants’ rating of how easy it was to visualise the software from the 
prototype approach adopted 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=2.215, p=.152). The following table summarises the results of a t-
test. 
Table 4.21 t-test comparison of  ‘participants self ratings of how ease it was to visualise 
the software from the prototype approach adopted’ 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
Df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
 4.9091 
 
1.758 
 
.530 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
5.8182 
 
1.079 
 
.325 
 
-1.46 
 
20 
 
.159 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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Q4.6(i) Participants’ rating of the utility of supplemental information provided 
 
Data from this measure was not analysed as participants from Group 1 (visual 
prototype) did not get any supplemental information (although it was available on 
request) and participants from Group 2 (ProtoTour) were unsure what it referred to. The 
intention had been to provide Group 1 participants with printouts of the additional 
information which was available to the other participants within ProtoTour. However, 
no such information was actually provided during the experiments as queries from 
Group 1 participants were answered verbally. 
 
 
Q4.7 Participants’ rating of whether they were able to access information about 
WHY the software was designed as it was 
 
The prototype used by Group 2 (ProtoTour) contained information about design 
rationale, but the prototype used by Group 1 (visual prototype) did not. Table 4.22 
summarises participants’ claims of whether they had been able to get information about 
the rationale for the design. 
 
Table 4.22 Summary of participants’ claims whether or not they had been able to get 
information about the rationale for the design 
 
 
 
 
Claimed to have been able 
to get information about 
Design Rationale 
 
Claimed to have not been 
able to get information 
about Design Rationale 
 
Group 1 
 
5 
 
6 
 
Group 2 
 
5 
 
6 
 
There is no difference between the groups of participants’ claims. 
 
 
Q.12 Participants’ rating of whether they would like to see prototypes used in a 
similar way again 
 
Participants were asked whether they would like to see prototypes used in the same way 
as in the experiment again. These results do not provide a basis for comparison of the 
prototype and ProtoTour interventions but have value as independent results. 
 
From Group 1, 10 participants were in favour of using that prototyping approach again 
and one was against. 
 
From Group 2, 10 participants were in favour of using the ProtoTour approach again 
and one was against. 
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4.4.4 Research Question 3. - Does the provision of extra information in 
ProtoTour (including design rationale) enable programmers to offer 
improved implementation alternatives than if they just had access to a 
visual prototype and an HCI Designer?  
 
This section reports the results of experimental measures relating to research question 3.  
 
Experimental instrument: Expert assessment of participant task performance 
 
Q3.4a Expert assessment of implementation alternatives identified 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.247, p=.625). The following table summarises the results of a t-
test. 
 
Table 4.23 t-test comparison of the expert assessment of participants’ implementation 
alternatives identified 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
6.2727 
 
2.533 
 
.764 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
 6.1818 
 
2.089 
 
.630 
 
.09 
 
20 
 
.928 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
 
  
Q3.4b Expert assessment of participants’ assessments of the likely impact on 
usability that the implementation alternatives will have 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.003, p=.956). The following table summarises the results of a t-
test. 
 
Table 4.24 t-test comparison of expert assessment of participants’ assessments of the 
likely impact on usability that the implementation alternatives will have 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
5.3636 
 
3.233 
 
.975 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
4.7273 
 
3.319 
 
1.001 
 
.46 
 
20 
 
.654 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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Q3.4c Expert assessment of the participants’ assessment of the implementation 
alternatives’ likely impact on implementation 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to the rejection of the hypothesis that the 
variances are homogenous (F=4.375, p=0.049). The following Box-Plot illustrates this 
result, showing significantly greater variance in experimental Group 2.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.7  Box-plot of the expert’s assessments of the participants’ assessments of 
the implementation alternatives’ likely impact on implementation 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.25 t-test comparison of expert assessment of participants’ assessments of the 
implementation alternatives’ likely impact on implementation 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
4.8182 
 
1.537 
 
.464 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
5.2727 
 
2.611 
 
.787 
 
-.5 
 
20 
 
.624 
          
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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Experimental Instrument: Objective measures of task performance 
 
Q3.4a(i) Number of implementation alternatives suggested 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.463, p=.504). 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.26 t-test comparison of the number of implementation alternatives suggested 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
2.7273 
 
1.902 
 
.574 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
2.4545 
 
1.635 
 
.493 
 
.36 
 
20 
 
.722 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
 
  
Q3.4a(ii) Number of alternatives suggested primarily relating to usability 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.004, p=.947). 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
  
Table 4.27 t-test comparison of the number of alternatives suggested relating to 
usability 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
2.4545 
 
2.018 
 
.608 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
1.3636 
 
2.063 
 
.622 
 
1.25 
 
20 
 
.224 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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Q3.4a(iii) Number of alternatives suggested primarily relating to implementation 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to the rejection of the hypothesis that the 
variances are homogenous (F=17.082, p=0.001). There was significantly greater 
variance in the number of alternatives primarily relating to implementation from 
experimental Group 2. 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.28 t-test comparison of the number of alternatives suggested relating to 
implementation 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
.3636 
 
.505 
 
.152 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
1.0909 
 
 1.136  
 
.343 
 
-1.94 
 
20 
 
.067 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
 
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Q4.8 Participants’ rating of how useful design rationale information was in the 
identification of implementation alternatives 
 
Participants rated the usefulness of design rationale in the identification of 
implementation alternatives on a scale of 1 ‘Not useful at all’ to 7 ‘Extremely useful’. 
There is a large number of missing values in this data set, which prevents statistical 
analysis. The data are summarised in table 4.29. 
 
Table 4.29 Summary of participants’ ratings of the usefulness of design rationale in the 
identification of implementation alternatives 
 
 Usefulness of Design Rationale in 
identifying alternative 
Group 1 Value Frequency 
Missing 6 
Rated 4 4 
Rated 6 1 
Group 2 Value Frequency 
Missing 6 
Rated 1 1 
Rated 3 1 
Rated 5 2 
Rated 6 1 
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Q4.9 Participants’ rating of how useful design rationale was in assessing the 
impact of alternatives on usability 
 
Participants rated the usefulness of design rationale in the assessment of implementation 
alternatives’ impact on usability on a scale of 1 ‘Not useful at all’ to 7 ‘Extremely 
useful’. There is a large number of missing values in this data set, which prevents 
statistical analysis. The data are summarised in table 4.30. 
 
Table 4.30 Summary of participants’ ratings of the usefulness of design rationale in the 
assessment of implementation alternatives’ impact on usability 
 
 Usefulness of Design Rationale in assessing 
implementation alternatives’ effect on usability 
Group 1 Value Frequency 
Missing 6 
Rated 3 1 
Rated 4 2 
Rated 5 1 
Rated 6 1 
Group 2 Value Frequency 
Missing 6 
Rated 1 1 
Rated 3 1 
Rated 5 2 
Rated 7 1 
 
4.4.5 Research Question 4. - Does ProtoTour reduce the amount of time that 
HCI Designers need to spend explaining aspects of the visual prototype to 
programmers at their request? 
 
This section reports the results of experimental measures relating to research question 4.  
 
Experimental instrument: Observation during the experiment 
 
Obs 3(i) Number of questions participants asked concerning the usability of 
prototype (Group 1) or ProtoTour (Group 2) 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.633, p=.435). 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
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Table 4.31 t -test comparison of the number of questions asked by the participants 
during the design task regarding the usability of the prototype itself 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
.4545 
 
.688 
 
.207 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
.2727 
 
.647 
 
.195 
 
.64 
 
20 
 
.530 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
 
 
Obs 3(ii) Number of questions participants asked about the intended functionality 
of the software portrayed in the prototype 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to rejection of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=6.251, p=.021). There was significantly greater variance in the 
number of questions asked by Group 1 (prototype) participants about the intended 
functionality.  
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.32 t-test comparison of the number of questions asked by the participants 
during the design task regarding the intended functionality of the software 
portrayed in the prototype 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
8.0909 
 
6.992 
 
2.108 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
2.9091 
 
3.390 
 
1.022 
 
2.21 
 
20 
 
.039 
 
Participants of experimental Group 2 (ProtoTour) asked significantly (p=0.039) less 
questions about intended functionality than those of Group 1 (prototype). 
 
The variance accounted for (ω² estimate) by the participants’ utilisation of ProtoTour or 
prototype  was found to be approximately 16%. 
 
The power of the t-test with n=11 (per group), with ω² = 0.1 at α=0.05, is 0.30. 
 
 
Obs 3(iii) Number of questions participants asked about the rationale underlying 
the user interface design presented in the prototype 
 
No questions were asked about design rationale from either experimental group. 
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Obs 3(iv) Number of questions participants asked about the intended users or their 
tasks 
 
Only one participant in the study (in Group 1) asked a question in the ‘users or their 
tasks’ category. 
 
 
Obs 3(v) Number of questions participants asked about the scope of the design task 
set 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=1.261, p=.275). 
  
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.33 t-test comparison of the number of questions that participants asked about 
the scope of the design task they had been set 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
1.6364  
 
1.567 
 
.472 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
.8182 
 
1.079 
 
.325 
 
1.43 
 
20 
 
.169 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
 
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Q4.6(iii) Participants’ rating of how useful the HCI designer was during the 
exercise 
 
Levene’s test for equality of variance led to acceptance of the hypothesis that variances 
are homogenous (F=.398, p=.535). 
 
The following table summarises the results of a t-test. 
 
Table 4.34 t-test comparison of Participants’ ratings of how useful the HCI designer 
was during the exercise 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
SE 
 
t 
 
df 
 
p 
 
Group 1 
 
11 
 
5.5455 
 
1.508 
 
.455 
 
Group 2 
 
11 
 
4.5455 
 
1.864 
 
.562 
 
1.38 
 
20 
 
.182 
 
There was no significant difference between groups. 
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4.4.6 Qualitative Results - Summary of Participants’ Comments and Criticisms 
 
Qualitative data was collected from each participant on the post-test questionnaire. 
 
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Q4.11 Participants comments and criticisms of the intervention experienced 
during the experiment as a vehicle for ‘hand-over’ of the outward software design 
 
Comments and criticisms were broadly categorised (post hoc) to facilitate analysis. 
 
Comments suggesting a need for more information 
 
Table 4.35 contains participants’ comments relating to the need for further information 
to have been supplied in order to carry out the design tasks. 
 
Table 4.35 Participants’ comments suggesting a need for more information 
 
 
Comments from Group 1 (prototype) participants 
 
Comments from Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants 
 
“...there was no information on underlying functionality.” 
 
“Some information on amounts of data, sizes of text, etc. 
were not included.” 
 
“Needs supporting documentation of how the HCI 
designer envisaged parts of the system 
integrating/effecting each other at time of prototype 
development...” 
 
“The test suffers from lacking a high level design and 
the structure in which the exercise fits.” 
 
“a visual prototype is not sufficient in itself to fully 
describe a design.” 
 
 
 
“Visual prototypes are very useful in the development 
process but MUST be accompanied by specification 
documents in a real development.” 
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Comments suggesting the need for an HCI designer for further explanation 
 
Table 4.36 contains participants’ comments suggesting the need for the presence of an 
HCI designer to clarify the HCI design intent to accompany the prototype/ProtoTour. 
 
 
Table 4.36 Comments suggesting the need for an HCI designer for further explanation 
 
 
Comments from Group 1 (prototype) participants 
 
Comments from Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants 
 
“During the exercise this problem [the prototype gave no 
information about underlying functionality] was 
overcome by the HCI Designer providing extra 
information verbally.” 
 
“Animated tutorials, in my view, are an effective sales 
pitch, but for demonstration of software - even prototype 
software in pre-development stage the best approach is 
to have a human demonstrator to provide the immediacy 
required by the inquisitive receiver of the software.” 
 
 
 
“Access to HCI designer still required to clarify some 
points.” 
 
 
 
“I wouldn't solely want the ProtoTour as an illustration, 
but combined with liaison with the HCI designer looks 
pretty good!” 
 
 
Comments expressing concern about the problems caused by users’ and clients’ 
increasing expectations when using a prototype approach 
 
Table 4.37 contains participants’ comments expressing concern about the problems 
caused by users’ and clients’ increasing expectations when using a prototype approach. 
 
Table 4.37 Comments expressing concern for the expectations which prototypes can 
cause 
 
 
Comments from Group 1 (prototype) participants 
 
Comments from Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants 
 
“... it may be difficult for the user to understand that a 
prototype has no functionality.” 
 
 
 
“Criticisms. May raise user expectations.”  
 
 
 
“CRITICISMS: If potential users have seen it [the 
prototype] demo’ed their expectations be different from 
what is finally implemented.” 
 
 
 
“(1) Sometimes visual prototyping can mislead the 
customer into thinking they already have a close to 
working system when most of the functionality does not 
in actual fact exist.” 
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Comments highlighting the need for the programmer and HCI designer to work 
together 
 
Comments from a number of participants suggest that programmers and HCI designers 
should work together. These are listed in table 4.38. 
 
Table 4.38 Comments highlighting the need for the programmer and HCI designer to 
work together 
 
 
Comments from Group 1 (prototype) participants 
 
Comments from Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants 
 
“Coder should be included in the prototyping stage - so 
can point out some implementation issues - i.e., if 
something will be impossible to implement - or will take 
too much time - computer resources, etc.” 
 
“A general criticism would be that designers and 
programmers should always work together to ensure 
"realistic" demos.” 
 
“Criticisms. – Functionality may be difficult to 
implement.” 
 
 
 
“CRITICISMS:  HCI Designer might not understand what 
is required to actually implement the design.” 
 
 
 
 
Comments expressing concern about cost and effort required to construct 
prototype/ProtoTour 
 
Some participants expressed concern about the cost and effort which would be required 
to construct ProtoTour. These are reproduced in table 4.39. 
 
Table 4.39 Comments expressing concern about cost and effort required to construct 
prototype/ProtoTour 
 
 
Comments from Group 1 (prototype) participants 
 
Comments from Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants 
 
 
 
“Would be concerned about the cost of the exercise – 
why doesn't the designer code the display himself? – 
probably cheaper and it will be as he wants it first time.” 
 
 
 
“I have doubts about the effort it must take to produce a 
ProtoTour...” 
 
 
 
“who would do additional work to annotate and explain 
the prototype in the correct format.” 
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Comments concerning usability of prototype/ProtoTour 
 
Several participants’ comments relate to usability issues surrounding the 
prototype/ProtoTour. These are listed in table 4.40. 
 
Table 4.40 Comments concerning usability issues with prototype/ProtoTour 
 
 
Comments from Group 1 (prototype) participants 
 
Comments from Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants 
 
“I wasn't completely clear how the Checklist was 
supposed to work...” 
 
“Vague as to where I was in the ProtoTour illustration 
and how much of it I had viewed, probably because I 
was on a tight time scale. Information should be kept to 
as much as can be fitted on a screen, not so much 
scrolling. A few more pop-up definitions would have 
been good rather than jumps to other topics.” 
 
 
 
“Animated tutorials can take full control away from the 
user and can be frustrating in the sense that the 
machine becomes the 'know it all' and the user is left 
dumb. It is more satisfying for the user to find answers to 
his questions himself rather than have them laid on a 
plate. That said, a good animated walkthrough gives an 
excellent and concise overview or 'feel' of what the 
software is or isn't going to be.” 
 
 
 
“Far better than (eg) a VB [VISUAL BASIC] prototype to 
play with as there was more information.” 
 
 
 
“In the timed exercise I felt there was too much 
information available and I felt a bit swamped...” 
 
 
Comments suggesting that prototypes are useful for getting requirements right 
 
Some participants highlighted the usefulness of prototypes for getting the proposed 
software’s requirements right, these are reproduced in table 4.41. 
 
Table 4.41 Comments suggesting that prototypes are useful for getting requirements 
right 
 
 
Comments from Group 1 (prototype) participants 
 
Comments from Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants 
 
“Prototype helps to capture user requirements 
accurately...” 
 
“I think the main use of these prototypes is to investigate 
how the user sees the problem. “ 
 
“A prototype is only really useful if the 'actual' users of 
the end system use the prototype as they must use the 
system in the end.” 
 
 
 
“A usefulness of prototyping is that, if done properly, it 
can indicate where future problems shall arise.” 
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Other positive comments about the prototype or ProtoTour 
 
Other positive comments participants made about the prototype or ProtoTour are 
reproduced in table 4.42. 
 
Table 4.42 Other positive comments made about the prototype or ProtoTour 
 
 
Comments from Group 1 (prototype) participants 
 
Comments from Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants 
 
“The visual prototype was good for showing the 
appearance and behaviour of the interface...” 
 
“...a good animated walkthrough gives an excellent and 
concise overview or 'feel' of what the software is or isn't 
going to be.” 
 
“Visual prototypes are extremely useful. The design 
process should be iterative and it is expected that many 
alternatives are explored before arriving at a suitable 
design.” 
 
“It quickly gave me a view of what was required.” 
 
“...prototyping can give the coder a better understanding 
of how the overall system should look - a kind of this is 
what we are aiming for.” 
 
“Yeah, its good... ...In the timed exercise I felt there was 
too much information available and I felt a bit swamped 
but in a real situation this information would prove 
invaluable. It serves to support the HCI Designer’s view 
and gives the implementor confidence that the HCI 
Designer has thought through the issues with rigour. “ 
 
“Useful as it already defines forms, appearances and 
interactions. Aids design of functionality as it is known 
what is required of each form” 
 
“Looks good. Far better than (eg) a VB [VISUAL BASIC] 
prototype to play with as there was more information.” 
 
“Visual prototypes are very useful in the development 
process... ...A 'dynamic' prototype showing the system 
may be helpful, this could be a walkthrough as in the 
exercise and/or annotated screenshots in a 
(powerpoint?) presentation” 
 
“ProtoTour illustration is useful...” 
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Other specific comments of interest  
 
Other comments made by participants, which provide various insights, are reproduced 
in table 4.43. 
 
Table 4.43 Other specific comments of interest providing various insights 
 
 
Comments from Group 1 (prototype) participants 
 
Comments from Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants 
 
“Major criticism is that prototypes can guide 
implementation too much – coder can lose sight of some 
implementation issues and may be forced to produce 
something that could have been implemented in a better 
way.“ 
 
“An understanding of WHY is VERY important in making 
assessments of alternatives - design rationale is often 
not recorded.” 
 
”For simple projects its probably OTT.” 
 
“In general for complex applications the structure of the 
interface should not be the main source of information 
guiding the underlying designs, as potentially these may 
have to work with changing or radically different 
interfaces.” 
 
 
“Care must be taken not to sacrifice functionality for 
ease of use.” 
 
 
 
“A 'dynamic' prototype showing the system may be 
helpful, this could be a walkthrough as in the exercise 
and/or annotated screenshots in a (powerpoint?) 
presentation” 
 
 
 
“I wasn't completely clear how the checklist was 
supposed to work, not all of the Notes entered were 
displayed in the log file – maybe this is a bug.” 
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4.5 Discussion 
 
An observation relating to the characteristics of the sample is described first. Discussion 
of results relating to each research question follows; reported by experimental 
instrument, and each having a separate conclusion. Findings additional to the main 
research questions are then discussed. 
 
4.5.1 Characteristics of the Sample 
 
A noteworthy observation relating to the characteristics of the sample is evident from 
comparing tables 4.2 and 4.3. Twelve programmers (55%) claimed to have been 
programming for more than five years (table 4.2). However, when asked how many 
years that they had been programming user interfaces, only seven programmers (32%) 
reported more than five years (table 4.3). There are at least three possible explanations 
for this discrepancy. Firstly, some programmers may have spent the majority of their 
programming career solely concerned with deep internal code that did not interact with 
any user. Secondly, the advent of GUIs has greatly increased the amount of code that 
the user interface now requires (as described in section 1.2.2), so programmers are now 
more likely to work on an assignment which involves user interface programming. A 
third explanation is that some programmers perceive user interface programming to 
have started with the advent of GUIs and Windowing environments. Some programmers 
apparently do not understand that a user interface is any aspect of the computer that 
affords interaction with the user. Thus, there appears to be a need to further educate 
programmers about the meaning of HCI design and usability. 
 
Familiarity with Microsoft Windows Help was used as a secondary consideration in the 
assignment of individuals to experimental groups. However, a 1-tailed t-test showed 
there to be no significant difference in the mean participant ratings of their familiarity 
with Windows Help between the experimental groups. 
  
4.5.2 Discussion of Research Question 1 
 
Research Question 1 - Does ProtoTour convey a better understanding of HCI Design 
intent than a visual prototype?  
 
This research question was addressed using two kinds of experimental instrument: 
expert assessments of task performance; and objective measure of task performance. 
 
Experimental instrument: Expert assessment of participant task performance 
 
There were no significant differences in the mean participant performance 
between the experimental groups on any of the expert assessed measures. The 
remainder of this section suggests possible explanations. 
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It is likely that the slightly artificial nature of the programmers’ design task reduced the 
potential for discrimination between the experimental groups. In the original design 
task, programmers were asked to produce a preliminary design of the proposed ELDER 
software application shown by the interventions. The intention was for programmers to 
produce a coarse preliminary design covering the whole system (in fact, the ProtoTour 
intervention constructed does indeed describe the entire ELDER application). This 
would have been much closer to a realistic programming task than the final design task, 
which involved carrying out the preliminary design of the Checklist Window of ELDER 
alone. The original design task was changed after the pilot study; it was perceived to be 
too much work for programmers, within the tight time constraints of the experiment. 
Producing a preliminary design for the Checklist Window was a more constrained 
problem than programmers would usually meet. This gave them less scope for 
introducing new ideas or for suggesting how the implementation might be improved. 
When looking at a proposed system as a whole, programmers are likely to suggest the 
removal or re-design of chunks of the application. This might involve questioning why 
certain Windows are required, or suggesting alternative windows to those shown in the 
HCI design. With the Checklist Window, the participants did not get an opportunity to 
express such creativity. They were focused on just one Window and were not concerned 
with how this fitted in with the rest of the system. Looking at the application as a whole, 
programmers may well have questioned the need for the Checklist Window. Just 
looking at the Checklist Window in isolation did not give them this broad view. 
 
The experiment also failed to model ‘real world’ commercial programming practice in 
another way. In the ‘real world’, a programmer may begin programming the Checklist 
Window with only a rough mental model of how it should work. As the artifact evolves 
through the implementation, it would change in ways that programmers may not have 
predicted or may not have remembered to specify in preliminary design work. For 
example, the first version of the Checklist Window may have no means of closing 
down. Although this may not be at the forefront of the programmer’s mind during the 
preliminary design, when they first run the Checklist Window they will realise that it 
cannot be closed. After adding a close mechanism, the artifact (program) itself will 
prompt the programmer to consider what other events should occur when the Window is 
closed. Thus, the evolving artifact itself becomes a prompt to the programmer. 
However, it is because of the limitations of this prompt that misunderstandings and 
omissions occur. Within the experiment, because programmers were designing on 
paper, misunderstandings that arise from these ‘prompts’ were avoided. This reduced 
the experiment’s potential for assessing misunderstandings between experimental 
groups. In practice, this kind of prompt may create a decision point for programmers. 
For example, they would have to either find out what should happen when the Checklist 
Window closes or make an assumption. This is the point at which ProtoTour could 
provide useful support for such decisions based on HCI design intent. If ProtoTour was 
accessible to programmers, it may encourage them to seek an answer in line with HCI 
design intent, rather than to make an inappropriate (or, ill-advised) assumption. 
 
Expert assessment of participants’ performance during this experiment was quite coarse 
because of time constraints. The apparent lack of significant differences in mean group 
performance could be explained by this. Only serious misunderstandings would have 
been evident in this coarse assessment. Thus, the design tasks completed by the 
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participants provided less information for the experts to assess than if they had actually 
implemented their preliminary designs. If participants had been able to implement their 
preliminary designs, the expert would have had more to work on. 
 
A further contributor to a lack of significant results is likely to be the severe individual 
differences among commercial programmers that are known to exist (Curtis, 1988; 
Sheil, 1987; Weinberg, 1971; McGarry, 1982). This is a recognised confounding 
variable in experiments involving programmers (Curtis, 1981). One illustration of 
individual differences can be observed by analysing the design representations that 
participants adopted. During the expert assessment, the style of representation and/or 
notation used by each participant was categorised. Seven different categories of 
representations were employed by the participants and several participants used more 
than one kind. Representations comprised textual descriptions (x6.5); Object-Oriented 
representations (x5.5); Flow Charts (x4.5); Pseudo Code (x2.5); State Transition 
Diagrams (x1.5); Header File (x1); Data Flow Diagram (x.5). As the majority of the 
participants were programmers of Windows applications involving object-oriented 
concepts, it is surprising that such a diversity of representations was used in the study. 
This seems to provide an indication that, there are distinct differences in programmers’ 
preferred design representations if they are given freedom to choose an appropriate 
design representation. Thus, individual differences are apparent in the way programmers 
go about solving their normal work tasks. This supports the findings of Curtis et al 
(1987). 
  
The relatively small sample size may have also contributed to the failure of expert 
assessed measures to detect significant results. However, this is a feature of studies 
involving commercial programmers, because their time is so expensive. Many studies 
involving programmers actually use programming students as participants; a practice 
which is regarded as highly questionable (by Brooks, 1980). 
 
Although there were no significant mean performance differences found by the expert 
assessed measures relating to research question 1, several measures did show 
significant differences in the variance of participants’ performance between 
experimental groups. 
 
Three performance measures, showed significant differences in the variance between 
the two groups (see table 4.44). In each case, there was less variance in the performance 
measures from the Group 2 (ProtoTour). 
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Table 4.44 Significant differences in the variance of expert assessed measures relating 
to research question 1 
 
 
Measure 
 
Levene’s 
test for 
equality of 
variances 
 
Box-plot 
 
Expert assessment 
of the 
comprehensivenes
s of the 
participants’ 
preliminary design 
(Q3.1b) 
 
F=8.165  
p= .010 
 
 
 
Expert assessment 
of how well 
overall, the 
participant appears 
to have 
understood HCI 
design intent 
(Q3.6a) 
 
F=7.963  
p=.011 
 
 
 
Expert assessment 
of consistency of 
participants’ 
preliminary design 
with HCI design 
intent (Q3.6b) 
 
F=12.525 
p=.002 
 
 
These disparities in variance provide an indication that the ProtoTour intervention 
reduced the variability in the programmers’ performance. Thus, the comprehensiveness 
of participants’ preliminary designs, their apparent understanding of HCI design intent 
and the consistency of their designs with HCI design intent were all significantly less 
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variable for Group2 (ProtoTour) than for Group 1 (prototype) participants. The quartile 
ranges shown in the above box-plots show that this effect is not caused solely by 
individual outliers. 
 
This result provides an indication that ProtoTour has proved to be beneficial in raising 
all Group 2 programmers’ understanding of HCI design intent. The information and 
explanation it provided appears to have benefited all participants of this group. None of 
the programmers in Group 2 performed badly, each seeming to have understood HCI 
design intent at some level. For example, in table 4.44, Q3.6a has a low rating of 1 for 
Group 1 (prototype) and 5 for Group 2 (ProtoTour). The lower quartile is 2 for Group 1 
and 5.5 for Group 2. Although ProtoTour has not raised the peaks of programmer 
performance (and there are no significant differences between mean performance on 
these measures), it does seem to have ironed out the troughs to some extent. 
 
It is possible that the ProtoTour intervention does not greatly assist the more skilled 
programmers. Perhaps highly skilled programmers are able to derive enough 
information about HCI design intent from the visual prototype alone when they focus on 
one window in isolation. It is unlikely that this would apply for a large project where a 
programmer had to consider the HCI design intent of the entire system. However, when 
designing an individual Window, the added value of using ProtoTour for highly skilled 
programmers may be low. As has been argued from the literature review (section 
1.10.2.1) and can be seen from the qualitative investigation described in chapter 2, 
programming teams are usually comprised of mixed ability programmers. The reduction 
in variability of the programmers’ assessed performance is perhaps an indication that 
ProtoTour helped to keep the less skilled programmers on-track. For a large software 
project, this may well be a benefit worth having. Misunderstandings in a software 
project can be very costly (Mantei and Teorey, 1988). 
 
If ProtoTour truly could reduce the variability in programmers’ performance during an 
implementation task, this would be a very strong case for its adoption in mixed ability 
software teams.  
 
Using expert assessed measures, the ultimate test ProtoTour’s utility for conveying HCI 
design intent would be to examine programs built by participants of two experimental 
groups, using the ProtoTour and prototype interventions. The assessor could then more 
effectively concentrate on the end result of a programmers’ understanding of HCI 
design intent.  
 
Experimental Instrument: Objective measures of task performance 
 
In this area there were highly significant results to indicate that participants from 
the Group 2 (ProtoTour) gained a better understanding of the HCI design intent 
and functionality of the Checklist Window, than Group 1 (visual prototype) 
participants. However, one objective measure proved less effective. 
 
The ineffective measure concerned participants’ estimates of how long it would take 
them to implement (program) the Checklist Window (Q3.5). It was believed that 
members of one experimental group might see the implementation problem as more 
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involved than members of the other group, if they better understood the HCI design 
intent. However, in the experiment, estimation turned out to be an ineffective measure. 
There was large variability in the estimates from participants of both experimental 
groups, and there were no significant differences between the mean estimates of each 
group.  
 
One possible explanation is that the t-test did not account for the programming 
languages on which programmers had based their estimates. However, the design task 
did allow programmers to select a development language, so it could be expected that 
they would estimate for the most familiar language. It is a strong possibility that severe 
variability in estimates would have been found whether or not the programming 
language was factored out. Estimation in commercial programming is notoriously 
difficult (McCarthy, 1995), and programmers are said to be particularly bad at it (e.g. by 
Brooks, 1975 and Stephens, 1996). In fact, this experiment supports these previous 
findings. Across the experiment, estimates varied from 1 to 25 days with a mean of 7.5 
days and a standard deviation of 7.0 days. Considering that the sample comprised 22 
commercial programmers and the Checklist Window exhibited only modest complexity, 
it would seem reasonable to expect less variability. One possible explanation for the 
variation is that programmers were asked to incorporate some of their implementation 
alternatives into the estimate. However, revisiting these in some detail has shown this to 
be an unlikely explanation for the variability. It is widely recognised that individual 
differences exist in various performance measures used to examine programmers; some 
studies report difference ratios of 20:1 (see section 1.10.2.1) and other studies have 
shown similar orders of magnitude differences. Although a fundamental aspect of a 
programmer’s job, estimating is probably not a particularly good measure of 
programmer performance. However, if it were considered such, the order of magnitude 
differences in these estimates is consistent with differences found in other performance 
measures. This dimension perhaps illustrates the individual differences which existed 
within the sample. 
 
A further insight can be gained from the pilot study. In the first pilot study, participants 
were reluctant to make any estimates at all (see section 4.3.7.1). Perhaps this reluctance 
to estimate and the variability of the estimates made during the experiment shows that 
programmers realise estimation is a problematic task. This possibly leads some to 
providing estimates as a guide only (not taking it very seriously), whilst the others make 
high estimates to cover themselves. 
 
Other objective measures of task performance relating to research question 1 did 
provide significant results. As part of the post-test, participants completed the 
annotation of the Checklist Window they had been working on (Q4.1). The participants 
of Group 2 (ProtoTour) produced significantly (P<0.001) more correct and complete 
annotations than Group 1 (visual prototype). Annotations were marked on a pre-
determined 10 point marking scheme. The strength of association approximation 
suggested that an extremely high 58% of the variance was accounted for in this test. The 
power of the test was also estimated to be extremely high at 0.97. This is perhaps the 
most important finding of the experiment, partly because of the measure’s objective 
nature and partly because of the level of significance of the result. 
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Similar post-test questions asked participants to state the relationship of the Checklist 
Window to other parts of the proposed ELDER software. On two of these questions, the 
performance of Group 2 participants (ProtoTour) was significantly better. There were 
significantly more correct descriptions of the relationship between the Checklist and the 
Browser (post-test - Q4.3) from Group 2 participants (p=0.003; ω² = 0.35; power = 
0.59). Similarly, there were significantly more correct descriptions of what should 
happen if advice from a chapter is accessed which is different from the current 
equipment type (post-test - Q4.4) (p=0.002; ω² = 0.36; power = 0.59). 
 
All of these comprehension-style post-test questions were intended to assess whether 
the participants had understood HCI design intent. The Group 2 participants’ 
significantly better performance on these measures is thought to be because ProtoTour 
does indeed help to convey a better understanding of HCI design intent than a visual 
prototype. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Direct questioning of participants’ understanding of how the Checklist Window should 
work, indicated that the Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants had gained a significantly 
better understanding of HCI design intent than Group 1 participants. However, the 
experiment did not appear to provide a good mechanism for assessing their performance 
based on this understanding. 
 
On three separate objective measures, when questioned about their understanding of the 
Checklist Window and how this fitted with other aspects of the ELDER system, the 
Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants gave more correct responses than Group 1 participants 
(significance of P<0.005 for all three measures). Consequently, it is believed that the 
ProtoTour intervention is capable of conveying a better understanding of HCI design 
intent than a visual prototype, supported by an HCI designer.  
 
Expert assessed measures of the participants’ work based on their understanding 
did not discover any significant differences in mean performance between the groups. 
Although there are several explanations for this, there is probably one main reason: the 
tasks were not sufficiently realistic. In commercial practice, a programmer would have 
considerably more time to carry out the preliminary design work, and in all likelihood, 
they would have a larger part of the implementation to carry out. Although expert 
assessed measures are believed to be invaluable, future experiments should strive to 
provide experts with the actual programs that participants implemented based on the 
HCI design intent shown in either ProtoTour or the visual prototype.  
 
Expert assessed measures did, however, provide some indication of ProtoTour’s 
potential. On three different measures, the task performance of participants in Group 2 
showed significantly less variance than that of Group 1. In all of these cases, it seemed 
that the ProtoTour intervention had ‘lifted’ the performance of the lower performing 
participants. Although this is a weak result in the context of this experiment, it is worth 
future research. If ProtoTour does nothing much for the ‘best’ programmers but raises 
the performance of the ‘worst’ programmers, it could well have value in a mixed ability 
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team (especially as most programming teams are thought to be mixed ability – see 
section 1.10.2.1). 
 
Although not directly relevant to the research question, the variability of estimates 
provides some support for previous findings in individual differences among 
programmers, and the difficulties of estimating implementation duration in software. 
 
4.5.3 Discussion of Research Question 2 
 
Research Question 2. - Does ProtoTour improve the accessibility of the animated visual 
prototype? 
 
This research question was addressed a single type of experimental instrument based on 
participant opinion scales and open-ended questions. The measures introduced to 
address this research question could provide only an indication of the accessibility of 
the interventions. The rationale for these items was to provide an insight into whether 
programmers would consider the interventions useful. A strong positive result from 
programmers on these tangential measures would have provided evidence that they 
would accept the intervention into their work, thus indicating the early stages of 
accessibility. 
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Participant opinion measurements were used to get an idea of whether participants 
favoured the ProtoTour representation over the conventional visual prototype. Overall, 
there were no statistically significant results to indicate that ProtoTour would be more 
accessible than a conventional visual prototype. The remainder of this section suggests 
possible explanations for this. 
 
Of the measures devised for research question 2, a pre-test (Q1.7)/post-test (Q4.10) 
rating of the prototypes’ utility was expected to have the greatest potential for 
discriminating between the experimental groups. A repeated measures ANOVA was 
used to analyse within and between groups effects. No significant results were found in 
participants’ utility ratings of prototypes before and after the experiment, in either 
group6. Nor were there significant differences between the groups. This lack of 
significant results could perhaps be attributed to a design flaw in the questionnaire item, 
which was not identified in either of the pilot studies. The scale used to rate visual 
prototypes was a seven point Likert-type scale with 1 representing ‘Not useful at all’ 
and 7 as ‘Extremely useful’ (See Appendix D1.3 and D1.6). Responses to the items 
were mainly bunched-up at the top end of the scale (i.e. on the pre-test seven 
participants rated ‘7' and nine participants rated ‘6') causing a ceiling effect. This lack of 
spread of responses confounded analysis and any possible discrimination between the 
experimental groups. 
 
                                                 
6 Group 2 participants were expected to regard ProtoTour as a type of prototype 
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There was no difference found in the ratings ascribed to how easy it was to visualise the 
ELDER software from using either ProtoTour or the visual prototype (Q4.5). This was 
perhaps because the experiment design only exposed participants to one intervention. 
However, it is hard to envisage an experiment in which participants could assess the two 
interventions and subsequently provide a useful rating of how easy it had been to 
visualise the software from each. With the benefit of hindsight, this measure would 
appear to be optimistic. 
 
Asked whether they were able to get information about why the Checklist Window was 
designed as it was (Q4.7; table 4.22), five participants from each experimental group 
claimed they were and six claimed they were not. Therefore, there was no apparent 
difference between the accessibility of design rationale information to the two 
experimental groups. However, ProtoTour contained design rationale information 
within it but the visual prototype did not. Participants using the visual prototype had 
only one route to design rationale information and that was the HCI designer (the 
experimenter) – this was done to simulate usual commercial practice. No participants 
asked for or received any information about design rationale from the experimenter 
(Obs. 3(iii); Appendix D1.5) and none was ventured unprompted by the HCI designer. 
Therefore, the five participants from the visual prototype group who thought they had 
been able to gain design rationale information, were mistaken. 
 
One explanation for this could be that this post-test item asked participants to reflect on 
the experiment. Although no participants asked questions about design rationale, most 
did ask some questions about the design intent of the Checklist Window. It is possible 
that participants’ felt that these were questions about design rationale. Because five 
participants from Group 1 were mistaken in this way, doubt is cast on the results from 
Group 2, where five participants also claimed to have gained information about design 
rationale. However, participants of Group 2 did have access to design rationale through 
ProtoTour, although it is not possible to be certain whether they used it. There is one 
indication that design rationale information within ProtoTour was accessible from the 
comments of one participant in Group 2: 
 
“An understanding of WHY is VERY important in making assessments of alternatives - design rationale is often not 
recorded.”   (table 4.43) 
 
There is some debate in HCI about the benefit of capturing design rationale. Is the 
benefit of recording such information worth its cost in terms of collection and 
representation effort? (Buckingham-Shum, 1996; Grudin, 1996). Such doubt illustrates 
that it is not common practice in software engineering to state the underlying rationale. 
This experiment perhaps supports this supposition. None of the programmers in the 
experiment questioned the rationale for the design; five participants who did not receive 
such information felt that they had. This perhaps demonstrates that programmers are not 
used to receiving such information or being in a position to question the rationale. 
 
An assessment of the general accessibility of using a prototype-centred approach (which 
includes both ProtoTour and the visual prototype) was included in the post-test (Q1.12). 
This asked participants if they would be in favour of using prototypes in a similar way 
in future. The measure was not designed to afford a comparison between the 
experimental groups, rather it aimed to gain an overall impression of programmer 
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opinions to the general prototype-centred approach. It should be recognised that, strictly 
speaking, the participants in each experimental group were rating something different. 
However, this interpretation of the results concerns the general category of prototype-
centred explanation, which covers both interventions. 
 
In each experimental group, 10 out of the 11 programmers (91%) said they would like 
to see the same intervention used in a similar way on a future software development. 
Programmers showed a preference for using an intervention similar to prototype or 
ProtoTour, compared with NOT using this sort of intervention. Furthermore, five 
participants in each experimental group made positive comments about the approach 
they had used in the experiment (Q4.11; table 4.42). This provides further evidence of 
programmer support for prototype-centred explanation which is likely to contribute 
favourably to the accessibility of prototype-centred explanation. 
 
Other issues surrounding accessibility were evident from participants’ comments and 
from the observations of the experimenter. During the experiment, some participants 
from Group 1 were seen to explore the limits of the visual prototype, as if it were an 
accurate literal representation of ELDER. In fact, some comments illustrate that they 
had done this, for example: 
 
“I wasn't completely clear how the Checklist was supposed to work, not all of the Notes entered were displayed in the 
log file - maybe this is a bug.”  (from table 4.40) 
 
The participant’s reference to a potential bug in the visual prototype illustrates a lack of 
understanding of what the visual prototype is. This misunderstanding could lead to 
programmers mistrusting the representation shown in the prototype and therefore refrain 
from referring to it. This would clearly have a negative impact on accessibility of visual 
prototypes. 
 
However, a similarly important comment was made by a participant of the ProtoTour 
group: 
 
“Animated tutorials can take full control away from the user and can be frustrating in the sense that the machine 
becomes the 'know it all' and the user is left dumb. It is more satisfying for the user to find answers to his questions 
himself rather than have them laid on a plate. That said, a good animated walkthrough gives an excellent and concise 
overview or 'feel' of what the software is or isn't going to be.” (From table 4.40) 
 
This participant is concerned that the animated tutorials take away control from the user. 
Leaving the user in control is a recognised heuristic in HCI and this participant feels it 
has been violated by the automated walkthroughs. Were this sentiment to be felt more 
widely, it could have a negative impact on the accessibility of ProtoTour. 
 
Conclusion 
 
These results provide no statistically significant evidence that ProtoTour is more 
accessible than a conventional prototype. However, there were indications that 
prototype-centred explanation is an approach favoured by programmers. Findings 
relating to design rationale are also of interest. 
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The prototype-centred approach to conveying design intent was well received by 
programmers in both experimental groups. In both groups, 91% of programmers said 
they would like to see the respective intervention used on future software projects. 
Although this does not provide a comparison between the two prototype-centred 
interventions used in the experiment, it does indicate that programmers are generally in 
favour of such approaches. This claim is further supported by positive comments about 
each intervention from five of the eleven participants in each group. This favourable 
rating of the use of prototype-centred explanation provides a positive indication that 
programmers would find such approaches accessible. 
 
Although not directly relevant to the research question, findings relating to design 
rationale are of interest. It is interesting that five programmers believed they had 
received information relating to design rationale when they had not. The discussion 
suggests that it is perhaps because programmers are unused to receiving such 
information that they confuse it with information about design intent.  Thus, this item 
begins to confirm that design rationale is not routinely used within software 
development (see section 1.11.3.4). 
 
Finally, comments from participants did indicate some possible negative indications 
concerning accessibility. A participant of the Group 1 misunderstood the nature of the 
prototype, complaining about a possible ‘bug’. The potential for such 
misunderstandings is part of the motivation for the creation of ProtoTour. However, one 
ProtoTour participant did not like the automated walkthroughs because it took control 
away from the user. These findings perhaps demonstrate that not all aspects of 
ProtoTour would be welcomed by programmers. However, automated walkthroughs 
would prevent the misunderstandings about bugs in the prototype, but this would be at 
the expense of the user being in control. 
 
It is likely that the question of accessibility would also be better addressed in a more 
comprehensive and large scale experiment using a real software project. A participant-
observation approach to such a study would allow an assessment of how often reference 
was made to the prototype/ProtoTour during the project. This would possibly provide a 
better indication of the accessibility of the two interventions, although rigorous 
comparison would be problematic. 
 
4.5.4 Discussion of Research Question 3 
 
Research Question 3. - Does the provision of extra information in ProtoTour (including 
design rationale) enable programmers to offer improved implementation alternatives 
than if they just had access to a visual prototype and an HCI Designer?  
 
Three experimental instruments were designed to assess this research question: expert 
assessment of task performance; objective measures of task performance; and 
participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions. 
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Experimental instrument: Expert assessment of participant task performance 
 
There were no significant differences in the mean participant performance on any 
of the expert assessed measures between the experimental groups. Some of the other 
expert assessed measures used in the experiment also failed to discriminate between 
experimental groups. Thus, the absence of significant differences on these measures is 
likely to be for similar reasons (see section 4.5.2). 
 
To summarise, expert assessed measures failed to detect significant differences in mean 
participant performance between experimental groups for items 3.4a, b and c (Appendix 
D1.13-1.14). The first measure assessed the quality of the participants’ implementation 
alternatives, and the second and third measures assessed how well the participants had 
understood the likely impact of the alternatives suggested. 
 
It can be considered a positive result for ProtoTour that there were no significant 
differences in the quality of implementation alternatives suggested by participants of the 
ProtoTour and the visual prototype groups. During the experiment, ProtoTour 
participants asked the HCI designer significantly fewer questions about HCI design 
intent (see results relating to research question four) and yet suggested implementation 
alternatives that were as good as those proposed by the visual prototype participants. 
 
Experimental Instrument: Objective measures of task performance 
 
There were no significant differences in the objective measures of task 
performance between the experimental groups.  
 
These measures consisted of counting the number of implementation alternatives 
proposed, and counting how many of these related to usability, and how many related to 
implementation. 
 
These measures show that participants suggested very few implementation alternatives 
(from table 4.26: Group 1, mean=2.73, SD = 1.9; Group 2, mean 2.45, SD = 1.64). 
There were no differences between the groups, in the number of implementation 
alternatives suggested. It was originally hoped that participants of the ProtoTour group 
would have a clearer understanding of HCI design intent and would therefore be in a 
better position to propose various implementation alternatives. However, the general 
lack of alternatives proposed may have had another cause – ‘satisficing’ (Simon, 1981). 
Empirical evidence suggests that designers, when faced with an acceptable design 
solution, tend to stick with this after only moderate exploration of the solution space 
(Ball, Maskill and Ormerod, 1998). Revisiting the alternatives proposed by the 
participants reveals only two radical alternatives to the Checklist Window (one from 
each group). Most alternatives proposed were refinements on the design already shown 
in the prototype/ProtoTour. Clearly, this is consistent with the occurrence of satisficing. 
However, it could also be further evidence that programmers are unused to questioning 
the rationale for designs (as described in the discussion of research question 2 – section 
4.5.3). It seems likely that both the visual prototype and ProtoTour interventions 
presented a solution that was acceptable to the programmers, so they did not explore the 
solution space further. Because of the possibility of becoming fixated with a design 
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shown in a prototype without exploring the alternatives, the ‘father of Visual Basic’, 
Alan Cooper, has expressed his dismay that Visual Basic is so often used in this way, 
suggesting that ‘paper prototyping’ is a far more appropriate technique (Cooper, 1994). 
 
It was further expected that the number of suggested alternatives relating to usability 
(Q3.4(ii)) and the number relating to improving the implementation (Q3.4(iii), would be 
found to be different between the experimental groups. However, this result was not 
found. Again, this lack of results is probably due to satisficing.  
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Data from these measures was considered unreliable and contained a large 
proportion of missing values.  
 
These measures were intended to capture participants’ rating of the usefulness of design 
rationale: in coming up with implementation alternatives (Q4.8); and in assessing those 
alternatives (Q4.9). As explained in the discussion of research question 2 (section 
4.5.3), five participants from Group 1, claimed to have gained access to information 
about design rationale, when they had not. It is clear then that participants 
misunderstood the meaning of design rationale (reasons for this are covered in the 
discussion of research question 2). Therefore, data pertaining to design rationale is 
considered unreliable. Furthermore, there were six missing items from each 
experimental group on both of these measures which indicates that the majority of 
programmers did not understand what ‘design rationale’ referred to. 
 
There were too many missing values in the data sets relating to these experimental 
measures to carry out meaningful statistical analysis. 
 
Conclusion 
 
These results provide no statistically significant evidence that the extra information in 
ProtoTour (including design rationale) enabled programmers to offer improved 
implementation alternatives than if they just had access to a visual prototype and an HCI 
Designer. In fact, participant performance against objective measures may indicate a 
serious concern about the use of prototypes or ProtoTour in a context where design 
ideas are sought. 
 
Expert assessed measures of participant task performance proved ineffective. It is likely 
that this was for the same reasons outlined in section 4.5.2, i.e. the lack of realism of the 
tasks, especially the time constraints. However, the absence significant difference 
between the quality of implementation alternatives proposed by participants could be 
viewed as a positive result for ProtoTour. This is because the alternatives proposed by 
the ProtoTour participants were as good as those proposed by the visual prototype 
participants, even though they asked significantly fewer questions of the HCI designer 
about HCI design intent. 
 
The objective measures employed to count the number of implementation alternatives 
proposed were also ineffective. This was primarily due to the very few alternatives that 
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participants proposed. The possible cause of this, as well as the distinct lack of radical 
alternatives to the Checklist Window, leads to a serious concern about the utility of 
ProtoTour. The lack of radical alternatives could be explained by programmers being 
unused to questioning a design, other than to refine it (this is related to the discussion of 
programmers and design rationale in section 4.5.3). However, it seems likely that 
‘satisficing’ is the primary contributor to this effect. If ‘satisficing’ does indeed cause 
programmers to focus on the solution proposed, rather than examining the rest of the 
solution space, there are implications for how ProtoTour should be deployed. If it is 
deployed too early in the software production process, when design ideas from 
programmers are welcomed, it may block them from having ideas about alternative 
designs. An approach, such as ‘paper prototyping’, which is thought to encourage the 
generation of ideas, may be a prerequisite activity to the production of a prototype or a 
ProtoTour representation. 
 
Participants’ rating of the usefulness of design rationale was considered unreliable, as 
there was evidence that participants misunderstood the term. Furthermore, these 
measures contained a large proportion of missing values – probably because 
programmers did not understand what the term ‘design rationale’ meant. Together, these 
factors precluded the analysis of the participant ratings. 
 
As with research question 1, it is likely that the value of the extra information in 
ProtoTour would be better assessed by analysing programs built by programmers with 
this information, and comparing them with programs built by programmers using the 
more conventional approach. The artificial task and time constraints of the experiment 
did not provide a genuine means of assessing the research question. However, it is hard 
to see how the proposed more appropriate experiment could be viable, and how this 
could be devised to provide a useful comparison of ProtoTour and the conventional 
prototype approach. This is primarily because of the prohibitive cost of involving a 
large enough sample of commercial programmers in an experiment that would require at 
least five days of programming effort to implement something realistic that could be 
assessed. Furthermore, there would be difficult practicalities of running an experiment 
with more than 20 programmers working on the same thing for five days. Another 
practical difficulty would be the lack of commercial value of the tangible results of 
programmers’ efforts over this time – 20 implementations of the same thing is unlikely 
to have much commercial value. Assessing new approaches in software development is 
a notoriously difficult problem (see section 4.2.2.2). 
 
4.5.5 Discussion of Research Question 4 
 
Research Question 4. - Does ProtoTour reduce the amount of time that HCI Designers 
need to spend explaining aspects of the visual prototype to programmers at their 
request? 
 
This research question aimed to gain an indication of whether ProtoTour would reduce 
the amount of time that an HCI designer would spend explaining aspects of the design 
to programmers. Current practice showed there to be a lot of communication between 
the HCI designer and the programmer surrounding the visual prototype. 
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Two experimental instruments were designed to assess this research question: 
observation during the experiment; and participant opinion rating scales and open-ended 
questions. The experimental observation comprised counting and categorising the 
number of questions asked by participants during the completion of the design tasks. To 
support this instrument, participants were asked to rate the usefulness of the HCI 
designer during the experiment. 
 
Experimental instrument: Observation during the experiment 
 
One measure in this category detected significance at the (P<0.05) level but this is 
considered a weak result in this experiment. An experimental control measure was 
utilised to test whether one experimental group had a greater propensity to question than 
the other. The control measure found no differences between the groups, so this adds 
some support for the weak significant result found. Additional findings of this aspect of 
the study are derived from the categories in which only few questions were asked by 
participants. 
 
The control measure (Obs. 3(v)) made use of the fact that participants of both 
experimental groups received almost identical instructions to ascertain whether one 
group had a greater propensity to ask questions than the other. This measure found no 
significant difference between groups on participants’ questions about the task they had 
been set. Thus, the participants’ propensity to question was considered the same 
between groups. 
 
There was no significant difference between the number of questions asked concerning 
the usability of the visual prototype (mean = 0.45) versus that of ProtoTour (mean = 
0.27). This result is slightly surprising as the visual prototype was a typical ‘chauffeured 
prototype’ (Preece et. al, 1994), which meant that it had been designed to provide an 
image of the proposed system in the hands of a trained operator. Without knowledge of 
how to ‘run’ this façade, it was expected that programmers would have difficulty 
making it ‘work’ appropriately. Programmers probably didn’t report usability problems 
because they were used to wrestling with obscure and difficult software, and the façade 
was relatively robust. Thus, they asked no more questions about the usability of the 
intervention than the ProtoTour participants. ProtoTour participants were presented with 
an automated ‘tour’ of the prototype, with associated explanation and were expected to 
ask fewer questions about its usability. From the low mean counts, it is apparent that 
programmers from both groups asked very few questions about the usability of the 
intervention – perhaps programmers are used to dealing with software in this way. 
 
Group 1 participants asked significantly (p=0.039) more questions about the intended 
functionality (HCI design intent) of the software than those of Group 2 (Obs 3(ii)). In 
this experiment, α levels < 0.05 are treated as marginal because of the large number of t-
tests being carried out. Truly significant results were sought at α < 0.01. However, as it 
is also estimated that around 16% of the variance has been accounted for, it does seem 
probable that the result does have some weight. Furthermore, the experimental control 
(Obs 3(v)) found that participants of both groups had a similar propensity to ask 
questions, which adds weight to any significant results discovered on similar measures. 
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Therefore, there is some evidence that Group 2 (ProtoTour) participants asked less 
questions of the experimenter (HCI designer), regarding the intended functionality 
(HCI design intent) of the software portrayed, than participants of Group 1 (prototype). 
There are perhaps two reasons for this. Firstly, it may be that ProtoTour does truly 
reduce the number of questions that programmers need to ask the HCI designer. 
ProtoTour provides an automated walkthrough and supporting explanation to enable 
programmers to build up a mental picture of the software portrayed. The visual 
prototype by contrast is hard to ‘run’ in the hands of someone not trained in its use and 
does not contain supporting information (this was provided by the HCI designer). Thus, 
there is some evidence that ProtoTour may provide ‘better’ information to 
programmers, reducing their need to ask questions. The second explanation is that 
Group 2 participants had more information to contend with, which did not leave them 
any time to ask extra questions. Participants of the other group may have explored the 
extent of the visual prototype, and still had time and spare capacity to ask further 
questions of the experimenter (the HCI designer). 
 
Further analysis of data relating to Obs 3(ii) shows that the variance in the number of 
questions participants asked about intended functionality (HCI design intent) was 
significantly less in the ProtoTour group (Group 1: Mean 8.09; SD 6.99. Group 2: Mean 
2.9; SD 3.39). This possibly provides some additional support for the finding that 
ProtoTour participants had fewer questions to ask in this category. Perhaps ProtoTour 
answered some fundamental questions very clearly, so no participants in that group had 
to vocalise them. Thus, the overall number of questions asked by ProtoTour participants 
was low. Whereas, the variation in the number of questions the prototype group 
participants asked was more in accordance with current practice (which Group 1 was 
intended to simulate). The simulation of current practice perhaps led programmers to 
behave more normally, some making assumptions and getting on with their job, and 
others asking lots of questions. Such variations in programmer performance have come 
to be expected in such studies due to individual differences (see section 1.10.2.1). 
Perhaps this is another indication that ProtoTour has potential for reducing the impact of 
individual performance differences among programmers. 
 
Obs 3(iii) records the fact that no programmers asked about the design rationale for the 
software portrayed in the prototype. The discussion of this result associated with the 
discussion of research question 2 (section 4.5.3) relating to Q4.7, to which five 
participants claimed to have had access to design rationale information. These 
participants were from Group 1 where the intervention itself did not contain such 
information. Considered in the light of the results of Obs 3(iii), it had to be concluded 
that they were mistaken.  
It is germane to ask why none of the 22 commercial programmers in the experiment 
asked a question about the rationale for the HCI design of the Checklist Window. This 
result seems to suggest that programmers take whatever information they are given and 
make a program out of it. Questioning the information, or the design rationale, appears 
to be something they have learned not to do. The extra information they did ask for 
during the experiment was often to confirm the design intent (how an aspect of the 
functionality was supposed to work), rather questioning why it worked that way. It is 
perhaps the programmers’ expectations that has made them stop questioning ‘why’.  
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Observation 3(iv) shows that from the 22 participants in the study, only one (from 
Group 1) asked a question about users and/or their tasks. However, ProtoTour did 
contain some relevant information about users and tasks so some of the programmers 
from Group 2 may have accessed such information (although from observation during 
the experiment, this did not appear to be the case). In general, it would appear that 
programmers in the study did not find it necessary to ask questions about users and 
tasks. There are a number of possible reasons for this. As research suggests (see section 
1.10.2), this may be because programmers are not very good at thinking about users. 
Some certainly appear to have a naïve belief that a user interface design can be 
inherently good and ignore the fact that a design has to be assessed in the context of 
who will be using it. This may stem from the fact that the design of the internal structure 
of a computer program can be regarded as inherently good. A common mistake of HCI 
designers is to design as if they are the user, instead of thinking about the users (Heckel, 
1991). Perhaps this experimental result provides empirical evidence that programmers 
do design for themselves, and fail to consider how users may be different from them. 
Another plausible explanation for the lack of questions about users and tasks could be 
that in the context of this HCI experiment, participants assumed the user interface 
design had been taken care of. However, this seems unlikely when the results from 
Q3.4a(ii)-(iii) are considered. These results show that programmers in each group 
proposed more implementation alternatives relating to usability, than they did 
alternatives to ease implementation. Table 4.45 (derived from tables 4.27 and 4.28) 
shows that participants generally suggested more usability alternatives than alternatives 
relating to implementation. 
  
Table 4.45 Comparison of the number of alternatives relating to usability and those 
relating to implementation 
 
 Q3.4a(i) 
Alternatives relating to Usability 
Q3.4a(ii)  
Alternatives relating to 
implementation 
  N 
(participants) 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
N 
(participants) 
 
Mean 
 
SD 
 
Group 1 – 
visual 
prototype 
 
11 
 
2.4545 
 
2.018 
 
11 
 
.3636 
 
.505 
 
Group 2 – 
ProtoTour 
 
11 
 
1.3636 
 
2.063 
 
11 
 
1.0909 
 
 1.136  
 
A precise comparison is not relevant, but these measures clearly show that programmers 
do make suggestions relating to usability, and yet only one participant from the 22, 
asked a question about users or their tasks. This is particularly interesting in the case of 
the Group 1 (prototype), as they received no information about users from the prototype 
itself (unlike the ProtoTour participants). However, the mean number of usability 
alternatives proposed by participants in this group was 2.46, compared with only 0.36 
relating to the actual implementation. This would seem to support the hypothesis that 
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some programmers believe that a user interface can be inherently good, rather than 
understanding that a design must be evaluated in its context of use.  
 
This finding may also illustrate a certain role ambiguity that programmers suffer when 
an HCI designer owns the user interface design. It was expected that programmers 
would focus their suggestions on how the implementation could be simplified by 
changing the design, as this would relate directly to their role. However, perhaps for 
historic reasons, or maybe out of a desire to express their creativity (see section 1.10.2), 
the participants choose to focus on suggesting alternatives to improve usability. This is 
an aspect of the software development that prototype-centred interventions clearly 
suggest they do not need to be involved in, and yet many focused effort here instead of 
on their part of the job, the implementation. Perhaps programmers like to rise to the 
challenge of improving user interface design ideas. As the topic of a long-term study of 
a software project, it would be revealing to analyse just how many usability versus 
implementation ‘alternatives’ programmers come up with in practice. It is likely that 
when designing on paper, programmers are unable to foresee aspects of the user 
interface design that will be difficult to implement. However, in practice, as they begin 
to write the code they will hit these problems and are likely to start suggesting 
alternatives at that point. The slightly unrealistic nature of the experiment perhaps also 
contributed to the lack of suggested implementation alternatives.  
 
Experimental instrument: Participant opinion rating scales and open-ended questions 
 
Participants were asked to rate the usefulness of the HCI designer during the experiment 
(Q4.6(iii)). It was expected that this would provide an indicator of the degree to which 
participants felt that they did not need the presence of an HCI designer to support the 
intervention. There was no significant difference between the ratings of the two 
experimental groups. This measure may have been flawed because the post-test 
questionnaires were completed in the presence of the HCI designer. Thus, all 
participants may have been reluctant to score this contribution negatively. 
 
Conclusion 
 
There is evidence to suggest that visual prototype participants asked more questions 
regarding the intended functionality (HCI design intent) of the intervention, than did 
ProtoTour participants. This result was significant at p=0.039, which can only be 
considered statistically marginal significance because the experiment utilised a large 
number of t-tests (thus increasing the probability of making a type I error). However, a 
control measure was utilised in this aspect of the experiment. The control, which 
measured participants propensity to ask questions, found no significant differences 
between the groups. This adds weight to the finding that visual prototype participants 
asked more questions about intended functionality. Yet more weight is added to this 
discrimination by the fact that there was less variance in the number of questions asked 
by participants from the ProtoTour category. Thus, it could be the case that ProtoTour 
answered some fundamental questions for all programmers in that group. However, 
programmers within the visual prototype group are thought to have behaved more 
naturally, some asking lots of questions, and others making lots of assumptions. Thus, 
ProtoTour again seems to have potential for reducing the affects of individual 
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differences in programmers’ performance. These findings contribute to an indication 
that ProtoTour could indeed reduce the amount of questions that an HCI designer is 
asked regarding intended functionality (HCI design intent). 
 
No participants asked a question about design rationale and only one participant asked a 
question relating to users and their tasks. Participants in the ProtoTour group did have 
access to such information, but there is some doubt about whether it was utilised. 
Perhaps these findings illustrate the current expectations and role of programmers in 
commercial practice. Programmers may not question ‘why’ a user interface design is as 
it is because it is their job to implement it. These findings may also illustrate that 
programmers have a naïve attitude towards user interfaces. Although only one question 
was asked about users and their tasks, most programmers proposed implementation 
alternatives to improve usability. This is evidence that programmers believe that a user 
interface can be inherently good without considering its intended use context with its 
intended users.  
 
Furthermore, the finding that most participants suggested more implementation 
alternatives to improve usability than they did to improve the implementation itself 
perhaps reveals a certain role ambiguity. This may be because most programmers in the 
study have never worked with a user interface designer and so are still responsible for 
this aspect of the system. However, the prototype-centred interventions presented 
programmers with a completed user interface design so it would not be unreasonable to 
expect them to have focused on their aspect of the job – the implementation. 
 
It is thought that programmers would actually come up with more implementation 
alternatives than usability alternatives in practice. On paper, it is hard for them to 
foresee implementation problems. In practice, they have no opportunity but to suggest 
alternatives when problems arise. However, a future study would be needed to further 
assess this finding and verify the hypothesis. 
 
The participant rating of the usefulness of the HCI designer is considered a flawed 
measure. It is felt that all participants would have been reluctant to be negative about the 
HCI designer’s contribution during the experiment. Hence, there was no significant 
difference between the participants rating of the HCI designer between the groups. 
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4.5.6 Discussion of Qualitative Results 
 
Question Q4.11 of the post-test questionnaire asked participants for comments and 
criticisms about the intervention they had used. This discussion is based on the 
categorisation (post hoc) of these qualitative results (see results section 4.4.6). 
 
The following table 4.46 summarises the main categories of comments made. This 
qualitative information should not be over-analysed, but there are a few features worthy 
of particular comment. 
Table 4.46 Collection of Qualitative Results - Participants’ Comments 
 
Category of 
Comment 
 
Number from Group 1 
(n=comments per category) 
 
Number from Group 2 
(n=comments per category) 
 
need more information 
 
(x4) e.g. “a visual prototype is not 
sufficient in itself to fully describe a 
design.” 
 
(x2) e.g. “Some information on amounts 
of data, sizes of text, etc. were not 
included.” 
 
need an HCI designer 
for further explanation 
 
(x1) e.g. “During the exercise this 
problem [the prototype gave no 
information about underlying 
functionality] was overcome by the HCI 
Designer providing extra information 
verbally.” 
 
(x3) e.g. “I wouldn't solely want the 
ProtoTour as an illustration, but combined 
with liaison with the HCI designer looks 
pretty good!” 
 
problems of increasing 
expectations of users 
and clients by using a 
prototype approach 
 
(x4) e.g. “Sometimes visual prototyping 
can mislead the customer into thinking 
they already have a close to working 
system when most of the functionality 
does not in actual fact exist.” 
 
(x0)  
 
need for the 
programmer and HCI 
designer to work 
together 
 
(x3) e.g. “HCI Designer might not 
understand what is required to actually 
implement the design.” 
 
 
(x1) e.g. “A general criticism would be 
that designers and programmers should 
always work together to ensure "realistic" 
demos.” 
 
concern about cost and 
effort required to 
construct ProtoTour 
 
(x0) 
 
(x3) e.g. “I have doubts about the effort it 
must take to produce a ProtoTour...” 
 
usability of prototype/ 
ProtoTour 
 
(x1 criticism) e.g. “I wasn't 
completely clear how the Checklist was 
supposed to work...” 
 
(x3 criticisms; x1 positive comment) 
e.g. “In the timed exercise I felt there was 
too much information available and I felt a 
bit swamped...” 
 
prototypes are for 
getting requirements 
right 
 
(x3) e.g. “Prototype helps to capture 
user requirements accurately...” 
 
(x1) e.g. “I think the main use of these 
prototypes is to investigate how the user 
sees the problem. “ 
 
other positive 
comments about the 
prototype or ProtoTour 
 
(x5) e.g. “The visual prototype was 
good for showing the appearance and 
behaviour of the interface...” 
 
(x5) e.g. “Yeah, it’s good... In the timed 
exercise I felt there was too much 
information available and I felt a bit 
swamped but in a real situation this 
information would prove invaluable. It 
serves to support the HCI Designer’s view 
and gives the implementor confidence that 
the HCI Designer has thought through the 
issues with rigour. “ 
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Four programmers using the visual prototype made comments expressing concern about 
the issue of increasing user and client expectations that can arise when using visual 
prototypes. Nobody in the ProtoTour experimental group made any comments about 
this issue. Perhaps this is an indication that ProtoTour was perceived as unlikely to 
convey unrealistic expectations to the non-technical audience. Alternatively, 
programmers may have perceived ProtoTour as something that is not intended for a 
non-technical audience; therefore, concern about expectations was not at the forefront of 
their minds. 
 
Three programmers using ProtoTour expressed concern about the effort that would be 
required to put together a ProtoTour representation. Nobody in the visual prototype 
group expressed any similar concern about the construction of the visual prototype. This 
criticism of ProtoTour is valid and is discussed in section 2.10.4.10. 
 
The summary of general positive comments shows an equal number (five) were made 
for the visual prototype and for ProtoTour. This provides further support for the results 
of question Q4.12 that found 20 programmers across the experiment (91%) to be in 
favour of prototype-centred explanation (10 specifically rated the visual prototype and 
10 rated ProtoTour). Programmers certainly appear to be positive about the use a 
prototype-centred intervention. 
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4.6 Summary of Findings 
 
This experiment has provided evidence that programmers are able to gain a better 
understanding of HCI design intent using ProtoTour than through use of a visual 
prototype (research question 1). The strongest evidence of this has come from three 
post-test comprehension-style questions about the intended functionality (HCI design 
intent) of the Checklist Window. Participants from the ProtoTour group answered these 
questions with significantly greater accuracy (P<0.005) than those from the visual 
prototype group. Expert assessments of participant task performance found that there 
was significantly less variance in the task performance of ProtoTour group participants 
on three measures (although there was no significant difference in mean performance 
between the groups). Across these measures, the lower performers in the ProtoTour 
group scored higher than the lower performers in the visual prototype group. Thus, there 
is some indication that ProtoTour could have a role in reducing the effects of individual 
performance differences between programmers. Although this is a weak result, this is 
worthy of further research, as mixed ability teams are believed to be commonplace in 
commercial software teams. 
 
There was no evidence to suggest that programmers would find ProtoTour more 
accessible than a visual prototype (research question 2). However, prototype-centred 
explanation was rated favourably by 10 of the 11 participants in each group and five 
participants from each group made favourable comments about the intervention. This 
provides an indication that programmers are generally in favour of prototype-centred 
approach. The appreciation of the approach is likely to led to an acceptance of it in 
practice, which is a favourable indication for its likely accessibility. 
 
There was no evidence to suggest that the extra information in ProtoTour would enable 
programmers to offer improved implementation alternatives than if they just had a 
visual prototype (research question 3). However, a potentially serious problem with the 
use of prototype-centred explanation has been indicated by the small number of 
alternatives suggested by participants, combined with the finding that only two radical 
alternatives to the Checklist Window were suggested. It appears that prototype-centred 
explanation could potentially led to ‘satisficing’. This may cause programmers to focus 
on making improvements to the presented design, rather than exploring radical 
alternatives. Thus, if deployed too early, prototype-centred explanation could repress 
the programmers’ contribution to the design process. 
 
There is evidence to suggest that ProtoTour would reduce the amount of time the HCI 
designer would have to spend explaining aspects of the visual prototype to programmers 
(research question 4). ProtoTour group participants asked significantly fewer (P=0.039) 
questions about intended functionality (HCI design intent) than those of the visual 
prototype group. This level of significance is considered marginal due the number of t-
tests carried out. However, a control measure found there to be no significant difference 
in each group’s propensity to ask questions, thus providing support for the finding. 
 
Considered together, some findings from the experiment begin to demonstrate the 
potential of ProtoTour. Of particular interest is the finding that ProtoTour participants 
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asked the HCI designer fewer questions about HCI design intent and yet they answered 
post-test comprehension questions with significantly greater (P<0.005) accuracy than 
visual prototype participants. Furthermore, the implementation alternatives proposed by 
programmers using ProtoTour, were as good as those suggested by programmers from 
the visual prototype group that asked significantly more questions of the HCI designer. 
This indicates that ProtoTour could reduce the amount of explanation an HCI designer 
would have to provide to support the visual prototype and that programmers would get a 
better understanding of HCI design intent with this approach. 
 
A number of findings from this experiment relate to programmers. A number of 
programmers suggested that their experience of programming exceeded their user 
interface programming experience by a number of years (on the pre-test). It is thought 
that this is because some programmers do not understand the distinction between a user 
interface and a GUI. This misunderstanding has implications for how they perceive the 
role of the HCI designer. Although this appears to be a speculative conclusion, there 
was further evidence to support this. Only one programmer in the experiment asked a 
question about users and their tasks and yet most programmers specified more than one 
design alternative to improve usability. This suggests that programmers perceive 
usability to be an inherent attribute of software, rather than a context dependent 
consideration. In fact, programmers suggested more alternatives relating to usability 
than implementation. This was unexpected because the programmer’s role is more to do 
with implementation. These findings seem to illustrate that the role of the HCI designer 
is unclear to programmers. Their performance indicates that they perceived their role to 
have some degree of responsibility for the user interface. Findings relating to design 
rationale are also of concern. No programmers asked questions about the rationale for 
the design and yet five of them thought they had received such information when they 
had not. Although this lack of questioning is likely to have been contributed to by the 
artificial nature of the experiment, the finding is too strong to be completely explained 
by this. It is thought that programmers have learned to take whatever ‘input’ is given 
and make a program out of it, without questioning. Perhaps programmers’ expectations 
about the user interface have formed in such a way that they do not perceive it possible 
to question the reason for the design. This could have implications on the worth of 
providing design rationale information. 
 
Individual differences among programmers were also evident. There was considerable 
variability in the design representations selected by the programmers to depict their 
preliminary designs (seven different types of representation used in all). Time estimates 
for implementation of the Checklist Window were highly variable, ranging from 1 to 25 
days, with a mean of 7.5 and a standard deviation of 7.0. On several measures, 
ProtoTour participants were seen to have significantly less variance in their assessed 
task performance. In all cases, the use of ProtoTour seemed to have lifted the 
performance of the lower performing programmers, although the result was no 
significant difference in mean performance between the groups. If ProtoTour could 
indeed improve the performance of the lower performing programmers in a mixed 
ability team, it could be worthwhile in commercial software practice where 
misunderstandings can prove costly. 
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Although this experiment design is still considered the most appropriate to deriving a 
rigorous comparison between the ProtoTour and visual prototype interventions, some 
aspects were ineffectively assessed through this approach. Throughout the experiment, 
expert assessed measures were ineffective. This was probably because the artificial 
nature of the experiment only allowed the expert to assess the very early stages of the 
programmers’ implementation tasks. At this stage, before any code has been written, it 
is difficult for programmers to foresee the real implementation difficulties that will 
occur. An experiment that facilitated assessment of programs produced, based on the 
intervention utilised by the programmers, would be a far better test of whether they had 
understood HCI design intent correctly and whether they had utilised appropriate 
alternatives. A participant-observation study of the interventions being used in practice 
would be an appropriate way to further assess their practical worth, as well as their 
accessibility. However, using this approach for comparison of the interventions  would 
be difficult and qualitative. Assessing new approaches in software development is 
recognised as a notoriously difficult problem (Bellotti, 1990; Carey et. al, 1991; Harker, 
1991). 
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4.7 Overall Conclusions 
 
Findings relating to the research questions of this experiment are concluded below, with 
a final analysis bringing together conclusions across the research questions. 
 
Research Question 1: Does ProtoTour convey a better understanding of HCI design 
intent (i.e. less ambiguous) than a visual prototype?  
 
• Results suggest that programmers are able to gain a better understanding of HCI 
design intent using ProtoTour than through use of a visual prototype. 
 
• Task performance of programmers using ProtoTour was found to be less variable 
than that of programmers using a visual prototype, with fewer low performance 
scores.  
 
Research Question 2: Does ProtoTour improve the accessibility of the visual 
prototype? 
 
• There were no experimental results to suggest that programmers would find 
ProtoTour any more accessible than a visual prototype. 
 
• Findings highlight the fact that most programmers are in favour of a prototype-
centred approach to conveying HCI design intent (i.e. an approach such as a visual 
prototype or ProtoTour). 
 
Research Question 3: Does the provision of extra information in ProtoTour 
(including design rationale) enable programmers to offer improved implementation 
alternatives than if they just had access to a visual prototype and an HCI designer? 
 
• There were no experimental results to suggest that programmers using ProtoTour 
would offer improved implementation alternatives than if they just used a visual 
prototype. 
 
• Findings suggest that both the visual prototype and ProtoTour could lead to 
‘satisficing’, which could repress the contribution of programmers to the design 
process. 
 
Research Question 4: Does ProtoTour reduce the amount of time that HCI 
Designers need to spend explaining aspects of the visual prototype to programmers at 
their request? 
 
• Results suggest that the use of ProtoTour could reduce the amount of time that the 
HCI designer would have to spend explaining aspects of the visual prototype to 
programmers. 
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Final Analysis 
 
The concept of prototype-centred explanation embodied by ProtoTour has been found to 
be of great potential benefit to software development. Using ProtoTour, programmers 
appear to have less need to ask questions of the HCI designer, and yet develop a better 
understanding of HCI design intent, than if they use a visual prototype supported by 
explanation by the HCI designer. Furthermore, implementation alternatives proposed by 
programmers using ProtoTour, appear to be as good as alternatives that would be 
proposed if they used a visual prototype and asked an HCI designer for further 
information. Thus, ProtoTour could provide a means of adequately supporting software 
development without the need for a human HCI expert to be available to all 
programmers, at all times. 
 
One important drawback of the use of ProtoTour or visual prototypes is that satisficing 
can occur, blocking a programmer’s ability to contribute design alternatives. This could 
have a serious effect on a software development by repressing the input of the software 
technology experts in the team. Thus, the deployment of ProtoTour needs to 
acknowledge this problem. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 
5.1 Current Software Production Conditions 
 
There is clearly something wrong with the way in which much software is produced 
because there are reports in literature of a large proportion of software projects failing 
during production and acceptance (e.g. Grudin, 1993). 
 
The Waterfall lifecycle is still dominant in the software industry, although many 
researchers and practitioners believe it to be an inappropriate method of facilitating 
software production (e.g. Boehm, 1988). It is argued in chapter 1, that its continued 
dominance is because it prescribes early specification and early estimation. Although it 
is recognised (by most researchers) that these will usually be inaccurate at best, this 
lifecycle at least provides some kind of answers to fundamental commercial questions 
like, ‘how long will the software take to build?’. Other lifecycles recognise that such 
early specification and estimation is futile and refuse to prescribe these activities. 
Therefore, the Waterfall is seen as providing answers, whereas more appropriate 
iterative lifecycles, like RAD, do not. 
 
Software production is regarded as strongly influenced by the nature of software 
development, which is chaotic (Craig, 1991), and susceptible to change (Miller-Jacobs, 
1991). Similarly, the people involved in software production form another dimension of 
the nature of software development. For example, extreme individual differences in 
performance are widely reported amongst commercial computer programmers (e.g. 
Curtis et al., 1987). One consequence of this, not reported in the literature, is that 
commercial software is often produced by mixed ability teams. 
 
Commercial software production cycles and division of labour conspire to prevent 
programmers learning about the product of their labours. For example, programmers 
will often move on to another project before a product is shipped to users. Therefore, 
programmers usually never see people using their creation. Consequently, they never 
learn the inadequacies of the user interfaces they have produced. 
 
HCI has not yet gained a significant foothold in commercial software development. It is 
apparent that most user interface design is still done by programmers on an ad hoc basis 
(Browne, 1994). Users are rarely involved in the design process in any way (Grudin, 
1993). The software industry appears not to understand the contribution of HCI and 
human factors. Researchers agree that HCI theory is rarely applied in practice 
(Buckingham-Shum and Hammond, 1994). Where the need for HCI is recognised, it is 
often bought in on a consultancy basis, rather than as a fundamental activity of the 
software development team. Multi-disciplinary development teams are therefore not yet 
regarded as commonplace. 
 
GUIs have caused more software development emphasis to be placed on the design and 
implementation of the user interface. However, this is largely because they are complex 
and require a greater proportion of development effort to build. The increase in 
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resources required to design and implement GUIs (Myers and Rosson, 1992), has not 
led to an equivalent level of improvement in the quality of user interfaces. 
 
Positive future directions in software production apparent from literature include: 
 
• Use of Prototypes to: 
- bring about changes in software design early in the development process (even if 
they are not shown to users - Mantei and Teorey, 1988); 
- capture user requirements by providing a common representational currency 
between the developers and the users (Harker, 1991); 
- enable HCI specialists to take on a more dominant role in user interface design 
(Rudd and Isensee, 1994); 
- facilitate communication within a software team (Miller-Jacobs, 1991). 
 
• The need to maintain conceptual integrity of design within the software team is 
recognised by several eminent researchers (e.g., Curtis et al., 1987; Heckel, 1991; 
Norman, 1986), but little actual research has been conducted in this area (Brooks, 
1995). However, the need to focus on comprehension within the team, in order to 
maintain a common shared understanding of the software being produced and 
conceptual integrity of design, has been identified. 
 
• The increasing recognition of the fact that HCI theory is hard to apply in practice 
(Lansdale and Ormerod, 1994) and the suggestion that it could be considered a craft 
skill (Dowell and Long, 1989). 
 
 
Current software production conditions and the positive directions identified guided the 
focus of this research. 
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5.2 Introducing an HCI Designer into a Commercial Software Team 
 
Chapter 2 describes a detailed qualitative investigation of the effects of introducing an 
HCI designer as a full team member into commercial software projects. The HCI 
designer’s usual role is often described as being a consultant to the team (Carey et al., 
1991; Coggman and Cohen, 1995; Lansdale and Ormerod, 1994; Stewart, 1991). 
Therefore, a primary motivation for this study was that it was believed that HCI 
designers rarely operated in teams in this way. However, there is recognition in the 
literature that it is inevitable that HCI designers will begin to take on roles like this in 
the future (Heckel, 1991; Kim, 1990; Norman – reported in Rheingold, 1990). The 
remainder of this section describes the practical implications of introducing an HCI 
designer into a commercial software development team. 
 
The HCI designer beginning work in the team for the first time would be well advised to 
focus considerable attention on how the software team shares an understanding of the 
details of the software being built. In particular, how HCI design intent can be conveyed 
in such a way that all team members have a consistent understanding of it. Or in other 
words, how to maintain conceptual integrity of design throughout the team. On a 
practical level, an HCI designer new to a team would do well to carefully observe the 
nature of the software team and the commercial software development setting. The 
findings from this study suggest that there are a number of features of the nature of the 
software team and software development that are almost unavoidable ‘facts’ of the 
commercial setting. These are described in section 5.2.1 below. Features of the setting 
that aim to facilitate comprehension within the team (and with other stakeholders) are 
then described. Finally, this section highlights the interaction difficulties between the 
HCI designer and programmers in a software team. 
 
5.2.1 The Nature of Commercial Software Teams and the Development Setting 
 
Software teams appear to be dominated by programmers or people who have progressed 
from this role to similar kind of role, e.g. designer/programmer. Severe individual 
differences in the performance of commercial programmers is a well acknowledged 
finding (Curtis, 1981). Such findings usually relate specifically to the discrete work 
tasks of programmers, for example debugging a program or writing some code, 
measured in a quantitative experiment. The qualitative investigation of this study has 
found some evidence to support these findings, observing that the software team studied 
exhibited a mixture of programming abilities. Aspects of the programmer performance 
in the experiment described in chapter 4 provide quantitative support for individual 
differences among programmers. When asked to estimate how long it would take to 
implement a particular window they had been working on, programmers’ estimates 
ranged from one to 25 days with a mean of 7.5 days and a standard deviation of 7.0 
days. Programmers also demonstrated considerable diversity in the design 
representations they adopted, with seven different approaches in evidence from a 
sample of 22 commercial programmers. This diversity in design representations is 
similar to Curtis et al.’s finding (1987), which reported tremendous variability in how 
programmers carried out tasks. 
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An additional finding from the qualitative investigation is that programmers seem to 
have a range of other characteristics which differ strongly. For example, their ability to 
understand (conceptualise), visualise and explain software seemed diverse. This relates 
to suggestions from Curtis et al.(1987) and Brooks (1986) that some rare team members 
have exceptional conceptualisation ability, which Curtis et al. labelled ‘super 
conceptualisers’. Thus, from a practical perspective, it would be beneficial to an HCI 
designer entering the field to ascertain the particular strengths and weaknesses of the 
team members with programming-related roles. For example, a programmer particularly 
skilled with syntax may be an appropriate person to help determine whether an HCI 
design concept could be implemented with the technology available. 
 
Another aspect of the fundamental nature of the software team, is that team members 
from different disciplines experience problems understanding each other. The HCI 
designer entering a commercial software team is likely to notice this with programmers 
in particular. There are reports in literature of such difficulties in multi-disciplinary 
teams (Karat, 1996; Kim, 1990). However, multi-disciplinary teams are not yet believed 
to be widespread. It appears quite likely that the HCI designer could be the first team 
member to enter a team, with a disciplinary background other than programming. 
Therefore, these inter-disciplinary misunderstandings seem to be prevalent in the HCI 
designer’s interaction with programmers. For example, from the qualitative 
investigation, it was apparent that some programmers failed to appreciate the 
fundamental importance of certain HCI design rationale that related back to the users’ 
tasks; they were pre-occupied with the technical difficulties that such an 
acknowledgement would cause. Thus the HCI designer’s focus on the needs of the users 
and the programmers’ focus on the ‘needs’ of the technology could cause 
misunderstandings and conflict. 
 
From the results of the experiment described in chapter 4, it is apparent that multi-
disciplinary issues and role ambiguity can arise from the programmer’s perceptions of 
user interfaces, usability and the role of the HCI designer. Some programmers taking 
part in the experiment reported many years programming experience and only a few 
years experience programming user interfaces. It seems that these programmers 
believed that there was no such thing as a user interface before the advent of the GUI. 
This supposition is also supported from my recall of numerous repetitive discussions 
about this with programmers during the fieldwork. This misunderstanding of what a 
user interface is can clearly led to misconceptions about the role of the HCI designer in 
the team. Further results from the experiment support the concern that programmers 
have a poor perception of user interfaces and usability. For example, none of the 22 
programmers in the experiment questioned the rationale for the HCI design they were 
presented with, and only one person asked a question about the users and their tasks. 
Nonetheless, most programmers suggested more design alternatives aimed at improving 
usability than they did for improving the implementation. Thus, it seemed that 
programmers taking part in the experiment perceived usability to be an inherent feature 
of software, rather than a context dependent feature. The programmers’ focus on design 
alternatives to improve usability over design alternatives to make implementation more 
efficient suggests that role ambiguity is an issue. The introduction of an HCI designer 
into a software team will lead to a necessary change in the role of programmers. It is 
therefore inevitable that part of the HCI designer’s initial role in the team will be 
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educating team members as to the boundaries of their role, and by implication, the 
change in their roles. Billingsley (1988) found that programmers are often proud of their 
interface designs and resent threats to this means of expressing their creativity. The 
introduction of an HCI designer taking overall responsibility for the user interface is 
clearly an extreme case of removing a creative outlet from programmers. 
 
The HCI designer entering the setting should expect the composition of the 
development team to change over the duration of the project (Grudin, 1996; Harker, 
1991). It appears that it is a common occurrence for programmers to join the team 
following the completion of the specification of the software. These new team members 
create a comprehension burden on the team, and the HCI designer in particular, who is 
likely to be responsible for conveying HCI design intent to them. Although intended as 
a means of informing various stakeholders about what the software being built will do, 
the specification document itself, appears to be compromised in this role because of the 
diversity of stakeholders it must serve. Much of the literature suggests that specification 
documents are an insufficient communication medium for design concepts (Grudin, 
1993; Muller, 1993; Curtis et al. 1987). Therefore, the HCI designer can expect to 
devote time to explaining the proposed software to other team members, users and 
management. One tool that could be used to facilitate these explanations is visual 
prototypes. Initially created to elicit user requirements, they ultimately become a 
concretisation of the HCI designer’s conceptual model of the proposed software. It is 
believed that visual prototypes could be the future advance, which Curtis (1988) 
suggested was necessary to bridge the gap between the statement of requirements and 
software design. 
 
A further inevitable feature of the commercial software development setting is that 
changes to requirements will occur throughout the duration of the project. This is well 
recognised in literature (Beladay and Lehman, 1979; Brooks, 1986; Miller-Jacobs, 
1991) and was in evidence throughout this study. One problem with changing 
requirements is that they must be conveyed to the development team who are often 
already swamped with paper. Therefore, poor communication of changes in 
requirements is likely to cause team members to have inconsistent understandings of the 
proposed software. Although changing requirements are regarded as inevitable in 
existing literature, the consequences that this has on the shared understanding of team 
members is not reported. 
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5.2.2 Aspects of Software Development that Aim to Facilitate Comprehension 
 
The HCI designer entering a software team is likely to find a number of aspects of the 
work in the setting that relate to facilitating comprehension of the software under 
construction. 
 
Software engineering representations are utilised by programmers and software 
designers to represent the design of the internal structure of the software. Such 
representations are not readily accessible or understandable to those without experience 
and training in their use. These representations have been around a long time in 
software engineering and are rarely regarded as a powerful means of facilitating 
communication among programmers. In fact, the underlying thesis of Brooks’ (1975) 
‘The Mythical Man-Month’ is that people and months are not interchangeable (on the 
project plan), because of problems associated with communication. However, although 
such representations are of limited use in facilitating understanding, even amongst 
programmers, the HCI designer does have something to gain by becoming familiar with 
them. The representations provide a view on the programmers’ understanding of the 
form of the software under construction, so it was found to be useful for the HCI 
designer to be able to comprehend these representations. By this means, the HCI 
designer could ensure that team members had understood HCI design intent and that 
their design of the internal structure of the software was appropriate. 
 
The HCI designer entering a new software team would be wise to recognise the number 
of small decisions that programmers make on a day-to-day basis during the 
implementation phase. Existing literature does not warn of these decisions or possible 
causes of poor decision-making. From the qualitative investigation it was apparent that 
many programmers did not have a good general understanding of the software project 
they were working on (e.g. they did not understand the objectives for the project). In 
fact, several of the programmers studied appeared to see this as something that was 
outside the scope of their role. Nonetheless, these programmers all made day-to-day 
decisions about the shape of the software. In practice, the HCI designer would be well 
advised to make it their business to ensure that the programmers understood some basic 
background about the project in order to improve their decision-making. Furthermore, 
this issue indicates the need for the HCI designer to maintain a ‘watching brief’ on the 
software as the implementation progresses. 
 
Software specifications are emphasised by the waterfall lifecycle (Grudin, 1991), which 
is believed to be the most prevalent software development process. Although software 
specifications appear to be an inevitable feature of the commercial software 
development setting, and are designed to facilitate comprehension, they are 
compromised by their diverse uses and readership. The HCI designer entering the 
commercial software development arena should carefully consider the appropriateness 
of expending a large amount of effort contributing to the specification document. 
Instead, they could consider other more appropriate means of conveying HCI design 
intent to the user and the development team. For example, some researchers suggest that 
visual prototypes could be used to support and explain what is written in specifications 
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(Gomaa, 1983; Heckel, 1991; Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988). This study verified this 
suggestion. 
 
Visual prototypes were found to be an effective means of facilitating team members’ 
visualisation of the software under construction, before a line of production code had 
been written. Such prototypes were constructed by the HCI designer in the projects 
studied, as a means of eliciting user requirements for the proposed software – this mode 
of use of prototypes is often described in the literature (Brooks, 1986; Luff, Heath and 
Greatbatch, 1994; Overmyer, 1991). However, it soon became apparent that such 
prototypes had great potential within the development team to help team members to 
share a consistent conceptualisation of the software under construction. This use of 
prototypes has not been widely reported in existing literature but Miller-Jacobs (1991) 
and Wagner (1990) suggested that they might serve this purpose very well. 
 
Visual prototypes were found to have great utility for conveying HCI design intent 
within the team. This use of an existing prototype should be seriously considered by any 
HCI designer. However, this study found several flaws with using prototypes in this 
way, which are not acknowledged in the literature: 
 
• they can be ambiguous and open to interpretation, because it is not clear from the 
prototype which elements reflect a well-designed concept and which elements have 
been mocked-up to complete the picture; 
 
• they fail to explain the HCI design rationale for the proposed software shown in the 
prototype, providing programmers with no basis from which to negotiate or offer 
design alternatives (which may have been easier to implement or provided a better 
solution); 
 
• because the prototypes used in the qualitative investigation were chauffeured-
prototypes (Preece et al., 1994), they were primarily designed to be operated by the 
prototype builder, utilising discreet key presses and hidden locations on screen, thus 
they were somewhat inaccessible to programmers. 
 
Ultimately, the qualitative investigation focused on these aspects of software 
development that aim to facilitate comprehension, as these were believed to be the best 
targets for improving comprehension within the team. This focus led to the finding that 
all of these targets had a central position in the interaction between the HCI designer 
and the programmers, and specifically, how they shared an understanding of the design. 
Thus, the final focus of this funnel stage was the interaction between these roles and the 
potential comprehension difficulties that existed between them. 
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5.2.3 Difficulties in the Interaction Between the HCI Designer and Programmers 
 
Re-focusing the investigation onto the HCI designer and the programmers identified 
specific difficulties in the interaction between them. These difficulties and their 
implications for current software practice are described below. 
 
1. Programmers misunderstanding or misinterpreting HCI design intent 
 
Misunderstandings and misinterpretation of HCI design intent by programmers can 
cause a number of serious problems in software production. If possible, an HCI designer 
in a commercial team should maintain a ‘watching brief’ over the work of programmers, 
in order to ensure that misunderstandings do not occur. 
 
This study has found a number of potential causes of misunderstanding and 
misinterpretation of HCI design intent: 
• ambiguity and inaccessibility of prototypes; 
• inadequacy of specifications and other representations; 
• lack of explanation of design rationale; 
• limitations of the abilities of individuals to conceptualise. 
 
It is unsurprising that specifications give rise to misinterpretations and 
misunderstandings because their inadequacy as representations is well acknowledged in 
the literature (Curtis et al., 1987; Grudin, 1993; Miller-Jacobs, 1991; Muller, 1993; 
Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988). 
 
Although Conklin and Burgess-Yakemovic (1996) and Grudin (1996) also found design 
rationale ineffectively conveyed in software teams, they did not report specific effects 
of this. 
 
Observed effects of misunderstandings and misinterpretations were: 
• misdirected implementation requiring major rework; 
• inappropriate day-to-day decisions made by programmers; 
• programmers failing to appreciate the design importance of a particular feature, 
risking its omission from the implementation; 
• delayed discovery of problems with a design, creating the need for re-design at a 
later stage; 
• lengthy team meetings to clarify concepts. 
 
2. Failure to maintain conceptual integrity 
 
Maintaining conceptual integrity of design has been a problem in commercial software 
development for a long time, because of the complexities of software construction. 
These comprehension difficulties were apparent in teams comprised solely of 
programmers (e.g. Brooks, 1975), consequently it is unsurprising to discover this 
problem in a multi-disciplinary team. 
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In order to develop a high quality user interface to a product, an HCI designer should 
pay careful attention to maintaining conceptual integrity of design within the team. In 
practice, this means ensuring that all programmers share a consistent understanding of 
the product they are building. 
 
Causes of a breakdown in conceptual integrity within the team include those that cause 
misunderstandings and misinterpretation, with several additions: 
• uneven distribution of general project understanding and domain knowledge; 
• poor communication within the team; 
• changing composition of the team; 
• inadequately conveyed changes to requirements. 
 
Research into communication within the software team has been called for by a number 
of researchers (Curtis et al., 1986; Erickson, 1995; Krasner, 1986; Mountfield, 1990), 
illustrating the lack of existing research in this area . 
 
The effects of a breakdown in conceptual integrity are also the same as those reported 
for misunderstanding and misinterpretation, with one addition: 
• software is pulled in different directions by those producing it, affecting its quality 
and usability. 
 
3. Heavy Volume of Communication between HCI Designer and the Programmers 
 
The HCI designer joining a software team should be prepared for a heavy volume of 
communication with programmers, particularly during the implementation stage. Often, 
this communication will be repetitive, clarifying the same details of HCI design intent to 
various programmers. Because programmers tend to have low needs for social 
interaction in the workplace (Couger and Zawacki, 1980), the HCI designer should not 
discourage them from asking for clarification on aspects of HCI design intent. In fact, 
the HCI designer should encourage programmers to ask whatever questions they need to 
because their only alternative is to make assumptions. 
 
Causes of the heavy volume of communication between HCI designer and programmer 
include: 
• inadequate project documentation; 
• inaccessibility and ambiguity of prototypes; 
• lack of recorded design rationale. 
 
Literature relating to the inadequacy of specification documents and ineffective 
distribution of design rationale information within the team (mentioned under 1. in this 
section), is also relevant to this issue. 
 
The consequences of this problem are: 
• programmers having little alternative but to ask many questions of the HCI designer; 
• disruption to the HCI designers work. 
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4. Ineffective Negotiation Between HCI Designer and Programmer 
 
In current practice, it is usual for programmers to be uninformed of HCI design 
rationale. Furthermore, findings from the experiment described in chapter 4 suggest that 
programmers do not expect to be able to question the rationale for a given user interface 
design. None of the 22 programmers in the experiment took the opportunity to ask a 
question about design rationale during the experiment.  
 
If programmers are not presented with HCI design rationale, it is impossible for them to 
tell which aspects of a design are well thought out and which aspects are not. However, 
if programmers are presented with design rationale, they are able to contribute 
alternative design ideas that meet the rationale, rather than blindly programming the 
given designs. It is this input from the technology experts that must be encouraged by 
the HCI designer, programmers and the project manager. A comment from a 
programmer involved in the experiment described in chapter 4, illustrates this point: 
 
“Major criticism is that prototypes can guide implementation too much – coder 
[programmer] can lose sight of some implementation issues and may be forced to 
produce something that could have been implemented in a better way.” (table 4.43, 
section 4.4.6) 
 
In the current situation, because programmers are not informed of design rationale, they 
are not in a position to negotiate with the HCI designer over the implementation of an 
aspect of the design. This can cause several problems: 
• programmers may strive to produce an implementation that is a faithful 
representation of the HCI design shown in the prototype, for an aspect of the design 
which could equally well have been implemented in the spirit of HCI design intent 
with a different easier-to-implement design; 
• programmers may fail to understand that an apparently trivial aspect of the design 
shown in the prototype has a fundamental importance to HCI design intent; 
• programmers may make wildly inappropriate design suggestions, because they are 
not aware of the design rationale; 
• programmers may make inappropriate assumptions about how the design should be 
changed in order to better suit the implementation tools/technology. 
 
Literature describing ineffective negotiation between HCI designers and programmers is 
not believed to exist. However, Moran and Carroll (1996) suggested that artifacts 
produced by the design process do not inherently indicate the reasoning underlying their 
design. So, it is unsurprising to discover that a flaw of the prototype-centred approach is 
that prototypes do not convey design rationale information. 
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5. Duplication of Effort 
 
In commercial practice, programmers may duplicate the efforts of the HCI designer, 
replicating their design work. This could occur because the programmers lack visibility 
of the HCI designers work, focusing on the outcome of their analysis (e.g. the 
prototype). The HCI designer should make their analysis available to programmers so 
that they can judge which aspects of the HCI design have been well-designed and which 
aspects of the design just fill space, or complete a story. So, if the HCI designer has 
worked out how part of the user interface will work at a detailed level, programmers 
should be guided away from replicating this and should instead be guided towards a 
more supportive reviewing role. 
 
The duplication of design effort also arises from the programmers not being in the 
picture when it comes to understanding the current state of the design and the rationale 
for it. This problem is compounded by the use of the prototype to convey HCI design 
intent, because prototypes can be ambiguous and do not convey design rationale. 
 
Therefore, the causes of duplicated effort are very similar to those that led to ineffective 
negotiation between the HCI designer and programmers described in point 4 above. 
 
6. Low Utility of HCI Prototype by Programmers 
 
HCI prototypes that have gradually evolved through the early stages of a project and 
incorporate early user feedback can provide a concrete means of seeing the HCI design 
intent for the proposed software. However, if prototypes have been designed to be 
driven by the person that produced them (e.g. the HCI designer), in a way that follows a 
particular scenario, they may prove to be inaccessible to anyone else. Thus, prototypes 
are likely to be under-used by the programmers, even when they have questions about 
HCI design intent.  
 
Even if programmers do attempt to use these chauffeured prototypes to 
comprehensively test out the prototype in order to ascertain how the proposed software 
should work, they may get the wrong impression of HCI design intent. One programmer 
who took part in the experiment described in chapter 4 had apparently done this: 
 
“I wasn’t completely clear how the checklist was supposed to work, not all of the Notes 
entered were displayed in the log file - maybe this is a bug.”  (table 4.40, section 4.4.6) 
 
The low utility of prototypes in practice is therefore thought to arise from their 
inaccessibility and ambiguous nature. This result is not believed to have been previously 
reported in literature. 
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5.3 Implications of using ProtoTour in Commercial Practice 
 
This section relates the findings of the experiment that tested the utility of ProtoTour 
(described in chapter 4) to the likely implications of using it in practice. 
 
1. Using ProtoTour in Practice to Convey an Understanding of HCI Design Intent 
 
The experiment found that use of ProtoTour gave programmers a better understanding 
of HCI design intent than if they had used a visual prototype and asked a number of 
questions of the HCI designer. Although the ProtoTour representation used in the 
experiment was constructed away from usual commercial constraints, it is believed that 
a comparable representation could be constructed by an HCI designer in a commercial 
situation. Therefore, it is believed that ProtoTour could genuinely improve 
programmers’ comprehension of HCI design intent in commercial practice. 
 
Although there are no reports of a tool like ProtoTour in the literature, there are a 
number of findings reported that relate to the visual prototypes, on which ProtoTour is 
based, that are relevant. Despite few tangible research results being reported, a number 
of people have claimed that prototypes can help to facilitate communication within a 
software team (e.g. Damodaran, 1991; Glushko, 1992; Preece et al., 1994; Wagner, 
1990; Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988). Other researchers have alluded to the potential of 
prototyping for facilitating comprehension within a software team (e.g. Gladden, 1982; 
Heckel, 1991; Miller-Jacobs, 1991; Rudd and Isensee, 1994; Wilson and Rosenberg, 
1988). The experiment described in chapter 4 provides evidence that supports the 
suggestions from literature that prototypes have a use for facilitating communication 
and comprehension. However, it must be recognised that those recognising this 
potential are in a minority. This was seen from the fact that a 1995 survey into the use 
of prototypes (Kinmond, 1995) completely failed to consider this mode of use. 
 
An unexpected finding from the experiment was that ProtoTour apparently reduced the 
variability in task performance of programmers, compared with their performance using 
a visual prototype. Concluding an assessment of individual differences among 
programmers, Curtis (1988) found that the individual differences paradigm had failed to 
show why differences existed among programmers, or how to reduce them other than 
through selection. Thus, if ProtoTour could genuinely reduce the variability in 
performance of programmers, this would be very worthwhile. However, this result from 
the experiment should be treated cautiously, because the experiment design was not 
tailored to the analysis of this particular phenomena. Therefore, this result should be 
considered as a finding worthy of further research. It is believed that there have been no 
claims from other researchers to have achieved a reduction in the effects of individual 
differences among programmers through tools or techniques.  
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2. The Accessibility of ProtoTour in Practice 
 
Experimental results failed to suggest whether ProtoTour would be any more accessible 
than traditional visual prototypes (i.e. chauffeured prototypes). However, ProtoTour 
participants were found to have a better understanding of HCI design intent than visual 
prototype participants, even though they asked less questions of the HCI designer. This 
perhaps suggests that the information contained in ProtoTour was indeed more 
accessible, but that this was not measured very effectively in the experiment. 
 
Although the experiment was unable to measure a difference in accessibility of the two 
approaches, it was clear that the majority of participants from each group (91%) were in 
favour of using a prototype-centred approach to specifying HCI design intent. 
 
It is believed that the accessibility of ProtoTour would become clear in commercial 
practice for a number of reasons: 
 
• ProtoTour ‘guided tours’ of a prototype are designed to be operated by a programmer 
seeking to understand the HCI design intent for the software they are producing. This 
has to be inherently more accessible to programmers than chauffeured prototypes 
designed to be operated by the prototype builder alone, and which do not make much 
sense outside the context of the walkthrough story; 
 
• ProtoTour should provide programmers with a means of gaining information about 
HCI design intent without the need to voice what they may fear to be a simple 
question; 
 
• almost by definition, many programmers prefer an on-line approach to work, which 
should favour ProtoTour over a written specification in practice. 
 
Ehn (1993) suggested that many aspects of a prototype or mock-up cannot be explicitly 
described in a formal language. ProtoTour has provided an answer to this by building an 
on-line explanation around the prototype itself rather than attempting to describe the 
prototype out of context. It is strongly believed that ProtoTour would constitute a 
representation of HCI design intent that would be accessible in practice.  
 
3. The Utility of the Extra Information in ProtoTour 
 
Experimental results failed to suggest whether extra information in ProtoTour would 
help programmers to suggest improved implementation alternatives. A number of the 
difficulties in the interaction between the HCI designer and programmers centred 
around the programmers not being in a position to contribute design suggestions on an 
equal footing with the HCI designer. This was partly because they were not made aware 
of design rationale for the HCI design presented to them, and partly because their 
general project understanding was often poor, as they joined the team late. Therefore, 
the ProtoTour representation aimed to provide programmers with the necessary 
information to make an effective contribution to the design.  
One finding that was apparent from the experiment was that the programmers did not 
come up with many design alternatives, whether they used ProtoTour or the visual 
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prototype. It is thought that this could be due to ‘satisficing’ (Simon, 1981). Ball et al. 
(1998) describe this as a tendency to stick with an acceptable design solution with only 
moderate exploration of the solution space. Thus, it is believed that the apparently 
polished design solution shown in the ProtoTour or the visual prototype representations 
can repress further contributions to the design. The ‘father of Visual Basic’, Alan 
Cooper has expressed dismay that Visual Basic is so frequently used for early 
prototyping, precisely because of the danger of becoming fixated with a particular 
design too early (Cooper, 1994). The practical implication of this very serious problem 
is that ProtoTour representations must not be used during the early stages of the design 
process where contributions from programmers are sought. Cooper (1994) suggests that 
the early stages in the design process should be facilitated by paper-prototyping (a 
collaborative design technique). This would certainly appear to be an appropriate means 
of establishing the fundamental features of a design before turning to a visual prototype 
and subsequently a ProtoTour representation. 
 
A key feature of the extra information in ProtoTour is design rationale. The experiment 
did not reveal differences in the performance of programmers who had received design 
rationale information through ProtoTour and those that had to request it of the HCI 
designer. Other researchers have been unsure whether the benefit of recording design 
rationale is worth the cost in terms of collection and representation (e.g. Buckingham-
Shum, 1996; Grudin, 1996). From this, it can be implied that it is not currently a 
common feature of software practice. This supposition was supported by findings from 
the experiment, which illustrated the fact that programmers were unused to receiving 
such information. However, it is believed that stating the rationale for all aspects of the 
HCI design has great value in commercial software development. Additional findings 
from the experiment, described in section 5.2.1, suggest that programmers’ perceptions 
of usability and the role of the HCI designer have scope for improvement, because 
many seemed to misunderstand the concept of usability. It was apparent that 
programmers perceived usability as an inherent feature of software, rather than as 
something that can only be assessed in the context of the users’ tasks. Therefore, an 
additional benefit of conveying design rationale to programmers would be educating 
them about what usability means. This could contribute to minimising role ambiguity in 
a software team which includes an HCI designer. 
 
Using a prototype as a common database for project information was recommended by 
Heckel (1991). Others have suggested that prototypes can be used to answer questions 
about the design (Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988), and as a means of integrating new team 
members (Wagner, 1990). Such suggestions from literature do not appear to have been 
followed up with actual studies of commercial projects utilising prototypes in this way. 
Although the experiment has not demonstrated the potential of providing extra 
information alongside an explanation of the prototype, it is believed that this would 
have merit in commercial software development. In particular, it is thought that this 
extra information would help the team to maintain a common understanding of the 
software they are producing and address most of the difficulties in the interaction 
between the HCI designer and the programmers. 
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4. Reducing the Volume of Communication Between the HCI Designer and the 
Programmers 
 
The experiment found that use of ProtoTour could reduce the amount of time that the 
HCI designer would have to spend explaining aspects of the visual prototype to 
programmers. In particular, experimental results suggest that ProtoTour would reduce 
the volume of questions that the HCI designer is likely to asked by programmers about 
HCI design intent. 
 
From the qualitative investigation described in chapter 2 it is apparent that there is a 
high volume of communication between the HCI designer and the programmers during 
the implementation phase of a project. At this stage in a project, the programmers must 
find out how the software has been designed to work and a major aspect of this is HCI 
design intent. This kind of interaction between HCI designers and programmers has also 
been described by Carey et al. (1991). They suggested that enquiries programmers made 
of human factors specialists about a specific system are best supported by context 
sensitive access to a mock-up. This provides evidence that using prototypes to support 
explanations of HCI design intent to programmers is a practice that does occur outside 
the context of the team studied in the qualitative investigation. Although they do not 
specifically describe problems with the volume of questions directed at the HCI 
designer by programmers, Carey et al.(1991) did suggest that demand for HCI expertise 
from an in-house resource can soon exceed supply. 
 
The HCI designer in a commercial software team should be aware that they will be 
faced with a high volume of enquiries from programmers in the implementation stage, 
which will cause interruptions to their work. If the software project is small, or the team 
is comprised of highly skilled programmers who work well together, it may be that the 
volume of enquiries will be low. However, a large, mixed ability software team, perhaps 
geographically distant from the HCI designer, would provide a clear case for utilisation 
of ProtoTour to reduce the volume of communication between the HCI designer and the 
programmers. 
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5.4 Construction and Deployment of a ProtoTour Representation 
 
A prerequisite for the deployment of ProtoTour is that the software project already has 
justification for producing a visual prototype, probably for the purposes of eliciting 
requirements from users. Only in exceptional circumstances might a ProtoTour 
representation be constructed solely to support the comprehension of HCI design intent. 
An exceptional circumstance ould be when a small close-knit team of highly skilled 
designers have produced a design without needing to use a visual prototype (they could 
have used paper-based methods), but they then need to convey their design to 100 
programmers1. In such a situation, it may be worth producing a visual prototype solely 
for the purpose of building a ProtoTour explanation to help convey the HCI design 
intent. However, in most cases, if a project does not require a visual prototype to be 
produced for gathering user feedback on the HCI design, it is unlikely to be realistic to 
produce a ProtoTour representation. The great potential of ProtoTour is that it exploits 
the visual prototype already constructed for the early phases of design, making use of it 
throughout the implementation stages. 
 
ProtoTour aims to ‘bolt on’ to any existing visual prototype regardless of the language 
used for the prototype development. ProtoTour does not impose any constraints on the 
production of the visual prototype, because it is important that the flexibility of visual 
prototyping is not reduced. 
 
The information for a ProtoTour explanation would probably be collected by the HCI 
designer in the team. The intention is that the HCI designer would not incur much 
additional work in order to build such a representation. The ProtoTour explanation 
would gradually evolve alongside the HCI designer’s normal design and prototyping 
activities. ProtoTour aims to be a central repository for the HCI designer’s designs, 
rationale, user profiles, task analysis, scenarios, general project information and any 
other form of analysis carried out. This kind of design and analysis would have already 
been carried out by the HCI designer, but the information would be filed away or 
contained in various reports. ProtoTour aims to collect and organise this information 
centred around the HCI design shown in the visual prototype – the most concrete view 
of HCI design intent for much of the project’s duration. Thus, ProtoTour does not aim 
to create more work for the HCI designer – only to provide a central way of storing their 
work and making it generally available to the team. ProtoTour therefore aims to avoid 
problems associated with other tools designed to support software processes. For 
example, Integrated Project Support Environments (IPSEs) and Computer-Aided 
Software Engineering (CASE) have often failed because of the administration burden 
they place on the individuals in team (Le Quesne, 1988). 
 
Recording and annotating prototype ‘in-use’ sequences may take some extra effort on 
the part of the HCI designer. To produce these, the HCI designer will need to carefully 
                                                 
1 This is not unlike the situation that occurred during the development of Borland’s Quattro Pro for 
Windows (Gabriel, 1994).  
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prepare walkthroughs of the prototype and record them (as standard format animation 
files). These sequences will then need to be edited and annotated or dubbed with an 
appropriate voice-over. Although this activity will take the HCI designer some time, 
they should not subsequently need to explain aspects of HCI design intent to 
programmers – instead programmers should get all the information they need from 
ProtoTour. 
 
ProtoTour must fit in with the possibly craft-based nature of HCI design (Baeker and 
Buxton, 1987a; Dowell and Long, 1989; Heckel, 1991; Rubenstein and Hersh, 1987; 
Wroblewski, 1991), and flexible working practices of the designer. Tools designed to 
support the software production process that have imposed a particular structure on 
methods of representing data and processes have failed (e.g. Land et al, 1991). Thus, 
ProtoTour will provide the HCI designer with a framework designed to accept a broad 
range of representations using a standard picture format (e.g. .gif) and a standard 
documentation format (e.g. HTML). This will allow the designer freedom to choose the 
most appropriate representation or scan in pencil sketches. 
 
The ProtoTour framework will also contain the concept of a topic template. Templates 
will not be prescriptive but will offer the designer links to various areas where topic 
related information such as design rationale, cross references to other topics or hock-ups 
to a walkthrough sequence can be specified. The aim of the template is to help the HCI 
designer to remember to add any extra information available. 
 
As soon as there is a reasonable amount of content associated with at least one 
prototype walkthrough, the ProtoTour representation should be made available to the 
project team so they are kept up-to-date. However, in design practice, satisficing is 
believed to be a very serious problem - a concern supported by results of the experiment 
described in chapter 4. This suggests that the deployment of ProtoTour to the team 
should be resisted until the primary design concepts have been gathered. Showing a 
polished-looking design in a ProtoTour representation is believed to be a very effective 
way of stifling radical design ideas from team members, particularly programmers. 
Such design ideas are of immense value to a software project and could well end up as 
product differentiators or reduce the development time. Therefore, it is suggested that 
ProtoTour is deployed when the design team are confident that the key conceptual 
underpinning of the design is right. Paper-prototyping and collaborative design 
techniques (Cooper, 1994) could be utilised in the early design stages to get to the point 
where ProtoTour could be deployed without satisficing becoming a problem. 
 
Web-based intranet has become common in software organisations and would be an 
ideal vehicle for distributing the ProtoTour representation to the rest of the team in an 
accessible way. The ProtoTour representation will gradually evolve, so it is important 
that this is managed in a way that suits the team, so that they are aware of new elements 
in the ProtoTour and changes to old designs. 
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5.5 Future Research 
 
This section outlines areas of future research potential derived from the literature 
review, qualitative investigation, the design and development of ProtoTour, and from 
the results of the experimental evaluation of the ProtoTour concept. 
 
1. Communication, Comprehension and Conceptual Integrity Within Software 
Teams 
 
The realisation that producing software is primarily a people problem has not generated 
enough research attention into aspects of communication and comprehension within 
software teams. In particular, the importance of maintaining conceptual integrity of the 
design within the software team is recognised by few and has not received a level of 
research attention equal with its importance in software production.  
 
2. Integrating HCI and Human Factors Considerations into Software Production 
 
Introducing HCI and Human Factors specialists to software teams is a logical first step 
towards creating the multi-disciplinary teams that many people advocate. This has been 
found to be an effective means of introducing HCI design considerations into the heart 
of software design. However, there is little evidence of such specialists operating within 
software teams. The rarity of such jobs advertised compared with the abundance of 
programming jobs is probably the best illustration of this. Future research into the 
barriers of integrating HCI and Human Factors specialists into software teams would 
seem relevant. 
 
3. Poor Distribution of General Project Understanding Among Team Members 
 
The distribution of general project understanding among team members was found to be 
poor in the projects that were the subject of the qualitative investigation. Furthermore, 
some team members apparently considered there to be no need for them to gain such an 
understanding, in spite of the day-to-day technical decisions they made. This effect and 
its implications have not been reported in the literature. Research into these issues 
would be valuable and may generate a new definition of software developers’ roles. 
 
4. Identifying Situations where Recording Design Rationale could be Beneficial 
 
Further research into recording design rationale would appear to be appropriate. The 
research community appears undecided as to whether the benefit of recording design 
rationale would outweigh the cost of recording it. Design rationale was not recorded 
effectively during the projects studied in the qualitative investigation and may have 
been a partial cause for the volume of enquiries programmers addressed to the HCI 
designer (hence the inclusion of design rationale in ProtoTour). It would seem 
appropriate for research to focus more attention on situations where records of design 
rationale would be beneficial (e.g. perhaps large projects with long duration) and 
situations where it may have a detrimental effect (e.g. maybe small projects of short 
duration).  
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5. Improvements to the Existing ProtoTour Implementation 
 
The construction of the ProtoTour representation used for evaluations in this thesis was 
complicated by the absence of hypertext authoring tools and animation construction 
tools. In commercial software practice, it is extremely unlikely that preparation of a 
ProtoTour representation in this way would be viable.  
 
Tools for the direct authoring of hypertext documents do exist (e.g. RoboHelp by Blue 
Sky)  and these are said to greatly simplify the hypertext authoring task. Authoring 
aspects of a ProtoTour representation could make use of such hypertext authoring tools 
to greatly simplify the various explanations. 
 
The recording of scenario animation sequences from the prototype being represented in 
ProtoTour could also be improved. The DemoQuick toolset used for the example 
ProtoTour representation made the simple task of recording a Windows application in 
use very troublesome and lengthy. Other tools with similar functionality to DemoQuick 
have emerged (e.g. Lotus Guided Tour) and these would be worth investigating. 
 
An integrated ProtoTour tool with hypertext authoring aspects and improved animation 
capture facilities within the same tool would improve and simplify the linking of 
hypertext explanations to animated prototype walkthroughs. This would also make the 
user interface of ProtoTour more seamless. 
 
A further potential improvement to capturing a ProtoTour representation of a prototype 
would be to enable the HCI designer (or prototype demonstrator) to record a spoken 
narration of the prototype walkthroughs. This could reduce the burden of constructing a 
ProtoTour representation by enabling the HCI designer to incidentally record 
walkthrough animations and spoken narration at the same time. In fact, the HCI 
designer could make such recordings while demonstrating the existing prototype to 
members of the software team. This enhancement may substantially increase the 
viability of producing ProtoTour representations. 
The increasingly widespread uptake of web-based intranet, HTML and DHTML 
provide a strong case for constructing a ProtoTour representation using these 
technologies. It is strongly recommended that these technologies be considered as a 
means of improving the ProtoTour concept. Particularly because the 
internet/intranet/extranet provide a very suitable medium for easily distributing a 
representation like ProtoTour in a format that is inherently accessible to programmers. 
 
6. Extension of the ProtoTour Concept 
 
Many of the extensions to the ProtoTour concept described below actually formed part 
of the original ProtoTour concept. They were trimmed from the original concept to 
retain focus on the specific research question and make evaluation of ProtoTour viable 
within time constraints. 
 
Recognising that change is inherent in software projects and that continual re-issuing of 
written specification documents to cope with this is ineffective, even counter-
productive, ProtoTour could contain a ‘News’ facility. The News facility would provide 
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a centralised means of conveying all requirements changes and design changes to the 
software team as they happen. This facility would help to ensure that the conceptual 
integrity of the software (in the minds of the members of the software team) remains 
current. 
 
Because ProtoTour is a one-way medium of communication from HCI designer to 
programmer, a comments window could be added to enable users of the ProtoTour 
representation to provide feedback. This is something which Wagner (1990) also 
suggested future prototypes could incorporate (see section 1.11.3.3.2). 
 
One extension to the ProtoTour concept that was considered was to place ProtoTour at 
the heart of a project support tool. Because, the visual prototype apparently provided the 
best common currency visualisation of the conceptual model of the software being 
produced, ProtoTour may provide a good way of organising the implementation effort. 
If the HCI designer has produced a detailed ProtoTour representation of proposed 
software, it could then be used to divide the implementation work among the 
programmers. As a large proportion of programming is now devoted to the user 
interface (see section 1.2.2), the work of the implementers is often divided by screen 
elements like Windows. The ProtoTour concept could be extended to support this. For 
example, after the external design of a proposed software product has been represented 
in ProtoTour, IT designers could represent the internal design of the proposed software 
alongside it. Project control features could be built in to enable the project manager to 
see which elements of the external design have still to be designed internally. They 
could therefore gain visibility of concrete implementation progress viewed against the 
conceptualisation provided by ProtoTour. This could further be refined to enable the 
project manager to monitor the progress of individuals in the software team. Whilst 
placing ProtoTour at the heart of a project support tool has some intuitive and 
theoretical appeal, it is felt to be a dangerous and unlikely path for extension of the 
ProtoTour concept. The reason for this is that such a tool would begin to enforce a 
structured way of working on the software team. Such enforced procedures and working 
practices have caused IPSEs and CASE tools to fail to gain acceptance (see section 
1.5.1). 
 
If a ProtoTour representation evolves alongside the software product, it could become 
useful as a project record or archive. From the HCI perspective, it would be useful to 
review design decisions in the light of summative evaluation of the end product in use. 
Information from such evaluations often comes too late to have an influence on the 
actual product. With a ProtoTour archive, the evaluation could be used to improve and 
revise the heuristics, which HCI designers use in forming new designs. ProtoTour 
project records could also provide a useful resource library of user interface design 
concepts. Not only could design ideas be revisited, the rationale could be reviewed as 
well as evaluation results, demonstrating how well the design concepts fared in practice 
and maybe indicating how they could be revised in future. From a project management 
perspective, a ProtoTour archive could be extended to record how long aspects of the 
software actually took to implement, enabling estimating to be improved. One concern 
with extending ProtoTour in this direction is that it may not be commercially realistic. 
Evolving a ProtoTour representation alongside the software product could prove 
infeasible (unless the evolutionary aspects were relatively minor, such as adding project 
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news items and updates). Possibly even less commercially viable would be the 
recording of summative evaluations within a ProtoTour archive, because at this stage of 
the project the budget has usually run out. 
 
7. Further Evaluation of ProtoTour 
 
The experiment conceived and carried out in this thesis was believed to be the best and 
only viable means of comparing ProtoTour with a traditional prototype. A better 
comparison may be possible if programmers go to the lengths of actually implementing 
an aspect of the software illustrated by the ProtoTour representation but this would be 
extremely expensive and time consuming. An experiment lasting only 1.5 hours cannot 
produce a faithful simulation of software production practices, which might involve 
ProtoTour being used for six months or longer. However, the results do provide 
sufficient incentive to continue to explore the potential of the ProtoTour concept.  
 
The next stage in the evaluation of the ProtoTour is to try it out on a live software 
project. This could provide information on the utility of the concept and the viability of 
constructing a ProtoTour representation. However, not only would this kind of 
evaluation not facilitate any kind of formal comparison with alternative approaches, the 
actual impact of using ProtoTour in practice would still be hard to assess (see section 
4.2.2.2 for a discussion of assessing new techniques in software production). Qualitative 
assessments of its performance may be the only realistic way to proceed, for example, 
by asking those programmers participating in the project if the ProtoTour is better than 
visual prototypes they have used before. There are obviously lots of problems inherent 
in this kind of comparison - experiential effects, differences in the software projects, 
differences in the quality of the designs reflected in the prototypes, different individuals 
in the team, to name but a few. Therefore, a qualitative approach, possibly involving a 
case study of ProtoTour in action, may be the most realistic means of further evaluating 
it. 
 
As well as concentrating on utility and viability of ProtoTour in practice, further 
research is required to discover the project characteristics for which the representation 
would be best suited. It is likely that ProtoTour would be completely redundant in very 
small, highly skilled, teams but may be especially useful in larger teams (i.e. more than 
seven people). It may also be especially useful for situations where the design team and 
implementation team are completely different and maybe even geographically 
separated. Such situations usually require a great deal of dependence on written 
specifications, which are difficult to write and interpret. 
 
8. Why Do Programmers Not Ask About Design Rationale? 
 
One unexpected result from the experiment evaluating ProtoTour was that none of the 
programmers questioned why the artifact they were working on was designed as it was. 
Half of the experimental participants were using ProtoTour, which contained an 
explanation of design rationale, but if programmers had taken an interest in this, it 
would have probably provoked a discussion. What actually may have occurred is that 
because the prototype looked polished, it came across to programmers as too concrete 
and final, leading the programmers to perceive there to be no scope for contributing new 
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ideas (another possible symptom of satisficing). Alternatively, it may be that current 
practice leads programmers to expect to be given a specification and not question it. If 
this is the case, it will lead to (or indicates) sub-optimal performance of software teams, 
particularly multi-disciplinary teams. In a multi-disciplinary team, the person designing 
the external appearance of the software is unlikely to have technical expertise equivalent 
to the implementors. This means that implementors are in the best position to suggest 
alternative implementation approaches, which could equally well meet design criteria 
but may save considerable implementation time and effort, and could very well provide 
improvements to the user interface. Clearly, if programmers do not generally consider 
this as part of their role, sub-optimal performance of software teams will almost be a 
certainty. Therefore, further research into why programmers do not question why an 
artifact shown in a prototype is designed as it is needs to be carried out. 
 
9. Programmers’ Failure to Suggest Significant Design Alternatives - Satisficing 
 
When specifically asked to suggest alternatives which would speed up the 
implementation, very few programmers in the evaluation experiment (less than 10%) 
suggested design alternatives, other than minor changes to the given design. The 
existence of a ‘shiny’ prototype may have blocked their ability to disregard the design 
and come up with something completely different. If prototypes do create this ‘block’, 
the consequences could again be sub-optimal team performance (described in section 
4.5.4). This kind of ‘block’ is sometimes referred to as ‘satisficing’ and has provoked 
alarmingly little interest in literature relating to software production. A paper by Ball, 
Maskill and Ormerod (1998) relating to satisficing in engineering design would be a 
good starting place for an interested reader. 
 
10. Programmers’ Failure to Ask Questions About Users and Task 
 
Only one programmer out of 22 in the ProtoTour evaluation experiment asked a 
question about the user or their tasks. However, as with design rationale, half of the 
experimental participants were using ProtoTour, which contained some information 
about users and tasks. As with design rationale, if programmers had taken an interest in 
this, it would probably have provoked a discussion. In spite of this failure to consider 
the users and tasks of the software represented in ProtoTour, programmers suggested 
more design alternatives (albeit mostly minor ones) aimed at improving usability, than 
speeding up or otherwise improving implementation (see section 4.5.5). This may be 
partially accounted for by the participants’ realisation that the experiment was being 
carried out by an HCI designer, and they therefore thought that they should be seen to 
concentrate on usability aspects. However, this is not believed to account for this extent 
of experimental effect. Programmers apparently believe in generic usability 
improvements to a user interface based on heuristics and intuition. Although suggesting 
design alternatives to improve consistency with Windows style conventions would have 
some validity, even if actual users and tasks were not considered, it was apparent that 
design alternatives put forward to improve usability were not to do with consistency. 
This suggests that further research could be conducted to find ways of educating 
programmers about usability and HCI. Furthermore, programmers concentration on 
usability aspects of the design was misplaced. This suggests that further research into 
the scope and responsibilities of roles within a software team would also be beneficial . 
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11. Can Automated Prototype Walkthroughs Reduce Expectations Problems? 
 
In the evaluation experiment, four programmers in the experimental group using visual 
prototypes expressed a concern about the issue of increasing user and client 
expectations which can arise when using visual prototypes (see section 4.5.6). None of 
the programmers in the ProtoTour experimental group made any comments about this 
issue. It could be that it is the highly interactive nature of visual prototypes which gives 
rise to the creation of false and misleading expectations and the myriad of problems this 
can cause (see section 1.7.5.1). In contrast, the pre-recorded narrated animation 
sequence, demonstrating exactly the same user interface as seen in the visual prototype 
but via only a single key operation, has less credibility as ‘real software’ and therefore 
does not cause expectations to rise in the same way. Future research in this area 
intuitively appears to have potential and experimental designs to test the hypothesis are 
not that hard to conceive. For example, two independent groups of users could be 
presented with either a chauffeur-driven prototype or a narrated animated sequence. The 
demonstration of both the prototype and the animation could be identical to facilitate 
comparison. A post-test questionnaire could be utilised to test participant perceptions of 
the level of completeness of software, likely delivery timescales, and other measures 
relating to expectations. 
 
12. Can ProtoTour Reduce the Variability of Programmer Performance? 
 
Results from the experiment described in chapter 4 suggested that ProtoTour reduced 
the variability of programmer task performance, compared with programmers using a 
visual prototype (see section 4.5.2 and table 4.44). Researchers into the subject of 
individual differences among programmers have failed to discover ways of reducing the 
effects of this phenomena other than through selection (e.g. Curtis, 1988). Therefore, 
further investigation into why ProtoTour has apparently reduced the effects of 
individual differences would appear to be worthwhile, particularly as mixed ability 
teams are believed to be the norm in commercial software development. 
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Appendix A Chronological Narrative Description 
of Project 1 
 
Introduction 
 
This appendix comprises a first person narrative description of the Project 1 software 
development from the perspective of the participant-observer. 
  
Where possible members of the software team have been coded to protect their 
identities throughout this narrative. The coding strategy relates primarily to the 
technical core of the team where more than one individual performed a similar role. 
Coding cannot effectively protect the identities of team specialists who solely perform a 
role, such as the project manager. The coding strategy has been set out as follows: 
 
• Software Designer / Programmers are coded SD/P_1, SD/P_2, SD/P_3, 
• Programmers are coded P_1, P_2, P_3. 
   
 
September (1992) 
 
On joining SfK I was immediately assigned to Project 1 in order to make best use of the 
one week handover period from the person I was replacing. My predecessor was a 
technical author with a particular aptitude for graphics, so had been involved in 
designing the user interface of the Project 1 Demonstrator. Before leaving, she wrote a 
report on the process used to implement user interface designs on the Project 1 
Demonstrator and a plan for defining and implementing the user interface for the full 
Project 1 software product. The main stages in the plan can be seen in figure A.1. 
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i.  Investigation 
  Domain and problem familiarisation. 
 
ii.  Material and Examples 
  Analyse sample material and forms used to specify valves from engineers in  
  industry. 
 
iii.  Non-Functional Requirements 
  State main objectives of software, user population and requirements and look  
  and feel intent. 
 
iv.  Task Model 
  Document activities involved in the current task of specifying control valves. 
 
v.  Object Model 
  Conversion of task model to a conceptual model of the software by identifying  
  key objects that are required to be in the software and relationships between   
  objects. 
 
vi.  System Map 
  Overview of the Object Model showing key objects and interactions 
 
vii. Screen mock-ups 
  Storyboard of the basic system walk-through, followed by detailed designs of  
  interaction segments, e.g. the login sequence. 
 
viii. Windows Design Guidelines 
  Specification of some basic style guidelines that the development should adhere 
  to. 
  
ix.  User Interface Rationale 
 
 
Figure A.1 Plan for Defining and Implementing the User Interface of the Project 1 
Software 
 
As well as the plan, my predecessor had also carefully documented the activities 
involved in designing and implementing the Project 1 Demonstrator, and compiled 
relevant Visit Reports1 (most of which related to knowledge elicitation sessions with 
control valve experts at ICI, i.e. domain related information). 
 
As a new employee, new team member and an HCI designer for the first time, my initial 
task was familiarisation, which corresponded to investigation on the plan. My desk was 
situated between SD/P_1, the senior software designer/programmer, a quiet and shy 
                                                 
1a Visit Report is a document produced following some kind of client/expert/user contact and it is designed 
to capture and convey key information discovered. 
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person in his early forties who had been programming for over 20 years, and a louder, 
more dynamic knowledge engineer in his mid twenties. I was ultimately to work with 
both of my neighbours but to begin with was left to familiarise myself with the project 
alone. 
 
Before my predecessor left she stressed that I should look carefully at Microsoft 
Windows2 and other applications running under Windows, as part of the investigation 
activity. As I was already a Windows user I initially felt this to be unnecessary but soon 
learned that it was an extremely complicated environment which needed careful 
consideration in order to design compatible Windows applications. Therefore, one 
dimension of the familiarisation task was to take a deeper look at Windows and 
Windows applications. Another aspect of familiarisation was to gain an understanding 
of the domain, which involved learning about control valves and processes surrounding 
their specification and selection. This task took the form of talking with in-house 
experts on the subject, looking at actual control valves in BHRG’s (SFK’s 
hydromechanics parent company) laboratory and reading engineering texts and training 
material on control valves. A further aspect of familiarisation was an investigation into 
the history of Project 1. This took the form of reading the original Scope study which 
was by now a year out of date, and Visit Reports which were current but did not 
formally specify requirements for the Project 1 software. The main reference and most 
up to date document at the outset of the project was the Feasibility document, which 
although fairly sketchy, did  convey the basic intent of the venture.   
 
A key part of the investigation phase to me as a new HCI designer, was to try to work 
out what exactly my role on the project would be. I began this in earnest by reviewing 
the documentation produced by my predecessor from the development of the Project 1 
Demonstrator. The available documentation was categorised according to the interface 
development plan introduced in figure A.1. Much of the documentation was extremely 
hard to follow in that it was often unclear what the inputs to each document were, how 
to follow the analysis, and where the output fed in to another stage. Table A.1 is a 
summary of the user interface related documentation of the Project 1 Demonstrator, 
showing perceived inputs, analysis and outputs of each stage. The table encompasses 
results of my examination of the documentation, in terms of what I perceived as inputs 
to each activity, analysis carried out in the activity itself and the output produced.  
                                                 
     2hereafter abbreviated to Windows 
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Table A.1. Summary of the User Interface Related Documentation of the Project 1 
Demonstrator, Showing Perceived Inputs, Analysis and Outputs of Each 
Stage 
 
 
User Interface 
Task 
 
Inputs  
 
Analysis 
 
Outputs  
 
Investigation 
 
Scope Study, 
Visit Reports, 
discussion with colleagues 
(esp. knowledge 
engineers) 
 
Personal - intended to 
improve designer’s own 
knowledge of and feeling 
for the problem 
 
Improved designer’s 
knowledge of and 
feeling for problem and 
domain 
 
Material & 
Examples 
 
Collection of forms used 
in industry for specifying 
control valves 
 
Analysis of actual 
completed forms, 
industry guidelines and 
symbols  
 
Design notes and issues 
raised, (e.g. red triangle 
notation) 
 
Non-Functional 
Requirements 
 
Designers understanding,  
project objectives 
 
Collate information (e.g. 
identifying users) 
 
Non-Functional 
Requirements document 
 
Task Model 
 
Scope study, 
understanding of designer 
and knowledge engineer  
 
Analysis of current user 
task in a hierarchial 
format 
 
Graphical hierarchial 
Task Model without 
supporting 
documentation 
 
Object Model 
 
Task Model, designer’s 
knowledge, 
previous project 
documentation  
 
Highlighting key 
conceptual objects within 
the software and their 
interrelationships 
 
Object Model with little 
supporting explanation 
 
System Map 
 
Object model, designer’s 
knowledge 
 
Producing a simple 
overview of the object 
model 
 
System Map overview 
of the software 
 
Screen Mock-
ups 
 
Object Model,  
System Map and 
designer’s knowledge 
 
Storyboard sketches of 
main paths through 
software, detailed design 
of conceptual chunks 
(e.g. the login screen) 
 
Screen Sketches and 
storyboard 
 
Windows 
Design 
Guidelines 
 
Designer’s knowledge of 
Windows style and 
personal style preference 
 
Looking at Windows 
applications,  
identifying key features 
which must have a visual 
style specified  
 
Style Guidelines 
 
User Interface 
Rationale 
 
Designer’s knowledge of 
design decisions 
 
Post hoc record of design 
decisions made and 
justification for specific 
user interface effort 
 
Rationale document 
 
 
Following the review of the documentation produced for the Demonstrator the next task 
was to produce a comparable set of documentation for the Project 1 software. It soon 
became apparent that, using the Demonstrator documentation as a starting point, there 
was little new concrete information available to add. In the period following the 
construction of the Demonstrator up until the start of Project 1, the majority of the 
information gathered had been by knowledge engineers on knowledge elicitation visits 
to ICI, and by in-house salesman visiting potential customers. At this time there began 
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to emerge many different, often conflicting and mainly informal requirements for the 
Project 1 software. What this meant to me as an HCI designer was that I could add 
nothing to the Investigation stage except to improve my own understanding of the 
problem. 
 
The Material and Examples stage involved reviewing engineering documents collected 
for the Demonstrator project and supplementing this information with a little research 
into British and American Control Valve specification standards (largely ignored by 
industry). As with the Investigation stage,  my major contribution was improving my 
own knowledge.  
 
Revising the Task Model for the Project 1 software was my first major contribution to 
the project. The Task Model for the Demonstrator consisted of a hierarchial task 
description of the process of  specifying control valves, in diagrammatic format with 
little supporting explanation. This model had been based on a Process Plant Design 
Lifecycle diagram in the Scope Study and from the combined knowledge of in-house 
knowledge engineers and technical experts. This document proved to be my first big 
stumbling block as the diagrammatic format of the Task Model did not provide enough 
of a sense of the task. As I had no access to users and no way of formally analysing the 
task for myself, I had to rely on conversations with colleagues to comprehend and ratify 
the model. The main addition that I made to the Demonstrator documentation for this 
early stage of task analysis was to convert the existing hierarchial diagram into a more 
conventional Hierarchial Task Analysis (HTA) as may be seen in figure A.2. Whilst I 
considered several available techniques and representations available in literature, HTA 
seemed to provide the most realistic approach to my situation, i.e. having no formal way 
to analyse a task and no actual users to analyse. HTA enabled me to make use of the 
structure of the existing diagrams but also add plans to the diagram to indicate the 
sequence of tasks, dependencies and to show basic logic, e.g. IF task 1 AND task 2 
THEN task 3. This provided more information to the reader of the diagrams but I still 
felt this likely to be insufficient for some team members, so I also produced written 
explanation of the tasks and plans. At a later stage, when much of the conceptual design 
of the Project 1 software had been carried out, there was a requirement for a further task 
analysis activity. A model of how the user tasks would look after the Project 1 software 
had been implemented was produced and dubbed the Future Task Model and will be 
described in more detail later. 
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Figure A.2 Work Sample Showing HTA Diagrams with Plans Added 
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October 1992 
 
Taking the Demonstrator document as a starting point, I re-wrote the Non-Functional 
Requirements to highlight the environmental and user considerations that the software 
should address. Ultimately, I believed this document to be more of an exercise that I had 
been set by management to ensure that I had a good grasp of the problem. The 
document expressed my understanding of the objectives of the software, the target user 
companies, the structure of process plant companies, licensed processes, the proposed 
end-users and the software requirements. A particular difficulty with this document was 
representing what was known about the proposed end-users in a meaningful way that 
would be of use during the design process. The Non-Functional requirements document 
included generalisations about the level of education and skills typical of a mechanical 
engineer, but these were informed guesses rather than formally derived. The 
information used to produce the document came from the picture I had built up of the 
domain and the proposed solution, through talking with technical management, the 
salesman, knowledge engineers and by analysing documents such as the Feasibility 
report. At this stage it became clear that there were differences in opinion between the 
technical and sales people, about what the software would do. The utility of the Non-
Functional Requirements document was very low and it was not widely studied by 
members of the project team. The main benefit of producing the document from my 
viewpoint, was that the process of researching and documenting what we collectively 
knew enabled me to learn more about the problem. Thus, my increased knowledge of 
the problem was the main benefit of this activity rather than the document produced. 
 
  
November 1992 
 
Following on from the Task Modelling activity and with the deeper knowledge of the 
problem I had gained from documenting the Non-Functional Requirements, the next 
step was to extend the Object Model for the Demonstrator to an Object Model for the 
Project 1 software. Again, as with the task analysis, the predominantly diagrammatic 
format of the Object Model in the Demonstrator documentation made it extremely 
difficult to understand the information presented, as may be apparent from work sample 
shown in figure A.3. 
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Figure A.3. Work Sample of an Object Model Segment Centred on the Project 1 
Demonstrator Schedule Object 
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As a novice HCI designer, a particular problem that I experienced was trying to make a 
connection between the Task Model and the Object Model in the demonstrator 
documentation. There appeared to be very little formal link between the two models, 
and time was spent trying to find one. A document which was linked more closely with 
the Object Model was the Feasibility report.  
 
A traditional approach to developing object models is to analyse a textual description 
and highlight key nouns. The nouns are then reviewed and the key ones filtered out as 
objects. The feasibility document contained a description of the intended functionality 
of the Project 1 software, so it was be used to derive key nouns from which, the main 
objects were sifted out and compared with the existing Object Model. This was duly 
done but the Demonstrator’s Object Model soon became little more than a starting point 
(almost a red herring). Organising the basic conceptual objects of the software into a 
structural overview was surprisingly difficult. Reference material on OOD was geared 
towards producing code for given simple examples rather than designing a user 
interface (UI). However, I believed that I was specifying the UI through first getting the 
structure of the software right and not specifically concentrating on just the visual 
design. This view was  contested by software designers, programmers and the project 
manager during the early phases of the development as the HCI designer’s role was 
being defined. Using the basic conceptual objects I constructed an Entity-Relationship 
Diagram (ERD) (which is a database design technique that I was conversant with) to 
show at a high level, how the objects would fit together. Interestingly, one of the 
software designers, SD/P_2, also new to OO techniques, produced a Class Diagram 
(OOD representation) of the Project 1 software several months later, which was 
identical to my ERD, in all but notational detail and apparently without direct reference 
to my diagram. The ERD was a useful starting point for a more detailed object analysis 
and modelling. The final Object Model consisted of 4 sections, Object, Action, 
Prerequisites and Results, as can be seen in the work sample shown in figure A.4.  
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Figure A.4 Work Sample of an Object Model Segment Centred on the Project 1 
Specification Sheet Object 
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This style of Object Model was considered poor as a standalone document to describe 
the conceptual model of the proposed software. However, it proved useful as a working 
document during discussions about proposed functionality with the technical manager. 
Unfortunately, the representation did not lend itself to quick interpretation and it 
appeared to take around 30 minutes of discussion and analysis to re-comprehend the 
model before effective discussion about conceptual functionality could take place. This 
was a significant amount of time, particularly as the object model underwent around 
four main iterations. However, in spite of the uncommunicative nature of the 
representation, the Object Model was the first working document I produced which was 
directly handed over as an input to the software designers, in this case SD/P_1. From 
this document SD/P_1 went on to produce more detailed documentation, notably Data 
Flow Diagrams (DFDs) which showed proposed data flows around the software being 
designed. 
 
DFDs initially produced by SD/P_1 proved to be a difficult representation to apply to 
the internal design of the Project 1 software. The primary reason for this is that 
Windows is an event driven environment and DFDs were designed for data driven 
environments. The main problem with the approach is that a DFD should strictly only 
show data flows and processes and should not show control. This means that the 
representation is not designed to show button presses, menu selections or other 
Windows events. This problem was dealt with by adding control flows to the diagram, 
denoted, e.g. [OK button pressed], this complicated the diagram and was perhaps an 
inappropriate extension to the representation. A second problem for the software 
designers was that in Windows, the user has many degrees of freedom of actions that 
can be performed at any one time, e.g. it would be unusual in Windows if the user could 
not choose to do over 50 different functions at any point, which clearly creates a design 
problem. During this design phase the software designers looked around for alternative 
notations, especially OOD notations  but they did not prove to be easily accessible 
techniques even to software designers like SD/P_1, with over ten years experience in 
design. Given the time constraints of the project it was felt that designers should use the 
techniques and representations that they knew well and adapt them for use with an event 
driven Windows environment. Fortunately, having a software background I was 
conversant with DFD representations and was able to contribute to and review designs 
represented in this way. At this stage, SD/P_1 in particular felt that DFDs and structural 
issues were nothing to do with an HCI designer. 
 
 
December 1992 
 
Following the production of an Object Model I was charged with producing a System 
Map which was supposed to be a single page diagram giving an overview of what the 
software would do. The System Map in the original documentation was fairly broad and 
mapped out what a comprehensive control valve specification system should comprise, 
e.g. including vendor catalogues, names and addresses and other periphery. The Project 
1 software was to be a more cut down system than this, and was primarily  intended to 
show that the KBS core of the program could produce sensible suggestions about 
specifying valves for given process conditions. Therefore, a new System Map was 
needed to show this cut down system. I ultimately concluded that the best system map I 
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could produce was the ERD that I had previously used as a stepping stone to producing 
the Object Model.  
 
From the initial user interface design plan (shown in figure A.1) nobody realised what 
the Screen Mock-ups stage of the process involved. From my perspective, I had by now 
gained an understanding of the user’s tasks, the intended functioning of the KBS, and 
some idea of the basic conceptual building blocks of the Project 1 software. Essentially 
what followed was a blank sheet of paper where a visual design needed to be. The major 
piece of advice I was given was from the technical manager (also acting as elected 
‘pseudo client/user’), who said that the Project 1 software should have a similar “look 
and feel” to the Demonstrator software. I felt that this was wrong as the end-user of the 
Demonstrator was the company salesman, whereas the end-user of the software was to 
be an actual engineer specifying valves for real. Even with this advice the blank sheet of 
paper remained, in fact, the problem was possibly worsened by technical manager’s 
advice which was effectively a further constraint. 
 
The approach that I ultimately adopted to get started was to re-consider each object and 
its associated actions and try to translate these into Windows artifacts. At first, 
preliminary block diagrams were sketched to show visually what the key elements of 
the Project 1 software would be. These diagrams contained little more than boxes 
representing windows, titles and samples of the type of information that the window 
would contain (where this added clarity). 
 
The process of producing a visual user interface design for the software proved to be 
trying. At the outset, I sketched block diagrams of aspects of the software autonomously 
and then reviewed these ideas with the technical manager. The next step was to produce 
a high level visual walk through of the Project 1 software by developing a storyboard 
sequence of a major route through the software. This was a difficult task to have 
confidence in, as at this level of abstraction it was clear that there were many gaps in the 
current conceptual model. However, I first tried to represent the storyboard by arranging 
all of the sketches on an A2 sheet of paper. There followed a design review by the 
project team (by now consisting of the project manager, technical manager (acting as 
‘pseudo client/user’), three software designer/programmers (SD/P_1, SD/P_2, SD/P_3), 
a knowledge engineer and three programmers (P_1, P_2, P_3)) which was disjointed, 
unstructured and unsystematic. The A2 sheet representation let the team see the whole 
picture all at once, allowing people to continually pick up on points that were not 
relevant to the flow of the walkthrough. The result was that inappropriate details were 
discussed instead of the overall structure of the visual interface. To counteract this, I 
decided to adopt a more ‘advent calender’ or ‘origami’ style approach to the walk-
though for the next design review. This involved focusing the audience’s attention on 
one screen sketch at a time and showing interaction by arranging paper in various ways, 
e.g. folding down stuck on menus, or placing cut out dialogs on the main sketch. This 
approach proved far more effective than the ‘all at once’ storyboard but was far from 
perfect. Documenting the interaction ultimately required a significant amount of 
additional work as the main specification for the interactivity was only available from a 
pile of cut out pieces of paper. Recording the comments made by project team 
reviewers, whilst at the same time trying to fold down the next menu, or arranging a set 
of  3 cut out dialogs in a certain way was difficult. As was the critical task of controlling 
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the versions of the multitude of pieces of paper which comprised the current design 
intent. 
 
 
January 1993 
 
Although the initial user interface development plan (shown in figure A.1) suggested 
that detailed screen design was part of screen mock-ups, it began to evolve into a major 
activity in it’s own right. At this time, the plan being followed to develop the user 
interface was forgotten and had been replaced by a concerted effort to finalise the 
detailed design of the Project 1 software. 
 
Detailed design of the software was based on the final version of the storyboard 
walkthrough and incorporated comments that had stemmed from it. There was no 
definite start to this phase of the development. I felt the need to add more detail to the 
sketches used in the walkthrough in order to better illustrate concepts, so began to add 
more detail. When we realised that the detailed design activity had started, perceptions 
and expectations of  what it involved were initially quite different. Early on in the 
process the project manager was very keen to know when the detailed designs would be 
finished, so that the programmers could get on with their work and my involvement 
would be over. The thought of my involvement in the project being over only half way 
through the development confused me somewhat as I could still see many tasks that 
needed to be performed by someone responsible for the interests of the users. At this 
stage, the project manager and the programmers still saw the HCI designer as someone 
who arranges information on a display - the information having been dictated by 
programming needs following a functional specification. In my view, I was defining 
exactly what information would appear on screen, when it would appear and how it 
would be manipulated based on the user’s tasks and requirements and the computer 
would just have to deal with it. Ultimately we learned to compromise but each party 
usually felt wronged by compromising their ideals, for me this was the ideal interaction, 
for programmers the ideal was elegant code. At least other team members now saw me 
sketching, a task which they saw as my main contribution, so they were a bit happier 
now that I was not meddling with the structure of the software (in their eyes). However, 
it soon became apparent to me that what I was actually doing during the detailed design 
phase was specifying in detail how the Project 1 software should work. This was not at 
the level of deciding on icons for warning messages (although this was part of my role 
too) but rather deciding on functional mechanisms that, for example,  would enable the 
user to open a new project or select a piece of equipment. 
 
The detailed design activity itself was very demanding for several reasons. Firstly, the 
activity required considerable creativity to design the software within the constraints of 
the Windows environment and with the limited Windows and C++ skills of the 
development team. Secondly, I had very limited sketching ability, so representing 
complex concepts with pencil and paper was infeasible. Thirdly, the detailed design 
activity became a project bottleneck as the programmers could not begin to code until 
the design was completed. This led to some tension between the project manager  and 
myself, as he regularly asked for me to complete the design for  at least some parts of 
the software, so that the programmers could at least work on these areas. I resisted this 
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as I treated all of the designs as provisional until I could see how the whole software 
would hang together. Ultimately, the design was largely passed to programmers in 
sections, and worse still, the programmers began working on the internal structure of the 
software based on a rudimentary understanding of the preliminary walk-through and 
with little consultation with me about the UI. Part of the reason for this bottleneck and 
the resulting tension was the fact that producing the detailed screen designs took a long 
time. My inability to sketch detailed design concepts effectively led me to using 
rudimentary computer tools to paint screens. The approach adopted was to screen 
capture a Windows artifact (e.g. a dialog box) from another application, copy this into 
Microsoft Paintbrush (a primitive bitmap editing tool) and edit the bitmap. This 
approach, which provided a design which looked like a credible Windows artifact, 
seemed to convey more to the team, especially programmers, than a pencil sketch had 
done previously. 
 
 
February 1993 
 
The availability of Microsoft Visual Basic (VB) during the later half of the detailed 
design phase allowed some prototyping to be tried out. Conveying the results of the 
KBS valve specification was perhaps the most difficult aspect of the design. As a new 
HCI designer this posed a particular problem as I could find nothing remotely similar to 
look at, within any other Windows application that was available, so I had to innovate. 
Visual Basic provided a fast method of mocking up a screen but it was also sufficiently 
powerful to show interaction of Windows artifacts in a realistic way (Visual Basic is not 
just a prototyping tool, it can also be used to generate powerful Windows applications 
relatively quickly) . VB proved immensely useful as a design aid, in particular to ease 
the burden of visualising (and conveying visualisation to others) a complex sequence of 
activities by actually animating them and also allowing design experimentation. 
Prototyping was beginning to look like the ultimate way of communicating within the 
design team and would solve many of the communication problems that had previously 
arisen. However, there soon became apparent some dangers of reliance on the 
prototyping method.  
 
The nature of the prototyping tool, Visual Basic (VB) and that of the development 
language, Borland C++ (BC++) were very different. This meant that some functionality 
which could be easily mocked up in VB may take a considerable amount of time to 
replicate in BC++ and vice versa. On occasion this led to tension with programmers as 
my designs could quickly become technically ambitious on the one hand, or technically 
limited on the other, according to my understanding of Windows and BC++. Eventually 
P_1, one of the more experimental programmers (i.e. a hacker) proved a useful resource 
for me, as I could chat to him about the feasibility of achieving a certain effect in BC++. 
Whilst this person had a fairly unstructured approach to work and many unrealistic 
attitudes towards timescales, it was possible to get a feeling for how hard something 
would be from him. Other programmers on the team, e.g. P_2, would often say that 
something just could not be done, rather than admitting that they did not know how to 
do it. On one occasion I was told by SD/P_2 that something would take three weeks, 
even though he admitted that he had not yet investigated how it would be achieved. 
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Programmers also appeared to have a great reluctance to look at the prototype at all, 
which I ultimately found very frustrating. Programmers never asked to look at the 
prototype, they would usually ask a specific question about how something should be 
achieved which I would answer using the prototype to demonstrate.  
 
Another problem with prototyping was that the approach did not effectively capture 
design rationale. During the development phase it became clear that by deviating from 
the design intent in certain small ways, the job of the BC++ programmer could be 
greatly simplified. However, what actually happened was that the programmers would 
read the specification document and would recollect some basic intent specified by the 
prototype and would use this as a sufficient mental model of what the software should 
look like. They would then use whichever artifacts were convenient in BC++ to achieve 
functionally equivalent results to the prototype. Whilst this was an acceptable approach 
when the programmer consulted with the HCI designer and mutual agreement was 
reached so design rationale still held, when the programmers made autonomous 
decisions about slightly different implementations, they would often not be aware that 
the changes had compromised design rationale.  
 
A further problem was that when presenting a prototype as a structured walk-though to 
developers, they would often appear to focus on information specific to their direct task. 
For example, programmers appeared to be more interested in what the data was on a 
form and where it had come from, rather than the mechanisms which controlled the 
manipulation of the form. Even where the data were simple, and the form manipulation 
complex, it was difficult to convey the importance and complexity of the form 
manipulation over the data.  
 
An example of this problem was dubbed, ‘the Mexican wave’. SD/P_2 had to construct 
part of the complex results module of the software. The module was centred around a 
grid, which was to scroll left and right to show more information. Being new to 
Windows programming and BC++ the programmer opted to use tried and tested 
conventional techniques to achieve this functionality, using the scroll bars as mere 
buttons to run a procedure. When the scroll bar was pressed, the procedure would start 
at the top left of the screen and copy each cell into its neighbouring column. Whilst the 
end result was functionally correct, it was unfortunate that the copying of each cell to its 
neighbour was visible to the user in the form of a delayed ripple across the screen 
(hence the name ‘Mexican wave’). Having focused on the data and not on the 
mechanism, the programmer had achieved the ‘correct’ functionality (strictly, this 
would be sufficient to meet the Specification) but the visual appearance of the 
interaction was clearly unacceptable. Unfortunately, it was not always clear to 
everybody that an implementation which was strictly functionality correct according to 
the specification was not acceptable in the interaction sense.  
 
A final problem with the prototyping approach is that it is possible to spend large 
amounts of time perfecting a design. At times I isolated myself from the team by 
becoming too engrossed or too perfectionist with the prototype. 
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March 1993 
 
Ultimately, the process of designing elements of the software became refined. Whether 
represented by sketch, screen bitmaps or prototype, the process involved in designing a 
mechanism in the software, such as the results module, would usually begin with a team 
brainstorm. The brainstorm was intended to satisfy the philosophy introduced by the 
technical manager which aimed to always produce at least three options to any design 
problem. Following the brainstorm the HCI designer would mock-up the various 
solution ideas and a meeting would be held to review these and select the best one. I 
soon discovered that the best method of documenting possible solutions involved 
writing a simple one paragraph description with a visual representation and a pro/con 
analysis of the option, as can be seen in figure A.5. This approach was geared towards 
presenting and explaining each option concisely so that a decision could be reached, 
rather than writing up the options for team members to read for themselves. 
 
It was often difficult to agree on the most appropriate mechanism to meet the 
requirements, possibly because the project requirements were not clear and were often 
interpreted differently by each team member.  
 
Requirements from the perspective of each of the disciplines represented in the team 
were also different. As an HCI designer I considered the user requirements foremost. 
Software designers were more interested in a solid structure to the software which could 
be easily constructed and maintained. Similarly, programmers were motivated by their 
need to actually construct what was being designed and in an elegant way. The project 
manager, motivated to produce the software to Time, Budget and Quality (TBQ) was 
therefore keen to ensure that each designed mechanism would be viable to construct in 
the time available and be of sufficient quality. The project manager always appeared to 
want to minimise the functionality and work effort required to build the software as will 
become apparent later. 
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Figure A.5 Work Sample Showing the Documentary Representations Used to Put 
Forward Design Ideas 
 
April 1993 
 
The first major project milestone was the production of the Software Specification. So 
significant was achieving this milestone and getting the Specification signed-off by 
management, that the project manager bought a cake and the team enjoyed a company 
celebration and speech. Whilst this may have been a team motivation exercise, it did 
bring home the importance of Project 1 to the company.   
 
The structure of the Specification document was taken from guidelines previously used 
by Amtech and was fairly dated. Each section of the Specification was produced by the 
relevant disciplinary area. As the HCI designer I was responsible for the screen sketches 
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and the task models, the software designers were responsible for the software 
requirements and functional descriptions (which referred to the screen sketches) and 
data descriptions. The knowledge engineers produced details of the workings of the 
KBS core of the software. Every section in the document was written in each 
individual’s own preferred font and style. The editing of the Specification concentrated 
on checking the correctness of information in the document rather than presentation and 
readability. 
 
Producing the Specification was seen by most team members as a chore, particularly as 
it meant committing themselves to a design that they were as yet unconvinced about. 
From an HCI designer’s perspective, this meant finalising screen designs at a high level 
of detail,  knowledge engineers had to baseline their thinking on the knowledge model 
and software designers had to complete a suitable software structure. It was understood 
that the Specification could not represent a final reflection of the Project 1 software at 
such an early stage in the development and it was therefore open to amendment. 
However, the Specification was signed-off at the highest level inside the company and 
was used by the project manager as a kind of contract to what had been agreed we 
would produce. In later discussions, when further shaping the software, adding details 
or introducing new ideas, the project manager, ever conscious of time and budget, 
would often put forward a minimalist attitude towards changes, usually accompanied by 
the phrase, “what are we committed to produce?”  
 
During the exercise of writing the Specification it became apparent that team members 
were still unclear how the Project 1 software would look and behave. Even though a 
partial prototype existed and by now several iterations of each screen design had been 
achieved, it was still difficult to visualise the proposed software in use. It was felt that 
the task models should have solved this problem but in their existing format did not 
provide what was required. As the HCI designer I was charged with looking at how the 
current conceptual design would facilitate the engineer’s tasks. The approach taken to 
address this problem, was to produce a model of how the engineer’s task would be 
structured if the software were in place, this was called a Future Task Model (FTM). I 
devised this representation ad hoc to solve a particular problem. Whilst possibly not a 
unique idea it highlights the fact that, in the role of HCI designer a person needs to be 
flexible, understand the needs of the team and come up with solutions some how. 
Practical texts, with relevant, applicable and commercially viable techniques or 
approaches were not available. 
 
The FTM comprised a basic scenario (consistent with the engineer’s tasks as we saw 
them), a summary of the main tasks necessary to achieve the scenario, followed by a 
detailed breakdown explaining how the engineer would proceed through the main tasks 
using the proposed software (at a level of detail, specifying for example, which buttons 
would be pressed). These features can be seen in figures A.6 and A.7. 
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Figure A.6 Future Task Model Showing Scenario Description and Task Summary, 
Taken From the Software Specification 
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Figure A.7 Future Task Model Showing Detailed Task Breakdowns, Taken From 
the Software Specification 
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The FTM was 13 pages long and produced in one afternoon based on my mental model 
of the proposed software and my understanding of the engineer’s tasks. The FTM was 
much acclaimed and several team members, in particular the project manager claimed to 
have gained a greater understanding of how the software would work from this 
representation. Of particular use were the scenarios and task summaries which showed 
how the engineer’s tasks would be facilitated by the project 1 software. The detailed 
breakdown of precisely which buttons would be pressed to achieve the tasks in the 
summaries was generally thought to be too much detail. Despite the apparent 
effectiveness of the FTM at showing how the software would be used in practice, there 
was resistance to putting it in the Software Specification. It was considered 
unconventional to put detailed task models in a Specification but ultimately seen to be 
of value by senior members of the team, in particular the project manager. 
 
Following the production of the specification document, the project team grew to 
around 10 people. Weekly project progress meetings became a lengthy and often 
frustrating, so the project manager decided to split the team into 3 disciplinary groups 
for the meetings. Whilst this made the meetings shorter and more manageable, as the 
HCI designer I felt that I lost touch with the rest of the team considerably at this time. In 
particular, I became very distanced from what was going on in the KBS core of the 
software which was no small concern as this element of the team had closer contact 
with the industry (and indirectly with the users) than anyone else.   
 
 
May 1993 
 
Following the production of the specification document, the emphasis changed from 
design to construction of the software. At this stage, many of the visual designs were 
still vague and would require more thought, but the major structure of the Project 1 
software was becoming clear. As detailed designs became finalised for a particular area, 
that part of the software would be handed over for implementation. I often resisted 
handing over designs until the last possible moment as I was conscious of the fact that 
other aspects of the software had not yet been finalised and would probably have knock-
on effects to all other areas. Consequently, this resistance to letting go of a finalised 
design, or of being perfectionist on other aspects, caused considerable delays on the 
project and the HCI detailed design activity became an obvious bottleneck. It was clear 
to me that I was causing the bottleneck and was on the critical path of the project, I was 
the only person involved in designing the visual and interaction detail of the software 
but there were around five programmers waiting to pick up my designs and get to work. 
This became a high pressure period on the project for me, which  involved a 
considerable number of late nights and extra effort. The problem ultimately worsened as 
programmers began to work on or complete various aspects of the design, because this 
meant that I had to answer a stream of questions about the design, monitor what was 
being implemented and continue the detailed design of other areas. It felt like feeding 
and looking after half of the project team. 
 
Although the process of implementing a detailed design element is only a small part of 
the overall project activity at any given time, considering a single element in isolation 
will facilitate illustration of the process. A completed design would be passed to a 
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programmer and depending on who that was, several things may happen. Some 
programmers would use the given information, make any further assumptions 
themselves and implement the design, without referring to anybody else. Others would 
look at the design and see it as infeasible given the commercial constraints and may 
suggest an alternative to me,  which would start a negotiation process involving new 
options and  compromises. Others would ensure that the implementation fulfilled its 
functional specification, i.e. it provided the right data at the right time, but saw any 
further work on the visual appearance of interaction as unnecessarily finicky. 
Frequently, various aspects of a design proved infeasible after the implementation had 
commenced and this necessitated some re-design effort. As making changes to the 
specification and the design became somewhat of a contentious issue, I labelled these 
changes, ‘implementation driven re-design’. 
 
Changes in requirements from the Specification document or from the currently 
accepted designs proved a considerable disturbance to the development process, both in 
terms of the extra work generated and the increased tension and frustration in the team. 
Some of the requirements changes were generated from contact with potential clients, 
either through the salesman or through knowledge engineers who were more closely 
linked to the project. Knowledge of the client domain was still in a formative stage 
during the project and the Process industry was being hit hard by the recession, so the 
requirements of the clients themselves were also changing. Some changes were driven 
by the fact that the design could not be implemented in the intended way for a technical 
reason. Other perceived changes were generated by the review process when 
assumptions had been made and design intent not followed. Some changes were deemed 
necessary following the implementation of certain aspects of the design which when 
fully working did not feel right. Other changes still came from within the team as people 
gradually got a better grasp of the problem or suddenly thought up a better way of doing 
something. It appeared that the programmers always looked upon changes as a negative 
thing.  
 
 
June 1993 
 
It should be noted that with the early August deadline approaching, the team, in 
particular, the technical core, became furiously busy finalising the implementation. 
 
As the implementation phase got well under way, my role on the project changed from 
designing to reviewing the UI. In fact, the role became very similar to that of the project 
manager, in that I was keeping close tabs on the implementation effort, ensuring 
consistency and quality, as well as contributing to decisions on implementation 
priorities. In some ways I became a kind of technical liaison between the project 
manager and the technical core of the team enabling me to exert user centred influence 
on decisions made.  
 
Throughout the project, the process of reviewing aspects of work was not clearly 
defined or well structured. This was particularly the case when it came to reviewing the 
UI of implemented elements of the software. I attempted to monitor progress that the 
technical people were making in an informal way in the hope that I catch any 
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misunderstandings early and they could rectified easily. However, several members of 
the technical core of the team were not open to this approach and would dismiss any 
guidance or corrections that I made informally, apparently thinking that I was telling 
them their jobs. Informal monitoring was also hampered by the fact that programmers’ 
code seemed to be in a continual state of development and that at any particular moment 
in time the code was not in any fit state to run (analogous to trying to test drive a car 
with no wheels!). Thus, implementation often proceeded unchecked and it was left to 
the formal review process to pick up on any problems. The formal UI reviews were put 
off by programmers until the last minute, I believe partly because they knew that the 
later a mistake was discovered, the less likely it would be that they would have to make 
changes, as the deadline was approaching. UI reviews would often very quickly get 
programmers into a defensive stance, who would then begin to attribute blame for any 
misunderstandings. I was often criticised for being too finicky about the UI, and any 
changes I suggested were often resisted. Fortunately, by this time, the project manager 
realised the benefits of HCI and my new role on the team. I think in particular, he knew 
that my concern for the UI was closely aligned with his concerns for the quality of the 
software. It was because the project manager decided to champion the HCI cause and 
support my user perspective that I was able to get any changes made at all. Ultimately, 
as the project deadline got nearer, myself and the project manager would often discuss 
and prioritise remaining work, particularly with respect to bugs and enhancement 
requests. The project manager’s influence enabled HCI bugs to be viewed with equal 
severity as technical bugs, which affected the team in no small way! 
 
When bugs were discovered in the implementation, I was surprised at how the 
programmers took them personally. On discovery of a bug, some programmers were 
keen to attribute blame for it, seemingly to clear their own name. In some ways this 
seemed to emphasise the individualist rather than team approach to the development.  
 
Of the 250 bugs that occurred during the Project 1 software development, the severity 
and number of bugs could have been reduced had there been fewer misunderstanding 
and misinterpretations, greater team cohesiveness and more relevant skills and 
experience than was evident in the Project 1 software team. I believe that better team 
skills and communication and a less individualistic approach could have dealt with the 
bugs more effectively. It is worth bearing in mind that number and severity of the bugs 
in the Project 1 software  would not be considered unusual in the software business - nor 
would the contributory factors and solutions recommended in this paragraph. 
 
My popularity on the project suffered during the latter stages of the project as a result of 
my inexperience as an HCI designer. On reviewing some of the implemented elements 
of the code, I was able to see some of the designs animated in their interaction for the 
first time. Seeing the implemented UI I was able to criticise my design more effectively 
than I had before, which resulted in me requesting changes to the implementation. 
Needless to say, this did not go down too well. 
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July 1993 
 
During July, the technical core of the team began to integrate individual’s code elements 
into a single software version, known as a baseline. The software gradually progressed 
through several baseline versions each integrating newly completed code elements, up 
until the deadline. Previous baseline versions were stored away, with the latest one 
being a fall-back position should the current integration fail. From the first integrated 
baseline, testing began. 
 
Formal testing was carried out by the technical core of the team and took on several 
forms including ensuring that the KBS was providing correct results, functional testing 
of modules and functional testing of  implemented baseline. Informal testing was 
carried out by myself (in order to pick up on any UI problems), the project manager and 
anybody else who happened to have  some spare time. Informal testing was relatively 
haphazard, feedback from which resulted from people spending time playing with 
software and trying to break it. Informal HCI testing at this level consisted of ensuring 
that design intent had been followed, rather than any user evaluation. Task models, in 
particular the FTM were walked through to ensure that predicted user tasks could be 
adequately facilitated by the software.  
 
Following testing, more bugs would usually be found resulting in more work for the 
technical core of the team. Time was running short by now and bugs were carefully 
prioritised and the work of the technical core of the team carefully monitored to ensure 
that time was not wasted working on low priority problems. 
 
 
August 1993 
 
The Project 1 software was delivered on time in early August following considerable 
extra efforts and long hours by the team in the closing two months. By this stage, some 
low priority bugs remained in the software and some further enhancements and new 
requirements were outstanding. 
 
A baseline version of the software that was sufficiently robust for user testing did not 
arrive until a few days before the deadline. An evaluation of the Project 1 software did 
not take place until after it had been delivered. However, at the outset of the project it 
was clear that the software was itself part of the formative stages in the development of 
the ultimate product. 
 
The evaluation was carried out with the technical director of BHRG who had not been 
directly involved in the software development but had thought up the Project 1 idea in 
the first place and had good general understanding of engineering and the software 
domain. The pseudo-user was not typical of the proposed end users of the Project 1 
software but his input turned out to be of value nonetheless. The evaluation was task-
based and involved observation of the user working through predefined sample 
scenarios where a Control Valve selection was necessary. From the observation, some 
elements of the UI design clearly did not inform the user where to proceed next. It was a 
shock to me, having considered the UI design of the software for many months, to 
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discover basic errors in the design. After such considerable implementation effort, it 
was now infeasible to significantly redesign the UI but minor ‘alterations’ were made to 
overcome some of the problems discovered. As well as observation, a self-completion 
evaluation checklist was also handed to the user. Commercial constraints on the time of 
the Technical Director did not provide him with the opportunity to complete the 13 page 
questionnaire. 
  
Development of the Project 1 software continued until November with a much reduced 
team that was fixing outstanding bugs and adding new functionality to the software, for 
example, a KBS editor was added for easy maintenance of the KBS. 
 
 
Epilogue 
 
From the narrative, it is apparent that the Windows Design Guidelines and Design 
Rationale activities introduced in figure A.1 and table A.1 did not feature strongly in 
the development process.  
 
It was my responsibility  to be aware of Windows design principles during the project in 
order to ensure compatibility with other Windows software. A brief two page style 
guide was produced for programmers to use so that their initial implementations would 
adopt the correct font, button sizes and positions, etc. This style guide apparently 
quickly became buried amidst the mass of project documentation on the desks of the 
team members, and so was not used extensively.  
 
Design rationale as documented for the Project 1 Demonstrator consisted primarily of a 
description of the major elements of the proposed software. Design rationale for the 
Project 1 software itself was not effectively captured. At times during the project when 
changes were required to the UI, I kept a log book documenting the rationale for the 
changes and the new design. However, this log book was only a personal reference and 
was not a team resource. 
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Appendix B Detailed Structured Analysis of the 
Project 1 Chronology and Other Data 
1.1 Introduction 
 
From participation-observation of Project 1, dominant influences effecting the software  
development were apparent. This section discusses the influences which appear to have 
had the most significant effect on the software project. Influences identified include  
characteristics of the project itself,  the structure of the software organisation, the 
development team, representations and techniques adopted, the software specification, 
the development lifecycle, characteristics of individuals in the development team and 
the effect of changing requirements. 
 
1.2 Overview of Project 1 
 
The Project 1 software was to be a speculative product development which was 
intended to try to convince an industry typically cynical about knowledge-based 
software, that intelligent computer support for equipment specification could be useful. 
The philosophy of the Project 1 venture was to produce a ‘Seed’ system which would be 
sold as an ongoing development, allowing potential customers to work with SFK to 
configure the software with their own knowledge, standards and guidelines. This 
philosophy evolved from the company’s need for more detailed and specific domain 
knowledge required to build complex KBS modules to aid equipment specification. The 
control valve module was selected for the Seed software as it was an area where the 
software company already had some experience and further domain knowledge was 
accessible. 
 
The concept for the Project 1 software had been around in BHRG for 20 years but a 
year before the Seed development began an in-depth Scope study was produced. The 
Scope study set the scene for the software development and recorded the software 
company’s understanding of the domain and the potential context of the software. 
 
Following the Scope study, with input from management, sales and technical staff, 
demonstration software was constructed. The demonstration software was used by sales 
staff to sell the concept of the Project 1 software to the industry and pave the way for 
potential Seed contracts. Constructing the demonstrator software had other motivations, 
as it gave the software company the opportunity to build their first Microsoft Windows 
application and their first C++ application. Thus, the demonstrator allowed the software 
company to gain new skills in the design and development of Windows applications 
using Object-Oriented (OO) programming techniques. 
 
The Seed software project started on 23rd August 1992 and was signified by the 
production of a Seed feasibility document which was the main reference for the early 
months of the software development. This document, along with the original Scope 
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study and the demonstrator software formed the documentary starting point of the 
project. This core information was supplemented by Visit Reports which documented 
visits to control valve experts at ICI and other relevant industrial contacts. 
 
There were several key characteristics of Project 1 that should be considered. The Seed 
was innovative and complex software with a KBS core and was a speculative venture, 
so there was no actual client and no direct access to end-users. 
 
Although the structure of the team was to change throughout the development process, 
several features of the team’s skills at the outset of the project are relevant. The majority 
of the programmers on the team had very little experience of producing software under 
a Microsoft Windows environment, were new to the development language (Borland 
C++) and Object-Oriented Design (OOD) and programming techniques. In software 
terms, it is a very significant leap for a programmer to switch from structured 
programming in an environment where the code requests the input, to an OO event 
driven environment where the input requests the code. The HCI designer was new to the 
HCI design role and had just joined the software company. The structure of the team 
and responsibilities changed the software company’s typical development team with the 
advent of this new role.  
 
1.3 Project Characteristics 
 
There are a number of characteristics of the Project 1 Seed software which appeared to  
have a direct influence on the software venture, these are summarised in table B.1  and 
explained in more detail the following sections. 
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Table B.1 Observed Project Characteristics and their influences  and  effects on 
Project 1 
 
 
Project 
Characteristics 
 
Project 1 Indicators 
 
Apparent Effects 
 
Project goals and 
objectives 
 
• No client 
 
• Speculative and innovative 
Seed venture 
 
• Disagreement between 
technical and sales areas 
 
• Domain knowledge too low 
to specify requirements 
 
• Team member’s understanding of 
objectives not aligned 
 
• Requirements changed as exposure to 
the domain improved 
 
 
Skills, 
experience and 
competence of 
team members 
 
• Technical staff had very little 
knowledge of: 
• Microsoft Windows 
• Borland C++ 
• Object-Oriented Design 
 
• HCI designer was 
inexperienced 
 
• Competence of team 
members was variable 
 
• Unknowns in software design and 
implementation approaches 
 
• Application style required for 
development environment not well 
understood 
 
• Unknowns in HCI design activity as the 
designer inexperience meant that he had 
no heuristics on which to base 
judgements, e.g. estimating work effort 
 
Team experience 
of working 
together 
 
• HCI designer was new to the 
team 
 
• Knowledge engineers new to 
the team 
 
• Software designer/ 
programmers and project 
manager had previously 
worked together 
 
• Cohesion of team low. 
 
• Roles and responsibilities of individuals 
within the team evolved during the 
project 
 
• User-centred rather than technology-
driven approach to project.  
 
 
Understanding of 
the domain 
 
 
• First-hand domain knowledge 
mainly held by knowledge 
engineers and sales staff. 
 
• Second hand domain 
knowledge sought by HCI 
designer, project manager 
and KBS programmer. 
 
• Domain knowledge NOT 
sought by software designers 
or programmers. 
 
• General understanding of requirements 
held by team members was not 
consistent or cohesive. 
 
• Individual’s conceptualisation of what 
the software would look like and what it 
would do were often different.  
 
• Some individuals appeared not to try to 
conceptualise the whole system but 
would prefer to concentrate on 
conceptualising solely the element that 
they were working on. 
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Table B.1’continued Observed Project Characteristics and their influences and effects 
on Project 1 
 
 
Project 
Characteristics 
 
Project 1 Indicators 
 
Apparent Effects 
 
Commercial 
constraints 
 
• Project to be delivered to 
given time schedule, to 
budget and be of a certain 
quality (TBQ) 
 
 
 
• Estimating design and implementation 
effort was based on many unknowns  
 
• Specifying quality requirements 
concretely proved difficult and hard to 
measure against 
 
• Given commercial constraints and 
traditional lifecycle, a user-centred 
approach HCI techniques are hard to 
apply  
 
Complex 
System 
 
• Two people understood the 
complex KBS core of the 
software 
 
• Inherent complexity of GUI 
environment, which gives 
users many degrees of 
freedom 
 
• Elements within the development team 
become autonomous and separate.  
 
• GUI event driven testing and error 
handling proved particular problems.  
 
• The event driven and object-oriented 
principles, fundamental to the Windows’ 
GUI environment provided a paradigm 
shift of approach from structured 
programming. 
 
Innovative 
System 
 
• Designers and programmers 
have not seen a system 
which is similar to the one 
being constructed. Therefore 
initial expectations of what 
will be produced are 
unformed and mental models 
must be constructed from 
scratch. 
 
• The lack of any initial building blocks for 
individuals mental models of the 
proposed system complicates team  
communication and focus. 
 
• The innovative nature of the Seed also 
contributed to the inherent complexity of 
the project. 
 
 
Size of the 
project (people, 
budget, time) 
 
• 8-10 people 
• £250,000 budget 
• 1 years duration 
 
• This was a large project with 40-50% of 
available company resources committed 
to it 
 
• Communication difficulties due to team 
size 
 
Commercial 
significance of 
project 
 
• The most significant 
software development 
ongoing at the time. 
 
• Project 1 was fundamental to 
the company’s Process 
Industry business strategy 
 
• The opportunity afforded by the Project 1 
software for the Sales and Technical 
areas was another possible factor which 
caused regular changes in requirements 
and objectives of the software. 
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1.3.1 Project Goals and Objectives 
 
The goals and objectives of the Project 1 Seed were apparently not clear to all members 
of the development team. The ambiguity of the business and technical objectives was 
perhaps caused by there being no external client driving software requirements of the 
venture (although the technical manager was elected pseudo-client/user for the duration 
of the project). The speculative and innovative nature of the Seed project designed to 
meet a market need in what became a changing marketplace (suffering severely from 
the recession), also contributed to the confusion in project objectives, by generating new 
requirements throughout the duration of the project. One objective of the Seed project 
was to get a ‘foot in the door’ of a process engineering contracting company in order to 
improve the software company’s process industry domain knowledge. The recognition 
of this need was somewhat double-edged, as the lack of domain knowledge at the outset 
of the project did not provide a good basis for specifying software requirements or 
objectives and also led to changes in requirements throughout the project duration (as 
domain knowledge improved). 
 
Ambiguity in objectives caused disagreements between senior technical and sales staff 
early in the project. As the disagreements were between staff who had some first hand 
domain knowledge, the rest of the team derived their understanding of the project 
objectives from factions in disagreement. The resulting effect on the development team 
was that there was little common understanding of precisely what the project objectives 
or requirements were. This confusion led to confused technical approaches to the 
software development. On one hand, the lifespan of the Seed was considered to be 
relatively short with a major software development following in its tracks. On the other 
hand, the lifespan was to be considered long but evolving based on the initial Seed code. 
These objectives clearly represented two distinct software approaches analogous to 
revolutionary and evolutionary development, which would require distinct approaches 
to the programming task. Questions which a software engineer would usually ask, had 
confused answers; such as, ‘should the code elements be designed to be re-usable?’. In 
fact, it is usual good software engineering practice to design code elements to be re-
usable but on the Seed development some programmers were explicitly told by 
management not to bother with that. This kind of instruction would imply a 
revolutionary development approach yet other instructions, like the need to make code 
easily maintainable, would appear to contradict this.  
 
1.3.2 Skills, Experience and Competence of Team Members  
 
The skills, experience and competence of team members appeared to be an influence on 
the Seed project. Most of the software designers and programmers had considerable 
skills and experience of computer programming. However, the relevance of the skills 
and experience is unclear as this technical core of the team were primarily conversant 
with structured and data driven design and programming, with character-based user 
interfaces. The technical core of the team had little knowledge or experience of the 
Microsoft Windows event driven graphical environment, Object-Oriented Design 
(OOD) techniques or Borland C++. 
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A secondary business objective of the Project 1 Seed was to improve upon the software 
company’s technical skills base by embarking on a project requiring new technologies - 
it was important for the company to become good at building Windows based 
applications. It was management’s recognition of new skills required for Windows 
applications that led to the recruitment of an HCI designer. However, the HCI designer 
had no commercial experience in the HCI design role on a project and only possessed 
an understanding of HCI and rudimentary skills from university courses. If HCI design 
is considered as a craft skill the inexperience of the designer and the lack of a mentor is 
likely to have had a significant impact on performance. 
 
The degree of inexperience within the team, both of the technology required for the 
construction of the Seed system and the new design approach involving an HCI 
designer led to considerable unknowns at the early planning stage of the project. For 
example, software designers would estimate the effort required to produce a part of the 
Seed system without first considering the UI design. It eventually transpired that the UI 
to the system involved a highly significant proportion of the overall design and 
programming effort. 
 
The lack of knowledge and understanding of the constraints (often tacit constraints e.g. 
style) imposed by the Windows environment, coupled with the new possibilities offered 
by the GUI, led to considerable disagreements within the team and significant re-work 
to produce an interaction style consistent with Windows. Unfortunately the power of the 
development tools (especially BC++) was such that there were few instances where 
Windows style and conventions actually needed to be adhered to for technical reasons. 
Therefore, as  most constraints were tacit and some programmers were unfamiliar with 
Windows even as users, inconsistent styles of implementation were common.  
 
The competence of team members was variable, as was the working style of 
programmers in particular, some of whom would adopt a highly structured approach to 
their work, whilst others would be completely unstructured (commonly known in the 
software domain as ‘Hackers’). Competence of individuals may be considered 
somewhat subjective and could be considered in the light of organisation culture. For 
example, in the software company, programmers were expected to gain some degree of 
domain understanding in order to evaluate their own work and make an effective 
contribution to the team. A programmer who fails in this regard could be seen as 
incompetent in the cultural sense but could still be extremely skilled at the raw 
programming task. 
 
1.3.3 Team Experience of Working Together 
 
The degree to which the team had worked together before appeared to influence the 
development of the Seed system. The software designers and programmers (the 
technical core of the team) and the project manager had worked together prior to the 
Seed project for between two and four years. The knowledge engineer and the HCI 
designer were  new to the team and both introduced new roles. These roles and their 
responsibilities were allowed to evolve during  the course of the project.  
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Changes in roles and responsibilities at times created tension and despondency within 
the team. One example of this was that some of the programmers used to enjoy 
designing the UI to their module of code, now this responsibility was given to the HCI 
designer. A more fundamental problem may be illustrated by a further example. The 
software designers saw the HCI designer as a solely a screen designer, and were 
unhappy about the HCI designer being involved in specifying the structure of the 
software or anything else which was not directly related to screen layout1. Changes in 
emphasis of the driving force behind the company’s software developments, from a 
technically-driven to user-centred design approaches also changed responsibilities 
within the team, as the HCI designer was continually able to argue design decisions 
from a user perspective. The result of the changing roles and responsibilities was that 
team cohesion was poor and a ‘them and us’ situation developed between the technical 
core and more user-oriented team members (especially the HCI designer).  
 
The inexperience of the team of working together affected communication within the 
team for two key reason. Firstly, because several team members had not worked 
together before, did not know what to expect from each other and had not attuned to 
each others abilities. Secondly, because of the tension and resistance to the changing 
roles and responsibilities of members of the team. 
 
1.3.4 Team members’ Understanding of the Domain 
 
The software company’s software development culture demanded that all team 
members have some understanding of the domain that the software is being developed 
for. The level of domain knowledge generally held by the team and the distribution of 
this knowledge throughout the team appeared to be an influence to the Seed system 
development.  
 
As has been discussed, at the outset of the project the Seed team did not have an in-
depth knowledge of the domain and this meant that requirements specified at the outset 
of the project ultimately changed as domain knowledge improved. As knowledge 
engineers progressed through the knowledge elicitation activity, their domain 
knowledge improved, as did that of the salesman through continued exposure to 
potential clients. 
 
                                                 
     1The technical core of the team had historically worked mainly with character-based interfaces with limited 
 scope for interaction and this had shaped their understanding of the UI. Initially, they failed to see that the 
 new Windows environment had a great richness of possibilities for interaction which would place greater 
 demands on the UI and necessitate an HCI design role on the team.  
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However, the distribution of the domain knowledge held by the team was poor as can be 
seen in the illustrations in figures B.1 and B.2. Domain knowledge was sought from the 
knowledge engineers and salesman by both the HCI designer and the project manager in 
order to perform effectively in their roles (figure B.1). Software designers and 
programmers rarely sought to gain any domain understanding as they saw this beyond 
the scope of their role, preferring to be told precisely what to do (in a technical sense 
and usually by means of a specification document) by other team members, thus 
rendering themselves unable to validate their own work with domain understanding 
(figure B.2). It should also be noted from figure B.2 that the domain knowledge of the 
software designers and programmers is overlapping, i.e. some programmers have 
domain knowledge which some software designers do not have and vice versa. This was 
perhaps due to individual performance differences or more likely, the fact that members 
of the technical core of the team would glean some domain knowledge from the 
particular aspect of the software they were working on.  
 
Poor distribution of domain knowledge created a barrier to the formation of a cohesive 
team understanding of the objectives of the software and its context of use, i.e. there 
were difficulties in aligning the individuals’ mental models. Without this alignment in 
understanding, the tasks of the software designer and the programmer needed to be 
clearly outlined in some form of precise and detailed specification, which did not exist. 
The software company culture aimed to provide realistic specification documents which 
required team members to think through and contribute to the specification issues 
themselves, thereby allowing the specification to grow and change with new insights 
and perspectives. Poorly distributed domain understanding created the need for a highly 
detailed specification, which was not effectively facilitated by the software company’s 
development culture. The effect of poorly distributed domain knowledge and therefore 
unaligned mental models was lengthy project meetings (often with no concrete 
conclusions), many misunderstandings, heated discussions and frustratingly simple 
explanations to team members who had little domain knowledge. 
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Knowledge Engineer Salesman
HCI Designer
Project Manager
PROJECT 1 DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE
 
 
Figure B.1 Illustration of the Project 1 Seed domain knowledge distribution focussing 
   on the HCI designer and project manager 
 
 
Knowledge Engineer Salesman
Software Architect
Programmer
PROJECT 1 DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE
 
 
 
Figure B.2 Illustration of Project 1 Seed domain knowledge distribution focussing on 
   the software designer and programmer 
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1.3.5 Commercial Constraints 
 
Commercial constraints which demanded that the Project 1 Seed system be constructed 
in a given time period, to a given budget and be of suitable quality, had direct 
implications on the way the project was carried out. The need to estimate the effort 
required to construct the Seed was driven by the commercial need to examine the 
feasibility of and plan the project at the outset. However, with a considerable number of 
unknowns present, initial estimates were crude but the resulting budget was fixed. 
Software designers and programmers were always mindful of their initial estimate of 
the time required to complete a certain task. This meant that changes to the 
Specification or improvements that were required to the implementation would meet 
resistance  as initial estimates may be exceeded. Increased quality arising from these 
changes was of minor importance to the technical core of the team, compared with 
staying within estimated budget. 
 
A Gantt chart style project plan reinforced the waterfall lifecycle approach to the 
development and served to allocate tasks to individuals. Thus, the representation of the 
project plan itself emphasised performance of the individual over that of the team, and 
was linear so that a clear indication of progress could be given to management. 
Techniques used within the project which required iteration, in particular user-centred 
techniques, were complicated by the need to show progress in a linear way.  
 
The commercial need to specify quality in the Specification (a contract) was not 
adequately dealt with in the Project 1 Seed Specification. For example,  many possible 
and diverse user interfaces would have satisfied quality criteria in the Specification. The 
project manager of the Seed often asked, “What are we committed to produce?”, which 
actually meant interpreting the written specification in a minimalist way. Making 
effective statements about quality requirements was extremely difficult. 
 
1.3.6 Project Complexity 
 
The inherent complexity of the Seed software, both as a result of its KBS core and the 
GUI environment had an impact on the project. The complex core of the Seed meant 
that only two people had a good working knowledge of how the KBS part of the system 
functioned. Thus elements within the development team become autonomous and 
separate. Their activities became focused and the closed to the rest of the team. The 
complexity and exclusive nature of the KBS work limited the extent of the mental 
models of the system that could be constructed by other team members.  
 
Further complexity was introduced through the selection of the Windows GUI platform, 
which necessitated the adoption of event driven and object-oriented principles, which 
proved to be a paradigm shift of approach from structured programming. The GUI 
environment created further difficulties due to the inherent complexities that arise from 
providing users with many degrees of freedom. The Windows environment also 
demanded a significant amount of effort to produce software which was consistent, 
operated in a compatible way with other software, looked good and felt slick.  
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Constructing the Seed to be sufficiently robust to meet these challenges and thoroughly 
testing the system, both became extremely difficult and lengthy activities. Constructing 
software to run on a Windows GUI platform clearly has inherent complexity. 
 
1.3.7 Innovation 
 
The innovative nature of the Seed project probably had its most significant effect on the 
team members’ mental models. As designers, software designers and programmers had 
not seen a system similar to the Seed, initial expectations of what would be produced 
were vague, and mental models had to be largely  constructed from scratch. This lack of 
any initial building blocks for individuals’ mental models of the proposed system 
complicated team communication and focus, as was seen by the levels of 
misunderstanding that occurred. The innovative nature of the Seed also contributed to 
the inherent complexity of the project as considerable creativity was necessary to 
construct the software. 
 
1.3.8 Project Size 
 
The size of the project, in terms of budget, time and the number of people involved in it 
influenced the Seed project. The software company invested £250,000 in Project 1 and 
utilised 40-50% of staff resources for almost a year. From the perspective of the 
software company, the project was large but in general it might be considered a medium 
sized development. Of the size dimensions, the number of people in the project team 
had the most direct influence of the development. The team was made up of 8-10 
diversely skilled individuals, several of them working together for the first time. This 
number of people in a team created communication difficulties and lack of visibility of 
each others work. The size of the weekly project meetings was deemed too cumbersome 
by the project manager who decided to split the meetings into three groups. This further 
isolated factions within the team and created a new barrier to visibility of each others 
work. The size of the team and the isolation of factions further contributed to a ‘them 
and us’ situation between the technical core of the team and the user-centred faction 
(primarily the HCI designer but also the project manager with his Quality Assurance 
responsibility). The size of the team also seemed to provide a barrier to effective team 
work,  which was observed as poor team work. There are many examples of poor team 
work throughout the project, one example was when two programmers sitting next to 
each other, working on different elements of the Seed which would ultimately be joined 
together, made assumptions about each other’s code rather than ask  about it - resulting 
in considerable re-work. 
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1.3.9 Commercial Significance of the Project 
 
Commercial significance and profile of the project had a possible influence on the 
development. Project 1 was the most significant software development ongoing in the 
software company at the time and management expectations were high. Project 1 was 
fundamental to the software company’s Process Industry business strategy. The 
opportunity cost of utilising 40-50% of the software company’s people resources was 
clearly significant. Thus, the profile of the project and high expectations probably 
increased external pressure on the team, possibly offset by a compassionate stance 
adopted by management towards the team. The significance of the Project 1 Seed 
opportunity for the sales team in particular, was a probable driver for continual 
reassessment and change of requirements and objectives for the software.  
 
1.4 The Organisation 
 
Characteristics of the software company in terms of organisational structure, culture and 
management appeared to have been an influence on the development of the Project 1 
software. These characteristics and apparent effects are shown in table B.2 and are 
discussed in greater detail in the following sections. 
 
Table B.2 Organisational elements and apparent effects on the Project 1 software 
development 
 
Organisational 
Elements 
 
Considerations 
 
Apparent Effects 
 
Object-oriented 
(matrix) 
organisational 
structure 
 
• Designed for empowerment and 
sharing responsibility 
 
• No rigid definitions of roles or 
responsibilities 
 
• Role ambiguity 
 
Culture 
 
• Designed to encourage staff ‘buy-in’, 
i.e. active contribution, including 
learning about the domain, to enable 
self evaluation of work  
 
• Emphasis on communication and 
teamwork 
 
• Specification is an important 
milestone, however the document is 
ostensibly open to change 
 
• Software designers and 
programmers failed to gain much 
domain knowledge 
 
• Many software designers and 
programmers preferred to work 
alone and from specification 
documents 
 
• Specification also forms a 
contract, so there is certain 
resistance to changing it 
 
Management 
understanding 
of 
programming 
 
• Senior management and sales 
personnel had no first hand 
experience of programming 
 
• Project manager was formally a 
programmer (over ten years ago) 
 
• Misconceptions about 
programming 
 
• Failure to realise paradigm shift 
from structured programming to 
object-oriented 
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1.4.1 Organisational Structure 
 
The software company is structured as an Object-Oriented (matrix) organisation partly 
in order to empower employees and enable responsibility to be shared. The resulting 
culture did not encourage rigid definition of  roles and responsibilities within the 
software team. The new HCI designer role and the particular skills of other new 
individuals were allowed to find their place in the team. One observed effect of this was 
that a certain amount of role ambiguity was apparent. For example, one of the 
programmers resented the loss of a creative outlet when he could no longer design the 
UI himself. A further example relates to numerous occasions when software designers 
and programmers were unhappy about an HCI designer showing concern about software 
structure (being trained in this area, the HCI designer was fully aware of the potential 
impact on the UI of an inappropriate software structure). 
 
1.4.2 Software Development Culture 
 
The software company’s culture aimed to encourage its staff to “buy-in” to projects and 
each actively contribute by gaining some understanding of the problem and the overall 
solution concept. By this means team members should have always been in a position to 
evaluate their own work, rather than working unquestioningly from written specification 
documents. The full benefit of this sentiment was not realised during the project as the 
software designers and programmers gained little domain knowledge. 
 
Strong emphasis was made on teamwork and communication (both formal and 
informal) in order to deal with the dynamic and complex nature of the software being 
produced. However, many software designers and programmers preferred to work alone 
and from written documents. 
 
Whilst emphasis was placed on the Specification document as a key milestone in the 
project, it was understood that information in the Specification could be  questioned and 
changed. However, as the Specification document was signed-off, it was in the project 
manager’s interests to ensure that no further changes were made as the Specification 
formed a contract outlining what would be produced by the venture. 
 
1.4.3 Management Understanding of Programming 
 
The software company’s senior management and sales personnel had little first hand 
knowledge of the technical  programming task. However, the project manager was 
formally a programmer, albeit in a quite different environment and over 10 years ago. 
Misconceptions about the  programming task appeared to be held by management; for 
example, programmers were apparently told  NOT to design re-usable code elements, 
which is often considered basic good practice for programmers. Management also 
expected software designers and programmers to train themselves on new approaches 
required by the new tools being used on the Seed. However, the magnitude of transition 
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from structural data driven programming to object-oriented event driven programming 
(effectively a paradigm shift) was not recognised by management. This is not surprising 
as it is usual to expect a programmer to learn a new development language or 
environment quickly and by teaching themselves.  
 
1.5 The Team 
 
The cultural emphasis on the new team, combined with the diverse skills and 
backgrounds of team members and influences attributable to the commercial setting, 
appear to have been an influence in the software development. Table B.3 summarises 
team considerations and the points raised are described in more detail in the following 
sections.  
 
Table B.3 Team considerations, observations and apparent effects on the software 
development 
 
 
Team considerations 
 
Observations 
 
Apparent Effects 
 
Cultural emphasis on 
team and reduced 
emphasis on written 
documentation, e.g. 
Specifications 
 
• Traditionally, technical core of 
team worked unquestioningly from 
written specifications, in 
segmented groups with 
considerable independence . 
 
• Low needs for social contact 
 
• Team did not perform as a 
cohesive unit 
 
Diversity of skills and 
backgrounds evident 
in the new team 
 
• Ambiguity of roles and 
responsibility 
 
• Respect between disciplines 
lacking 
 
• Only the technical core had worked 
together before 
 
• Most of the team were unfamiliar 
with the new roles 
 
• Senior team members fearful of 
(threatened by) younger ones in the 
new team 
 
• non-cohesive team 
 
• ‘Them and us’ situation 
evolved  
 
• lack of familiarity brought 
communication difficulties 
 
• fear was detrimental to team, 
especially fear of making 
mistakes and attribution of 
blame for mistakes that 
occurred 
 
The influence of 
commercial realities 
 
• The project meetings were 
segregated into three disciplinary 
areas for convenience 
 
• Team composition changed 
through the duration of the project 
 
• Segregation created further 
barriers to communication 
 
• Loss of knowledge and 
experience from the team 
 
• Need to instruct and train 
new team members 
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1.5.1 Cultural Emphasis on Team 
 
In acknowledgement of the complexity of software that the software company 
constructs and the perceived highly skilled nature of their personnel, the development 
culture gave strong emphasis to the skills and knowledge of the  team, over that of 
written documentation. To produce a detailed written Specification of the software at 
the outset of the project was deemed infeasible due to an acknowledged lack of domain 
knowledge and the practical consideration that a detailed written Specification 
document would be huge. The intention was that the Specification could be minimised 
given that team members were to have a considerable understanding of the problem 
being addressed and the solution offered by the Project 1 software. The development 
team did not fulfil these expectations. A possible reason for this may be attributable to 
the traditional working practices of the technical core of the team. Historically, the 
technical core of software designers and programmers worked in segmented groups 
from extremely detailed specification documents (often being several volumes long). 
These people had worked with considerable independence and had been trained to 
unquestioningly construct code from detailed written requirements, specifying outputs 
to given inputs. The personalities of most of the technical core of the team appeared to 
have low needs for social contact in the workplace and so preferred the traditional 
approach to their work. Thus, the team oriented approach demanded by the software 
company to produce the Project 1 Seed did not suit all of these people, many of whom 
would often comment that they were being asked to do something which was, “not in 
the Spec”. Therefore, the Project 1 team did not operate as a cohesive unit. 
 
1.5.2 Diverse skills and backgrounds 
 
The diversity of skills and backgrounds evident in the software company’s new 
software team is also likely to have influenced the software development. 
 
Ambiguity of roles and responsibilities within the team coupled with a lack of respect 
between various disciplines did nothing to help the team cohesivity. For example, the 
programming task was considered trivial by some people; whilst others would 
disrespect the HCI activity and the importance of user considerations. Programmers 
would often argue against a UI enhancement by stating that they considered it more 
important that the system was able to run properly. It was then not surprising that a 
somewhat ‘them and us’ situation evolved between the technical core of the team and 
the user oriented areas. 
 
Only the technical core of the Seed team had worked together before and new roles, 
skills and diverse disciplinary backgrounds of new team members introduced a certain 
degree of unfamiliarity. The team were largely unfamiliar with each other as well as the 
new roles that had been introduced. The lack of familiarity brought with it 
communication difficulties within the now multi-disciplinary team. One example was 
the continual failure of hard-nosed technical individuals to appreciate the impact of UI 
bugs on the user. 
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Some of the previously senior members of the technical core of the team seemed to be 
fearful of the younger and more dynamic team members and perhaps even saw them as 
a threat to their own job security. An example of such fear could be seen by the reaction 
of software designers and programmers when bugs were found in the code. These 
technical professionals looked upon each bug as a potential personal affront reflecting 
on their abilities. Therefore, considerable effort was utilised in the blaming and finger-
pointing processes as the fear of being wrong was serious. Such fears and associated 
behaviour presented barriers to team bonding and were nothing but detrimental to the 
team performance. 
 
1.5.3 The Impact of Commercial Realities 
 
Further barriers to communication and team cohesion could be attributed to the project 
manager who decided that weekly progress meetings had become too unwieldy, so 
segregated what was the only common forum for the team into three sessions.. 
 
Resource availability demanded that during the course of the project, the composition of 
the team and the roles of team members had to change. Initially, the project team 
consisted of a technical manager, an HCI designer and a knowledge engineer. 
Ultimately, the core project team comprised a project manager, a technical manager, an 
HCI designer, a knowledge engineer, three software designers, and three programmers. 
During the course of the project, several people were to leave the team, examples, 
included a software designer. Other team members were to find their roles change, in 
particular the HCI designer who became more involved in Quality Assurance (QA) and 
the technical manager who became a pseudo-client/user. The main effect of such 
changes was that some knowledge and experience was lost from the team, and new 
team members (often programmers) needed instruction and training. 
  
1.6 Representations and Techniques 
 
The selection, availability, familiarity and use of representations and design techniques 
appeared to influence  the software development. In particular, task analysis, the 
internal design of the software, the HCI design,  prototyping and motivations for OO 
design were regarded as particularly important. Table B.4 summarises the issues which 
are discussed further in the following sections. 
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Table B.4   Representation issues, considerations and apparent effects 
 
 
Representation 
issues 
 
Considerations 
 
Apparent Effects 
 
Task Analysis 
 
• Task models produced for the 
Demonstrator project were hard to 
interpret as they were not self 
explanatory and had little supporting 
documentation. 
 
• Many suggested task analytical 
techniques suggested in literature were 
not relevant to the Seed development. 
This is because there was no direct 
access to end-users and task 
information had to be pieced together 
from what was known within the team. 
 
• The idea of a Future Task Model 
(FTM) was devised by the HCI 
designer in response to a need 
articulated management. This diagram 
showed how the user’s tasks would be 
structured following the introduction of 
the Seed system. 
 
 
 
• Hierarchial Task Analysis (HTA) 
was the selected method of 
representing the current user 
tasks. These diagrams were more 
self explanatory and allowed 
previous task analyses to be 
incorporated in the diagrams. 
 
• The FTM showed team 
members, management and sales 
people exactly how the Seed 
system would integrate with the 
user’s tasks and how those tasks 
would be changed. 
 
• The FTM was undertaken after a 
good understanding of the 
domain, current users and the 
proposed Seed system had been 
gained by the HCI designer. 
 
• By improving the HCI designer’s 
mental model of the Seed 
software concepts, the FTM 
enabled the design to be refined. 
Thus, production of the FTM and 
the Seed software concepts was 
an iterative process. 
 
Internal Design of 
the Software 
 
• Technical core were familiar with 
representations and techniques used for 
structured programming 
 
• Structured programming design 
representations and techniques 
appeared inappropriate for Windows 
and event driven code. 
 
• OOD representations and techniques 
proved hard to learn and inaccessible. 
 
• The traditional DFD 
representation was adapted for 
Windows use 
 
• Familiarity with DFDs rather 
than appropriateness for the 
design task dictated its adoption 
 
HCI design 
 
• OOD literature failed to explain how 
OO representations could be used for 
the representation of the UI 
 
• HCI representation of the Seed 
ultimately took the form of screen 
ERDs, sketches, walk-throughs and 
visual prototypes 
 
• The HCI designer adapted a 
familiar representation (ERDs) to 
represent the Seed 
 
 
• The HCI designer’s limited 
sketching ability hampered the 
use of hand-drawn 
representations, resulting in an 
early move to use computer tools
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Table B.4’ continued  Representation issues, considerations and apparent effects 
 
 
 
Representation 
issues 
 
Considerations 
 
Apparent Effects 
 
Motivations for 
using OOD 
representations 
 
• The development language and 
environment were OO, so an OOD 
seemed appropriate and necessary 
 
• Perceived need of the HCI designer to 
integrate UI and HLD by having 
consistent representations 
 
• The software company’s strong 
emphasis on the OO philosophy, going 
even as far as company structure 
 
• There was not an easy transition 
to OOD representations and 
techniques, although they did 
appear to be beneficial for use 
with C++ and Windows.  
 
• Integration of OOD and HCI 
representations was not direct. 
HCI representations such as 
sketches, ERDs and the 
prototype offered an alternative 
view of the Seed system than 
was offered by the OO and DFD 
representations.  
 
Prototyping 
 
• Technical core of the team resisted 
looking at the prototype. 
 
• Computer prototyping tools enabled an 
experimental approach to be taken 
towards HCI design. 
 
• A major benefit of prototyping was 
increased visualisation 
 
• There was limited access to the 
prototype in that it was only 
available on the HCI designer’s 
computer 
 
• Prototyping was a new technique 
not previously used in the 
software company’s 
developments 
 
• The technical core may have felt 
threatened by the fact that it was 
easier to produce apparent 
functionality in the prototyping 
tool (VB) than in the 
development language (BC++) 
 
• Code elements in the 
development language often 
produced a UI which looked to 
be of lower quality than the that 
in the prototype. Thus, 
expectations raised by the 
prototype were often not met by 
the final system. 
 
• Visualisation helped the HCI 
designer to generate and test 
ideas. 
 
• Visualisation afforded by the 
computer prototype aided the 
communication of design intent 
more effectively than static 
representations like sketches. 
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1.6.1 Task Analysis and Future Task Model (FTM) 
 
Task models produced for the Demonstrator project were hard to interpret as they were 
not self explanatory and had little supporting documentation. Therefore, a brief 
examination of available literature was made in order to find a better representation. 
Many suggested task analytical techniques suggested were not relevant to the Seed 
project which had no direct access to end-users. Task information was pieced together 
from the software company’s domain ‘experts’ within the development team. 
 
Hierarchial Task Analysis (HTA) was the selected method of representing the current 
user tasks. These diagrams were relatively self explanatory and allowed task analysis 
carried out for the Project 1 Demonstrator to be incorporated into the diagrams (see 
Appendix A figure A.2). 
 
The idea of a Future Task Model (FTM) was devised by the HCI designer in response 
to a project need which was reinforced by management observations. The evolution of 
the need is  described in the April 1993 section of Appendix A as follows, 
 
“During the exercise of writing the Specification it became apparent that team members 
were still unclear how the Seed would look and behave. Even though a partial prototype 
existed and by now several iterations of each screen design had been achieved, it was 
still difficult to visualise the Seed system in use. It was felt that the task models should 
have solved this problem but in their existing format did not provide what was required. 
As the HCI designer I was charged with looking at how the current conceptual design 
would facilitate the engineer’s tasks. The approach taken to address this problem, was 
to produce a model of how the engineer’s task would be structured if the Seed system 
were in place, this was called a Future Task Model.” 
 
Thus, the FTM was created to showed how the user’s tasks would be structured 
following the introduction of the Seed system. 
 
The FTM proved particularly effective at helping management and sales people and 
some team members (those with little domain knowledge) visualise exactly how the 
Seed system would integrate with the user’s tasks and how those tasks would be 
changed. 
 
The FTM comprised several basic scenarios, a summary of the main tasks necessary to 
achieve each scenario, followed by a detailed breakdown explaining how the user would 
proceed through the main tasks using the Seed system. Figures A.6 and A.7 in 
Appendix A. show actual examples of the FTM constructed.  
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The method of constructing the FTM could be considered craft-based as the model  was 
formed solely from the HCI designer’s mental models of the user’s current tasks and the 
proposed Seed system. This too can be seen from direct reference to the April 1993 
narrative of Appendix A: 
 
“The FTM was 13 pages long and produced in one afternoon based on my mental model 
of the Seed system and my understanding of the engineer’s tasks.” 
 
Understandably, the FTM in its final form was not completed until the HCI designer 
had gained a good understanding of the domain, current users and the proposed Seed 
system. In fact, by improving the HCI designer’s mental model of the Seed software 
concepts, the FTM also enabled the design to be refined. Thus, production of the FTM 
and the Seed software concepts was an iterative process. A simplified conceptual 
representation of how the FTM was constructed can be seen in figure B.3. 
 
Figure B.3 A simplified illustration of the construction of the Future Task Model 
 
+ =
HCI designer
Mental model of future
user tasks
Mental model of
proposed software
Mental model of current
user tasks
Future Task Model (FTM)
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1.6.2 Internal Design of the Software 
 
It was felt that an OO approach should be used for the internal design of the Project 1 
software. However, the technical core of the team were familiar with techniques and 
representations that have been used for the design of structured programming projects 
for many years but these proved inappropriate for the Windows event driven OO 
architecture. Following an examination of object-oriented design (OOD) representations 
and techniques it was evident that the OO paradigm was not easy to learn, nor was it 
particularly accessible (there were many conveniently simple examples in available 
texts). Therefore, the old Data Flow Diagram (DFD) representation was deemed still 
useful in an adapted form. It was more likely the familiarity with the DFD notation 
rather than its effectiveness as a representation which led to its adoption. 
 
1.6.3 HCI Design 
 
The HCI designer also investigated OOD notations as a means of representing the UI. 
Investigation and previous experience indicated that OOD should be an effective means 
of representing a UI but examples in available literature failed to address UI needs. 
Therefore, like the technical core, the HCI designer also adapted a familiar 
representation called Entity-Relationship Diagrams (ERDs) to represent the structure of 
the Seed system. It transpired that at a basic level, ERDs  and OO Class diagrams were 
not too dissimilar.  
  
Representation of the Seed system from an HCI perspective was eventually conveyed 
primarily by screen sketches, walk-throughs and visual prototypes. The sketching 
ability of the HCI designer hampered the use of hand-drawn pencil sketches as a 
representation. This resulted in an early move to using basic computer tools to paint 
screens. Ultimately, for the design of the results module - the most complex element of 
the Seed system - a software prototype was constructed.  
 
1.6.4 Motivations for using OOD representations 
 
There were several motivations for the technical core of the team and the HCI designer 
to find appropriate OO representations and techniques. Firstly, the development 
environment and language were OO so an OOD seemed appropriate and necessary. 
Secondly, there was a perceived need by the HCI designer to integrate the UI design and 
the High-Level Design (HLD) of the software. Therefore, consistency of representations 
used by the technical core and the HCI designer were seen as important to effective 
communication within the team. A third motivation for the shift to OOD representations 
came from the software company’s strong emphasis on the OO philosophy in general, 
to the extent of having an OO company structure. 
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Ultimately, direct integration of HCI and internal design representations was not 
achieved, rather HCI representations such as sketches or the prototype, offered an 
alternative view of the Seed system than was seen in the OOD or DFD representations. 
The transition to an OO approach was not easy during the Seed project but enough was 
learnt to realise the usefulness of the approach to developing event driven Windows 
software. 
 
1.6.5 Prototyping 
 
Following the construction of the prototype of the results module, it became apparent 
that members of the technical core of the team were resistant to looking at the prototype. 
This resulted in it only being used in formal review sessions or if activated by the HCI 
designer to explain a particular element of desired functionality. There are several 
possible explanations for this distinct resistance to looking at the prototype, the simplest 
of which is that it was only available on the HCI designer’s computer. A more likely 
explanation is that prototyping was an unfamiliar new technique not previously used in 
the software company software developments. A further credible explanation is that the 
prototyping tool (Visual Basic) enabled the HCI designer to quickly mock-up 
apparently functional Windows software. It is likely that the technical core of the team 
were somewhat threatened by this because using the development language (BC++) it 
was far more difficult to actually implement the apparent functionality of the prototype. 
In fact, after considerable effort it was usually the case that the actual implementation 
did not look as good as the apparent functionality represented in the prototype. This 
caused further problems for the technical core of the team as the prototype had raised 
expectations of what could be produced in Windows, and they were expected to 
construct the software for real. The most dangerous of these expectations were held by 
management who did not fully appreciate the considerable difficulty of the 
programming tasks involved in the construction of the Seed. 
 
Notwithstanding the reluctance of the technical core of the team to look at the 
prototype, the technique did appear to show great potential. As a tool for HCI design, 
prototyping allowed an experimental approach to design ideas which could be quickly 
tested and animated in a realistic Windows style of interaction. A benefit of this 
approach was the aided visualisation of the design that the tool could provide. This 
visualisation was not only useful to the designer’s experimentation but also aided the 
communication of design intent to other team members. Members of the technical core 
of the team could more easily appreciate design intent conveyed from an animated 
prototype than from static pencil sketches. Thus the creative leap typically necessary in 
interpreting sketches, was reduced when using a realistic software prototype.  
 
1.7 The Specification 
 
Issues surrounding the specification document appeared to be an influence on the Seed 
development. In particular, the diversity of uses and users of the specification and the 
complexity of the authoring task were problematic. Commercial realities, such as the 
need to plan and estimate effort early on in the process do not provide a useful means of 
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dealing with technical unknowns. The development culture emphasises the team over 
the written documentation, which should  facilitate changes as team members see fit but 
the development process and the fact that the specification is a form of contract, 
conspire against the intended culture. Table B.5 summarises the issues which are 
discussed further in the following sections. 
 
1.7.1 Development Culture 
 
The software company acknowledged that when producing complex and innovative 
software like the Seed system, for a relatively unknown domain, it was infeasible to 
adequately specify the proposed software in great detail during the early stages of the 
project. The software company understood that its development team needed time to 
familiarise themselves with the new domain and concepts for the proposed software. 
 
Producing the specification for the Seed system was nonetheless a major undertaking 
bringing together work from many areas of the project, for example,  client visits by 
knowledge engineers and requirements analysts, investigation into the domain, 
prototypes to test proposed software concepts and future tasks of users, preliminary 
software internal design, etc. The fact remained however, that the specification was 
produced during the relatively early stages of the project but was theoretically open to 
question and change by team members throughout the duration of the project. This level 
of flexibility is key to the software company’s software development philosophy and 
culture. 
 
Not only is the specification left open to change, it is rather the case that the 
specification was not expected to be completely right first time and would have to 
change as the team gained experience. The specification itself was only around 100 
pages long which was rather short compared with conventional software specifications. 
The software company expected its software team, in particular software designers, 
programmers and HCI designers to work together to fill in the details and make 
necessary changes as the project progressed 
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Table B.5 Specification issues, considerations and apparent effects 
 
 
Specification 
Issues 
 
Considerations 
 
Apparent Effects 
 
Development 
Culture 
 
• The software company 
recognised that producing full, 
complete and detailed 
specifications early on in the 
development was infeasible. 
 
• The software company culture 
relied on the team to question 
and change the specification 
as the project progressed, 
using their skill and 
professional judgement. 
 
• Producing the initial specification still 
involved considerable effort, e.g. contact 
with domain experts, task modelling, 
knowledge modelling, prototyping, 
internal design. 
 
 
 
Commercial 
Realities 
 
• The specification was divided 
into parts which could be 
programmed by an individual. 
The individual then estimated 
how long it would take to 
program and this was entered 
into the project plan. 
 
• The specification was 
produced when a general  
understanding of the problem 
and the proposed solution had 
been attained.  
  
• The changing composition of 
the team puts a 
communication burden on the 
specification document. 
 
• Programmers were motivated to deliver 
code within their initial estimates and so 
resisted changes.  
 
• Early estimates were made while there 
were still many technical unknowns. 
 
• The process did not motivate programmers 
to be concerned about Quality, only Time. 
 
• At the outset of the project the project 
manager had to predict when the 
Specification would be produced as this 
was a key project milestone 
 
• Within the specification document, it was 
simple to specify Time and Budget 
constraints but Quality was extremely 
difficult to specify. 
 
Users and 
uses of the 
specification 
 
• There were diverse users and 
uses of the specification. 
 
• The level of detail in the 
specification was not geared 
towards the skill level and 
cohesiveness of the team 
 
• The use of the specification as a contract 
appeared to be a serious flaw in the 
approach. 
 
• The mixed abilities and backgrounds of the 
specification readership, and the diverse 
uses of the document were not addressed 
by a low quality and poorly written 
specification. 
 
• Different representations used within the 
specification gave different views on the 
software. The prototype was probably the 
easiest view to comprehend. 
 
• Computer prototypes were used to animate 
the specification to aid communication. 
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1.7.2 Commercial Realities 
 
For implementation, the specification was divided into parts which could be 
programmed by an individual. Each individual then estimated how long it would take to 
program and this was entered into the project plan. These early estimates were founded 
on many unknowns, particularly because of the team’s lack of familiarity with C++, 
Windows, Object-Oriented principles, the complexity of the KBS and HCI design. 
However, technical people within the team were apparently strongly motivated to 
deliver their part of the code module within their initial time estimates. Therefore, any 
changes that were required to a module were fiercely resisted by the technical person 
responsible for it, fearing that the changes would cause them to exceed their initial 
estimates. In fact, any changes soon became met by a negative reaction (almost a reflex) 
on the part of some of the technical people. For example, when one aspect of the 
functionality of a module was significantly reduced, SD/P_1 sucked his teeth and said, 
“I’ll have to revise my estimates” (implying that it would take longer to implement with 
these new changes), when in fact, the cut in functionality clearly reduced the work to be 
done. 
 
The development process did not motivate programmers and other technical staff to be 
concerned with the quality of what they are producing, only the time it takes to produce 
it. Therefore, the commercial need to plan and deliver the software on time motivates 
programmers to resist changes to the specification. 
 
A further impact of commercial realities is the project manager’s need to plan. 
Theoretically, the specification should have been produced when a general consensus 
indicated that a good understanding of the problem and the proposed solution had been 
attained. However, at the outset of the project, commercial necessity dictated that the 
project manager must estimate when this consensus would be reached, as the 
specification was a key milestone on the project plan.  
 
In order to write the Specification, the software team comprised the technical manager, 
knowledge engineer, software designers and the HCI designer. Following the 
production of the Specification, the technical manager and a software designer left the 
team and several programmers joined it. The loss of expertise in the team and addition 
of new members created a burden of communication on the Specification, which had to 
on one hand, capture lost expertise and on the other, inform the new team members. The 
Seed Specification did not perform well in this role due to the poor quality of the 
document. The combined knowledge of team members remaining on the team 
throughout the project and the software prototype, were probably as important as the 
Specification document in transferring information to new team members. 
 
As will be discussed in the following section, the specification formed a kind of contract 
for what the software would deliver, when and for how much. Despite difficulties in 
arriving at a budget and deadline for the project, it is nonetheless a simple matter to 
state them when they were agreed. It was decidedly more difficult to precisely specify 
quality and HCI requirements for the Seed system. Therefore, vague statements made 
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about quality and HCI in the specification of the Seed could have been satisfied by any 
number of user interfaces. In other words, quality and HCI statements did not specify 
strong constraints on the development. 
 
1.7.3 Users and Uses of the Specification 
 
Table B.6 illustrates the users and uses of the specification document. From the table it 
can be seen that in addition to the multi-disciplinary nature of the software team, 
managers and the pseudo-client/user, each with different backgrounds and perspectives 
needed to understand the specification at some level. The problem of diversely skilled 
readership was addressed by using different representations within the specification to 
give different views on the software. Representations included descriptions of end-user 
tasks and their likely future tasks, technical object-oriented design representations (e.g. 
class diagrams), data flow diagrams, etc.. In addition to the written specification, a 
software prototype was produced to help a variety of people to visualise the complicated 
results module of the Seed. The prototype became a kind of animated specification, 
which in itself was the cause of some difficulties within the development team. The 
prototype was produced by the HCI designer and concentrated on the user interface to 
the software. Many aspects of the required interaction, quality and style of the software 
are demonstrated in the prototype more effectively than in the written specification. 
However, the effectiveness of accurately conveying the HCI design intent through an 
animated prototype appeared to depend upon how members of the multi-disciplinary 
development team interpreted what they saw in the visualisation. Technical team 
members appeared to derive information about what data was displayed whilst failing to 
recognise what may be complex or troublesome user interface mechanisms. The 
prototype did not clearly show which bits of the visualisation were important and which 
were not. Unlike the written specification which is often viewed as a form of contract, 
features shown in the prototype were apparently not considered contractually binding. 
HCI and quality features implied in the prototype were easily dismissed within the 
commercially oriented development context. 
 
Ultimately, the use of the specification as a contract proved to be a serious flaw in the 
flexible approach taken to specification. Table B.6 shows that the specification acted as 
a contract between the software company management and the project manager. It was 
the project manager’s motivations and direct influence in particular that contradicted the 
openly flexible approach to specification. The project manager was committed to 
delivering software which met the specification in terms of quality, budget and 
timescales. However, it was much more difficult to specify quality than it was to specify 
budget and duration. Many statements relating to quality or usability were general or 
subjective, which made cutting corners in these area much easier than going over budget 
or missing a deadline. Therefore, it was generally not in the interests of the project 
manager to make changes to the specification, particularly if they were likely to involve 
more work than was initially planned. Therefore in general, when discussing changes to 
the specification, the project manager would usually put forward a minimalist view, 
often asking, “what are we committed to produce?”, which meant, what does the letter 
of the specification say?  Although the project manager was ultimately responsible for 
the software quality and therefore did have an open attitude towards changes (and many 
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were made to improve quality), he was probably more strongly motivated by time and 
cost which were more concrete constraints. 
 
Table B.6 Users and uses of the Seed specification document 
 
 
User 
 
Use 
 
Project Manager 
 
As a contract of what would be delivered to the client (in 
this case pseudo-client) in terms of functionality and 
quality. Also defining the project budget and the delivery 
deadline.  
 
As with other team members, the project manager also 
uses the specification to help construct a mental model of 
the proposed software. 
 
Members of the development multi-
disciplinary team  
 
As a working document specifying functionality of the 
proposed software. i.e. capturing and conveying a 
conceptual model of the proposed software. 
 
Senior software company management 
 
As an illustration of what the proposed system will do and 
how it will meet the user requirements. This was 
sufficiently detailed for management to accept the software 
venture and sign-off the project budget. 
 
It also formed a contract of what would be delivered to the 
client, through the project manager in terms of 
functionality and quality. Also documenting the project 
budget and the delivery deadline.  
 
Pseudo Client/User 
 
As an illustration of what the proposed system would do 
and how it would meet client requirements. 
 
From a user perspective, it indicated how the proposed 
software would facilitate the users’ tasks in the future. 
 
The diverse readership and uses of the specification document would suggest that the 
authoring task was difficult. In fact, little consideration was given to the authoring of 
the document or its resulting quality. In fact, the quality of the Specification document 
for the Seed project was extremely low. Editing had consisted of gathering together 
reports written by team members and appending a front cover. The document contained 
several different fonts and writing styles, and was difficult to read. 
 
The level of detail in the Seed Specification was apparently insufficiently aligned with 
the skill level and cohesiveness of the software team. For example, most of the 
programmers were unfamiliar with programming Windows and so had only a basic 
understanding of Windows applications. As such, the specification document should 
perhaps have included more detailed explanations about Windows functionality and 
structure than would be necessary in a specification for experience Windows 
developers.  
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1.7.4 Conclusion 
 
The flexible approach taken towards specification and emphasis placed on the skills of 
the development team to fill in the details as the project progressed, in theory, appeared 
to be a sensible approach. However, commercial realities demanding that the 
specification form a kind of contract, motivated the project manager to resist changes in 
order to deliver the software on time and under budget, thus contradicting the desire for 
flexibility. Similar commercial constraints and resistance to changes applied to technical 
team members, such as programmers, who were strongly motivated towards delivering 
their individual code modules within initial time estimates they had made. This meant 
that quality and HCI requirements which were not adequately specified in the written 
specification and were only implied by the prototype were open to interpretation. 
Commercial realities also dictated that the composition of the team change at the 
specification milestone which made the specification document and the associated 
computer prototype a kind of communication focal point in the development process. 
Further commercial demands necessitated multiple uses for the specification and a 
diverse readership. The limited prototype was used to animate the results module from 
the specification and convey design intent to a variety of people. However, the way the 
information represented in the prototype was interpreted appeared to depend on the 
individual’s background, motivations and perception. Basic commercial needs like the 
need to plan a project at the outset, whilst there are many unknowns, make even the 
timing of the specification difficult. Whilst the flexible approach to specification helped 
to address the reality that the specification would need to change, basic commercial 
pressures, such as the use of the specification as a contract influenced the team to resist 
changes. 
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1.8 The Lifecycle 
 
Table B.7 summarises some considerations of the lifecycle adopted for the Seed system, 
characteristics of the approach and apparent effects. 
 
Table B.7 Lifecycle considerations, observed characteristics and effects 
 
 
Lifecycle 
considerations 
 
Observed characteristics and apparent effects 
 
The Waterfall 
approach 
 
• The waterfall approach is inherently not iterative and therefore not user-
centred. 
 
• Some iterative activities took place within certain aspects of the 
development, e.g. prototyping the results module. 
 
• The adoption of the waterfall lifecycle was perhaps due to the fact that the 
project manager and technical team members were familiar with it and had 
always worked that way 
 
• The project plan, represented by a Gantt chart and being based on the 
waterfall lifecycle, was useful for monitoring progress through linear 
phases. 
 
• The lifecycle did not provide a clear framework for the team to work 
together within. Ambiguity of roles and responsibilities were not clarified 
by the life-cycle. 
 
HCI design 
 
• The UI development plan was not integrated with the main development 
lifecycle until the latter stages of the project. 
 
• HCI design became a bottleneck, reducing the time available for 
programming 
 
• HCI design activity was on the critical path of the project, contributing to 
delays and causing tension in the team and stress centred on the HCI design 
who felt obliged to put in long hours. 
 
 
1.8.1 The Waterfall Approach 
 
The software lifecycle used for the development of the Seed system was loosely based 
on a traditional waterfall model. This is a linear lifecycle which fits a waterfall analogy 
as activities and phases progress step-wise towards the project’s end with no iteration 
between activities, i.e. in the same way that water cannot flow up a waterfall. As the 
waterfall approach is inherently not iterative, it could also be considered inherently not 
user-centred, although iteration can occur within activities. In fact, iterative activities 
did take place during the Seed project, e.g. prototyping the results module. 
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The adoption of the waterfall lifecycle was perhaps due to the fact that the project 
manager and technical team members were familiar with it and had always worked that 
way. However, the approach does have some features which are clearly useful for 
commercial software development. For example, the project plan, represented by a 
Gantt chart and based on the waterfall lifecycle, was useful for monitoring progress 
through linear phases. 
 
A major drawback of the waterfall approach adopted was that it did not provide a clear 
framework for the team to work together within. Ambiguity of roles and responsibilities 
were not clarified by the lifecycle. 
 
1.8.2 HCI design 
 
The UI development plan was not explicitly integrated with the main development 
lifecycle. However, during the latter stages of the project, HCI became a key part of the 
main development plan. 
 
Perhaps one of the reasons for the integration and raised status of the HCI activity was 
that it was soon seen to be a bottleneck in the process. Ultimately the HCI detailed 
design activity had up to five programmers awaiting designs before they could progress. 
The HCI design activity was also  late finishing and directly reduced the amount of time 
available for programming. 
 
The HCI design activity was on the critical path of the project for a significant period of 
time during the design phase. This caused excessive tension in the team and stress 
focused on the HCI designer who then felt obliged to put in extremely long hours.  
 
1.9 Characteristics of Individuals 
 
Characteristics of individuals within the development team appeared to have significant 
influence on the project. Table B.8 summarises key characteristics of individuals within 
the development team.  
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Table B.8 Observed Characteristics of individual team members and their influences 
and effects on the Project 1 software 
 
 
Individual 
Characteristic 
 
Project 1 Indicators 
 
Skills and 
experience 
 
• inexperience of HCI designer, lack of sketching skills and inaccessibility of 
HCI theory 
 
• consideration of skills as craft-based 
 
• lack of skills relating to OOD, C++, Windows, GUI and event driven 
programming 
 
• relevance of programming skills and experience 
 
• experience of management and understanding of programming task 
 
• technical core of the team and project manager had no experience of 
interacting with new roles, e.g. HCI designer 
 
Competence 
 
• general competence at performance of task 
 
• competence relating to organisational cultural expectations 
 
Attitude 
 
• traditional software engineering values cause resentful attitude towards new 
culture and ideas, e.g. specification 
 
• lack of inter-disciplinary respect 
 
• the technical core of the team are primarily concerned with specific 
functionality rather than user concerns 
 
• fear of appearing foolish in front of peers 
 
Roles and 
Responsibilities 
 
• new roles changes roles and responsibilities within the team 
 
• ambiguity of role and responsibility 
 
• general role diversity and multiple disciplines 
 
• individuals roles changed during the project 
 
• similar elements of project manager and HCI designer role 
 
• diversity of roles within the programming job 
 
Motivation 
 
• technical core are motivated to produce an elegant technical solution 
 
• HCI designer motivated towards producing a appropriate and effective UI 
 
• perception of technical core was attuned to functionality not interactivity 
 
Personality 
 
• able to work in a team 
 
• poor social and communication skills of technical core 
 
• different personalities skills and performance of technical core  
 
1.9.1 Skills and Experience 
 
The majority of team members on the project were lacking in skills or experience in 
areas fundamental to their roles. 
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The HCI designer had never before done any commercial HCI design but had 
participated in the production of commercial software in different roles. The HCI 
designer was further hampered by a lack of sketching ability which led to premature use 
of computer tools for representation of ideas. Furthermore, the general inaccessibility of 
practical HCI theory presented further barriers to performance. If HCI is considered a 
craft skill, on Project 1 the HCI designer should have been an apprentice but had no 
teacher. 
 
Software designers and programmers had little skills or experience of object-oriented 
design (OOD), designing for GUIs or Windows, event driven programming or C++. 
Although the software designers did have on average around 10 years programming and 
design experience, the change to an OOD approach represented a paradigm shift which 
called into question the relevance of the past experience. OOD techniques and 
representations proved difficult to discover and apply which resulted in the use of 
adapted conventional representations which team members were familiar with. In spite 
of the changes in approach, some skills and experience of the technical core of the team 
were still relevant, e.g. some programmers had an aptitude for learning and using 
complicated code syntax, which was still a useful skill in C++. However, for Windows 
programming the programmers had to learn the scope of vast code libraries that were 
available, e.g. Borland’s Object Windows Library (OWL), which involved a significant 
learning curve. 
 
The software company management recognised that their software designers and 
programmers were highly skilled but thought that the transition from traditional 
programming techniques and languages would not present a problem. This is an 
understandable attitude as it is usual for programmers to be learn new programming 
languages with relative ease. However, the paradigm shift from traditional to an object-
oriented approach needed for the Seed system was not fully appreciated.  
 
The technical core of the team also had no experience of working with an HCI designer, 
and little experience of working with knowledge engineers. Thus changes in roles and 
responsibilities of the team was a significant influence on the development. 
 
1.9.2 Competence 
 
There are two ways of looking at the competence of the software team members. The 
first concerns a team member’s adequacy of performance on a specific task, i.e. 
programming. The second relates to the team member’s proficiency of performance in 
their role within the organisational culture.  
 
Due to inexperience with OOD, C++ and Windows, several members of  the technical 
core of the team were not conversant with the new techniques at the outset of the 
project. Therefore, by the first definition their competence could be questioned. 
However, the competence of some individuals could be more easily called into question 
by considering their competence from the perspective of organisational culture. The 
software company development culture demanded effective teamwork and placed more 
emphasis on this aspect than it did on written documentation like the specification. 
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Therefore, team members that were unable to work in this way could be considered 
culturally incompetent. There were many examples of this during the Project 1 where 
cultural expectations of an individual performing a particular role were not realised. 
 
1.9.3 Attitude 
 
The older and more experienced technical core of the team held traditional software 
engineering values and often did not present a positive attitude to new approaches, new 
ideas or new roles on the team. For example, it was very clear that the technical core of 
the team were keen to see a full and comprehensive specification document, from which 
the work could be divided up into portions which could be tackled by individuals. The 
new culture which did not support comprehensive specifications and put greater reliance 
on the skills of the team, was not well received.  
 
There appeared to be a lack of respect between different disciplines in the team, and 
even within disciplines. The technical core of the team had very little respect for the 
values of the HCI designer and his user concerns. Conversely, the HCI designer had 
little respect for the motivations of the technical core, who valued the elegance of the 
internal code over that of the visual interface. Management attitudes also contributed to 
attitude problems as programming was often heard to be called, “the easy bit” of the 
development. Management attitudes towards HCI were generally more flattering.  
 
The job of programming the Seed system actually became somewhat of a thankless task 
as the HCI designer would be recognised for his design efforts and the programmers 
were merely expected to build the software precisely to the design. If a programmer 
wanted to excel, it would have to be by working faster - they were not in a position to 
improve on the design (only deviate from it) and any coding that was clever would go 
unnoticed by management.  
 
A further contribution to negative attitudes in the team was the level of fear that seemed 
prevalent. This could be observed as programmers fearing that they would not be able to 
produce code to meet the UI design, or experienced technical people fearing new blood, 
or the fear of appearing foolish in front of peers. Fear appeared to create resentment and 
negative attitudes and resulted in clear barriers to communication and the free flow of 
ideas.  
 
1.9.4 Roles and Responsibilities 
 
New roles appeared in the software company’s software teams for the first time in 
Project 1, so conventional responsibilities of roles in the team changed. For example,  
the introduction of the HCI designer role caused resentment among some programmers 
who felt that they had lost a creative outlet as they could no longer design their own UI. 
 
Roles and responsibilities within the development team were deliberately not clearly 
defined so that new roles, such as HCI design could develop. However, ambiguity of 
roles and responsibilities often resulted from this flexible approach. 
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The roles and responsibilities within the team were diverse illustrating the multi-
disciplinary nature of the team, as can be seen in table B.9. 
 
Table B.9 Illustration of some of the roles and responsibilities within the Project 1 
software development team 
 
 
Formal Roles 
 
Responsibilities 
 
HCI designer 
 
• elicitation of user requirements 
 
• ensuring user issues are considered throughout the project 
 
• designing the UI 
 
• assuring quality of the interaction interface 
 
Software Designer 
 
• ensuring interaction design is feasible 
 
• estimating internal design and programming effort required to 
produce software 
 
• producing an internal design of the software (High Level Design - 
HLD) 
 
• representing the HLD in the Software Specification 
 
• coordinating the work of the programmers  
 
Programmer 
 
• ensuring that code performs according to specification and HLD 
 
• producing low level design 
 
• producing sensible code which is efficient, maintainable, re-usable, 
and unambiguous 
 
Knowledge Engineer 
 
• gain domain understanding, elicit expert knowledge and construct a 
knowledge model 
 
• validate the knowledge model 
 
• monitor implementation of KBS, and test the results produced 
 
Project Manager 
 
• ultimate responsibility for delivering software to Time, Budget and 
Quality (TBQ). 
 
• ensuring effective teamwork 
 
• producing overall project plan 
 
• monitoring progress 
 
• reporting to management 
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The responsibilities associated with the roles of the HCI designer and those of the 
technical core of the team were often in conflict. HCI design activities would regularly 
complicate the tasks of the technical core of the team for reasons associated with the UI 
and the user’s perspective. Corners that were cut by the technical core of the team were 
often unacceptable from a user perspective. The HCI designer’s assumed responsibility 
for the UI to the software necessitated involvement in all aspects of the project, 
especially working closely with programmers.  
 
Some roles had changing responsibilities throughout the project, for example, the HCI 
designer was initially responsible for user requirements elicitation, then design of the UI 
and finally ensuring the quality of the UI by reviewing the work of the programmers. 
This final responsibility for assuring quality overlapped with the project managers QA 
responsibilities, causing the HCI designer to appear to be a kind of deputy project 
manager towards the end of the project. 
 
Within the roles defined in the table B.9 other informal roles were apparent. This was 
particularly the case for programmers (including software designer/programmers) 
whose individual differences and characteristics created a different informal role for 
each of them. Table B.10 illustrates the informal roles of individual programmers on the 
team. These informal roles often contributed to defining what work each programmer 
would do. For example, the Hacker would often be used to find out if a proposed 
technical solution was possible, however their unstructured approach often did not give 
a clear indication of how long it would take to achieve. The Finisher was a programmer 
committed to precision and structure and so was an excellent meticulous GUI 
programmer.  
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Table B.10  Informal roles which evolved from individual differences between 
programmers on the Project 1 team 
 
 
Informal 
Programmer2 Role 
 
Characteristics of individual 
 
The Hacker • strong aptitude with programming syntax • pushes the limits of what the programming language is capable of 
• has a good understanding of the capabilities of the programming language 
• creative approach to programming 
• highly unstructured approach to work 
• poor programming technique 
• poor documentation of code 
• no respect for standards  
 
The Finisher 
 
• fairly good grasp of programming syntax 
• unimaginative approach to programming 
• highly structured approach to work 
• clear and simple programming technique 
• good documentation of code 
• precise and tidy approach to GUI coding 
• good understanding of standards 
 
The Critic 
 
• quick to spot possible exception cases early on in the design phase 
 
The Old Timer 
 
• solid approach to programming based on tried and trusted techniques 
• fearful of, and resistant to, new techniques and ideas 
• unimaginative approach to programming 
• little respect for UI concerns 
 
The Whiz Kid 
 
• good all rounder 
• imaginative and creative approach 
• enthusiastic 
• early 20’s 
• highly skilled and educated in computer science 
• good documentation of code 
• commercially inexperienced 
 
                                                 
     2Some of these informal roles relate to individuals who are software designers as well as programmers 
Loose definition of roles and responsibilities and the utilisation of individuals informal 
roles seemed to have great potential in team oriented software development. However, 
the Seed development team were not a cohesive team oriented unit but rather a 
collection of individuals working on the same software. In this environment, ambiguity 
of roles and responsibilities did appear to further hamper communication within the 
team. 
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1.9.5 Motivation 
 
Motivations of members of the Seed team were often distinct. Members of the technical 
core of the team were often motivated towards producing simple, neat and elegant code, 
a motivation which stemmed from traditional software engineering values. The HCI 
designer’s motivation was to produce the most appropriate UI for the users of the Seed, 
which often caused the internal code to become complex and sometimes untidy. 
Furthermore, the technical core of the team were motivated towards making the 
programming task easier for themselves, so resisted complex UI requirements, often 
with complete disregard for the domain requirements. Fundamentally, the perceptions 
and motivations of the technical core of the team were attuned to functionality and not 
interactivity concerns. During the project, few technical people read the HCI ‘non-
functional requirements’ document and this may be attributed to their purest technical 
motivations which may translate ‘non-functional requirements’ into ‘no need to read 
this’. 
 
1.9.6 Personality 
 
The personalities of members of the Seed team appeared to have significant impact on 
the performance of the team. A significant proportion of the technical core of the team 
were observed to have poor social and communication skills and often preferred to work 
alone. Examples of this included, non-participation and apparent lack of interest in 
project meetings, unwillingness to seek clarification on various technical points, 
preferring to make assumptions and general willingness to act unquestionably on the 
instructions of others. Younger and more inexperienced team members for example, the 
HCI designer and the knowledge engineer, out of necessity, took on more responsibility 
in managing the development, based largely on their social skills. Examples of this 
included facilitating discussions in meetings with unwilling participants, following 
progress and reviewing work of technical team members as well as providing and 
specifying their work. Personalities, skills and performance of members of the technical 
core of the team in particular, were seen to be diverse. 
 
1.9.7 Conclusion 
 
Various characteristics of individuals within the Seed team was believed to have had 
considerable influence on the software development. Members of the technical core of 
the team in particular, appeared to have diverse skills and abilities and generally poor 
social and communication skills, often preferring to work alone. The impact of some of 
the characteristic described on communication and collaboration within the team would 
appear to be of particular importance. 
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1.10 Changes in requirements 
 
During the course of Project 1 the software requirements regularly changed causing 
disturbances to the development process. Some of these changes came from influences 
which were external to the team and some arose from within the team. Regardless of the 
source or motivations for the changes they had an important impact on the development. 
Table B.11 summarises considerations, observations and indicators of the causes and 
effects of changing requirements. The following sections explain the issues in greater 
depth. 
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Table B.11 Considerations, observations and indicators of the causes and effects of 
changing requirements 
 
Considerations 
 
Observations 
 
Project 1 Indicators 
 
Requirements not 
well specified 
 
• Insufficient domain knowledge at the outset of the 
project 
• Requirements were ambiguously stated 
 
Senior level 
disagreement over 
project objectives 
 
• Sales and technical areas had been exposed to different 
factions within the industry and had therefore developed 
ideas from both ground level technical problems and 
from top level management concerns. 
 
External 
Influences 
 
Continual exposure 
to target industry 
 
• Knowledge elicitation visits to ICI. 
• Sales visits to potential clients 
• Process industry hard hit by the recession 
 
Some early 
software concepts 
proved 
inappropriate 
 
• Team members unfamiliar with Windows, OOD and 
C++ 
• HCI designer was inexperienced 
 
New ideas were 
generated as 
project progressed 
 
• As exposure to the problem increased, team members 
gained a better understanding of it and so had new ideas. 
 
Some elements of 
the code were 
implemented 
inconsistent with 
design intent 
 
• Misinterpretation and misunderstandings coupled with a 
lack of familiarity with Windows and C++. 
 
Internal 
Influences 
(within the 
team) 
 
Improved 
visualisation from 
examination of 
elements of the 
final working 
system 
 
• When the HCI designer saw previous static designs 
suddenly animated in a working system, he was in a 
better position to criticise the UI design. 
• The inexperience of the HCI designer perhaps 
contributed to this. 
 
Changes all came 
through the HCI 
designer 
 
• Disrupting the work of the HCI designer 
• Establishing the HCI designer as the cause of the 
changes in the eyes of some team members 
 
The technical core 
of the team resisted 
changes 
 
• The technical core failed to regard changes as improving 
quality. 
• The development process motivated the technical core 
to concentrate on the speed of implementation. Changes 
threatened their chances of delivering an aspect of the 
implementation within  initial estimates. 
 
Impact on the 
development 
 
Management of the 
changes 
 
• Agreed with management. 
• Issue of a specification update. 
• HCI designer logged UI changes and reasons 
• Paper-based bug/enhancement request system set up. 
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1.10.1 External Influences 
 
Changes in requirements of the Seed system were motivated, in part, by influences 
which were external to the project team. There were three sources of external influence 
to the Seed project, corresponding to the initial statement of requirements, 
disagreements over project objectives and continual exposure to the target industry. 
  
The requirements for the Seed were not well specified at the outset of the project due to 
a recognised lack of knowledge about the Process industry domain. Furthermore, 
requirements that were specified were often ambiguous, not widely understood in the 
team and not constraining. 
 
Disagreement at senior level between technical and sales people over  the objectives of 
the Seed project filtered through to the development team as confusion over 
requirements. The commercial importance of the project further fuelled disagreements 
at senior level and enhanced the confusion over requirements. 
 
Continuing knowledge elicitation visits to ICI and further sales exposure led to 
gradually improving domain knowledge throughout the project duration. As domain 
knowledge improved, earlier specified requirements were called into question and new 
requirements were added. It should be noted that at this time the Process industry was 
being hard hit by the recession which caused its outlook and priorities for software to 
change. The changing priorities of the industry generated new requirements for the 
software.  
 
1.10.2 Internal Influences 
 
Other demands for changes to the Seed system came from within the project team itself 
for a variety of reasons. 
 
The innovative and complex nature of the Seed system meant that some of the early 
software concepts (including UI designs) proved to be inappropriate, thus corrective 
changes were necessary. These early inappropriate concepts and incorrect decisions 
were contributed to by the lack of experience of the HCI designer, and the technical 
core’s unfamiliarity with Windows, OOD and C++.  
 
As team members’ appreciation of the problem evolved during the early months of 
exposure to it, new ideas were generated and flaws in old ideas realised, further 
contributing to the need to make changes. 
 
Changes would also be necessary when a misunderstanding or misinterpretation had 
occurred causing an aspect of the implementation to be inconsistent with the design 
intent. This was also contributed to by the teams lack of experience with Windows, 
OOD and C++. 
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It was sometimes not until elements of the Seed system were implemented that the HCI 
designer was able to visualise how the UI would look and feel. At this stage, the HCI 
designer could begin to see further flaws in the UI design or ways of improving it and 
so would instigate changes. 
 
1.10.3 Impact on the Development 
 
Whatever the cause, changes in requirements usually went first to the HCI designer in 
order to redesign the UI. This was particularly disruptive for the HCI designer who still 
had further design  work to do. Furthermore, it caused tension within the team as the 
technical core blamed the HCI designer for the changes.  
 
The technical core of the team were highly resistant to any changes and apparently 
failed to see any benefits to the quality of the system from making changes. The process 
itself appears to be partly to blame for this attitude as members of the technical core 
estimated the time it would take them to implement each aspect of the Seed system at 
the outset of the project. Any changes made to an aspect of the implementation would 
jeopardise their chances of reaching these targets. The technical core were further 
motivated to resist such changes for the technical reason that it was difficult to make 
significant changes late on in the software process, after the high level design had been 
completed and programming had commenced. 
 
Management of changes to requirements took several forms. Firstly, significant changes 
would be agreed by the software company’s management, with input from the team. 
Secondly, changes which contradicted the Specification document would either be dealt 
with by issuing a new version of the Specification or handing out update information3. 
Thirdly, the HCI designer logged all UI changes and reasons for those changes. 
Fourthly, a paper-based bug system was set up to monitor bugs and enhancement 
requests during the latter stages of the project. 
 
1.10.4 Conclusions 
 
Changes to requirements or ‘moving the goal posts’ was a significant feature of the 
Project 1 software development. These changes were observed to put a strain on the 
team and give rise to many misunderstandings throughout the process. 
 
                                                 
     3It should be noted that each team member was usually overloaded with paper (memos, updates, designs, 
 etc.) throughout the process  
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Appendix C Coding and Conceptualisation of 
Project 1 Data 
 
1.1 Finalised ‘Categories of Influence’ used for Content Analysis 
 
Category Category 
Number Title 
 
1   Roles 
2   Skills, ability and  competence of individuals within the team were variable 
3   The technical core of the team were motivated to resist changes 
4   Representation 
5   Changes in requirements 
6 People from different disciplines interpreting what they see in different 
ways 
7   Visualisation 
8   Lifecycle 
9   Changing composition of team 
10   Management 
11   Prototypes 
12 Distribution of domain knowledge and understanding of project goals and 
objectives 
13   Specification 
14   Implications of commercial requirements 
15   HCI became a project bottleneck 
16   Emphasis on individual skills 
17   Project complexity 
18   Effects of team members personalities 
19   Emphasis on individual over team approaches 
20   Issues arising from team members having not worked together before 
21   Interdisciplinary issues 
22   HCI criticality in the design phase 
23   Ignorance of true / complete HCI role 
24   HCI priority 
 
 
Note that 22-24 were added by peer analysts during triangulation. 
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1.2 Instructions Given to Triangulating Analysts 
 
Results of an analysis of a long term software development case study have led to the 
hypothesis that communication and comprehension were key barriers to the 
performance of the software team.  
 
A ‘bottom up’ analysis of the content of the case study documentation was undertaken, 
as is illustrated in figure 1. In other words, ‘units of evidence’ were extracted from the 
text and sorted into ‘categories of issues’. The categories were then sorted into the 
underlying ‘themes’ according to whether they were thought to effect communication, 
comprehension, both or neither of these issues. 
 
 
Key Themes Communication Both Comprehension Neither
Categories of
Issues
Units of
Evidence  
 
Figure 1. Illustration of bottom-up analysis of data 
 
 
In order to make the triangulation of analysis manageable, approximately 33% of the 
‘units of evidence’ per category (with a minimum of two units) have been randomly 
selected. However, all of the categories and themes are still in evidence. 
 
 
Please perform the following steps in order to carry out the analysis (feel free to ask for 
clarification and make any comments which you think are appropriate.):  
 
1. Consider each unit of evidence carefully and sort it in to what you consider to be 
the most appropriate category. If no categories seem to be appropriate, please 
feel free to create new categories or reject units of evidence if necessary. 
 
2. Sort the categories under into the underlying themes according to whether you 
perceive that the category relates to Communication, Comprehension, both of 
these themes or neither of them.  
 
 
A workshop session will soon be arranged giving the research and triangulating 
researchers an opportunity to discuss the results of this study. Thanks for your 
participation in this study. 
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1.3 Content Analysis Data and Raw Triangulation Results 
 
The ‘information-giving units’ in the following section represent a random selection of 
one third of the total ‘information-giving units’ sorted into each ‘category of influence’ 
by the main researcher in the derivation the categories, subject to a minimum of  two 
items per category. 
 
Each ‘unit of evidence’ within the following data set is followed by a three part code. 
Each part of the code identifies the analyst and the category of influence that the unit 
was sorted into during the first stage of triangulation. For example, R1, B2,A3 means 
that the researcher sorted the unit into category one, analyst B sorted it into Category 2 
and analyst A sorted it into category 3.  
 
Comments and notes made by the triangulating analysts were recorded and used in the 
subsequent workshop discussion, they may be found in section 1.4.2.  
 
It should be noted that during the workshop session these raw triangulation results were 
presented on a large whiteboard with space to show more clearly how the units were 
sorted into the categories by the researchers. 
 
1.3.1 Information-giving Units and Raw Stage One Triangulation Results 
 
Changes in roles and responsibilities at times created tension and despondency within the 
team. (R1,B1,A1) 
 
A key part of the investigation phase to me as a new HCI designer, was to try to work out what 
exactly my role on the project would be. (R1,B1,A1) 
 
Most of the software architects and programmers had considerable skills and experience of 
computer programming. However, the relevance of the skills and experience is unclear as this 
technical core of the team were primarily conversant with structured and data driven design and 
programming, with character-based user interfaces. (R2/B2/A2) 
 
as  most constraints... (of MS Windows)...were tacit and some programmers were unfamiliar 
with Windows even as users, inconsistent styles of implementation were common. (R2/B2/A2) 
 
 programmer’s (including software architect/programmers) ... individual differences and 
characteristics created a different informal role for each of them. (R2/B18/A18) 
 
any changes that were required to a  module were fiercely resisted by the technical person 
responsible for it, fearing that the changes would cause them to exceed their initial estimates. In 
fact, any changes soon became met by  a negative reaction (almost a reflex) on the part of 
some of the technical people. (R3/B3/A3) 
 
The older and more experienced technical core of the team held traditional software engineering 
values and often did not present a positive attitude to new approaches, new ideas or new roles 
on the team (R3/B18/A3) 
 
(The inappropriate nature of DFD representations) ...was dealt with by adding control flows to 
the diagram... (but) ...this complicated the diagram and was perhaps an inappropriate extension 
to the representation. (R4,B4,A4) 
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DFDs... ...proved to be a difficult representation to apply to the architectural design of the Seed 
system. The primary reason for this is that Windows is an event driven environment and DFDs 
were designed for data driven environments.(R4/B4/A4) 
 
The main addition that I made... (to the Demonstrator task model)   ... was to convert the 
existing hierarchial diagram into a more conventional Hierarchial Task Analysis (HTA)... 
(representation) ...HTA enabled me to make use of the structure of the existing diagrams but 
also add plans to the diagram to indicate the sequence of tasks, dependencies and to show 
basic logic... This provided more information to the reader of the diagrams but I still felt this 
likely to be insufficient for some team members, so I also produced written explanation of the 
tasks and plans...(R4,B4,A4) 
 
I ... tried to represent the storyboard by arranging all of the sketches on an A2 sheet of paper. 
There followed a design review which was disjointed, unstructured and unsystematic. The ... 
representation let the team see the whole picture all at once, allowing people to continually pick 
up on points that were not relevant to the flow of the walkthrough. The result was that 
inappropriate details were discussed instead of the overall structure of the visual interface. 
(R4,B4,A7) 
 
It was felt that the task models should have solved ...(the problems that team members were 
having in visualising the Seed system in use)... but in their existing format did not provide what 
was required. ... The approach taken to address this problem, was to produce a model of how 
the engineer’s task would be structured if the Seed system were in place, this was called a 
Future Task Model (FTM). I ‘invented’ this representation ad hoc ... (as).... Practical texts, with 
relevant, applicable and commercially viable techniques or approaches were not 
available.(R4,B4,A7) 
 
...Windows artifact(s such as dialog boxes, were captured from other Windows applications, 
copied into paintbrush and then crudely edited) ... This approach, which provided a design 
which looked like a credible Windows artifact, seemed to convey more to the team, especially 
programmers, than a pencil sketch had done previously. (R4,B4,A7) 
 
 The problem of diversely skilled readership was addressed by using different representations 
within the specification to give different views on the software. (R4,B4,A21) 
 
I ... discovered that the best method of documenting possible solutions involved writing a simple 
one paragraph description with a visual representation and a pro/con analysis of the 
option...This approach was geared towards presenting and explaining each option concisely so 
that a decision could be reached, rather than writing up the options for team members to read 
for themselves.(R4,B21,A13) 
 
Given the time constraints of the project it was felt that designers should use the techniques and 
representations that they knew well and adapt them for use with an event driven Windows 
environment.(R4,B14,A2) 
 
Changes in requirements from the Specification document or from the currently accepted 
designs proved a considerable disturbance to the development process...(R5,B5,A5) 
 
...the lack of domain knowledge at the outset of the project did not provide a good basis for 
specifying software requirements or objectives and also led to changes in requirements 
throughout the project duration (as domain knowledge improved). (R5,B5,A12) 
 
Technical team members appeared to derive information about what data was displayed whilst 
failing to recognise what may be complex or troublesome user interface mechanisms. 
(R6,B6,A13) 
 
the effectiveness of accurately conveying the HCI design intent through an animated prototype 
appeared to depend upon how members of the multi-disciplinary development team interpreted 
what they saw in the visualisation. (R6,B15,A6) 
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The FTM proved particularly effective at helping management and sales people and some team 
members (those with little domain knowledge) visualise exactly how the Seed system would 
integrate with the user’s tasks and how those tasks would be changed.(R7,B7,A7) 
 
 As a tool for HCI design, prototyping allowed an experimental approach to design ideas which 
could be quickly tested and animated in a realistic Windows style of interaction. A benefit of this 
approach was the aided visualisation of the design that the tool could provide. (R7,B7,A11) 
 
Many aspects of the required interaction, quality and style of the software are demonstrated in 
the prototype more effectively than in the written specification.(R7,B7,A11) 
 
A major drawback of the waterfall approach adopted was that it did not provide a clear 
framework for the team to work together within. Ambiguity of roles and responsibilities were not 
clarified by the lifecycle. (R8,B8,A13) 
 
 the representation of the project plan itself emphasised performance of the individual over that 
of the team, and was linear so that a clear indication of progress could be given to 
management. (R8,B19,A19) 
 
Resource availability demanded that during the course of the project, the composition of the 
team and the roles of team members had to change.(R9/B9/A9) 
 
The loss of expertise in the team and addition of new members created a burden of 
communication on the Specification, which had to on one hand, capture lost expertise and on 
the other, inform the new team members. The Seed Specification did not perform well in this 
role due to the poor quality of the document. (R9,B9,A9) 
 
Management also expected software architects and programmers to train themselves on new 
approaches required by the new tools being used on the Seed. However, the magnitude of 
transition from structural data driven programming to object-oriented event driven programming 
(effectively a paradigm shift) was not recognised ...(R10,B10,A10) 
 
...it is usual good software engineering practice to design code elements to be re-usable but on 
the Seed development some programmers were explicitly told by management not to bother 
with that.(R10,B10,A10) 
 
Programmers ... appeared to have a great reluctance to look at the prototype... they would 
usually ask a specific question about how something should be achieved which I would answer 
using the prototype to demonstrate. (R11,B11,A11) 
 
Unlike the written specification which is often viewed as a form of contract, features shown in 
the prototype were apparently not considered contractually binding. HCI and quality features 
implied in the prototype were easily dismissed within the commercially oriented development 
context.(R11,B14,A11) 
 
The goals and objectives of the Specmaster Seed project were not clear to all members of the 
development team.(R12,B12,A12) 
 
SfK’s culture aimed to encourage its staff to “buy-in” to projects and each actively contribute by 
gaining some understanding of the problem and the overall solution concept. ...The full benefit 
of this sentiment was not realised during the project as the software architects and 
programmers gained little domain knowledge. (R12,B12,A12) 
 
Software architects and programmers rarely sought to gain any domain understanding as they 
saw this beyond the scope of their role (R12,B1,A1) 
 
It was understood that the Specification could not represent a final reflection of the Specmaster 
Seed at such an early stage in the development and it was therefore open to amendment. 
However, the Specification was signed-off at the highest level inside SfK and was used by the 
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project manager as a kind of contract to what had been agreed we would produce. 
(R13,B13,A13) 
 
in addition to the multi-disciplinary nature of the software team, managers and the pseudo-
client/user, each with different backgrounds and perspectives needed to understand the 
specification at some level.(R13,B13,A14) 
 
The development culture emphasises the team over the written documentation, which should  
facilitate changes as team members see fit but the development process and the fact that the 
specification is a form of contract, conspire against the intended culture. (R13,B13,A19) 
 
with a considerable number of unknowns present, initial estimates were crude but the resulting 
budget was fixed.(R14,B14,A14) 
 
The need to estimate the effort required to construct the Seed was driven by the commercial 
need to examine the feasibility of and plan the project at the outset. (R14,B14,A14) 
 
one of the reasons for the integration and raised status of the HCI activity was that it was soon 
seen to be a bottleneck in the process. Ultimately the HCI detailed design activity had up to five 
programmers awaiting designs before they could progress. The HCI design activity was also  
late finishing and directly reduced the amount of time available for programming.(R15,B15,A15) 
 
The HCI design activity was on the critical path of the project for a significant period of time 
during the design phase. (R15,B8,A22) 
 
The information used to produce the Non-functional requirements document came from the 
picture I had built up of the domain and the proposed solution...(R16,B16,A12) 
 
 I... (wrote) ...the Non-Functional Requirements... (document) ... to highlight the environmental 
and user considerations that the Seed should address... ...I believed this document to be more 
of an exercise that I had been set by management to ensure that I had a good grasp of the 
problem. (R16,B10,A10) 
 
The method of constructing the FTM could be considered craft-based as the model  was formed 
solely from the HCI designer’s mental models of the user’s current tasks and the proposed Seed 
system. (R16,B21,A7) 
 
The innovative nature of the Seed also contributed to the inherent complexity of the project as 
considerable creativity was necessary to construct the software.(R17,B17,A17) 
 
Further complexity was introduced through the selection of the Windows GUI platform, which 
necessitated the adoption of event driven and object-oriented principles, which proved to be a 
paradigm shift of approach from structured programming.(R17/B17/A2) 
 
As designers, software architects and programmers had not seen a system similar to the Seed, 
initial expectations of what would be produced were vague, and mental models had to be largely  
constructed from scratch. (R17,B6,A7) 
 
The personalities of members of the Seed team appeared to have significant impact on the 
performance of the team. (R18/B18/A18) 
 
the team oriented approach demanded by SfK to produce the Specmaster Seed did not suit all 
of ..(the members of the technical core of the team)... many of whom would often comment that 
they were being asked to do something which was, “not in the Spec”. (R18/B18/A3) 
 
I attempted to monitor progress that the technical people were making in an informal way in the 
hope that I catch any misunderstandings early and they could rectified easily. However, several 
members of the technical core of the team were not open to this approach and would dismiss 
any guidance or corrections that I made informally, apparently thinking that I was telling them 
their jobs. (R18/B3/A3) 
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UI reviews would often very quickly get programmers into a defensive stance, who would then 
begin to attribute blame for any misunderstandings. (R18/B3/A3) 
 
For implementation, the specification was divided into parts which could be programmed by an 
individual. (R19,B19,A13) 
 
A final problem with the prototyping approach is that it is possible to spend large amounts of 
time perfecting a design. At times I isolated myself from the team by becoming too engrossed or 
too perfectionist with the prototype.(R19,B11,A19) 
 
Only the technical core of the Seed team had worked together before and new roles, skills and 
diverse disciplinary backgrounds of new team members introduced a certain degree of 
unfamiliarity. The lack of familiarity brought with it communication difficulties within the now 
multi-disciplinary team. (R20,B20,A20) 
 
The inexperience of the team of working together affected communication within the team for 
two key reason. Firstly, because several team members had not worked together before, did not 
know what to expect from each other and had not attuned to each others abilities. Secondly, 
because of the tension and resistance to the changing roles and responsibilities of members of 
the team. (R20,B20,A20) 
 
The software architects saw the HCI designer as a solely a screen designer, and were unhappy 
about the HCI designer being involved in specifying the structure of the software or anything 
else which was not directly related to screen layout.(R21,B21,A23) 
 
Programmers would often argue against a UI enhancement by stating that they considered it 
more important that the system was able to run properly. (R21,B3,A24) 
 
...we (the programmers and the HCI Designer)learned to compromise but each party usually felt 
wronged by compromising their ideals, for me this was the ideal interaction, for programmers 
the ideal was elegant code. (R21,B6,A21) 
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1.3.2 Comments made by triangulating analysts 
 
Analyst A 
 
“There are similarities between category 21 & 6” 
(21 Interdisciplinary issues 
6. People from different disciplines interpreting what they see in different ways) 
 
“Category 2 refers to technical people. Would be happier to call it ‘evolution of skill 
base’ or ‘previous knowledge or skill’.” 
(2. Skills, ability and  competence of individuals within the team were variable) 
 
“Category 9 is a subset of category 13.” 
(9 Changing composition of team 
13 Specification) 
 
“Project Complexity (category 17) is ambiguous as it could also refer to the 
complexities of managing the project.” 
(17 Project complexity) 
 
“Categories 12 and 5 are related.” 
(12 Distribution of domain knowledge and understanding of project goals and objectives 
5 Changes in requirements) 
 
 
Analyst B 
 
“Categories 18 and 3 are hard to split.” 
(18 Effects of team members personalities 
3 The technical core of the team were motivated to resist changes) 
 
“Categories 7, 13 and 4 could be included in a lot of other categories” 
(7 Visualisation 
13 Specification 
4 Representation) 
 
“Don’t like category 12” 
(12 Distribution of domain knowledge and understanding of project goals and objectives) 
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1.3.3 Raw Stage Two Triangulation Results 
 
Stage Two triangulation involved the analysts sorting the 24 categories according to 
their relevance to two proposed key themes, ‘Communication’ and ‘Comprehension’. 
This section contains three figures which depict the raw results. 
 
2. Skills, ability and competance of
individuals within the team was variable.
5. Changes in requirements
1. Roles
3. The technical core of the team were motivated to
resist changes.
6. People from different disciplines
interpretting what they see in different ways
Researcher
Neither
4. Representation
7. Visualisation
9 Changing composition of team
8. Lifecycle
10. Management
11. Prototypes
12. Distribution of domain knowledge and
understanding of project goals and objectives
13 Specification
14 Implications of commercial requirements
15. HCI became a project bottleneck
16. Emphasis on individual skills
17. Project complexity
18. Effects of team members personalities
19. Emphasis on individual over team
approaches
20. Issues arising from team members
having not worked together before
21. Interdisciplinary issues
Communication Comprehension
Both
Key ThemesAnalyst
 
Figure C.1 Stage two triangulation - Categories sorted into themes by the researcher (R) 
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Figure C.2 Stage two triangulation - Categories sorted into themes by Analyst A 
2. Skills, ability and competance of individuals
within the team was variable.
5. Changes in requirements
1. Roles
3. The technical core of the team were motivated to
resist changes.
6. People from different disciplines
interpretting what they see in different ways
A
Neither
4. Representation
7. Visualisation
9 Changing composition of team
8. Lifecycle
10. Management
11. Prototypes
12. Distribution of domain knowledge and
understanding of project goals and objectives
13 Specification
14 Implications of commercial requirements
15. HCI became a project bottleneck
16. Emphasis on individual skills
17. Project complexity
18. Effects of team members personalities
19. Emphasis on individual over team
approaches
20. Issues arising from team members
having not worked together before
21. Interdisciplinary issues
22. HCI criticality in the design phase
23. Ignorance of true / complete HCI role
24. HCI priority
Communication Comprehension
Both
Key ThemesAnalyst
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Figure C.3 Stage two triangulation - Categories sorted into themes by Analyst B 
Communication Comprehension
2. Skills, ability and competance of
individuals within the team was variable.
5. Changes in requirements
1. Roles
3. The technical core of the team were motivated to
resist changes.
6. People from different disciplines
interpretting what they see in different ways
B
Neither
4. Representation
7. Visualisation
9 Changing composition of team
8. Lifecycle
10. Management
11. Prototypes
12. Distribution of domain knowledge and
understanding of project goals and objectives
13 Specification
14 Implications of commercial requirements
15. HCI became a project bottleneck
16. Emphasis on individual skills
17. Project complexity
18. Effects of team members personalities
19. Emphasis on individual over team
approaches
20. Issues arising from team members
having not worked together before
21. Interdisciplinary issues
Both
Key ThemesAnalyst
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1.4 Discussion Workshop 
 
A workshop session was held to allow the researcher and triangulating analysts the 
opportunity to discuss the results. Ultimately, workshop activities produced a pseudo 
hierarchial conceptual model, an accurate representation of which is shown in figure 
C.6. The model produced has undergone several iterative steps, the end result of which 
can be found in the main thesis. 
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Figure C.4 Accurate representation of Conceptual Model produced during workshop  
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Appendix D Participant and Expert Assessor 
Experiment Instructions, ‘Model 
Answers’ and ‘Marking Frameworks’ 
 
1.1 Overview of Participant Instructions 
 
Although the instructions were largely the same for both experimental groups, some 
differences were necessary for ease of reference as group 1 participants utilised a 
prototype of Elder while group 2 participants utilised a ProtoTour representation.  In 
this section, parentheses have been utilised to denote differences in instructions given to 
participants from each group thus, [group 1 instruction variant / group 2 instruction 
variant].  Comments added to the instructions for the benefit of the reader are shown in 
italics. 
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1.2 Instructions to Participants 
 
The exercise you have agreed to participate in forms part of a research project 
concerned with the use of visual prototypes in the development of complex commercial 
software. 
 
Answers to questionnaire items and details of your performance in the exercise will be 
confidential and NOT fed back to your employer.  The purpose of the exercise is to 
assess various aspects of the visual prototyping approach to software development - 
programmers/designers are NOT being tested. 
 
It will certainly have an adverse effect on the results of this study if some participants 
begin the exercise with prior knowledge of what the it entails.  So, PLEASE DO NOT 
DISCUSS THE EXERCISE WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES. 
 
The exercise should take no more than an 1½ hours. 
 
Format of the Exercise 
 
The following steps show the format of the exercise: 
 
1. You will be asked to complete a simple questionnaire about yourself and your 
attitudes towards various aspects of software development. 
 
2. You will receive a 5 minute presentation of a visual prototype which illustrates a 
proposed software product called ELDER. 
 
3. You will be asked to examine one aspect of the ELDER application with a view 
to implementation by spending 15 minutes examining [the visual prototype / a 
representation of the visual prototype (ProtoTour)]. 
 
4. You will be asked to spend 45 minutes carrying out several tasks relating to the 
low level design and implementation of an aspect of the ELDER software 
utilising the [visual prototype / ProtoTour representation of the visual prototype] 
(with the support of the interface designer of ELDER who is running this study) 
as a kind of specification/illustration of the ultimate ELDER application. 
 
5. You will be asked to answer some further questions about the exercise you have 
just completed. 
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1.3 Step 1 - Pre-Test Questionnaire 
 
Where you are asked to express an opinion on a 7 point scale please use the full 
extent of the scale and avoid using middle values in the scale where possible. 
 
Please circle responses where appropriate 
 
Name: 
 
Q1.1 Organisation:  
 
 
Q1.2 How many years of commercial computer programming/design experience do 
you have? 
 
<1  1-2 2-5 5-9  >9  years 
 
 
Q1.3 How much of your computer programming/design experience has involved you 
implementing the user interface aspect of the software development? 
 
<1  1-2 2-5 5-9  >9  years  
 
 
Q1.4 Do you have any experience of working on a commercial software development 
where user-centred design issues had an impact on the way the software was 
designed (or in other words, a project where development was driven by 
requirements of the user interface) ? 
 
Yes  No   
 
 
Q1.5 Do you have any experience of working on a commercial software development 
where a visual prototype (i.e. a prototype showing apparent functionality but no 
actual functionality, sometimes called a mock-up) was used as part of the 
specification of the software under development? 
 
Yes  No 
 
 
Q1.6 As a user, how would you describe your familiarity with the Microsoft Windows 
Help application? (please circle appropriate response) 
 
 
Completely unfamiliar 
(never used it) 
 
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Completely Familiar 
(regular user) 
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Even if you have no experience of using visual prototypes, User-Centred Design or 
User Interface Designers please express an opinion on the following questions... 
 
Q1.7 How do you rate the use of visual prototypes (or mock-ups) within the 
commercial software development process to aid the design and 
implementation? 
 
 
Not Useful At All 
 
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Extremely Useful 
 
 
Q1.8 In general, compared with Functionality, how important do you consider User-
Centred Design (or user interface issues) to be in the development of 
commercial software? 
 
 
Functionality is much 
more important than 
User-Centred Design (or 
the UI) 
 
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
User-Centred Design (or 
the UI)  is much more 
important than 
Functionality 
 
 
Q1.9 How important to the success of a software project do you consider the role of 
Human-Computer Interaction Designer (or user-interface designer) in a 
commercial software development team? 
 
 
 Unimportant to the 
success of the project 
 
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Important to the success 
of the project 
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1.4 Step 2  - Script for Presentation of ELDER Visual Prototype 
 
The following script was read verbatim to each participant and the ‘Summary of aspects 
of the ELDER prototype to present’ was used as a guide by the experimenter to ensure 
that each participant received the same presentation of the ELDER prototype. 
 
A visual prototype (or mock-up) has been constructed for a hypertext engineering 
advice system called ELDER.  The prototype has been developed by a user interface 
designer and a number of users.  The latest version of the prototype (used in this 
exercise) is felt to be a fairly accurate representation of the ultimate ELDER application. 
 
Following a 5 minute presentation of the ELDER prototype you will be provided with 
[the visual prototype / a ProtoTour representation of the prototype], from which you will 
be asked to begin to design a part of the ELDER application and consider 
implementation issues. 
 
Introduction to ELDER 
 
ELDER is a software tool which aims to provide Engineers with intelligent advice on 
equipment selection during the plant design process. 
 
The primary goal of ELDER is to reduce the potential hazards in a plant design earlier 
on in the design phase, thus reducing the need for costly re-work at a later stage. 
 
The Engineer is to be seen as a human expert who must always have full control over 
the software and full responsibility for the decisions taken with its support. Therefore, 
the program should be seen as having and advisory role, reacting only to the queries 
posed by the user. 
 
ELDER Users 
 
There are 4 categories of users of ELDER.  The Engineer (responsible for process plant 
equipment specification), the Supervisor (oversees engineer’s equipment 
specifications), the Author (responsible for the advice and calculations used in ELDER, 
likely to create and edit advice and calculations) and the System Administrator 
(responsible for backups, user logins, etc.) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Summary of aspects of the ELDER prototype to present 
 
Main Hypertext Information Area (HIA) -  hypertext; diagrams; calculations; split into 
chapters; search; browser; annotation. 
 
Checklist Window, Log File, Advice and Calculation editor. 
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1.5 Step 3 - Preliminary Design of ELDER 
 
Tasks which you will be asked to perform in this section relate to the design of one aspect 
of the ELDER software and other implementation considerations.   
 
The tasks should be performed by utilising the [ELDER visual prototype / ProtoTour 
illustration of the ELDER visual prototype] AND with the aid of the HCI Designer (user 
interface designer) running the exercise, who will readily supply further information 
about any aspects of the ELDER software which you feel requires clarification or further 
explanation. 
 
Complete the following tasks as if you had been given the job of implementing the 
Checklist Window in ELDER.  Read all questions carefully before starting the exercise 
because the questions are closely related and you may wish to answer them in a different 
order or answer several at a time. 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE 
 
Spend the first 15 minutes investigating the functionality and interactivity of the 
Checklist Window using the [visual prototype / ProtoTour representation of ELDER] 
provided (you may make notes if you want to).   
 
In the remaining 45 minutes carry out the following tasks as fully as possible - please try to 
attempt all tasks if possible. 
 
Note that answer sheets were provided to all participants summarising each task and 
providing reminders of all aspects of the task requiring completion, e.g. for Q3.5 
participants were reminded to note down their estimate as well as the implementation 
language they estimating for.  
 
Q3.1 Imagine you have been given the job of implementing the Checklist Window.  
Although in practice you may not need to do much low level design work or what 
you do may be just included in a code header, in this case please try to express the 
low level design (LLD) using flow charts, pseudo code, State Transition Diagrams 
(STDs) or similar representations which would show some of the detailed logic 
underlying the implementation.  Also supply any relevant supporting notes.   
 
Q3.2 List and briefly explain any assumptions you have made in your design. 
  
Q3.3 List aspects of the Checklist Window implementation which you think may present 
difficulties to the implementation? 
 
Assess the severity of each the implementation difficulty identified using a 7 point 
scale, where ‘1’ represents ‘very minor difficulty’ and ‘7’ represents ‘very severe 
difficulty’. 
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Q3.4 Suggest some alternative ways of implementing aspects of the Checklist Window 
which could speed up the implementation effort or improve the Checklist in other 
ways.   
 
For each alternative you suggest assess the impact it will have on the overall 
usability of ELDER on a 9 point scale, where ‘1’ represents ‘Significant Reduction 
in Usability’ and 9 represents ‘Significant Improvement in Usability’. 
 
Q3.5 Assume you can choose which development language and tools you can use to 
implement the Checklist Window (in Microsoft Windows) make a very ROUGH 
estimate of how long (in man days) you think it would take you to implement the 
Checklist Window. 
 
(in making your estimate you may assume that implementation alternatives you 
suggested which you rated 3 or higher than are acceptable) 
 
State which programming language and tools your estimate applies to. 
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1.6 Step 3 - Observation Data 
 
Questions asked by participants whilst carrying out tasks in step 3 were recorded by the 
experimenter in tables of the following format. 
 
Table D.1 Example of tables used to record frequency and categories of questions 
asked by participants during completion of tasks in step 3. 
 
 
Category of question asked 
by participant 
 
Question occurrences 
 
Obs. 3(i) 
Usability of Prototype / 
ProtoTour 
 
 
 
 
Obs. 3(ii) 
Explanation of Intended 
Functionality (Design Intent) 
 
 
 
 
Obs. 3(iii) 
Design Rationale 
 
 
 
 
 
Obs. 3(iv) 
Users / Tasks 
 
 
 
 
 
Obs. 3(v) 
Scope of the Design Task Set 
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1.7 Step 4  Post-test Questionnaire 
 
Q4.1 By thorough annotation of the following picture describe the functionality of the 
Checklist Window  (only a few annotation arrows are shown in the picture but 
more will be required). 
 
For example, you should define the content and associated functionality of the 
checklist columns. 
 
 
 
Window Properties:
 
 
 
Q4.2 Briefly, what is the relationship between the Checklist Window and the Log 
File? 
 
 
Q4.3 Briefly, what is the relationship between the Checklist Sections and the Browser 
Index? 
 
 
Q4.4 Briefly, what happens to the Checklist Window if the user accesses advice from 
a Chapter which is different from the current equipment type, e.g. if a Storage 
Tank is the current equipment type and the user accessed advice from the Pumps 
Chapter what would happen to the Checklist? 
 
 
Q4.5 How easy was it for you to visualise how the Checklist Window should work? 
 
 
Very Hard to Visualise 
 
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Very Easy to Visualise 
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Q4.6 How useful were the following aspects of the exercise in helping you to 
visualise how the ELDER application should work? 
 
 
(I) Supplemental information 
provided 
 
Not Useful 
At All  
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Extremely 
Useful 
 
 
(ii) [Your own use of the Prototype 
during the exercise / Automatic 
animated walkthroughs]   
 
Not Useful 
At All  
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Extremely 
Useful 
 
(iii) The User Interface designer 
present in the exercise 
 
Not Useful 
At All 
 
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Extremely 
Useful 
 
 
Q4.7 Do you feel that you were able to get information about WHY the Checklist 
Window was designed as it is shown in the prototype? 
 
Yes  No  (If ‘No’ please skip questions 5. and 6.) 
 
 
Q4.8 How useful was the rationale for how the Checklist Window was designed in 
helping to identify implementation alternatives? 
 
 
Not Useful At All 
 
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Extremely Useful 
 
 
Q4.9 How useful was the rationale for how the Checklist Window was designed in 
helping to assess the effect of implementation alternatives on usability? 
 
 
Not Useful At All 
 
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Extremely Useful 
 
 
Q4.10 How do you rate the use of visual prototypes (or mock-ups) within the 
commercial software development process to aid the design and implementation 
[ group 1 sentence ended / i.e. if they were presented in ProtoTour]? 
 
 
Not Useful At All 
 
1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Extremely Useful 
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Q4.11 Supposing that the task you have just undertaken were part of a real software 
development process, where the HCI Designer (or user interface designer) had 
used the [Visual Prototype / ProtoTour illustration of the Visual Prototype] to 
‘hand-over’ the outward design of the software to you.   Do you have any 
comments or criticisms about using [visual prototypes / the ProtoTour 
illustration of the visual prototype] in this way? 
 
Comments and Criticisms... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q4.12 Overall, would you like to see prototypes used in a similar way to that which has 
been illustrated in this exercise in future software development? 
 
Yes  No   
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1.8 Overview of Assessor Instructions 
 
Assessor instructions consisted of a brief overview of what the assessor would be 
participating in and what they would have to do, followed by a pre-defined framework 
for ‘marking’ the participants’ ‘scripts’.  For question 3.1 thorough ‘model answers’ 
were provided showing detailed design considerations that would need to be made 
during the implementation of the Checklist Window. 
 
1.9 Assessor Instructions 
 
The exercise you have agreed to participate in forms part of a research project 
concerned with the use of visual prototypes in the development of complex commercial 
software. 
 
Participants of this exercise have completed various tasks relating to the design and 
implementation of an aspect of a proposed software application called ELDER.  
Participants were given different representations of the ELDER application from which 
to begin to design part of it.  You will be asked to analyse  and assess responses of all 
participants but will not be told which representation they used. 
 
Before you can carry out this assessment, you will be required to take part in the 
exercise as a participant in order to gain an appreciation of what it involves. 
 
After doing the exercise you will be asked to evaluate the answer sheets of all other 
participants based on the following assessment criteria. 
 
1.10 Assessment of Preliminary Design (Q3.1) 
 
Q3.1a describe the style of representation used to express the preliminary design
(Tick ALL appropriate boxes)
Pseudo Code
Object Oriented
Representation
Header File
State-Transition Diagram
Flow Chart
Textual Description
Other - please state
Data Flow Diagram
 
Figure D.1 Q3.1a Assessment of the style of representation used for preliminary design 
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Comprehensive design,
no major flaws, no
missing functionality
Yes 9
Is the preliminary design
comprehensive and without
major flaws or missing
functionality
No
Fairly comprehensive
design, not more than 2
major flaws or 3 items of
missing functionality
Yes 6 - 7 - 8
Is the preliminary design fairly
comprehensive with not more
than 2 major flaws or 3 items
of missing functions
No
START
Balance of valid design
considerations against
missing functionality and
major flaws
Yes 5
Does the preliminary design
show a roughly equal balance
missing functionality, major
flaws and valid design
considerations?
No
Poor design with more
than 2 major flaws and
more than 3 items of
missing functionality
Yes 2 - 3 - 4
Does the preliminary design
show a greater degree of
missing functionality and
major flaws than valid design
considerations
No
No valid design
considerations and only
major flaws
Yes 1
Does the preliminary design
show no valid design
considerations and only major
flaws
Q3.1b How comprehensive is the participant's preliminary design?
In other words, has the participant considered everything within their design? Or put another
way, how much functionality is missing or badly flawed?
 
 
Figure D.2 Q3.1b Assessment of the comprehensiveness of the preliminary design 
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1.10.1 ‘Model Answers’ to Preliminary Design (Q3.1) 
 
A set of ‘model answers’ was produced to indicate to the assessor the kind of design 
considerations that surround the implementation of the Checklist Window. 
 
Checklist already exists
for equipment instance? No
Retrieve Checklist data
Checklist Data:
Section headings,
Trail ticks, User
Check ticks,  Notes
Exist Flags (for
Notes Icon)
Yes
Display Checklist and
Current Checklist
Record
Get Equipment Type
Equipment
Type (in
memory) just
been input
Get relevant Checklist
Sections for the
Equipment Type
Section Headings
for Equipment
Types database
Create a Checklist
Record for the new
Equipment Item
Checklist Data:
Section headings,
Trail ticks, User
Check ticks, Notes
Exist Flags (for
Notes Icon)
End
(Checklist in Focus.
ELDER awaiting further
user input)
Checklist already open for a
different equipment instance
No
Yes
Start
(activated on New/
Open Equipment
Checklist Main menu
event)
Close Current Checklist
(Ref: Close Event)
 
 
Figure D.3 ‘Model Answer’ - Flowchart illustrating required interaction following a 
New/Open Checklist event 
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True
False
Start
(Notes button '...'
clicked on checklist)
Notes Exist Flag for
current section?
Display Notes Dialog
(user may now enter or
edit notes)
Retreive Existing Notes
From Equipment Log
File
Equipment Log File
End
(Notes Dialog displayed
and awaiting user input)
 
 
Figure D.4 ‘Model Answer’ - Flowchart illustrating required interaction following a 
Notes Button Click Event 
 
Checklist Data:
Section headings,
Trail ticks, User
Check ticks, Notes
Exist Flags (for
Notes Icon)
Notes Exist Flag = False
Store Flag in Checklist
Start
(Notes Dialog 'OK'
button clicked)
No
Yes
Equipment Log File
Notes text <> ""
? Notes Exist Flag?
Notes Flag Exists?
True
Close Notes Dialog
Delete Any Existing Notes
from Equipment Log File
False
Notes Exist Flag = True
Store Flag in Checklist
Checklist Data:
Section headings,
Trail ticks, User
Check ticks, Notes
Exist Flags (for
Notes Icon)
Store Notes Text in
Equipment Log FileEquipment Log File
Tru
e
Refresh Checklist Display
(to add/remove 'notes
exist' icon)
Fals
e
End
(Checklist in Focus.
ELDER awaiting further
user input)
 
 
Figure D.5 ‘Model Answer’ - Flowchart illustrating required interaction following an 
OK Button Click Event within the Notes Dialog 
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Start
(Delete Note event)
Notes Exist Flag?
True
Fals
e
End
(Checklist in Focus.
ELDER awaiting further
user input)
Checklist Data:
Section headings,
Trail ticks, User
Check ticks, Notes
Exist Flags (for
Notes Icon)
Notes Exist Flag = False
Store Flag in Checklist
Equipment Log FileDelete Any Existing Notesfrom Equipment Log File
 
 
Figure D.6 ‘Model Answer’ - Flowchart illustrating required interaction following a 
Delete Note Event 
 
Start
(Notes Dialog 'Cancel'
button clicked)
End
(Checklist in Focus.
ELDER awaiting further
user input)
Close Notes Dialog
 
 
Figure D.7 ‘Model Answer’ - Flowchart illustrating required interaction following a 
Cancel Button Click Event within the Notes Dialog 
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Start
(Close Checklist Event - triggered when a
new equipment item is opened or when
'close equipment' is selected from the main
menu)
Yes
Is a Checklist
Currently Open?
Checklist Data:
Section headings,
Trail ticks, User
Check ticks, Notes
Exist Flags (for
Notes Icon)
No
Store Current Checklist
Record
Close Checklist Window
End
(ELDER awaiting further
user input)
 
 
Figure D.8 ‘Model Answer’ - Flowchart illustrating required interaction following a 
Close Checklist Event  
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Start
(Section Trail Tick Flag
Received)
Does the Trail Tick Flag come
from the same chapter as the current
equipment type?
Yes
End
(Checklist in Focus.
ELDER awaiting further
user input)
Has relevant section
been ticked already?
Tick the relevant section
on the Checklist
Refesh the Checklist
Display (to update ticks)
Yes
No
No
Does the checklist already have
a heading for this alternative
equipment type?
Has relevant section
been ticked already?
Yes
Yes
Add the relevent section
to the supplemental part
of the Checklist and Tick
the Trail column
No
No
Add a Chapter Heading at
the End of the Checklist to
Show that this alternative
equipment type was
accessed
 
 
Figure D.9 ‘Model Answer’ - Flowchart illustrating required interaction following a the 
receipt of a Section Trail Tick Message  
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1.11 Assessment of Assumptions (Q3.2) 
 
3 or more good
assumptions and NO
poor assumptions?
Yes 9Are all assumptions (3 ormore) stated realistic, valid
and appropriate?
No
A majority of good
assumptions
outweighing some poor
assumptions
Or only two good
assumption made
Yes 6 - 7 - 8Are most of the assumptionsstated realistic, valid and
appropriate?
No
START
No assumptions made
or a balance of good
and poor assumptions
stated.
Yes 5Are no assumptions stated oris there a balance of good
and poor assumptions?
No
A majority of poor
assumptions
outweighing some good
assumptions
Or only two poor
assumption made
Yes 2 - 3 - 4Are most assumptions statedunrealistic, invalid or
inappropriate?
No
Q3.2 Assess assumptions made by participant
3 or more poor
assumptions and no
good assumptions?
Yes 1
Are all assumptions (3 or
more) stated unrealistic,
invalid or inappropriate?
 
 
Figure D.10 Q3.2 Assessment of assumptions stated by participants 
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1.12 Assessment of Implementation Difficulties (Q3.3) 
 
3 or more pertinent difficulties
suggested and appropriately rated for
severity?
Yes 9Are all implementation difficulties (3 or
more) pertinent to the implementation of
the checklist and appropriately rated for
severity?
No
A majority of pertinent implementation
difficulties appropriately rated for
severity
Or only two pertinent implementation
difficulties suggested.
Or some inappropriate severity ratings
Yes 6 - 7 - 8Are most of the implementation
difficulties pertinent to the
implementation of the checklist and
appropriately rated for severity?
No
START
No implementation alternatives
suggested.
Or, an overall balance of pertinent and
irrelevant implementation difficulties
suggested
and appropriate / inappropriate
severity ratings assigned.
Yes 5
Are no implementation difficulties stated
stated or is there a balance of pertinent
and irrelevant implementation difficulties
or severity ratings suggested?
No
A majority of irrelevant implementation
difficulties  inappropriately rated for
severity
Or only two irrelevant implementation
difficulties suggested.
Or mostly inappropriate severity
ratings
Yes 2 - 3 - 4
Are most of the implementation
difficulties irrelevant to the
implementation of the checklist and
inappropriately rated for severity?
No
3 or more irrelevant difficulties
suggested and inappropriately
rated for severity?
Yes 1
Are all of the implementation difficulties
irrelevant to the implementation of the
checklist and/or inappropriately rated for
severity?
Q3.3 Assess implementation difficulties stated made by participant
 
 
Figure D.11 Q3.3 Assessment of potential implementation difficulties stated by 
participants 
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1.13 Assessment of Implementation Alternatives (Q3.4a) 
 
3 or more alternatives
NO poor alternatives?Yes 9
Are all alternatives (3 or
more) stated realistic, valid
and appropriate?
No
A majority of good
alternatives outweighing
some poor alternatives
Or only two good
alternatives made
Yes 6 - 7 - 8Are most of the alternativesstated realistic, valid and
appropriate?
No
START
No alternatives
suggested or a balance
of good and poor
alternatives stated.
Yes 5Are no alternatives stated oris there a balance of good
and poor alternatives?
No
A majority of poor
alternatives outweighing
some good alternatives
Or only two poor
alternatives suggested
Yes 2 - 3 - 4Are most alternatives statedunrealistic, invalid or
inappropriate?
No
3.4a Assess implementation alternatives suggested by participant
3 or more poor
alternatives and no good
alternatives?
Yes 1
Are all alternatives (3 or
more) stated unrealistic,
invalid or inappropriate?
When assessing alternatives greater credit should be given to suggestions which genuinely
relate to the users and their tasks, than suggestions which are aimed at improving the general
look and feel of the application for the sake of it (i.e. without sensible design rationale).
 
 
Figure D.12 Q3.4a Assessment of implementation alternatives suggested by  
participants 
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1.14 Assessment of Participants’ Evaluation of Implementation 
Alternatives (Q3.4b&c) 
 
1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9
Strongly agree with the
participants usability
assessment of implementation
alternatives suggested.
Strongly disagree with the
participants usability
assessment of implementation
alternatives suggested.
Q3.4b In general, to what extent do you agree with the participant's assessment of the impact
their implementation alternatives will have on the overall usability of ELDER?
Evaluate the participants' own assessments of the impact of implementation alternatives
they have suggested
1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9
Implementation alternatives
suggested will have a strong
benefit on implementation
Implementation alternatives
suggested will have a negative
effect on implementation
Q3.4c In general, to what extent do you think that implementation alternatives suggested will
assist the implementation of ELDER? (e.g. will alternatives allow the code to be structured
better, simplified or will they reduce the coding effort required)
 
 
Figure D.13 Extent of expert agreement with participants’ own evaluation of the 
impact that implementation alternatives will have on usability (Q3.4b) 
and implementation (Q3.4c) 
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1.15 Assessment of Participants’ Apparent Overall Understanding of 
HCI Design Intent and the Consistency of their Design with HCI 
Design Intent (Q3.6a&b). 
 
Q3.6a From their preliminary design, assumptions made, assessment of implementation
difficulties and implementation alternatives, how well do you think the participant has
understood the HCI Design intent and the underlying philosophy of the ELDER product being
conveyed?
1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 Excellent understanding ofHCI Design intent
Very poor understanding of
HCI Design intent
1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 Completely consistent withHCI Design intent
Completely inconsistent with
HCI Design intent
Q3.6b If implementation were to proceed along the lines indicated by the participant's design
and suggestions how consistent will the resulting product be with HCI Design intent?
Assess how well the participant has understood HCI design intent and how consistent
their design is with this intent
 
 
Figure D.14 Expert assessment of how well the participant appears to have 
understood the HCI design intent (Q3.6a) and how consistent their design is with HCI 
design intent (Q3.6b). 
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1.16 Framework for Quantitative Measurement of the Correctness 
and Completeness of Participants’ Annotation of the Checklist 
Window in the Post-Test (Q4.1) 
 
The pre-defined ‘marking’ framework for quantitative measurement of participants 
annotations of the Checklist Window in the post-test questionnaire is shown in figure 
D.15. 
 
Checklist corresponding to
equipment type selected, same
as top level browser index for the
equipment type
Equipment Reference in titlebar
Window Properties
Application Modeless
Minimise Button only
UI Design suggests that this area should expand if the
user accesses advice from different chaptersand the section
headings of the advice accessed should be repeated here.
Notes Button and icon (a different way
of implementing this would be good!)
User 'Check' box
Automatic 'Trail'
Order of these 3 things
does not matter
There should not be a control box
 Total Marks Possible - 10
 1 Mark
 1 Mark
 1 Mark
 1 Mark
 1 Mark
 1 Mark
 1 Mark
( Identification of these items as
section headings without relating
this fact back to equipment type )
 1/2 Mark
 1 Mark
 1 Mark
 1 Mark
  
 
Figure D.15 Pre-defined ‘marking’ framework for quantitative measurement of 
participants annotations of the Checklist Window in the post-test 
questionnaire (Q4.1) 
 
 
